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Abstract—A new experiment CKM is accepted by Fermilab for a very sensitive study of rare kaon decay
K+ → π+νν̄ on an intense separated kaon beam. The high quality of the beam and CKM setup make it
possible to perform an important set of other kaon-decay measurements in parallel with the main research
program: (1) the search for new physics effects beyond the Standard Model (search for new P , S, T
interactions and lepton flavor violation in kaon decays); (2) further search for directCP violation in charged
kaon decays; (3) study of low-energy hadron physics in pure conditions of decay processes (K+ → π+l+l−;
ππlνl; π0γγ, etc.). The expected results of these studies are compared with other experimental programs.
c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

In 2001, a new experiment “Charged Kaon at
Main Injector” [1] (CKM, or E921) was accepted by
Fermilab and is now in the stage of technical design
and preparation. Themain aim of this experiment is to
measure the branching ratio of the ultrarare charged
kaon decayK+ → π+νν̄ by observing approximately
102 events of this decay with small background.

The CKM experiment will open the possibil-
ity of determining the magnitude of the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix element |Vtd| with sta-
tistical uncertainty of about 5% and total precision
around 10%. This decay mode is known to be theo-
retically clean with the only significant correction due
to charm contribution (see details in [1] and in the
references therein). It will play a crucial role in the
testing of the Standard Model (SM) predictions for
the mechanism of CP violation and for properties of
FCNC (flavor-changing neutral current) processes.

Evidence for K+ → π+νν̄ was obtained in the
BNLE787 experiment with kaon decays at rest where
two clear events of this decay was observed and the
branching ratio BR(K+ → π+νν̄) = (1.57+1.75

−0.82)×
10−10 was measured [2]. In the new version of this
experiment with the upgraded setup (BNL E949),
which is now beginning at BNL [3], it will be possible
to obtain several events of K+ → π+νν̄ in the kaon
decays at rest. But a really large increase in statistics
is expected in a new type of experiment—the CKM at
Fermilab.

∗This article was submitted by the author in English.
1)The extended version of the author’s talk on the Meeting of
the CKMCollaboration, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
July 2001.
1063-7788/02/6510-1749$22.00 c©
The experimental technique that will be used in
this experiment is decay in flight in a ∼22 GeV sep-
arated K+ beam with kaon flux of 30 MHz and a
purity of higher than 70%. K+ are generated by
about 5× 1012 120-GeV protons per spill from Main
Injector. The CKMdetector will have redundant mea-
surements for both the primary K+ and the sec-
ondary π+ with high-rate magnetic spectrometers
and RICH velocity spectrometers based on phototube
ring imaging Cherenkov counters for each particle. A
hermetic photon veto system capable of rejecting π0

decays from background processes with inefficiency
less than 1.6× 10−7 and a muon range hodoscope
veto system with inefficiency less than 1× 10−5 are
also required. The expected signal acceptance of the
CKM setup for K+ → π+νν̄ after all cuts will be
∼2%. A date collection period of 2 years should yield
a signal ∼102 events over a background of less than
10 events (assuming theoretical branching ratio BR
(K+ → π+νν̄) � 1× 10−10).

The possible agreement between the results of
independent measurements for kaon- and B-meson-
decay processes would implement a very stringent
test of the SM CP-violation mechanism associated
with the complexness of the quark-mixing CKMma-
trix. But if there are some other CP-violation mech-
anisms beyond the SM, these new mechanisms quite
probably would affect differently the properties of dif-
ferent processes and all sets of measurements will
demonstrate these differences quite unambiguously.

But in any case, it is important to stress here that,
quite recently in the BaBar and Belle experiments,
the study of charge asymmetry in B0

d(B̄
0
d) → ψK0

S
decay gave the value of aψKS

= sin 2β = 0.79 ± 0.10
[4], which is in very good agreement with the SM pre-
diction (here, β is an angle in a unitarity triangle—see
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. The CKM Detector [1]. The lower section shows the true proportions of the apparatus. The main components of the
setup are presented in this figure (see also text).
below in Fig. 3). As I understand, it is the first preci-
sion test of the CP violation in the SM and may be of
considerable importance in the future understanding
of leading mechanisms of the CP violation. It also
increases the significance of K+ → π+νν̄ results of
the CKM and BNL E949.

The study of K+ → π+νν̄ is the main aim of

Table 1. Required inefficiency performance of the CKM
photon veto systems

Energy range
low–high, GeV

Inefficiency

VVS FVS PHVS

0.00–0.02 4× 10−1 1 1
0.02–0.04 3× 10−2 5× 10−1 1
0.04–0.06 3× 10−3 5× 10−2 1
0.06–0.10 7× 10−4 5× 10−3 1
0.10–0.20 4× 10−4 2× 10−3 2× 10−2

0.20–0.40 1× 10−4 5× 10−4 5× 10−3

0.40–1.00 1× 10−4 2× 10−4 2× 10−3

1.00–10.00 3× 10−5 1× 10−4 2× 10−3
PH
the CKM experiment. But the large intensity of the
charged kaon beam and high quality and capability of
the apparatus also open the possibility of performing
in parallel or in special short dedicated runs other
important measurements in kaon physics. These pos-
sibilities are considered in some detail below.

2. APPARATUS

The general layout of the CKM setup is presented
in Fig. 1. The CKM detector includes the following:

(1) Primary K+-meson identification system and
measuring double spectrometer with upstream mag-
netic spectrometer (UMS) with proportional cham-
bers and scintillation kaon entrance angle tracker
(KEAT) and Kaon RICH velocity spectrometer (dou-
ble redundant measurement of primary kaon);

(2) High-vacuum 30-m-long decay region with
quite effective photon vacuum veto system (VVS) and
beam interaction veto system (BIVS);

(3) Downstream magnetic spectrometer (DMS)
with straw tubes in vacuum and with two exit time
planes (ETP) of scintillation hodoscopes and Pion
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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RICH velocity spectrometer (double redundant mea-
surement of the secondary π+);

(4) High efficiency photon forward veto system
(FVS)—γ spectrometer with high resolution CsI
scintillation counters;

(5)Muon veto system (MVS)—hodoscopical rang
stack system for muon rejection with inefficiency
<10−5;

(6) Photon hole veto system (PHVS) after addi-
tional magnet at the end of the setup to increase the
hermetism of photon veto system.

The CKM experiment will be performed on a new
RF separated charged kaon beam with momentum of
22 GeV and full intensity of 50MHz (30-MHz kaons,
7.5-MHz pions, 7.5-MHz muons).

The photon veto is characterized by high efficiency,
which is presented in Table 1. These values are impor-
tant for estimation of the background level for many
processes.

The possibility of the CKM setup for background
rejection forK+ → π+νν̄ is characterized in Table 2,
in which the numbers of background events from
different processes are presented. We see that this
expected background is favorable for measuring of
BR(K+ → π+νν̄) on the statistics of ∼102 events.
The selection of K+ → π+νν̄ events and the sup-
pression of theK+ → π+π0 background is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The expected result of the CKM experiment
for the determination of the SM unitary triangle pa-
rameters is presented in Fig. 3 together with the data
of other kaon and B-meson experiments.

3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OTHER
KAON DECAYS

The CKM setup is characterized by excellent spa-
tial and time resolution and includes two magnetic
spectrometers and two RICH velocity spectrometers
that will provide particle identification through precise
velocity measurements. TheCKM setup also includes
a quite efficient photon veto system, photon spec-
trometers, a muon veto system, and muon identifica-
tion, as well as a quite complicated and reliable trigger
and data acquisition system (DAQ) of the pipeline
type. The setup will provide the redundant measure-
ment capabilities necessary for contemporary rare
kaon decay studies with sensitivity up to 10−12.

While the CKM experiment will accept no com-
promises in either the sensitivity or background
rejection required for the main K+ → π+νν̄ mea-
surement, several other interesting physics measure-
ments should be possible with this apparatus.

The main directions of these additional measure-
ments are the following:

(1) The search for new physical effects beyond
the SM (lepton-flavor-violation processes; search
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
Table 2. Background estimates in terms of effective
branching ratio

Background source Effective BR,
10−12

K+ → µ+νµ < 0.04
K+ → π+π0 3.7
K+ → µ+νµγ < 0.09
K+A→ KLX followed byKL → π+e−ν < 0.14
K+A→ π+X in trackers < 4.0
K+A→ π+X in residual gas (10−6torr) < 2.1
Accidentals (2K+ decays) 0.51

Total < 10.6

for new scalar (S), pseudoscalar (P ), and tensor
(T ) weak interactions in K+ → e+ν, π0e+νe decays;
etc.).

(2) Further search for direct CP violation in K+

decays (charge asymmetry in K± → π±ππ;π±π0γ;
T -odd correlations in K+ → π0l+νlγ decays). The
observable effects in these searches are possible only
beyond the SM.

(3) Low-energy hadron physics studies in the pure
conditions of kaon decays (K+ → π+l+l−;π+π0γ;
ππl+νl; l+νlγ, π0γγ, etc.). The importance of these
investigations is connected with fundamental quark
confinement problem and with further development of
lattice QCD, CHPT (chiral perturbation theory), and
other hadron theories.
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A general description of the CKM experimental
possibilities for studying several kaon decays is illus-
trated in Table 3, which presents the efficiency cal-
culations and expected statistical evaluation of these
processes. For the efficiency estimates in Table 3, it
was assumed that all decay photons are detected and
measured in FVS and all charged decay products are
detected in the DMS and can be identified (if it is
necessary) in the Pion RICH and muon system.

To increase the efficiency for photon detection in
multiphoton events, it was assumed that in some
cases the VVS can be used as a photon spectrome-
ter with reduced precision for coordinate and energy
measurements (see Section 5). The main problem
here is a possible energy leakage for photons with
small input angles to the forward surface of the VVS.
This question needs furtherGEANT simulation stud-
ies and experimental investigation for final justifica-
tion.

At this stage, we will not consider the trigger
signals for the registration of several rare kaon decays
in parallel with themainK+ → π+νν̄measurements.
As was clear from some preliminary discussions, the
future development of the CKM DAQ system will
allow us to use a very intensive data flux and will
provide many possibilities of developing the higher
trigger levels to select the desired processes.

It is instructive to compare the data of Table 3
with the possibilities of the OKA experiment on the
separated charged kaon beam with momentum of
12.5 GeV, which is now in preparation at the IHEP
accelerator (Protvino, Russia) [5]. The corresponding
sensitivity estimates for the OKA measurements are
presented in Table 4 (see [5]).

As is seen from these Tables 3 and 4, the ex-
pected decay rate at the Fermilab kaon beam (3.6 ×
1011 K+ decay/week) exceeds the same value for
IHEP beam (1.6× 1010 K+ decay/week) by a factor
of ∼20.

An additional factor of ∼2.5 can be expected from
longer duration of the CKM runs. But the accep-
tances of the CKM for most of the additional mea-
surements are smaller than in the OKA by a factor of
1/4–1/10 (especially for multiphoton events).

Thus, the expected ratio of integral detected decay
numbers for these two experiments is
N (CKM)/N (OKA) ∼ 10–15 in favor of the CKM.
But wider acceptance of the OKA setup gives some
advantages in studying of the characteristics for some
decay channels in this experiment.

The comparison of the future possibilities of the
CKM and OKA allows one to make several conclu-
sions:

1. The CKM experiment has a definite advantage
in the searches for new processes like lepton flavor
nonconservation and new mechanisms of CP viola-
tion in charged kaon decays.
PH
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Fig. 3. A possible outcome for parameters of
unitary triangle η̄, ρ̄, and β obtained from future K-
meson experiments [K+ → π+νν̄ (CKM); K0

L →
π0νν̄ (KAMI/KOPIO)] and B-meson experiments
[∆mBd/∆mBs ; B

0(B̄0) → J/ψK0
S ]. The light

region includes possible theoretical uncertainties in
BR(K+ → π+νν̄) connected with the influence of c
quarks [1].

2. The advantage in the acceptance of the OKA
setup makes it possible to do more careful studies of
the Dalitz plot distributions, form factors, and other
properties for decays with intermediate branching ra-
tios (likeK+ → ππl+νl; π+π0γ, search for scalar and
tensor interactions inK+ → π0l+νl, etc.).

3. Thus both experiments are complimentary to
each other and together will give the opportunity for
careful studies of many decays. In addition, it is useful
to bear in mind that the OKA experiment will begin
several years earlier that the CKM. A large group of
physicists are participating in both experiments, and
that gives us a suitable opportunity to obtain in the
OKA measurements the first physical results for sev-
eral decay channels, important information about the
separation criteria, and the background situation and
systematics for some processes under investigation
and to continue these studies on a new level in the
CKM experiment.

Now, we will discuss several kaon-decay pro-
cesses in more detail (see also [1, 6, 7]).

4. LEPTON-FLAVOR-VIOLATING
PROCESSES IN K+ DECAYS IN CKM
The main kaon-decay processes with lepton flavor

violation (LFV) are summarized in Table 5, where
upper limits for these decays obtained mainly in the
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 3. The efficiency for the detection and sample size of several kaon decay modes in the CKM detector

Decay BR Efficiency Events/week

K+ → π0µ+νµγ ∼2× 10−5 0.0080 5.8× 104

K+ → π0e+νeγ (2.62± 0.20)× 10−4 0.0022 2.1× 105

K+ → π+π+π− (5.59± 0.05)× 10−2 0.20 4.0× 109

K+ → π+π0π0 (1.73± 0.04)× 10−2 0.0040 2.5× 107

K+ → π+π0γ (2.75± 0.15)× 10−4 0.011 1.1× 106

K+ → π+e+e− (2.88± 0.13)× 10−7 0.012 1.2× 103

K+ → π+µ+µ− (7.6± 2.1)× 10−8 0.086 2.3× 103

K+ → µ+νµγ (5.50± 0.28)× 10−3 0.050 1.0× 108

K+ → π+π−e+νe (3.91± 0.17)× 10−5 0.066 9.3× 105

K+ → π0π0e+νe (2.1± 0.4)× 10−5 0.0093 7.0× 104

K+ → π+π−µ+νµ (1.4± 0.9)× 10−5 0.28 1.4× 106

K+ → π0π0µ+νµ ∼0.7× 10−5 0.0024 6.1× 103

Notes: 1. For expected statistics evaluation, we used MC values for efficiencies of different decays, the K+ flux of 3× 107 K+/spill,
decay region of 30 m (17% K+ decays), and effective number of spill/week of 1.4× 105 (70% effective time). These numbers
correspond to 7.1× 1011 K+ decay/week. To take into consideration dead-time effects (30%) and possible additional cuts to suppress
background, we use in these estimations the reduced effective number of 3.6× 1011 K+ decay/week.

2. In the efficiency calculations, it was assumed that all photons are measured in the FVS. If some of the photons in π0π0 decays are
measured in VVS, the efficiency of corresponding process will increase by 2–3 times.
E865 BNL experiment [8, 9] are presented. For com-
pleteness, we also included in this table the last LFV
results fromK0

L decays [10–12].
From the statistical consideration, there is a clear

opportunity for the CKM experiment to perform (in
parallel with the main K+ → π+νν̄ study) much
more sensitive searches for all thoseK+ LFV decays
up to the level BR ∼ 10−12. These limits correspond
to effective number of K+ decays in two years
of measurement N(K+ decays) = (3.6 × 1011 de-
cays/week)× (78 weeks)= 2.81× 1013(K+ decays).
The details are presented in Table 3. These numbers
include a safety factor of 0.5 to take into account
dead-time effects and additional cuts. Certainly,
very careful investigations of possible background
limitations for LFV kaon decays must be done. Some
of these works have already begun.

Even a sensitivity of 10−12 for kaon LFV processes
looks now modest in comparison with ambitious
new proposals for the search for µ→ eγ and µ− +
(A,Z) → e− + (A,Z) LFV processes on the level
BR < 10−14–10−16 [13]. The difference in the sen-
sitivities of future muon and kaon LFV experiments
would be even larger due to additional factor τµ/τK ∼
102 included in the limitations for the corresponding
partial decay widths: Γ(kaon LFV)/Γ(muon LFV) =
[BR(kaon LFV)/BR(muon LFV)](τµ/τK) � (102–
104)× 102 � 104–106 (τµ and τK are the lifetimes for
muons and kaons).
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
But it is very important to stress that the searches
for LFV in kaon decays are complimentary to the
µ→ eγ type of experiments. Kaon decays are the only
processes that are sensitive to s→ dµē interactions
which may possess very exceptional properties. These
processes open a unique possibility of studying LFV
decays with fundamental generation number conser-
vation and of investigating the hypothetical selection
rule for this number. In other words, for these decays,
a change of generation in the leptonic sector can
be compensated by a change of generation in the
quark sector ([14]; see also [15]). Let us introduce the
generation number G1 = 1 for the first fundamental
fermion generation andG2 = 2 for the second one (for
antifermions G1 = −1, G2 = −2). Then, as is seen
from the diagrams in Fig. 4, it is possible to classify
different processes according to changing ∆G, as
follows from Table 6. The strength of the hypothet-
ical ∆G selection rule is unclear now. Certainly, the
new possibilities for the search for LFV processes
in kaon decays will occur only if this strength is
important and every next order on ∆G will lead to
significant suppression of the corresponding process
to compare with lower order. Wemust bear inmind an
unexpected difference between K+ → π+µ+e− and
K+ → π+µ−e+ in the model with conserved gener-
ation number according to the∆G selection rule.

In the diagrams in Fig. 4, the decay processes
are governed by exchange of “horizontal” interme-
diate boson H0. But it is also possible to consider
02
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Table 4. The efficiency for the detection and sample size of several kaon decay channels for the OKA experiment on the
separatedK+ beam of IHEP accelerator [5]

Decay BR

New magnet Old SPHINX magnet New magnet

ε1 (events/week)1 ε2 (events/week)2
events/5.76× 1011

K+ decays (36 weeks of
measurements)

K+ → π+π+π− (5.59± 0.05)× 10−2 0.76 6.8× 108 0.64 5.7× 108 2.4× 1010

K+ → π+π0π0 (1.73± 0.04)× 10−2 0.47 1.3× 108 0.32 8.9× 107 4.7× 109

K+ → µ+νµγ (5.50± 0.28)× 10−3 0.54 4.8× 107 0.43 3.8× 107 1.7× 109

K+ → π0µ+νµγ ∼ 2× 10−5 0.44 1.4× 105 0.30 9.6× 104 5.1× 106

K+ → π0e+νeγ (2.62± 0.20)× 10−4 0.24 1.0× 106 0.16 6.7× 105 3.6× 107

K+ → π+π0γ (2.75± 0.15)× 10−4 0.47 2.1× 106 0.32 1.4× 106 7.4× 107

K+ → π+π−e+νe (3.91± 0.17)× 10−5 0.27 1.7× 105 0.21 1.3× 105 6.1× 106

K+ → π0π0e+νe (2.1± 0.4)× 10−5 0.18 6.0× 104 0.12 4.0× 104 2.2× 106

K+ → π+π−µ+νµ (1.4± 0.9)× 10−5 0.73 1.6× 105 0.61 1.4× 105 5.9× 106

K+ → π0π0µ+νµ ∼ 0.7× 10−5 0.44 4.9× 104 0.30 3.4× 104 1.8× 106

K+ → e+νe (1.55± 0.07)× 10−5 0.53 1.3× 105 0.44 1.1× 105 4.7× 106

K+ → π0e+νe (4.82± 0.06)× 10−2 0.32 2.5× 108 0.23 1.8× 108 8.9× 109

K+ → π0µ+νµ (3.18± 0.08)× 10−2 0.48 2.4× 108 0.34 1.7× 108 8.8× 109

K+ → π+e+e− (2.88± 0.13)× 10−7 0.12 5.5× 102 0.07 3.2× 102 2.0× 104

K+ → π+µ+µ− (7.6± 2.1)× 10−8 0.43 5.2× 102 0.29 3.5× 102 1.9× 104

Notes: 1. For expected statistics evaluation, we used MC estimations for the efficiencies of different decay modes, K+ flux of
5× 106 K+/spill, decay region of 12 m (12%K+-decay probability), and effective number of spill/week of 5.2× 104 (70% effective
time). These numbers correspond to 3.2× 1010 K+ decay/week. To take into consideration effects of dead-time losses and additional
cuts to suppress background, we will use in the effective number calculations the effective flux of 1.6× 1010 K+ decay/week (reduced
by an additional factor of two).

2. To estimate the decay rates in the OKA setup, we used geometry with old SPHINX magnet (events/week)2 and with possible new
magnet (events/week)1.
3. With a newmagnet, it will be possible to realize a more effective setup arrangement and to obtain additional gains in the decay rates
which were not considered in this table.
4. In the efficiency calculations, it was assumed that all photons for secondary-particle identification would be measured in two lead-
glass γ spectrometers of the OKA setup. The effective photon veto system would not be used for photon spectroscopy aims.

Table 5. Lepton flavor violation in kaon decays
Mode BR limit Expected CKM BR limits

K+ → π+µ+e− 2.8× 10−11 [8] 2.2× 10−12

K+ → π+µ−e+ 5.2× 10−10 [9] 2.2× 10−12

K+ → π−µ+e+ 5.0× 10−10 [9] 2.2× 10−12

K+ → π−µ+µ+ 3.0× 10−9 [9] 7.2× 10−13

K+ → π−e+e+ 6.4× 10−10 [9] 5.6× 10−12

K0
L → µe 4.7× 10−12 [10]

K0
L → π0µe 4.4× 10−10 [11]

K0
L → e±e±µ∓µ∓ 1.36× 10−10 [12]
kaon-decay LFV processes which are governed by
exchange of leptoquarks Y ∗ (see Fig. 5).

Amplitudes for the s→ dµē process of pseu-
doscalar and axial-vector type (for K0

L → µē decay)
PH
or with vector, scalar, and tensor structure (for K →
πµē decay) with the “horizontal”H0 boson exchange
can be presented with the help of general generation-
number-conserving operators [16]:
QV,A =
g2H
2M2

H

d̄γµ[CLqPL + CRqPR]s · µ̄γµ[CLlPL + CRlPR]e+ h.c.

QS,P =
g2H
2M2

H

d̄[C ′
LqPL + C ′

RqPR]s · µ̄[C ′
LlPL + C ′

RlPR]e+ h.c.


 . (1)
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 6. Classification of LFV processes by change of generation quantum number∆G in the model [14]

Order |∆G| Process

First 0 K+ → π+µ+e−;K0
L → µ∓e±;K0

L → π0µ∓e±

Second 1 µ→ 3e; µ→ eγ; µ−N → e−N
Third 2 K0 → K̄0 (∆m = mK1 −mK2); µ

−e+ → µ+e−;K+ → π+µ−e+
Here, PL = (1 + γ5)/2;PR = (1− γ5)/2; C and C ′

are constants.
The results of calculation of branching ratiosK →

µe and K → πµe decays for interactions (1) are pre-
sented for illustration in Fig. 6 as a function of the
scale parameter MH (for gH = g—a weak constant
corresponding to C,C ′ = 1).

There are other interesting models for s→ dµē
processes in the supersymmetry theories with R-
parity nonconservation [17, 18], in left–right mod-
els with heavy Majorana neutrino [19], and in the
leptoquark-exchange model [20].

LFV processes are known to take place both in
the Minimal Supersymmetric Model (MSSM) and in
its modifications that include violation of R parity. As
for the context of the MSSM, rare kaon decays allow
one to correlate squark and slepton mixing, while in
R-violating supersymmetry one can probe nontrivial
products of Yukawa couplings.

Within framework of the MSSM, the magni-
tudes of the predicted rates depend on the details
of the masses and mixings of sparticles including
the sneutrinos. Maximal contributions for kaon LFV
decays are expected from the box diagrams involving
chargino and neutralino exchange.

However, the universal GUT-scale parameters for
sfermions and gauginos, are bounded by the limits for
pure leptonic LFV decays µ→ eγ and µ→ e+e+e−

and lead to a hopelessly low kaon LFV decay branch-
ings on the order of 10−16–10−18. Only fine tuning
of GUT parameters makes it of interest to search for
lepton-flavor-violatingK decays.

But the situation can be much different in R-
parity-violating supersymmetry models as pointed
out in [17, 18]. In this case, the gauge symmetry of
the SUSY model allows additional Yukawa coupling
terms in the superpotential of the form λLiLjĒk,
λ′LiQjD̄k, λ′′ŪiD̄jD̄k.

Here, the L(Q) are the left-handed lepton (quark)
superfields and the Ē(D̄, Ū) are corresponding right-
handed fields; λ, λ′, λ′′, λijk are coupling constants.
Each of these terms gives three Yukawa couplings.
For example, the first term is

λijk(LiLjĒk + LiL̃jĒk + L̃iLjĒk).

It may be seen that these terms involve a single
SUSY state and are breaking theR parity of MSSM.
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
For electroweak SU (2) and color SU (3) symmetry, it
was shown that there are 45 R-violating couplings.
Certainly, there are many experimental constraints
on this set of constants (nonobservation of proton
decay and some exotic processes, lepton universality,
nonobservation of possible modification of different
SM processes). In spite of these limitations, it was
stated in [17] that it is still possible that several R-
violating operators may be large enough and useful
limitations for some of them can be obtained from
existing upper limits for LFV kaon decays and from
their future searches. In this class of models, while
µ→ eγ occurs at the one-loop level, µ→ 3e, µ→ e
conversion and K0

L → µ±e∓ and K → πµ±e∓ de-
cays may occur at the tree level via different combi-
nations of couplings. Thus, LFV kaon decays have
the possibility of providing important complementary
information for these R-parity-violating processes.

For illustration, it is possible to consider ds̄→
l−j l

+
k interaction with an effective Lagrangian written

in terms of quark and lepton fields [17]:

Lds̄→l−j l+k
=

1
m2

ν̃i

[λ∗ijkλ
′
i12(s̄RdL)(l̄jLlkR) (2)

+ λikjλ
′∗
i12(s̄LdR)(l̄jRlkR)]

−
λ

′∗
ji1λ

′
ki2

2m2
ũi

(s̄RγµdR)(l̄jLγµlkL).

The tree diagrams forK0 → l−j l
+
k andK → πl−j l

+
k

decays are presented in Fig. 7.
The calculations with (2) and upper limits for

K0
L → µ±e∓ decays (Table 5) give limitations for the

values of λλ′/mν̃ and λλ′/mũ with sneutrino (ν̃) and
up-squark (ũ) contributions:

λi21λ
′
i12

(
100 GeV
mν̃

)
≤ 6.2× 10−9

λi21λ
′
i12

(
100 GeV
mũ

)
≤ 1.9× 10−7


 . (3)

From K → πl−j l
+
k decays, the upper limits for

λλ′/mν̃ and λλ′/mũ are 1–2 orders of magnitude
larger than in (3).

It is also important to mention the unique prop-
erties of the double-muon-decay process K+ →
π−µ+µ+, which were discussed [18, 21–23] in the
02
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Fig. 4. Diagrams for lepton-flavor-violation processes in the model [14] with generation number selection rule (see text and
Table 6).
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Fig. 5. Diagram for lepton flavor violation in K decay
with the mechanism involving the exchange of a Y ∗ lep-
toquark.

model of cascade kaon decays with rather heavy
Majorana neutrino (with mass of ∼300 MeV)K+ →
νhµ

+; νh → π−µ+ and with a small admixture of νh
to the muon neutrino νµ (this small admixture based
on the well-known seesaw mechanism). Another
possibility is to use K+ → π−e+e+ decay for the
search for the same type of Majorana neutrino in
the processesK+ → νhe

+; νh → π−e+ (due to small
admixture of νh in νe based also on the seesaw
mechanism—see [22]).

Other possibilities for double-muon decay of
kaons (with double-charge Higgs boson exchange
[24] and with the heavy Majorana neutrino mecha-
nism [23]) were also considered.

Thus, further searches for LFV kaon decays are
very important since they can offer complementary
information for possible theories with lepton flavor
nonconservation that will not be covered even with
very sensitive new projects on LFV searches in muon
processes.

It is my opinion that, because of the unique char-
acter of the LFV kaon-decay process, it is very impor-
tant to consider a new generation of such studies on
new high-current accelerators with energy of ∼20–
70 GeV and with very high acceptance and preci-
sion setups with maximal redundancy measurements
for background subtraction to increase the existing
PH
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Fig. 6. Branching fractions for KL → eµ (a) and K →
πeµ (b) as a function of the scale parameter MX = MH

in (1) (assuming gH = g is a weak constant). In (a),
the solid (dotted) curve corresponds to A(P ) exchange.
In (b), the K0

L mode represented by the solid (S) and
dashed (V ) curves, while the K+ mode is represented
by the dash-dotted (S) and dotted (V ) curves (see [16]).
Here V,A, S, and P are vector, axial-vector, scalar, and
pseudoscalar interactions.

sensitivity in Table 5 by 2–3 orders of magnitude
for the future possibilities. These very difficult exper-
iments must be considered as an important part of
further efforts to study lepton nonconservation and
kaon physics.

But at the end of this section, we will try to achieve
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 7. Diagrams forK → µe andK → πµe in SUSY model withR-parity nonconservation [17].
more modest aims and to study several possibilities of
the search for kaon decays with LFV in the framework
of the CKM experiment. As was shown in Table 5,
the expected statistical sensitivity of the CKM for the
search for LFV kaon decays is on the level of BR ∼
10−12. But the real sensitivity for these searches can
be reduced due to background. Here, we consider
only one example—the decay K+ → π−µ+µ+, in
which the sensitivity of E865 was the worst because
of the background from K+ → π−π+π+ with two
pion decays in flight (π+ → µ+ν). The sensitivity
of E865 is limited by this background—see Fig. 8.
We studied this background for the CKM setup with
CKM GEANT MC simulation on the statistics of
107 K+ → π−π+π+ events with forced π+ → µ+ν
decays for both π+ and with corresponding weights
(∼10−2) for proper normalization. We also performed
MC simulation of the main LFV decay under study
K+ → π−µ+µ+.

As a first step we used “standard cuts” (some
reasonable cuts on χ2 values) for the quality of the
reconstructed tracks and decay vertices, cuts for the
secondary-particle energies in the magnetic spec-
trometer and calorimeters, and a cut on total trans-
verse momentum P 2

T < 1.8× 10−4 GeV2 (PT is the
sum of transverse momenta of secondaries compared
to incident K+ meson). These results are presented
on Fig. 9a. They correspond to the expected sen-
sitivity (controlled by background level) BR(K+ →
π−µ+µ+) < 2.5× 10−9 (90% C.L.), that is, on the
same level as in E865 [9].

For further suppression of this background, we
used two additional cuts:

(a) Under the assumption that all three charged
secondary particles are pions, we calculate the ef-
fective mass M3π and reject the events with M3π <
0.52 GeV (for the signal reaction assigning a pion
mass to muon tracks produces a mass spectrum lying
above this threshold). This cut reduces the secondary
pion decays after the DMS spectrometer. The results
ICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
with this cut in addition are presented in Fig. 9b.
The background is reduced significantly, but in the
dangerous region ofMπ−µ+µ+ , it hardly changes.

(b) We performed a double measurement of the
momentum of a fast muon (with pµ � 10 GeV, which
is over the threshold for the Pion RICH counter) in
the DMS and in the velocity RICH spectrometer, and
we selected events with

1.27 < R =
pµ(DMS)
pµ(RICH)

< 1.35

(in the existing program for Pion RICH, R = 1 cor-
responds to a pion and R = 1.33 corresponds to a
muon).

The background simulation results after the cut
(b) are presented in Fig. 9c, and the results with both
cuts (a) and (b) are presented in Fig. 9d. As is seen in
these pictures, the RICH cut reduced the background
level drastically, although it also reduced the efficiency
ofK+ → π−µ+µ+ registration because of the implic-
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itly applied momentum threshold pµ � 10 GeV for
a fast muon (from ε = 0.086 to ε = 0.03). Thus the
possibility of using the RICH velocity spectrometer is
very important for the search for LFV processes in the
CKM experiment.

We do not have enough MC statistics for the
simulation of background level for the measurements
with the RICH selection cut. From comparison of
Fig. 8 (E865) and Figs. 9c and 9d in the region where
we see some background (near the massMπ−µ+µ+ =
0.46GeV), it is possible to conclude that the expected
background level of the CKM experiment would be
�2 orders of magnitude smaller than in E865 (that is
around ∼10−11).

Studies of background limitations for other LFV
kaon decays in the CKM experiment are now in oper-
ation.

5. STUDY OF K+ → π0l+νlγ DECAYS
IN THE CKM EXPERIMENT

AND THE SEARCH FOR Todd
CORRELATIONS

The T invariance is one of the fundamental sym-
metries in physics (see, for example, [25–27]). It is
still an open problem to be tested experimentally with
high precision. If CPT invariance takes place, as is
usually assumed, the CP violation is directly con-
nected with T violation to conserve CPT . T invari-
ance has been studied in many experiments. A typical
example is the search for the electric dipole moments
of elementary particles. Another possibility is to look
for the T -odd correlations in particle decays, such as
triple correlations including spin in the neutron decay.
A well-known example of the T -odd correlation in
kaon decays is the polarization of the muon normal
to the decay plane inK+ → π0µ+ν(Kµ3):

σµ⊥ =
σµ · (pπ × pµ)

|pπ × pµ|
. (4)

It was first suggested by Sakurai [28] to look for
T violation by σµ⊥ measurement. The unique feature
of this process is that the “fake” T -odd correlation
due to the final state interaction (FSI) is very small:
σµFSI⊥ = 5× 10−6 [29]. Although the SM predicts
zero effect, in some models (like Three Higgs Dou-
blet Model (3HDM) of Weinberg type), values higher
than (several units) ×10−3 or even up to 10−2 were
predicted [30, 31]. The best measurement of the σµ⊥,
performed about 20 years ago at the AGS BNL [32],
gives σµ⊥ = 0.0031 ± 0.0053. The current result from
KEK E246 [33] is σµ⊥ < 10−2 (90% C.L.), and they
hope to reach the sensitivity σµ⊥ < 1.3× 10−3 at the
end of the experiment. Even more sensitive projects
to measure σµ⊥ were considered [34].
PH
To measure effectively σµ⊥ polarization, one needs
to stop muons from K+ → π0µ+νµ in thin layers of
matter and to measure the electron asymmetry in
their µ→ e decays. We do not plan at present to
measure σµ⊥ in the CKM experiment: the kaon energy
of 22 GeV and the energies of secondary muons look
too high for that. On the contrary, we are seriously
considering the possibility of measuring another triple
T -odd correlation,

Tπµγ =
pγ · (pπ × pµ)
|pγ | · |pπ × pµ|

, (5)

in the decayK → π0µνµγ. Such a measurement was
proposed for the first time by Gevais, Iliopoulous, and
Kaplan in 1966 [35]. There are no theoretical predic-
tions for this effect at present. The “fake”FSI correla-
tion must not be strong: naively it must be similar to
σµFSI⊥ in K → µνγ, which is ∼10−4. The K± beam
gives, in principle, the possibility of subtracting the
FSI: the FSI correlation has the same sign in K±,
while the true effect changes sign.

The other way to check the existence of a direct
effect of T violation and to have an estimation for
possible “fake” asymmetry is to compare the triple
correlations (5) Tπµγ and Tπeγ for K+ → π0µ+νµγ

and K+ → π0e+νeγ decays. In multi-Higgs doublet
models the real measurable T -violation effect is ex-
pected only through the interactions of Higgs bosons
with muons in K+ → π0µ+νµγ decays. For K+ →
π0e+νeγ in this model, Tπeγ asymmetry is practi-
cally caused by FSI effects. Thus, the comparison
of Tπµγ and Tπeγ correlations will provide us with a
good criterion for observation of the real T -violation
effect and for evaluation of “fake” asymmetry. As was
calculated in [36], the “fake” asymmetries must be
TFSI
πeγ = −0.59 × 10−4 and TFSI

πµγ = 1.14 × 10−4.
It also seems that kinematic cuts for photons in

K → π0µνµγ to separate direct emission radiative
process and to suppress internal bremsstrahlung (IB)
decay events will be important: we expect possible
real T -violation effects in direct photon emission and
can use IB events for the fake asymmetry tests.

The decay K → π0µνµγ has not yet been ob-
served; the prediction of the SM is [37] BR(K →
π0µνµγ) � 2× 10−5 (with the cuts on photon energy
and emission angle Ec.m

γ > 30 MeV and ϑµγ > 20◦

in the kaon rest frame, which are used to suppress
IB events). The only experimental measurement of
the T -odd correlation in the decay K → π0eνeγ is
from ISTRA setup at the IHEP 70-GeV accelerator
[38]: pγ ·(pπ×pe)

|pγ |·|pπ×pe| = 0.03 ± 0.08; it is based on 192
reconstructed events, which correspond to the BR =
(2.7 ± 0.2) × 10−4 (in the kaon rest frame, Ec.m

γ >
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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10 MeV; 0.6 < cos ϑeγ < 0.9). Now, it is planned to
measure the Tπµγ correlation in the next IHEP kaon
experiment OKA with the expected statistics of∼106

K → π0µνµγ decays [5]. The next step with increased
statistics can be done in the CKM experiment [1, 7].

The IHEP theorists are now performing detailed
calculations of the correlation (5) in SM and in
the Weinberg 3HDM. This model is known to be
a benchmark for the CP-violation searches beyond
the SM. There are several parameters in the model
relevant for our case:MH+ is the mass of the lightest
charged Higgs; v1, v2, v3 are the vacuum expectation
values of the three Higgs fields: v21 + v

2
2 + v

2
3 =

2
√
2GF; αi, βi, γi(i = 1, 2) are six complex Yukawa

coupling constants which are related to each other by
the conditions [39]

Im(α2β∗2)
Im(α1β∗1)

=
Im(β2γ∗2)
Im(β1γ∗1)

=
Im(α2γ∗2)
Im(α1γ∗1)

= −1

Im(α1γ∗1)
v22

= − Im(β1γ∗1)
v21

= − Im(α1β∗1)
v23


 . (6)

Further constraints on the model parameters can
be extracted from the experimental data on dn, the
neutron electrical dipole moment; kaon CP-violation
parameters ε and ε′; the mass difference for D0

mesons ∆mD; etc. (see review [31]). Given all the
constraints, one still can expect a large value for
Tπµγ , which will soon be estimated. Let us recall
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
that these models predict a significant value for σµ⊥
inK → π0µνµ decays [30, 31].

To illustrate the possibilities for CKM experi-
ments, we estimated the expected efficiency for regis-
tration of K+ → π0µ+νµγ and K+ → π0e+νeγ and
the expected statistical precision for measurements
of Tπµγ and Tπeγ asymmetry parameters. It is more
convenient to use another normalization for this
correlation

T ′
πµγ =

pγ · (pπ × pµ)
m3

K

,

which takes into account the information on momen-
tum distribution of the particles in the final states. We
performed the calculations for K+ → π0µ+νµγ de-
cays with cuts (in the kaon rest frame) Eγ > 30MeV
and ϑlγ > 20◦ to separate the direct photon emission
process and to suppress IB radiation.2)

As will be shown below, we expect to obtain
1.1 × 107 K+ → π0µ+νµγ events and >108 K+ →
π0e+νeγ events in the CKM experiment in parallel
with the mainK+ → π+νν̄ studies. For estimation of
the statistical sensitivity for the average asymmetry
of the T ′

πµγ distribution inK
+ → π0µ+νµγ decay, we

performed a MC simulation for this distribution in

2)Maybe, we will need even more stringent cuts for this pur-
pose.
02
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the SM and obtained the sensitivity T ′
πµγ = ±2.5 ×

10−5 (for more common normalization Tπµγ = ±3×
10−4). For K+ → π0e+νeγ, the corresponding sen-
sitivity is T ′

πeγ = ±7× 10−6(Tπeγ = ±1× 10−4) [7].
The main problems for T -asymmetry measure-

ments in K+ → π0µ+νµγ are background processes
and systematic uncertainties. It seems that the main
background processes areK+ → π0π0µ+νµ with one
lost photon,K+ → π+π0γ with π+ → µ+νµ decay in
flight, K+ → π+π0π0 with one lost photon and with
π+ → µ+νµ decay in flight, and K+ → π0µ+νµ with
a random “photon.”We considered here the first three
background processes.

In our first approach, we consider only K+ →
π0µ+νµγ decays with all three photons detected in the
FVS of the CKM setup (see Fig. 1), for which we will
have the best energy and coordinate resolutions for
photon detection (see estimates in Table 3). But we
met with serious problems in this approach:

(1) The efficiency forK+ → π0µ+νµγ registration
was small enough (ε = 0.008) even without additional
cuts to suppress the main background processes.

(2) The muon spectrum for theseK+ → π0µ+νµγ
events is very soft—practically all muons have mo-
menta pµ < 10GeV. They are below the threshold for
Pion RICH of CKM. Pion RICH cannot be used to
reduce the background from π → µν decays in flight
by double-muon momentum measurement, and the
background from K+ → π+π0π0 (with π+ → µ+ν;
one π0 → γ(γ)) and from K+ → π+π0γ (with π+ →
µ+ν) was too big.

Thus, we used another approach that opened more
opportunities for background suppression with the
help of additional cuts. In our GEANT simulation
[7], we selected the events with three photons from
K+ → π0µ+νµγ decays detected in FVS and VVS3)

and with a charged particle that was registered in the
DMS spectrometer and passed through Pion RICH
and MVS of the CKM setup.

We used the requirements for signal photon reg-
istration in FVS Eγ > 150 MeV and in VVS Eγ >
100 MeV and included the energy and coordinate
resolutions in our simulation. For both systems, the
energy resolution was assumed to be δEγ/Eγ =
0.10/

√
Eγ [GeV] + 0.01.4) The coordinate resolu-

tion for VVS was δφ = ±π/16 and δz = ±12.5 cm
(this resolution is due to the mechanical structure

3)As was stated above, this possibility must be further studied
by GEANT simulation and a special experimental investiga-
tion to understand the influence of the photon impact angles
for VVS.

4)For FVS, it is a very crude approximation because in this CsI
spectrometer δEγ/Eγ = 0.02/

√
Eγ [GeV] + 0.01.
PH
of VVS; see [1]), and for FVS, it was δx, δy =
±5mm/

√
Eγ [GeV] + 1mm. For two signal photons,

the constraint for the table value of π0 mass was
imposed. The photon veto requirements for additional
photons were used in accordance with Table 1. For
a charged particle, we imposed the momentum cut
p > 10GeV.

After thorough study of different cuts to opti-
mize the registration of the K+ → π0µ+νµγ decay
and the background rejection, we chose the following
additional cuts for the above decay and for back-
ground processes K+ → π+π0π0 (π+ → µ+ν; one
π0 → γ(γ)), K+ → π+π0γ (π+ → µ+ν), andK+ →
π0π0µ+νµ (one π0 → γ(γ)):

1. For all the decays, we defined three systems of
particles in final states X1,X2,X3 with a different
assumption for charged particle (π+ or µ+) and we
found the missing masses relative to these systems
M1,M2, andM3 inK+ → Xi +Mi decays:

(a) X1 = µ+π0γ (charged particle was assumed
to be µ+) and M1 for K+ → π0µ+νµγ is the mass
of neutrino; we selected events with −0.01 < M2

1 <

0.01 GeV2.
(b) X2 = π+π0 (charged particle was assumed to

be π+); forK+ → π+π0π0 decay,M2
2 = m2

π0 and we
used the cut M2

2 > 0.025 GeV2 or −0.01 < M2
2 <

0.01 GeV2; i.e., we rejected the events with 0.01 <
M2

2 < 0.025 GeV2. This cut significantly reduced the
background fromK+ → π+π0π0.

(c) X3 = π0γ and we used the cut M2
3 >

0.04 GeV2 to reduce the background from K+ →
π+π0γ.

2. To reduce the background from π → µν decays
in flight, we used double measurement of muon mo-
menta in the DMS and in the Pion RICH velocity
spectrometer

1.285 < R =
pcharge part(RICH)
pcharge part(DMS)

< 1.355

(in the existing program for Pion RICH, R = 1 cor-
responds to a pion and R = 1.33 corresponds to a
muon).

3. To increase the efficiency of the photon veto sys-
tem, we used the cut for the coordinate of the kaon-
decay vertex in the beam 20 < z < 44 m (this cut is
different from the standard CKM cut 14 < z < 44 m
because BIVS was not included in the simulation
procedure). In the future, this temporary limitation
can be omitted.

In the GEANT simulation procedure to increase
statistics for background estimates, we forced π+ →
µ+νµ decay and then used corresponding weights
(∼0.1 on average) for proper background evaluation.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 7. The results of GEANT simulation ofK+ → π0µ+νµγ decay and background processes for the CKM setup

Decay BR MC statistics The number
of accepted events Efficiency ε Backgr./signal

K+ → π0µ+νµγ ∼ 2× 10−5 80 000 1320 1.4%
K+ → π+π0π0 1.73× 10−2 300 000 0 < 1× 10−6 < 6 × 10−2

→ γ(γ) (90% C.L.) (90% C.L.)
→ µ+ν

K+ → π+π0γ 2.75× 10−4 80 000 452 5.5× 10−5 5.4 × 10−2

→ µ+ν

K+ → π0π0µ+νµ ∼ 0.7× 10−5 80 000 1 1.25× 10−5 < 1.1 × 10−3

→ γ(γ) (90% C.L.)
The results of the GEANT simulation are pre-
sented in Table 7, from which we conclude that back-
grounds are at acceptable level.

It is also instructive to see how general additional
cuts reduce the efficiency of K+ → π0µ+νµγ detec-
tion (Table 8). We see that, by reducing the ε(K+ →
π0µ+νµγ) by a factor of three, we can reduce the
background by more than an order of magnitude.
Certainly, it is possible to have some intermediate
cuts to optimize the measurements.

Under the condition of the CKM experiment, it
is possible to obtain 4.0× 1013 K+ decays for two
years of measurements (0.51× 107 K+ decay/spill;
1.4 × 105 spill/week; 0.50× 1012 decay/week with
dead-time losses of 30%; 78 weeks of measurements
per 2 years) [1]. This value corresponds to 1.1 ×
107 K+ → π0µ+νµγ decays, which we discussed be-
fore. For more details of studying T -odd effects in
K+ → π0l+νlγ in the CKM experiment, see [7].

6. SEARCHES FOR NEW TYPES
OF INTERACTIONS IN K DECAYS

Searches for new types of weak interactions that
are associated with exchange of new intermediate
bosons [scalar (S), pseudoscalar (P ), tensor (T ), and
right-handed vector bosons WR], with leptoquark
processes, or with other possible mechanisms are of
great interest in the quest for new physics beyond
the SM. One preliminary comment concerning the
sensitivity of experiments devoted to searches for new
interactions that could be manifested, for example, in
K+ → l+νl,K+ → π0l+νl, andK+ → l+νlγ decays
is in order here. The amplitude of each of these
processes can be represented in the form

A = ASM +ANI = |ASM|+ |ANI|eiϕ, (7)

whereASM is the SM amplitude of the processes,ANI

is the amplitude associated with new interactions,
and ϕ is their relative phase. Therefore, we have

|A|2 = |ASM|2 + |ANI|2 + 2Re(ASMA
∗
NI) (8)
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
= |ASM|2 + |ANI|2 + 2cosϕ|ASM||A∗
NI|

� |ASM|2[1± |ANI/ASM|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IT

]

(the estimate was obtained under the assumption
that the average value of the interference phase is
2 cosϕ = ±1). Thus, corrections due to new inter-
actions are determined by the interference term IT,
which is in inverse proportion to the square of the
mass of the corresponding intermediate boson (IT ∼
M−2

boson). Experiments of the type being discussed
appear to be more sensitive to new interactions than,
for example, processes with nonconserving lepton
flavor (µ− + (A,Z) → e− + (A,Z), K0 → µe, etc.),
which are characterized by probabilities proportional
to |A|2 � |ANI|2 ∼M−4

boson (see also [40]).

6.1.K+ → eνe Decay and the Search
for Pseudoscalar Interactions

We will consider here only one possible mea-
surement in the CKM for the quest for a new type
of interactions—search for pseudoscalar coupling in
precise study ofK+ → eνe decay.

The lepton decays of K mesons are especially
sensitive to possible admixtures of this new interac-
tion of the pseudoscalar type. Within the SM involv-
ing V –A weak interactions, K+ → l+νl decays are
suppressed by helicity conservation (see Fig. 10a).

Table 8. The influence of additional cuts on the efficiency
ofK+ → π0µ+νµγ detection

Cut ε(K+ → π0µ+νµγ), %

Preliminary 4.7
−0.01 < M2

1 < 0.01GeV2 4.4
1.285 < R < 1.355 4.0
M2

2 > 0.025GeV2 or 2.8
−0.01 < M2

2 < 0.01GeV2

M2
3 > 0.04GeV2 1.4
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Fig. 10. (a) Diagram for decay K+ → l+νl within the
SM (V –A interaction) for the case where the decay pro-
cess proceeds through the exchange of a vectorW boson.
The Fermi coupling constant is GF = g2

2/4
√
2M2

W . In
this model the helicities of leptons and antileptons are,
respectively, left- and right-handed. The decay K+ →
l+νl is suppressed by helicity conservation (the K+-
meson spin is zero); the helicity-flip amplitude is propor-
tional to the mass ml. (b) Diagram for the decay K+ →
l+νl within the model involving anomalous pseudoscalar
weak interaction whose coupling constant is (Glν

US)PS =

flνfUS/4
√
2M2

P . In the case of P interaction, the decay
is no longer suppressed by helicity conservation.

The corresponding matrix element for K+(PK) →
l+(pl) + νl(pν) decays has the form

A(K+ → l+νl)SM (9)

=
GF√
2
VusfKP

α
K ūνγα(1 + γ5)ul,

where fK = 159.8 ± 1.5 MeV is the K-decay con-
stant. The probability of K+ → l+νl decays has the
form

Γ(K+ → l+νl)SM (10)

=
G2

F

8π
f2K|Vus|2mKm

2
l

(
1− m2

l

m2
K

)2

.

Because of helicity conservation, this decay probabil-
ity is proportional to the lepton mass squaredm2

l .
One can find the ratio of the relevant branching

fractions

R(K+ → l+νl)SM =
BR(K+ → e+νe)
BR(K+ → µ+νµ)

∣∣∣∣∣
SM

(11)

=
m2

e

m2
µ

(m2
K −m2

e)2

(m2
K −m2

µ)2
(1 + δr)

= 2.569 × 10−5(1− 0.0378 ± 0.0004)

= (2.4719 ± 0.0010) × 10−5,
PH
where δr is the radiative correction calculated with a
high accuracy [41]. By using data on τK+ , BR(K+ →
µ+νµ), and the value of R(K+ → µ+νµ)SM in (11),
we derive the SM predictions for the width with re-
spect to the rare decay K+ → e+νe and its relative
probability:

Γ(K+ → e+νe)SM (12)

= (0.834 ± 0.003) × 10−18 MeV,

BR(K+ → e+νe)SM = (1.570 ± 0.005) × 10−5.

For the case of pseudoscalar interaction, the decay
K+ → l+νl would not be suppressed by helicity con-
servation (see Fig. 10b), and its probability would be
given by

Γ(K+ → l+νl)PS (13)

=
G2

PS

8π
f2KmKM

2

(
1− m2

l

m2
K

)2

,

where M is some constant having the dimension of
mass. Here, the pseudoscalar coupling constant GPS

is defined by analogy withGF = g22/4
√
2M2

W and has
the same dimensionality in (13). The pseudoscalar
interactions between the quark and lepton currents
were considered in more detail in [42], where the
corresponding constant was defined as (Glν

UD)PS =
flνfUD/4

√
2M2

P , where flν and fUD are the con-
stants of lepton and quark coupling to the intermedi-
ate pseudoscalar bosons of the massMP (U = u, c, t
stand for the up-quarks, while D = d, s, b stand for
the down-quarks). In [42], the mass factorM has the
formM = m2

K/(mu +ms), where mu = 5MeV and
ms = 150 MeV are the current masses of the quarks
entering into the composition of theK+ meson.

In the case of pseudoscalar interaction, the prob-
abilities of the decays K+ → e+νe and K+ → µ+νµ
were close:

R(K+ → l+νl)PS (14)

� (1−m2
e/m

2
K)2/(1 −m2

µ/m
2
K)2 � 1.1.

Amodest difference between them is explained by the
smaller phase space for the decayK+ → µ+νµ.

Because the decay K+ → e+νe is strongly sup-
pressed within the SM by helicity conservation, it
proves to be especially sensitive to even a moderate
admixture of pseudoscalar interaction, as was men-
tioned above.We assume that the amplitude ofK+ →
l+νl decay is determined by the contributions of V –
A (SM) and anomalous PS interaction: A(K+ →
l+νl) = A(K+ → l+νl)SM +A(K+ → l+νl)PS; as
was discussed above, A(K+ → µ+νµ)SM �
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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A(K+ → e+νe)SM, while A(K+ → µ+νµ)PS �
A(K+ → e+νe)PS. Thus,

R(K+ → l+νl) =
BR(K+ → e+νe)
BR(K+ → µ+νµ)

(15)

� R(K+ → l+νl)SM[1± |APS/ASM|].
The available experimental data [43] yield

R(K+ → l+νl)exp (16)

=
(1.55 ± 0.07) × 10−5

0.6351 ± 0.0018
= (2.441 ± 0.110) × 10−5

= R(K+ → l+νl)SM · (0.987 ± 0.045),

which corresponds to Γ(K+ → e+νe)exp = (0.824 ±
0.037) × 10−18 MeV. From (15) and (16), it follows
that the experimental limits on the pseudoscalar-
interaction contribution to the decayK+ → e+νe are

|A(K+ → e+νe)PS| (17)

< 5.8× 10−2|A(K+ → e+νe)SM|,
Γ(K+ → e+νe)PS

< 3.4 × 10−3Γ(K+ → e+νe)SM � 3× 10−21 MeV.

It was shown in [42] that

R(K+ → l+νl) = R(K+ → l+νl)SM (18)

×
[
1± |Geν

us|PS
GFVus

m2
K

(ms +mu)me

]
,

where |Geν
us|PS is the pseudoscalar-interaction con-

stant coupling the us and eν states (for the decay
π+ → e+νe, pseudoscalar-interaction contribution is
determined by another constant, |Geν

ud|PS).
From (17) and (18), one can find an experimental

constraint on the pseudoscalar coupling constant:
|Geν

us|PS < 3.6× 10−11 GeV−2. In the future kaon ex-
periment OKA in IHEP, the sensitivity of the mea-
surement of R(K+ → l+νl) is expected to be (1–
3)× 10−3, which corresponds to the search for pseu-
doscalar interaction on the level

|A(K+ → l+νl)PS|2 (19)

< (10−6−10−5)|A(K+ → l+νl)SM|2

� 10−24−10−23 MeV.

It should be pointed out that, to reduce the
systematic uncertainties inR(K+ → l+νl)measure-
ments, it is very important to have a clear electron
identification and precise determination of the de-
tection efficiency, as well as a very effective photon
veto system to reduce the background from K+ →
π0e+νe and K+ → e+νeγ decays. The CKM setup
would have strong tools for these measurements (very
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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Fig. 11. Diagram for Im gS from H−-Higgs-boson ex-
change; α and γ are Higgs interaction constants; mK−

and MH− are the masses of kaon and Higgs boson.
Im gS = Imα∗γ(mK−/MH−)2.

effective photon veto system, good electron detection
in pion RICH). Thus, it will be reasonable to perform
further studies of K+ → e+νe decay in the CKM
experiment to increase the sensitivity in the search
for pseudoscalar interactions which is expected in the
OKA experiment.

It must be noted that the value R(K+ → l+νl)SM
in (11) is really the ratio BR[K+ →
e+νe(γ)]/BR[K+ → µ+νµ(γ)] and includes the soft
IB photons which are not observed in the experiments
[41]. The value R[K+ → l+νl(γ)]SM is the ratio that
will be measured in the same conditions for K+ →
e+νe(γ) and K+ → µ+νµ(γ). Thus, soft IB photons
have no influence on the precision of the search
for deviation from SM predictions and for possible
contribution of a new pseudoscalar interaction which
was estimated in (19).

The study ofK+ → e+νe is the most effective way
for the search for this pseudoscalar coupling. As was
shown in [5], this decay is much more sensitive for
pseudoscalar searches in comparison, for example,
with K0

L → e+e− (both these decays are helicity-
suppressed in the SM and thus are very sensitive to
new anomalous interactions).

7. THE COMPARISON OF K+ → π0µ+νµ
AND K+ → π0e+νe DECAYS AND SOME
NEW TYPES OF WEAK INTERACTIONS
Let us also consider the study of K+ → π0µ+νµ

decay and the possibility of searching for some influ-
ence of the scalar interactions (Higgs boson effects?)
in the comparison ofK+

µ3
andK+

e3 decays.
As is well known (see [43]), in the SM, the V –

A matrix element of K+ → π0µ+νµ decay can be
influenced by two form factors f+(q) and f−(q) and
can be presented in the form

A =
(
GF/

√
2
)
λf+(q2) (20)

×
[
(PK + pπ)ρµ̄γρ(1 + γ5)νµ

+
f−(q2)
f+(q2)

mµµ̄(1 + γ5)νµ

]
.
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Table 9. Sensitivity of performed and proposed experiments for CP-violation decay asymmetry inK± → 3π decays

Experiment Decay Existing (*) or expected (**) statistics
forK± → 3π

Existing (*) or expected (**) statistical
precision in asymmetry (δg)

PDG [43] K± → π±π+π− 3.2× 106(K+ +K−) (∗) (−0.70± 0.53)× 10−2 (∗)
HyperCP, K± → π±π+π− 3.2× 108(K+) + 1.3× 108(K−)(∗) ∼ 6× 10−4 (∗∗)
Fermilab [48]
TNF, IHEP [47] K± → π±π0π0 106(K+) + 106(K−) (∗) ∼ 2× 10−3 (∗∗)
NA48, CERN K± → π±π+π− 1.3× 109(K+) + 0.75× 109(K−)(∗∗) ∼ 1.7× 10−4 (∗∗)
[49] K± → π±π0π0 0.82× 108(K+) + 0.47× 108(K−)(∗∗) ∼ 3× 10−4 (∗∗)
OKA, IHEP [5] K± → π±π+π− 3.8× 109(K+) + 2.1× 109(K−)(∗∗) ∼ 1.0× 10−4 (∗∗)

K± → π±π0π0 3.3× 108(K+) + 1.9× 108(K−)(∗∗) ∼ 1.3× 10−4 (∗∗)

Table 10. Possible search for CP-violation asymmetry inK± → 3π andK± → π±π0γdirect in CKM

Decay BR Events/week
Number of decays
n(K+) and n(K−) (δΓ) (δg) = R× (δΓ)

K± → π±π+π− (5.59± 0.05)× 10−2 4.0× 109(K+) 2.6× 1010(K+) 4.8× 10−6 3.6× 10−5

2.0× 109(K−) 1.9× 1010(K−)
K± → π±π0π0 (1.73± 0.04)× 10−2 2.5× 107(K+) 1.6× 108(K+) 6.6× 10−5 2.0× 10−4

1.25× 107(K−) 1.2× 108(K−)
K± → π±π0γdirect (1.00± 0.16)× 10−5 4.0× 104(K+) 2.6× 105(K+) 1.5× 10−3

2.0× 104(K−) 1.9× 105(K−)

Notes: 1. Measurements for 16 weeks (dedicated run).

2. Optimal time sharing between K+ and K− beams with r = I(K−)/I(K+) = 1/2 (the same intensity of protons), t(K+) =

T

√
r

1 +
√
r
= 0.41T � 6.5 weeks (3.6 × 1011 K+ decay/week—see Table 3), t(K−) = T

1

1 +
√
r
= 0.59T � 9.5 weeks (1.8 ×

1011 K− decay/week—see Table 3 and r).

3. (δΓ) =

√
n(K+) + n(K−)

2
√

n(K+)n(K−)
.

4. ForK± → π±π+π−, R = 7.56; forK± → π±π0π0, R = 3.0.
As was shown in the paper of Peccei [30], the influ-
ence of the H−-Higgs-boson-exchange diagram in
Fig. 11 will modify expression (20) as

A =
(
GF/

√
2
)
λf+(q2) (21)

× [(PK + pπ)ρµ̄γρ(1 + γ5)νµ

+
f−(q2)
f+(q2)

mµµ̄(1 + γ5)νµ

+ gS(q2)mµµ̄(1 + γ5)νµ
]
.

Here, gS is the scalar interaction form factor. From
the diagram in Fig. 11 with the Higgs boson ex-
change, Im gS = Imα∗γ(mK−/MH−)2. There is
some relation between normal T -odd muon polariza-
tion in K+ → π0µ+νµ, Im gS , and kinematic factor
0.2:

〈pµT 〉 � 0.2Im gS . (22)

This condition is a basis for the search for normal
muon polarization in kaon decay in multi-Higgs
models of the Weinberg type.

But there is another question for which I do
not know the precise answer now: Is it possible
PH
to search for the influence of scalar interaction
gS(q2) by studying the anomalous value of the coeffi-
cient

[
f−(q2)/f+(q2) + gS(q2)

]
in the second part of

Eq. (21). 5) In any case, it seems to me that, to search
very carefully for new types of weak interactions, we
need a precise comparison of different kaon-decay
modes with muons and electrons.

8. NONLEPTONIC CHARGED-KAON
DECAYS AND THE SEARCH FOR DIRECT

CP VIOLATION IN K± DECAYS

Studies of the nonleptonic charged-kaon decays,
K± → π±π+π−; π±π0π0; π±π0γ; π±γγ, are im-
portant for the understanding of the mechanisms of
strangeness-changing hadronic weak decays with
∆S = 1 and of the main properties of CHPT for
these processes. In addition to precision CHPT tests,
new measurements in this field with greatly enlarged
statistics can in general enable the search for direct
CP-violation effects through measurement of rate

5)See, for example, V.V. Kiselev et al., hep-ph/0204066.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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asymmetries in (K+ → f)/K− → f̄) or Dalitz plot
asymmetries.

In principle, it is straightforward to operate the
charged-kaon beam line at both polarities, allowing
K+ and K− data sets to be collected at different
times. But in practice, the precision measurements
described below will be vulnerable to the different
beam background environments ofK+ andK− run-
ning. In addition, detector efficiencies between dif-
ferent K+ and K− running periods would have to
be controlled to a very high level. Nevertheless, there
is some value in listing the potential measurements
with the understanding that a serious attack on these
physics topics requires detailed study for whichwe did
only the first small steps.

The direct CP violation would manifest itself by
the difference between theK+- andK−-decaymatrix
elements if (see, for example, [31, 44]) there are at
least two amplitudes with different “weak” phases
and different “strong” final state interaction phases.

In more detail, let us assume that the amplitudes
for charge conjugated decays

Af = 〈f |H|K+〉, Af̄ = 〈f̄ |H|K−〉 (23)
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
are the sum of the independent components:

Af = aeiδa + beiδb (24)

= |a| exp(iδa + iϕ) + |b| exp(iδb),
Af̄ = a∗eiδa + b∗eiδb

= |a| exp(iδa − iϕ) + |b| exp(iδb).

Here, δa and δb are the scattering phases in the final-
state interactions, and ϕ = ϕa − ϕb is the phase dif-
ference for two weak decay amplitudes a = |a|eiϕa

and b = |b|eiϕb . The squares of the amplitudes are

|Af |2 = {|a| exp[i(δa + ϕ)] + |b| exp(iδb)}
×{|a| exp[−i(δa + ϕ)] + |b| exp(−iδb)}

= |a|2 + |b|2 + |a||b|{exp[i(δa − δb + ϕ)]
+ exp[−i(δa − δb + ϕ)]}

= |a|2 + |b|2 + 2|a||b| cos[(δa − δb) + ϕ]
|Af̄ |2 = |a|2 + |b|2 + 2|a||b| cos[(δa − δb)− ϕ]




.

(25)

The charge asymmetry of these decays is
∆̃ =
|Af |2 − |Af̄ |2

|Af |2 + |Af̄ |2
=

2|a||b|{cos[(δa + δb) + ϕ]− cos[(δa − δb)− ϕ]}
2|a|2 + 2|b|2 + 2|a||b|{cos[(δa − δb) + ϕ] + cos[(δa − δb)− ϕ]}

(26)

=
−2|a||b| sin(δa − δb) sinϕ

|a|2 + |b|2 + 2|a||b| cos(δa − δb) cosϕ
.

Thus, it is clear from (26) that the charge asymmetry
inK+ → f andK− → f̄ decays, which is determined
by direct CP violation, will manifest itself only if, in
the final state, there are at least two different dynami-
cal amplitudes a and bwith different phases ϕa and ϕb

(relative phase ϕa − ϕb = ϕ �= 0) and with different
phase shifts δa and δb for the final state scattering
(δa − δb �= 0).

We will consider below the decays K±(PK) →
π±(p1)π±(p2)π∓(p3) (τ decays) and K±(PK) →
π0(p1)π0(p2)π±(p3) (τ ′ decays), which satisfy these
requirements (see, for example, [31, 43–45]).

The distribution of K → 3π events in the Dalitz
plot is described by the expression

|A(K → 3π)|2 (27)

= const× [1 + gX + hX2 + jY + kY 2] ∼ 1 + gX.

Here, X = s3 − s0/m2
π ; Y = s2 − s0/m2

π; si =
(PK − pi)2 = (mK −mπi)2 − 2mKTi; s0 = (s1 +
s2 + s3)/3 = (m2

K +m2
π)/3 (i = 1, 2, 3, where i = 3
for nonsymmetric pion); PK , pi and mK ,mπi are the
4-momenta and masses of kaon and pions; Ti is the
kinetic energy of pions. The measured values of the
slopes in the variable s3 of the Dalitz plot distributions
are gτ = −0.2154 ± 0.0035 and gτ ′ = 0.652 ± 0.031
[43].

The amplitudes of K → 3π decays can be pre-
sented in accordance with (24) in the form

A(K+) = |a(s1; s2; s3)| exp[i(δa + ϕ)] (28)

+ |b(s1; s2; s3)| exp(iδb),
A(K−) = |a(s1; s2; s3)| exp[i(δa − ϕ)]

+ |b(s1; s2; s3)| exp(iδb).

In the main approximation of the momentum ex-
pansion, amplitudes a and b are determined by the
∆T = 1/2 and ∆T = 3/2 transition and the phase ϕ
is related to the phase of CKMmatrix.

The direct CP violation in K± → 3π decays can
be measured in studies of the asymmetry of the type
02
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of (26) in partial decay rates

Γ(K+ → π+π+π−)− Γ(K− → π−π−π+)
Γ(K+ → π+π+π−) + Γ(K− → π−π−π+)

(29)

≡ (δΓ)τ =
∆Γτ

2Γτ

or in slopes of the Dalitz-plot distributions

g(K+ → π+π+π−)− g(K− → π−π−π+)
g(K+ → π+π+π−) + g(K− → π−π−π+)

(30)

≡ (δg)τ =
∆gτ
2gτ

(for τ decays). The corresponding values (δΓ)τ ′ and
(δg)τ ′ are for τ ′ decay. The accuracy in measuring the
slope g of the distribution is related to the accuracy in
determining the total width with respect toK± → 3π
decays, Γ(K± → 3π), by the equation

(δg) = R · (δΓ) = R
√
n(K+) + n(K−)

2
√
n(K+) · n(K−)

(31)

= R

√
1 + (1/r)

2
√
n(K+)

.

Here, n(K+) [n(K−)] is the number of decays
K+ → 3π[K− → 3π] in the K+(K−) beam and r =
n(K−)/n(K+). The factor R depends on the slope g;
Rτ = 7.56 [46] and Rτ ′ = 3.0 [47].

Despite the introduction of the large factor R,
the sensitivity for the charge asymmetry of the slope
(δg) is better than for the charge asymmetry of the
rate (δΓ), where the asymmetry effect is reduced by
integration over the entire Dalitz plot. Thus, for ex-
ample, the measurements with τ ′ decays are a factor
(Rτ/Rτ ′)2 � 6more “effective” for the search for CP
violation than with τ decays.

In Table 9, the sensitivity of the performed and
proposed experiments for CP-violation asymmetry
measurements in K± → 3π decays is presented [5,
47–49].

Table 10 displays the expected statistics and
planned accuracy of the measurement of CP asym-
metry in the decaysK± → π±π±π∓,K± → π0π0π±,
and K± → π±π0γdirect (direct photon emission) in
the CKM experiment. This table corresponds to a
dedicated run with periodically changed kaon polarity
with a total duration of 16 weeks for a standard K+

beam with intensity of 3× 107 K+/spill and K−

beam with intensity of 1.5× 107 K−/spill (with the
same intensity of the primary proton beam). Statisti-
cally optimal sharing of time is in total 6.5 weeks with
the K+ beam and 9.5 weeks with the K− beam. The
expected statistical sensitivity of this measurement is
(δg)τ ≤ 3.6× 10−5 and (δg)τ ′ ≤ 2.0× 10−4.
PH
The main difficulty of the proposed experiments is
to demonstrate that, indeed, there is no “dangerous”
systematics at the level of<10−4. A possible strategy
of the measurements is the change of the polarities
of all the beam elements, say, every 6 hours. It is
important then to change the polarity of the main
spectrometer magnets at the same time. The possible
sources of the systematics are the following:

1. Difference in the hadronic interactions between
π+ and π−.

2. Different parameters of the positive and negative
beams. In particular, the tilt of the beams with respect
to each other is potentially dangerous.

3. Effects of the mass resolution and background
under the mass peaks.

4. Variation of the setup and the beam parameters
with time, etc.

The first attempts to investigate possible sys-
tematic uncertainties, which were presented in [5],
demonstrate that these uncertainties are smaller than
10−3. It is clear that this is only the first step and a
much more serious investigation of systematics must
be performed in the future.

What is interesting to mention is that there are
several decays where the K± asymmetry must be
negligible. For example, in the decay K → π0e(µ)ν,
the asymmetry must be very small because there
is practically no final-state interactions. The intense
decay K+ → π+π0 is another example; here, the ex-
pected effect is very small [(δΓ) <10−9 [50]], be-
cause the decay mainly goes through one amplitude
(S wave, ∆T = 3/2). These decays can be used to
control the systematics.

Clearly, a large amount of work is still required to
determine if the CKM apparatus is capable of this
measurement, but it is at least encouraging that a
reasonably robust experimental checking of the ap-
paratus can be performed.

Let us briefly discuss the theoretical predictions for
effects of direct CP violation inK± → 3π decays. As
a rule, in the SM, these effects are very small and are
beyond the possibilities of existing experimental tech-
nique. Some theoretical predictions for asymmetries
(δΓ) and (δg) in K± → 3π and in some other decays
are presented in Table 11.

In Table 11a, there are the results of SM cal-
culations [45] based on the lowest order of CHPT
approximation O(p2).

But in [51, 52], it was stated that asymmetry ef-
fects can be very strongly enhanced by the higher
order contributions of CHPT (with enhancement fac-
tor F � 102—see Table 11b), which leads to a large
enough and possibly measurable asymmetry (δg) ∼
(several units)× 10−4. Unfortunately, this result is in
contradiction with other works [45, 53], in which it
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 11. Theoretical predictions for CP-violation asymmetries inK± → 3π,K± → π+π0γ,K± → π±γγ

The decaysK± → 3π
a [45] (δg)τ = −(2.3± 0.6)× 10−6; (δΓ)τ = −(6.0± 2.0)× 10−8 SM

(δg)τ ′ = (1.3± 0.4)× 10−6; (δΓ)τ ′ = (2.4± 0.8)× 10−7 Lower order in CHPT (O(p2))
b [52] (δg)τ � (2.5–6.0)× 10−4 SM

(δg)τ ′ � (1.5–3.4)× 10−4 Large enhancement of asymmetry
(δg)τ,τ ′ in higher orders of CHPT
(O(p6)) (the enhancement factor
F � 102)

c [31, 53] (δg)τ � 3× 10−5 sin δ; (δΓ)τ � 2.5× 10−6 sin δ SM
(sin δ � 1) Calculation inO(p4) approximation of

CHPT (the enhancement factor is rather
limited F ∼ 10)

d [54] (δg)τ |SM+W � 10−4 Model with CP violation in multi-Higgs
mechanism of Weinberg type

e [55] (δg)τ ∼ 10−5 (in some assumptions up to ∼10−4) Supersymmetry extension of SM
induced by SUSY chomomagnetic
penguins

The decaysK± → π±π0γ

f [44] [δΓ(π±π0γ)] � 10−5; for direct emission radiation
[δΓ(π±π0γ)]DE � 10−4

SM

g [56] [δΓ(π±π0γ)] � 10−5; but for some special region of the
Dalitz plot [δΓ(π±π0γ)] � 10−4

Supersymmetry extension of SM

The decaysK± → π±γγ

h [44] [δΓ(π±γγ)] � 10−4 SM
was shown that, although the asymmetry can be en-
hanced in higher orders of CHPT, this enhancement
factor is moderate (F < 10–20). Thus, in Table 11c,
the results of [53] are presented in which O(p4) cal-
culations were performed, and it seems that, in the
framework of SM, it is difficult to expect the value
of (δg)τ,τ ′ > (2–3)× 10−5, which is still beyond the
possibilities of current experiment (see also [31]).

Upon the discovery of large value of Re(ε′/ε),
special attention was given to mechanisms of di-
rect CP violation beyond the SM. Effects of charge
asymmetry in K± → 3π decays were analyzed under
conditions of spontaneous breakdown of CP invari-
ance within the model involving a few Higgs doublets
[54]. This analysis revealed that the possible value of
charge asymmetry in the slopes g can significantly
exceed the SM prediction, reaching a level of ∼10−4

(Table 11d). The value of (δg)τ ∼ 10−5 and even more
under some special assumptions about the parame-
ters of the model was obtained in the supersymmetry
extension of SM [55]—see Table 11e.

Some predictions for CP-violating asymmetries
in K± → π±π0γ and K± → π±γγ decays were pre-
sented in [44, 56]—see Tables 11f–11h. All these
effects seem to be unmeasurably small.

In connection with the currently prevalent situ-
ation, it seems that, despite the pessimistic predic-
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
tions of the SM, we need thorough measurements
of charge asymmetry in K± → 3π decays with the
highest possible experimental precision (about 10−4).
This is motivated by the possible manifestations of
new CP-violation mechanisms and by difficulties in
performing CHPT calculations, especially in higher
orders.

Certainly, we should consider pioneering some of
these measurements at levels of sensitivity above the
current predications in order to learn to what extent
measurements are possible in the future with more
dedicated efforts. We are also well positioned to ex-
plore large charge asymmetries, as might be discov-
ered in the present HyperCP experiment [48] and in
other experiments [5, 49] which are in preparation
now. Thus, it would be clearer at the beginning of
CKMmeasurements if it were reasonable to do a next
and more precise step in further extension of these
very difficult experiments on charge asymmetry inK+

andK− decays.

9. K+ → π+e+e−,K+ → π+µ+µ− FORM
FACTOR AND BRANCHING-RATIO

MEASUREMENTS

The precise study of the decays K+ → π+e+e−

and K+ → π+µ+µ− opens new possibilities for the
02
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Fig. 12. Form factor squared |F (q2)|2 for K+ →
π+e+e− as a function of q2 = m2

e+e− from [60]. F (q2)
is the same form factor as fv(z), but instead of dimen-
sionless variable z = q2/m2

K , here the form factor is pre-
sented as a function of q2. The dashed curve shows the
approximation without the charge pion loop term. The
solid curve includes the loop term. The theoretical curves
are normalized to 1 at q2 = 0 [62].

investigation of CHPT in the �S = 1 weak interac-
tions and the search for anomalous couplings. Careful
measurements of the corresponding branching ratios
and Dalitz plot analyses to measure the form factors
in these decay modes are tests of CHPT predictions.

The integral ratio of these two modes
R(µ+µ−/e+e−) = BR[K+ → π+µ+µ−)]/BR[K+ →
π+e+e−] and the differential ratios as functions of
kinematic variables ρ(µ+µ−/e+e−) cancel many of
the theoretical uncertainties and provide a focused
comparison of CHPT predictions for these weak
semileptonic interactions [57, 58]. In different models,
the predicted values of R(µ+µ−/e+e−) vary in the
range 0.2–0.3. Measurements with experimental
accuracy of δR = 2–3% should give clean tests
of the CHPT predictions to the 10% level. One
early paper [59] suggested that the differential ratio
ρ(µ+µ−/e+e−) in the region of small π+ energies is
sensitive to the contribution of second-order weak
diagrams.

The existing data for these two decay modes are
dominated by results from recent BNL K+ exper-
iments and first of all by detailed study of K+ →
π+e+e− decay in E865 [60]. The large statistics ob-
tained for this decay mode (10 300 events) give the
possibility of making the following conclusions:

(1) Experimental data are consistent with the
vector model for the decay process (which pro-
ceeds through one-photon exchange) with amplitude
αGF
4π fv(z)p

µūeγµue (here, pµ = Pµ
K + pµπ, qν = P ν

K −
pνπ, and z = q2/m2

K = m2
e+e−/m

2
K). For 90% C.L.,
PH
at most 2% of the decay width Γ(K+ → π+e+e−)
could result for either scalar or tensor interactions
(with amplitudes GFmKfS(z)ūeue and GFfT (z) ×
pµqν

mK
ūeσµνue). This corresponds to upper limits |fS | <

6.6 × 10−5 and |fT | < 3.7 × 10−4.
(2) Form factor fv(z) can be parametrized in the

CHPT model [61] by expression fv(z) = a+ + b+z +
W ππ(z), where a+ and b+ are parameters of the
model and W ππ(z) is contribution from a charged-
pion loop coupled through a virtual photon to e+e−

current. This form factor was measured in [60] by
studying the dΓ/dz spectrum of e+e− pairs. The
slope of the form factor is significantly larger than that
which was predicted in CHPT calculations in O(p4)
order (in this order, b+ � 0, and from the experiment,
a+ = −0.587 ± 0.010 and b+ = −0.655 ± 0.044).
Although linear approximation for the form factor is
reasonable for z � 0.3, the experimental data clearly
indicated the nonlinearity for larger values of z(q2),
which is well fitted by the CHPT loop term (see
Fig. 12). In [62], it was shown that the observed
fv(z) is also well explained by the combined effect
of the pion and kaon form factors in the vector-
meson-dominance model and pion-loop graph. After
including form-factor corrections, the branching
ratio BR(K+ → π+e+e−) = [2.94 ± 0.05(stat.)±
0.13(syst.)± 0.05(model)]× 10−7 was obtained.

All the main K+ → π+l+l− data [60, 63–66] are
presented in Table 12. From this table, it is clear
that for K+ → π+e+e− decay there is a reasonable
agreement between the experiments [60] and [64]. But
the data for K+ → π+µ+µ− decay from E787 [66]
and E865 [65] are in disagreement6) by more than
3.6σ for reasons that are not yet understood. From the
E865 data, the ratioR(µ+µ−/e+e−)exp =BR(K+ →
π+µ+µ−)/BR(K+ → π+e+e−) = 0.314 ± 0.031,
which can be compared withR(µ+µ−/e+e−)CHPT �
0.23 [61].

In the CKM, we estimate the sensitivity to these
two decay modes to be ∼103 and ∼2× 103 events
per week for K+ → π+e+e− and K+ → π+µ+µ−,
respectively (in parallel with the main K+ → π+νν̄
measurements). Thus, it would be possible to obtain
tremendous statistics that can be used for very careful
form-factor measurements and their comparison with

6)The new result of the HyperCP experiment at Fermilab
was presented by C. Dukes at the XXXVII Rencontreas
de Moriond (Les Ares, France, March 9–16, 2002); see
also hep-ex/0205063. In this measurement, it was found
that BR (K± → π±µ+µ−) = (9.8± 1.0± 0.5) × 10−8 =

(9.8± 1.1) × 10−8, in good agreement with the result of
E865 BNL [65]. The new result is consistent with the CHPT
prediction.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 12. The results from BNL experiments for studyingK+ → π+l+l− decays and expected CKM statistics

Experiment
N events
{BR} R(µ+µ−/e+e−) λ (for form factor

parametrization
F (z) = 1 + λz)K+ → π+e+e− K+ → π+µ+µ−

E777 BNL [64] ∼ 500 – – 1.31± 0.48
{(2.75± 0.26)× 10−7}

E851 BNL [63] ∼ 800 – – –
{(2.81± 0.20)× 10−7}

E787 BNL [66] – 196± 17 – –
{(5.0± 1.0)× 10−8}

E865 BNL [60, 65] ∼ 10 300 [60] ∼ 430 [65] 0.314± 0.031 2.14± 0.20
{(2.94± 0.15)× 10−7} [60] {(9.22± 0.77)× 10−8} [65] (K+ → π+e+e−) [60]

2.45+1.30
−0.95

(K+ → π+µ+µ−) [65]
Expected CKM

statistics
1.2× 105 2.2× 105
very complicated future O(p6) predictions for CHPT,
for a real significant test of the chiral approach, and for
a further search for new types of interactions (scalar
and tensor).

In the CKM, it is possible to use additional iden-
tification of one of the muons in K+ → π+µ+µ− in
PionRICH (by reducing the efficiency for this process
by factor of 2) to suppress the background for this
reaction from K+ → π+π+π− with two pion decays
in flight. We also have very good identification of
electrons inK+ → π+e+e−.

10. CONCLUSION
We considered in this paper only several rare kaon

decays to illustrate the possibility of the CKM experi-
ment and to compare them with other measurements.
Certainly, the number of interesting processes can be
significantly increased, as is seen from Table 3.

It is clear from this paper that the CKM exper-
iment will open many exciting possibilities for the
search for new effects and for careful study of low-
energy hadron physics in favorable conditions of
kaon-decay processes. The sensitivity of the CKM
experiment for the rare processes is on the level
of 10−12 and exceeds all other experiments by one
or two orders of magnitude. New advances in the
searches for LFV in kaon decays, for direct CP-
violation effects, for new types of interactions, and for
hadronic dynamics studies are the highlights of the
CKM, which can be comparable for their importance
with the main experimental program of studying
FCNC effects and properties of the CKM matrix in
K+ → π+νν̄ decays.

For further development of this experimental pro-
gram, we continue now a careful study of possibilities
of the setup, its trigger and DAQ requirements, back-
ground, and systematics for processes under study.
Further extending the CKM physical program is also
under consideration.
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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Abstract—The (6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li) reactions on 6Li and 7Li nuclei were investigated in the angular
interval 0◦–20◦ in the laboratory system at a 6Li energy of 93 MeV. In addition to low-lying states of the
5,6He and 5,6Li nuclei, broad structures were observed near the t(3He) + d and t(3He) + t thresholds at the
excitation energies of 16.75 (3/2+) and ∼20 MeV (for 5He), 16.66 (3/2+) and ∼20 MeV (5Li), 14.0 and
25 MeV (6He), and ∼20 MeV (6Li). The angular distributions measured in the 7Li(6Li, 7Be)6He reaction
for transitions to the ground state (0+) and excited states at Ex = 1.8MeV (2+) and 14.0 MeV of the 6He
nucleus were analyzed by the finite-range distorted-wave method assuming the 1p- and 1s-proton pickup
mechanism. The (6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li) reactions were shown to proceed predominantly through the one-
step pickup mechanism, and the broad structures observed at high excitation energies are considered as
quasimolecular states of the t(3He) + d and t(3He) + t types. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that, owing to low thresholds of
α-particle emission, the ground and low-lying states
of nuclei with A = 5–9 possess a pronounced quasi-
molecular structure, whose components are an α par-
ticle and a residual A− 4 nucleus (n, p, d, t, 3He,
and α). An increase in the excitation energy up to
a value sufficient for disintegration of the α-particle
cluster leads to a kind of phase transition from the α-
particle structure to structures involving lighter frag-
ments. Despite a high excitation energy, fairly narrow
resonances can exist in this case because their decay
via the α-particle channel turns out to be inhibited.
In particular, quasimolecular states of the t(3He) +
d and t(3He) + t types with the (1s1/2)3(1p)2 and
(1s1/2)3(1p)3 shell configurations must be observed
in the nuclei with A = 5 and 6 at excitation ener-
gies close to the corresponding breakup thresholds.
Nowadays, only two reliable examples of this kind are
known; these are the states at 16.75 MeV (3/2+) in
the 5He nucleus and 16.66 MeV (3/2+) in the 5Li
nucleus [1], which are of great importance for the
physics of thermonuclear reactions. No convincing
evidence for the existence of other states of this kind
has been obtained up to now in spite of the more than
30-year history of investigating the 5,6He and 5,6Li
nuclear systems.
The most direct method for synthesizing quasi-

molecules of the t(3He) + d(t) type is to transfer
1063-7788/02/6510-1771$22.00 c©
deuteron and triton clusters to tritium and 3He nuclei
in the (6Li, α) and (7Li, α) reactions. However, our
previous investigations [2] showed that the states
corresponding to these quasimolecules, if they do
exist, must fall within a very intense breakup spec-
trum of α particles, which hampers obtaining reliable
characteristics of desired resonance structures in the
region of high excitation energies. Other methods
of investigation are resonance scattering [3, 4]; the
quasielastic proton knockout (p, 2p) [5, 6] or (e, e′p)
[7]; and also the one-nucleon pickup reactions (3He,
α) [8], (n, d) [9], and (p, d) [10]. In the indicated
reactions, highly excited nuclei with the shell configu-
rations (1s1/2)3(1p)2 and (1s1/2)3(1p)3 can be rather
easily formed through breaking away a nucleon from
the α-particle core of the 6Li and 7Li nuclei, whose
ground states already contain deuteron and triton
clusters.
Information available today about the 5He, 5Li,

6He, and 6Li nuclei at energies above the breakup
thresholds for the t(3He) + d and t(3He) + t states
is rather contradictory. For example, the 5He states
were observed at the excitation energies of Ex =
20.2 MeV (Γ = 2 MeV) and 23.8 MeV (Γ = 1 MeV)
in the 7Li(d, α) and 6Li(3He, α) reactions; the
5Li states were found in these reactions at Ex =
19.8 MeV (Γ = 2 MeV) and 22.7 MeV (Γ = 1 MeV)
[8]. The 5He states were also observed at Ex = 18.5
and 20.5 MeV (Γ = 2 MeV) in the 6Li(n, d)5He
reaction [9]. On the contrary, only one broad peak was
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Energy spectra of the 7Be and 7Li nuclei from the
(6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li) reactions on the 6Li nuclei at an
angle of θlab = 14◦ for a beam energy of 93 MeV.

found in the (p, 2p) reaction at an excitation energy of
∼20 MeV (Γ ∼ 4 MeV) [5]. A broader distribution in
this energy region (Γ = 8–10 MeV) was observed in
the (p, d) reaction [10].
In the 7Li(n, d)6He reaction above the t+ t

threshold (ε = 12.305 MeV) [9], the groups of deute-
rons corresponding to excitation energies of 13.6,
17.7, and 23.7 MeV were found, whereas only one
peak with the center at Ex ∼= 14 MeV and a width of
about 4 MeV was observed in (p, 2p) [6].
The cause of these contradictions is probably not

only a poor energy resolution and insufficient statis-
tical accuracy in certain experiments but also a high
level of continuous background from the decay of both
the states under consideration and the states of in-
termediate nuclei through the channel of the reaction
under investigation, these intermediate nuclei being
formed via two step-processes. The cross section of
the two-step processes can be expected to decrease
with increasing mass of the emitted particle.
In this study, we investigate the (6Li, 7Be) and

(6Li, 7Li) one-nucleon pickup reactions on 6Li and
7Li nuclei at a 6Li beam energy of 93 MeV. The
main purpose was to derive information about nuclear
PH
quasimolecular states of the t+ d, 3He+ d, t+ t, and
3He+ t types.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
AND RESULTS

The measurements were carried out at the Kur-
chatov Institute by using a beam of triply charged 6Li
ions accelerated by an isochronous cyclotron up to an
energy of 93 MeV. Lithium targets were prepared by
sputter deposition of enriched 6Li and 7Li isotopes in
a vacuum onto a thin (0.2 µm) organic film. The sam-
ples were enriched to 90.9 and 99.9% in 6Li and 7Li,
respectively. The experiments were performed with
targets of thickness in the range 0.5–0.7 mg/cm2,
which were transported from the sputtering setup into
the scattering chamber without vacuum deterioration
in a special container with a vacuum lock.

The energy spectra of the 6Li(6Li, 7Be), 6Li(6Li,
7Li), 7Li(6Li, 7Be), and 7Li(6Li, 7Li) reactions were
measured in the interval of angles from 10◦ to 20◦

in the laboratory system. The 7Be and 7Li nuclei
were simultaneously detected by using a telescope
that consisted of two silicon counters of thickness
50 µm and 1 mm, respectively. The charged products
were identified by a conventional procedure of two-
dimensional ∆E–E analysis. The energy resolution
depended primarily on the beam-energy spread and
was not worse than 500–600 keV. In the case of
the 7Li(6Li, 7Be)6He reaction, additional measure-
ments were carried out near 0◦ with a magnetic sep-
arator (MASE) [11] and a single 1-mm-thick sili-
con counter connected according to the scheme of
energy–time-of-flight two-dimensional analysis. The
flight-base length amounted to 4 m. The overall en-
ergy resolution in the MASE measurements was not
poorer than 400 keV. Since the MASE system can
transmit particles with an efficiency of 100% only
in the range 10–15% from a detected-particle mean
energy for a given magnetic rigidity of the system,
the total spectrum was obtained by matching partial
spectra (obtained for different tunings of the MASE)
in overlapping regions. This was achieved by using a
computer. The transmission efficiency as a function of
the magnetic rigidity was experimentally determined
from the ratio of the number of counts for the 7Be
nuclei from the 12C(6Li, 7Be)11Bground reaction to
the number of counts in the monitor detector. The
measurements showed the presence of a plateau with
a width of not less than 10% of the average energy
corresponding to a 100% transmission.

Figure 1 shows the energy spectra of the 7Be and
7Li nuclei in the (6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li) reactions
on 6Li nuclei at an angle of 14◦ in laboratory system.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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The hard region of these spectra displays asymmet-
ric peaks corresponding to excitation of the ground
states of the 5He and 5Li (Jπ = 3/2−) nuclei in the
reaction of the proton and neutron pickup from the
p shell. Because the ground states of 5He and 5Li
are unstable, the observed asymmetry is associated
primarily with effects of the 4He+ n(p) final-state
interaction. In addition, it is possible that the presence
of broad p1/2 states (J

π = 1/2−) [1] also affects the
character of these spectra at excitation energies of up
to 10–12 MeV. Small narrow peaks distinguishable
in the range 2–10 MeV are associated with carbon
and oxygen impurities in the target. The soft region of
spectra near the thresholds for the breakup processes
5He→ t+ d (ε = 16.7 MeV) and 5Li → 3He+ d
(ε = 16.39 MeV) shows structures composed of nar-
row peaks at Ex = 16.75 MeV (3/2+) (5He) and
16.66 MeV (3/2+) (5Li) and a broad distribution with
a maximum at Ex ≈ 20MeV (Γ ≈ 5MeV). No other
maxima beyond the statistical error were found. The
Jπ = 3/2+ state is the well-known level with a pro-
nounced quasimolecular t(3He) + d structure, which
corresponds to the (1s1/2)3(1p)2 shell configuration;
it can be excited by the mechanism of the 1s nucleon
pickup from the α-particle core.
Examples of spectra measured in the (6Li, 7Be)

and (6Li, 7Li) reactions on 7Li nuclei at an angle of
10◦ in the laboratory system are shown in Fig. 2.
Transitions to the ground and low-lying states with
1.8 MeV(2+) of the 6He nucleus and with 2.186MeV
(3+) and 3.562 MeV (0+, T = 1) of the 6Li nucleus
are induced by the p nucleon pickup from 7Li. In addi-
tion to these transitions, we observe a broad distribu-
tion, centered atEx = 14.0MeV (Γ ≈ 5MeV) for the
6He nucleus andEx ≈ 20MeV (Γ ≈ 10MeV) for the
6Li nucleus, in the region of excitation energies above
the triton-emission thresholds ε = 12.305 MeV (for
6He) and ε = 15.794 MeV (for 6Li). This region of
excitation corresponds to hole states of the 1s shell.
No other structure was found. A broader distribution
for 6Li can be explained by the excitation of states
with isospin values of T = 0 and 1.
Figure 3 shows the energy spectrum of the 7Li(6Li,

7Be)6He reaction measured at an angle of 0◦ with the
MASE. As can be seen from this figure, a nonreso-
nance background in this spectrum is substantially
lower than in the spectra measured at angles larger
than 10◦ in the laboratory system. The spectrum
measured at 0◦ is characterized by a good statistical
accuracy and an overall energy resolution better than
400 keV. This energy spectrum shows a peak atEx =
14.0 MeV (Γ = 5 MeV) without a fine structure. In
addition to this peak, a distribution centered at Ex ≈
25.0 MeV (Γ ≈ 10MeV) can be clearly observed.
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of the 7Be and 7Li nuclei from the
(6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li) reactions on the 7Li nuclei at an
angle of θlab = 10◦ for a beam energy of 93 MeV.

The angular distributions measured for the transi-
tions into the ground and excited states of the 6He
nucleus at Ex = 1.8 and 14.0 MeV are shown in
Fig. 4.

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
OF RESULTS

3.1. Energy Spectra

The 6Li nucleus represents anα+ d quasimolecule,
the deuteron being in the S state relative to the
α-particle core [12] and having the total spin of
J = 1. In this case, the one-step mechanism of the
1s nucleon pickup must populate only two positive-
parity states Jπ = 1/2+ and 3/2+ in the 5He and
5Li nuclei. Other states can be excited only due to
the mixing of the (1s1/2)3(1p)2 and (1s1/2)4(2s1d)
configurations. As can be seen from Fig. 1, a dis-
tribution at Ex ≈ 20 MeV with a width of about
5 MeV is observed in the spectra of the (6Li, 7Be)
and (6Li, 7Li) reactions in addition to the well-known
levels Jπ = 3/2+ at Ex = 16.75 MeV (5He) and
02
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16.66 MeV (5Li). No other structure was found to
within the statistical accuracy of the measurements.
This result agrees with the data on the (p, 2p) reaction
[5] and contradicts the pieces of evidence that were
obtained in investigating the (d, α), (3He, α) [8],
and (n, d) [9] reactions and which are indicative of
the possible existence of relatively narrow resonances
in the excitation-energy range 18–25 MeV. Shell-
model calculations [13, 14] predict several levels of
positive parity in the 5He and 5Li nuclei at energies
above the t(3He) + d threshold. According to these
calculations, the 1/2+ level must occur above the
3/2+ level and fall in the region of excitation energies
near 20 MeV. According to calculations using the
resonating-group method for the t+ d and 3He+ d
systems, the 1/2+ level is expected to be at 19.1 and
19.3MeV, respectively [15]. In view of the above facts,
the structure observed in the (6Li, 7Be) and (6Li,
7Li) reactions atEx ≈ 20MeV can correspond to the
Jπ = 1/2+ state.

The supermultiplet potential model used to de-
scribe the interaction between the lightest clusters
[16] makes it possible to understand qualitatively why
the 1/2+ state is broader than the 3/2+ state. The
reason is that the last case (the spin of the channel is
S = 3/2) corresponds to only one type of symmetry,
which is characterized by the Young diagram {f} =
{32}, whereas both {41} and {32} are admissible for
Jπ = 1/2+ (S = 1/2, L = 0), which leads to stronger
coupling with the 5He and 5Li ground states {41},
increasing the probability of the t(3He) + d→ α+N
decay.
PH
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perimental cross sections measured in this study.

In contrast to the case of t(3He) + d, the t(3He) +
t, quasimolecular systems occur in the P state rather
than in the S state [16] and, as expected, are less
bound and, hence, broader. Since a triton in the 7Li
nucleus has the total angular momentum of J = 3/2,
two states Jπ = 1− and 2− can be excited in the 6He
and 6Li nuclei through the one-stepmechanism of the
1s nucleon pickup. The positions of highly excited P
levels in the 6He and 6Li nuclei formed by the 3He and
t clusters were calculated by the resonating-group
method in [17]. According to these calculations, the
3P levels (the channel spin is S = 1) must occur at
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 1. Parameters of the optical potential used for calculating the 7Li(6Li, 7Be)6He reaction by the distorted-wave
method

−V , MeV rV , fm aV , fm −W , MeV rW , fm aW , fm rC, fm

122.5 0.577 0.905 51.71 0.54 1.178 0.588

Note:R = ri(A
1/3
p +A

1/3
t ); i = V ,W .
the 6He nucleus excitation energy of 18.1 MeV, while
the 1P (T = 0) and 3P (T = 1) levels of the 6Li nuclei
are at Ex = 21.3 and 22.3 MeV, respectively. In [3],
a partial-wave analysis of the angular distributions
and the excitation and polarization functions for the
elastic scattering of 3He by 3H in the energy range
20–33 MeV revealed a 2− excitation in the 6Li nu-
cleus in the energy regionEx ≈ 21MeV.As for the 1−

excitation, there is only a small rise in the 3P1 phase
at a higher excitation energy.
In the spectra of the (6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li)

reactions on 7Li nuclei, we observed (Fig. 2) broad
distributions centered at Ex = 14 MeV (Γ = 5MeV)
for the 6He nucleus and at Ex ≈ 20 MeV for the 6Li
nucleus. Assuming the pickup mechanism for these
reactions and taking into account theoretical predic-
tions, one can suggest that the peak at 14MeV for the
6He nucleus involves two states of the t+ t system
with Jπ = 1− and 2−. The same states, together with
the 1− (T = 0) state, form a broad peak at Ex ≈
20MeV (Γ = 10MeV) in the 6Li nucleus.
Now we consider the problem of the possible na-

ture of the broad distribution observed in the 6He
nucleus at an excitation energy of 25 MeV. This dis-
tribution is clearly defined in the spectrum measured
at 0◦ (Fig. 3). In the pickup and knockout reactions,
this structure was not observed previously. According
to the calculations by the translation-invariant shell
model [18, 19], this region must involve a group of
negative-parity levels (Jπ = 0−, 1−, and 2−) whose
wave functions are dominated by a component char-
acterized by the Young diagram {321}. These states
must be effectively excited through the pickup mech-
anism due to a rather significant admixture of the
{421} component in the wave function of the 7Li
nucleus [12]. The indicated compact group is well
isolated because there is a wide energy gap between
the states with different Young diagrams.

3.2. Angular Distributions

The above analysis of the energy spectra already
gives a clear qualitative picture of the pickup na-
ture of the mechanism of the (6Li, 7Be) and (6Li,
7Li) reactions, which is corroborated by the selective
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
behavior of the reactions with respect to the states
with a simple hole structure. Quantitative information
about the mechanism is provided by an analysis of the
differential cross sections. Considering the (6Li, 7Be)
reaction as a simple proton pickup from the 1p and 1s
shells, we analyzed the angular distributions for tran-
sitions into the states at Ex = 0(0+), 1.8 (2+), and
14 MeV of the 6He nucleus within the finite-range
distorted-wave method using the DWUCK5 program
[20]. In calculating the differential cross sections of
the (6Li, 7Be) reaction, we took into account both
bound states in 7Be (the 3/2− ground state and the
Ex = 0.43 MeV, 1/2− excited state), which were not
separated in our measurements.

According to the shell model, the ground state
of the 7Li nucleus has a complicated configuration
involving both 1p3/2 and 1p1/2 orbits. However, the
selection rules are such that the transition into the
ground state of the 6He nucleus in the 7Li(6Li, 7Be)
(3/2−, 1/2) → (0+, 1) reaction can be realized only
by the pickup of the 1p3/2 proton, whose binding
energy in the 7Li nucleus is equal to 9.988MeV. In the
transition into an excited state (Ex = 1.8 MeV, 2+),
the pickup of the 1p1/2 protonwith a binding energy of
7.378MeV (for the spin–orbit splitting of 2.6MeV) is
possible. Since the j dependence of differential cross
sections calculated by the distorted-wave method is
very weak [9], the particular calculations were carried
out in this case under the assumption of only the
1p3/2-nucleon pickup. The state at Ex = 14 MeV
was assumed to be excited by the 1s-proton pickup.

For taking into account distortions in the input
and output channels, we used theWoods–Saxon po-
tential found from an analysis of the elastic scatter-
ing of 7Li by 6Li at an energy of 78 MeV [21]. The
potential parameters are listed in Table 1. The wave
functions of the bound states in 7Li and 7Be were
calculated in the conventional way with a reduced
radius of r0 = 1.2 fm and a diffuseness parameter of
a = 0.65 fm. The depth of the potential was chosen
such a way as to reproduce the proton binding energy
in the 7Li and 7Be nuclei. The spectroscopic factors
02
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Table 2. Comparison of experimental and theoretical values of C2S (7Li → 6He+ p)

Ex(6He),
MeV

Jπ

C2S

this study
[9]

theory

1p3/2 1s1/2 [12] [22]

0 0+ 0.6 0.62 0.570 0.590

1.8 2+ 0.4 0.37 0.416 0.406

14.0 (1−, 2−) 2.2

15.6 (1−, 2−) 1.53
S(7Li→ 6He+ p) were determined from the relation-
ship

(dσ/dΩ)exp
= C2S[S0(dσ/dΩ)0,DW + S1(dσ/dΩ)1,DW],

where (dσ/dΩ)DW are the cross sections calculated
using the DWUCK5 program with the coherent
summation over the angular-momentum transfers
satisfying the selection rules; S0 and S1 are the
spectroscopic factors of the 7Be0 → 6Li+ p and
7Be0.43 → 6Li+ p systems, respectively; and C2 is
the square of the Clebsch–Gordan isospin coefficient
〈TfNf , 1/2–1/2|TiNi〉2, Tf ,Nf , Ti, andNi being the
isotopic spins and their projections for the target and
the residual nucleus. The values of S0 and S1 taken
from [22] amounted to 0.721 and 0.893, respectively.
Figure 4 illustrates a comparison of the calculated

and experimental angular distributions. The spec-
troscopic factors derived as a result of analysis and
multiplied by C2 are listed in Table 2 together with
the theoretical values calculated using the shell model
[12, 22] and with the results of analysis of the 7Li(n,
p)6He reaction investigated in [9] at a neutron en-
ergy of 56.3 MeV. It can be seen that the proton-
pickup mechanism in the (6Li, 7Be) reaction de-
scribes well the measured angular distributions for
the spectroscopic factors close to those from the the-
oretical predictions and to the experimental values
from [9]. Although the previous investigation [23] of
angular distributions for the transitions to the ground
states of the 5He and 5Li nuclei in the 6Li(6Li, 7Be)
and 6Li(6Li, 7Li) reactions at a 6Li energy of 156MeV
showed that the theoretical description of differential
cross sections within the one-step pickupmechanism
is not perfect, the general character of experimental
distributions is reproduced fairly well.
Thus, information available now indicates that the

(6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li) reactions at energies of ap-
proximately 100 MeV do indeed proceed through the
one-step nucleon-pickup mechanism. This means
that the observed highly excited states of the 5He,
5Li, 6He, and 6Li nuclei are quasimolecular states of
PH
the t(3He) + d (Jπ = 3/2+ and 1/2+) and t(3He) + t
(Jπ = 2− and 1−) types.

4. CONCLUSION

In a single experiment, we have investigated the
(6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li) reactions on 6Li and 7Li
nuclei at a 6Li beam energy of 93 MeV. In all the
measured spectra, we have observed two groups of
states separated by a wide energy gap (more than
10 MeV). The first group of states is assumed to be
induced by the nucleon pickup by an incident 6Li
particle from the p shell of the target nucleus, whereas
the second group of states near the thresholds of the
t(3He) + d break-up of the 5He (5Li) nuclei and the
t(3He) + t breakup of the 6He (6Li) nuclei is due to
the pickup from the 1s shell.
For a more detailed investigation of the mecha-

nism of the (6Li, 7Be) and (6Li, 7Li) reactions, we have
measured the angular distributions of the 7Li(6Li,
7Be)6He reaction for transitions into the ground and
excited states of the 6He nucleus. The experimental
differential cross sections have been analyzed by
the finite-range distorted-wave method under the
assumption of the pickup mechanism. The calculated
cross sections reproduce well the experimental ones
for the spectroscopic factors close to those predicted
in the shell model. This fact totally corroborates the
assumption that the one-step pickup mechanism
dominates in the (6Li, 7Be) reaction and, hence, in the
(6Li, 7Li) reaction (by virtue of the mirror structure of
the 7Li and 7Be nuclei) at an energy near 90 MeV.

Because of the pickup character of the (6Li, 7Be)
and (6Li, 7Li) reactions, only two positive-parity
states (3/2+, 1/2+) in the 5He and 5Li nuclei and two
negative-parity states (2−, 1−) in the 6He and 6Li
nuclei can be populated in these reactions (of course,
if mixing of the configurations is not significant).
According to the available predictions of the shell
model and the resonating-groupmethod, it is possible
to assign a spin value Jπ = 1/2+ to the broad states
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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appearing in the 5He and 5Li nuclei at Ex ≈ 20 MeV,
while the structures observed in the 6He nucleus at
Ex = 14MeV and in the 6Li nucleus atEx ≈ 20MeV
are formed by the states with Jπ = 2− and 1−.
A broad distribution clearly manifested at the ex-

citation energy of about 25 MeV for the 6He nucleus
at 0◦ is also associated with the excitation of the 1−
and 2− states, but of a different symmetry type char-
acterized by the Young diagram {321}. This compact
group of states was predicted long ago in theoretical
calculations based on the translation-invariant shell
model.
The broad structures observed in the 5He, 5Li,

6He, and 6Li nuclei at high excitation energies cor-
respond to two-cluster quasimolecular states of the
t(3He) + d and t(3He) + t types populated by break-
ing away one nucleon from the α-particle core of the
6Li and 7Li nuclei, whose ground states already have
deuteron and triton clusters.
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Abstract—A search for the muon-catalyzed fusion (MCF) reaction d+ d→4 He + γ in the ddµ muonic
molecule was performed using the experimental MCF installation TRITON and NaI(Tl) detectors for γ
quanta. A high-pressure target filled with deuterium was exposed to the negative muon beam of the JINR
phasotron to detect γ quanta with an energy of 23.8 MeV. The first experimental estimation for the yield of
radiative deuteron capture from the ddµ state J = 1was obtained at a level of ηγ ≤ 2× 10−5 per one fusion.
c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is understood that investigations of fusion reac-
tions between hydrogen isotope nuclei at low energies
are of great importance for determining properties of
the lightest nuclei and for astrophysics. In particular,
there is a need for new or improved measurements of
many radiation capture reactions included in various
astrophysical scenarios. Due to the Coulomb repul-
sion fusion, cross sections σ(E) drop rapidly at low
(E ≤ 100 keV) collision energies (in an exponential
scale for “bare” nuclei).

The reaction

d+ d −→4 He + γ + 23.8 MeV (1)

is involved in both primordial and stellar nucleosyn-
thesis. Its cross section is rather small (about 1 pb at
50 keV, compared to 1 mb for the main fusion chan-
nels d(d, n)3He and d(d, p)3H), and its experimental
investigations in dd collisions are rather difficult.

At energies E > 400 keV, reaction (1) proceeds
mainly by a d-wave E2 transition to the 1S0 state of

∗This article was submitted by the authors in English.
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117259 Russia.

2)Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands.
3)Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dzhelepov Laboratory
of Nuclear Problems, Dubna, 141980 Russia.

4)Russian Federal Nuclear Center, All-Russian Research In-
stitute of Experimental Physics, Sarov, Russia.

5)Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Russian Academy of
Sciences, Gatchina, 188350 Russia.
1063-7788/02/6510-1778$22.00 c©
4He [1]. The reason is the identical boson character
of the entrance channel requiring L+ S to be even
(L and S are the orbital angular momentum and the
total spin of the dd system). At lower energies, the
centrifugal barrier suppresses the d-wave E2 cap-
ture, allowing an s-waveE2 transition to theD-state
admixture of 4He. Measurements extended to ener-
gies below 100 keV [2] have confirmed this picture.
However, the existence of multipoles other thanE2 in
reaction (1) was not excluded experimentally despite
the belief that dipole transitions E1 and M1 with
∆S = 0 should be suppressed due to the standard
isospin selection rule∆T = 0.
Measurements of cross section angular distribu-

tions σ(θ) of vector Ay and tensor Ayy analyzing
powers performed with a polarized deuteron beam
with an energy of Elab

d = 80 keV stopping in the
target have yielded an unexpected observation of the
p wave strength in 2H(�d, γ)4He reaction [3]. It was
found that over 50% of the cross section strength
at these low energies were due to E1 and M2 p
wave capture. This finding might be considered as
a violation of the isospin selection rule and affect
the low-energy behavior of the total cross section
and its extrapolation to substantially sub-Coulomb
energies (as required, e.g., by stellar calculations).
Other evidence for non-E2 radiation can be found in
[3]. It would be extremely interesting to observe any
direct manifestation of the p wave in an independent
measurement.
During recent decades, experiments in which var-

ious fusion reactions between hydrogen isotopes are
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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catalyzed by muons have provided supplementary in-
formation about these reactions at energies well be-
low the lowest energies accessible by conventional
beam–target experiments [4]. In the muon-catalyzed
(MC) process, fusion takes place from the bound
states of muonic molecules. Nuclei inside muonic
molecules are practically at rest, being separated by
average distances aµ ∼ �

2/e2m2
µ = 2.5 × 10−11 cm

(mµ is the muon mass).

Muonic molecules can be formed in states with
total angular momenta J = 0 and J = 1 that cor-
respond to the relative orbital angular momenta of
nucleiL = 0 and L = 1. Depending on the hydrogen-
isotope-mixture parameters, various states of muonic
molecules can be populated. This makes it possible
to study fusion reactions at superlow energies from
prepared s- and p-nuclear states with definite spins.
Study of the MC fusion process in a ddµ muonic

molecule resulted in complementary and detailed in-
formation about charge-symmetric reactions
d(d, n)3He and d(d, p)3H. A significant difference
in the p wave parts of the d(d, p)3H and d(d, n)3He
reaction yields was observed in the experiments with
low-energy polarized deuteron beams [5]. Compar-
ison of two reaction branches showed some s-wave
enhancement together with substantial p wave sup-
pression of the proton branch. (This result was then
interpreted by some as evidence for charge symmetry
breaking forces.)

Direct measurement of the yield ratio Rp(n/p) for
the reactions

ddµ −→3 He + n+ µ,3Heµ+ n, (2)

ddµ −→ t+ p+ µ (3)

proceeding from the J = 1 state of ddµ molecules
(p-wave dd fusion) [6, 7] gave the value Rp(n/p) =
1.42 ± 0.03. It agreed with the ratio from [5] de-
termined from an elaborate (and model-dependent)
analysis of the in-flight data. Rates of ddµ fusion
reactions (2) and (3) from the pwave were experimen-
tally determined from the MC data [8], and the cor-
responding nuclear reaction constants were extrac-
ted [9].
The deuteron radiative capture reaction in the ddµ

molecule

ddµ −→4 Heµ+ γ + 23.8 MeV (4)

was not previously investigated because of the ex-
treme smallness of its expected yield. In the sys-
tematic study of the MC process in deuterium, we
have recently performed [10] measurements in the
temperature range T = 85–790 K. As in our earlier
experiments [11], neutrons from reaction (2) were
detected. At temperatures T > 150 K, ddµmolecules
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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are mainly formed in the J = 1 state and fusion reac-
tions proceed from the p wave of relative nuclear mo-
tion. Hence, if detected, 23.8-MeV γ quanta would
unambiguously indicate a finite p wave contribution
to the rate of process (4).
In view of this, we investigated the possibility of

process (4) being detected in our last measurements
of the ddµ-molecule formation rate [10]. For this aim,
one of two usually used neutron detectors [11] was
removed and a gamma detector was installed instead.
The level of the radiation background in our installa-
tion was measured. We present the first experimental
estimation for the yield of the p wave radiative dd
capture from the ddµmolecule.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental setup (its layout is shown in
Fig. 1) is described in detail in [12]. A high-pressure
deuterium target (HPDT) [13] was exposed to the
muon beam of the JINR phasotron. Scintillation
counters 1–3 in front of the HPDT detected the
incoming muons. Cylinder-shaped multiwire propor-
tional chambers 4 and 5 served to identify the muon
stop in the target and to detect electrons from muon
decay. A coincidence between signals of counters 5
and 1e, 2e served as the electron signal.
A full absorption neutron detector (ND) (volume

of NE-213, v = 12.5 l) [12, 14] was aimed to de-
tect neutrons from reaction (2). To reduce the back-
ground, n−γ separation was realized by comparing
the signals for the total charge and the fast compo-
nent charge of the ND pulse. The efficiency of the
γ-quantum discrimination was better than 10−3 for
energies Eγ,e > 100 keV.
The γ quanta were detected with a NaI(Tl) crystal

of 150-mm diameter and 100-mm height. It was cal-
ibrated with γ sources of 60Co (total energy of two γ’s
02
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Fig. 2. Amplitude distribution of the events detected by
the NaI(Tl) detector in the exposures with the H/D mix-
ture.

E2γ = 2.5MeV), Pu–Be (Eγ = 4.43MeV), and with
5.5-MeV γ’s from the reaction

pdµ→3 Heµ+ γ. (5)

Reaction (5) was observed in the test expo-
sures when the target was filled with a hydrogen–
deuterium (H/D) mixture containing about 20%
protium. The amplitude distribution for 5.5-MeV γ’s
is shown in Fig. 2. The obtained energy resolution of
the detector is 15% FWHM.
The calibrating line for the γ detector is presented

in Fig. 3. Linearity of the energy scale was checked
under different voltages supplied to the detector in
measurements with the available 60Co and Pu–Be γ
sources. In the amplitude region used, it proved to be
linear at a level of 2–3%. The expected position for
γ’s from (4) is then approximately the 200th channel.
Stability of the spectrometric system was controlled
with γ sources during the run.
The detection efficiency for γ quanta was esti-

mated from their cross sections in NaI and the known
solid angle of the detector. Taking into account the ef-
ficiency losses (30–40%) due to the bremsstrahlung
in the target walls, we found the detection efficiency
for 24-MeV γ quanta:

εγ = (5 ± 1)%. (6)

Primary selection of the events detected by the
neutron and γ detectors was realized by the trigger.
It allowed only those events for further time and am-
plitude analysis which were connected with electron
PH
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Fig. 3. Calibrating line of the γ spectrometer. Points
correspond to the calibration with the 60Co and Pu–Be
γ sources and with γ’s from reaction (6).

registration; that is, delayed µ−n, γ−e coincidences
were used. Under this condition, the timing sequence
of the NaI and ND signals was registered by flash
ADC and recorded on the PC. An example of the
“oscillogram” of events thus stored is shown in Fig. 4.

3. MEASUREMENTS
AND ANALYSIS OF ND DATA

During the run, eight exposures were performed at
different deuterium temperatures and densities. Ex-
perimental conditions for them are presented in the
table. Deuterium density is given in relative units:
φ = n/n0, where n0 = 4.25 × 1022 nucl./cm3 is the
liquid hydrogen density (LHD). For all exposures, the
intensity of muons detected by counters 1–4 was
2.5 × 103 s−1. The electron counting rate was 15–
30 s−1 depending on the deuterium density.
The number of detected electrons from muon de-

cay Ne was determined from the fit of the electron
time spectra taking into account the background from
muon stops in the target walls. The latter was found
in the exposure with the empty target. The number
of electrons detected for 10 h of phasotron operation
(one exposure) was �(0.5−1.0) × 106 depending of
a gas density. Details of the analysis can be found in
[11].
The number of neutrons from reaction (2)Nn was

obtained from the analysis of the time spectra of the
events detected by ND and belonging to the neutron
region in the n−γ plot [14]. The neutron background
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Experimental conditions

Exposure T , K
Content, % φ,

Ne Nn Nddµ × 10−5

H D LHD

1 85 (5) 20.7 (0.5) 79.3 (0.5) 0.84 (0.03) 712 300 4000 1.2

2 110 (5) 20.7 (0.5) 79.3 (0.5) 0.84 (0.03) 474 600 4700 1.2

3 230 (5) 20.7 (0.5) 79.3 (0.5) 0.83 (0.03) 433 200 15 000 4.5

4 301 (4) 20.7 (0.5) 79.3 (0.5) 0.83 (0.03) 443 700 20 200 6.1

5 299 (4) 20.7 (0.5) 79.3 (0.5) 0.47 (0.02) 388 900 13 900 4.2

6 298 (4) 0.1 (0.1) 99.9 (0.1) 0.50 (0.02) 232 500 18 100 5.7

7 548 (10) 0.1 (0.1) 99.9 (0.1) 0.50 (0.02) 240 000 19 500 5.1

8 791 (15) 0.1 (0.1) 99.9 (0.1) 0.49 (0.02) 315 000 20 500 6.1
was measured in a special exposure with the empty
target. The Ne and Nn numbers determined are pre-
sented in the table.

As is seen from the table, part of the exposures
were made with an H/D mixture. It allows detection
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Fig. 4. Signals on flash ADC. The muon is detected
by counter 4 (see Fig. 1). The electron from µ decay is
detected by counters 5, 1e or 2e. For the presented event
the electron is detected by counters 5, 2e and by ND too.
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of reaction (5), which was used for energy calibration
and for checking the γ-quanta-detection efficiency.
The kinetics scheme of the main processes oc-

curring after the muon stop in the H/D mixture is
shown in Fig. 5 [15]. As expected, exposures 1 and 2
are characterized by a low neutron–electron ratio. In
other words, only a small fraction of the muon stops
in the target lead to formation of ddµ molecules and
subsequent reaction (2), detected in our experiment.
It is due to the fact [6–8, 11] that at low temperatures
T < 150 K, the ddµ-formation rate λddµφ < 0.1 ×
106 s−1 is small compared to the dµ-atom disap-
pearance rate λdµ = λ0 + λddµφ(1 −Cp) + λpdµφCp,
where λ0 = 4.55 × 105 s−1 is the free-muon disap-
pearance rate and λpdµ = (5.53± 0.16)× 106 s−1 [17]
is the pdµ-formation rate. This allowed the use of
these exposures for estimating the accidental back-
ground. Exposures 3–8 were accepted for the search
of γ’s from reaction (4) and the estimation of its
relative yield.
From the measured numbers of neutrons Nn,

known neutron detection efficiency εn = 13% [18],
and the partial probability of reaction (2) β ∼= 0.58 [7],
the ddµ-formation rates λddµ were obtained for each
exposure.
With values λddµ thus obtained and data from the

table, we calculated the average number of cataly-
sis cycles nc per muon using a simplified formula
describing MC fusion kinetics in the H/D mixture
corresponding to the scheme in Fig. 5:

nc = λddµφ(1 − Cp)/[λ0 + λddµφ(1 (7)

− Cp)$dd + λpdµφCp$pd].

Here, $dd = βωdd = 0.07 [6, 7] and $pd = 0.85
[15, 19] are branching ratios of fusion reactions
with muon sticking to helium with respect to all
02
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fusion channels in muonic molecules ddµ and pdµ,
respectively. These reactions lead to muon loss from
the catalysis cycle. Using nc thus determined and
measured numbers of electrons Ne, we could calcu-
late numbers of ddµ molecules Nddµ formed in each
exposure as Nddµ = Nenc. The results are presented
in the table and the total number of ddµmolecules for
exposures 3–8 was used for the estimation of reaction
(4) yield.
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PH
4. ANALYSIS OF γ-EVENTS

Of all events detected by the γ detector, those with
the γ energy

Eγ > 17 MeV (8)

were selected for further analysis. Those events
accumulated in exposures 3–8 were displayed in a
two-dimensional electron time (te)–γ-time (tγ) plot,
shown in Fig. 6.
Fusion events from reaction (4) should arrive after

the muon entrance (tµ) and before the muon decay
(te), so for the primary selection the required time
sequence is te > tγ > tµ (dashed area in Fig. 6).
It is seen that a noticeable fraction of events in this

plot is concentrated at small te − tµ, tγ − tµ. These
events might be a manifestation of the muon stops
in the target walls. In the wall material (Ni, Fe), the
muon disappears after the average time τµ = 0.2 µs,
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Fig. 7. Amplitude γ-quantum spectra for the events se-
lected with criteria (9) for exposures 3–8 (solid line) and
the normalized “background” spectra (dashed line). The
response function of theNaI detector is representedby the
Gaussian.
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either due to its decay, starting the false trigger, or due
to the nuclear capture with emission of capture prod-
ucts. To reduce the background originating from such
processes, events corresponding to fast γ and electron
emission should be excluded from consideration by
introducing a time delay with respect to tµ.
On the other hand, the time distribution of events

resulting from the ddµ-molecule fusion (4) should
obey the exponential law

fγ(t) = const · exp[−(λ0 + φλddµωdd)t],

thus allowing a large time delay that would lead to the
loss of the efficiency.
To suppress the accidental background and simul-

taneously avoid efficiency losses, the following time
intervals were chosen:

1 < tγ − tµ < 3 µs; 0.5 < te − tγ < 4.5 µs. (9)

The corresponding region is indicated by the box in
Fig. 6 with threeN t

γ events within it.

To estimate the background, we selected the area
tγ > 1 µs, 0.5 < te < 4.5 µs and found seven events
there. This corresponds to the number of background
events in region (9),N b1

γ = 2 ± 1.
In addition, for independent estimation of the ac-

cidental background, events from exposures 1 and 2
satisfying (8) and (9) were selected. The number of
such events normalized to the number of electrons in
exposures 3–8 was found to be N b2

γ = 2. It proved to
be at the level of the previous estimate obtained from
exposures 3–8.
The background level is found to exceed the mea-

sured intrinsic background of the installation, corre-
sponding to the cosmic ray intensity [0.05/(MeV s)]
by a factor of 2. We conclude that additional back-
ground is correlated with the phasotron operation.
The energy distribution of the events detected by

the NaI detector and selected with criteria (9) for
exposures 3–8 (solid line) is shown in Fig. 7. The
dashed line is the spectrum for the normalized back-
ground.
It is seen from the figure that these spectra prac-

tically coincide for energies Eγ > 17 MeV. Some ex-
cess of events for lower energies can be ascribed to the
background induced by neutrons from reaction (2).
From the above considerations, the number of

candidate events can be obtained:

Nγ = N t
γ −N b

γ = 1 ± 2. (10)

The measured yield of reaction (4) per ddµ mole-
cule is evaluated as

ηγ =
Nγ

εγN tot
ddµ

, (11)
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
where N tot
ddµ is the total number of Nddµ molecules

accumulated in exposures 3–8:

N tot
ddµ = 3.4 × 106. (12)

Using estimate (6) for the efficiency of γ-quantum
registration and taking into account the selection
efficiency due to the accepted criteria (9), one obtains
the detection efficiency of γ’s from reaction (4):

εγ = (3 ± 0.5)%. (13)

Substituting (10), (12), and (13) into Eq. (11) we
obtain

η1
γ = (1 ± 2) × 10−5 (14)

for the absolute γ yield per ddµmolecule.

After the article was prepared, additional measure-
ments with a deuterium target and a NaI(Tl) detector
of larger size have been conducted and a similar anal-
ysis has been performed. The result is

η2
γ = (0.8 ± 1.5) × 10−5. (15)

Combining (14) and (15) we obtain

ηγ < 2 × 10−5 (16)

at 90% C.L.

From here, an upper limit for the radiative fusion
rate λ1

γ from the J = 1 state of the ddµ molecule can
be deduced using the experimental value of the total
fusion rate λ1

f = 4 × 108 s−1 [8]:

λ1
γ < 8 × 103 s−1.

5. CONCLUSION

The first attempt has been made to estimate the
yield of radiative capture reaction (4) from the J = 1
state of the ddµ muonic molecule. The background
conditions were evaluated, and the appropriate meth-
ods of data analysis were elaborated. The sensitivity
of the present experiment is not enough to make a
decisive conclusion about the p wave contribution to
the process of radiative dd capture. (The expected
level estimated from the data [3] is ηγ ∼ 10−6.) The
improvement of our result by one or two orders of
magnitude will be possible with a new γ detector
of larger efficiency and more intense muon beams.
Of crucial importance is the understanding of the
background structure and elaboration of background
suppression methods.
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Abstract—On the basis of a generalization of integral formulas for nuclear-decay widths to the three-body
case, the spontaneous and the low-energy induced ternary fission of nuclei are investigated by using the
adiabatic approximation. The properties of energy distributions, of partial fission widths, and of the angular
distributions of fission fragments are analyzed for the case of ternary fission. Conditions are found under
which the angular distributions of two heavy fragments originating from ternary fission are similar to the
analogous distributions of fragments originating from binary fission. The features of angular distributions
are investigated, along with the parities and angular momenta of the third (light) ternary-fission fragment.
c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The adiabatic approximation, which is based on
the fact that the characteristic times of nucleon mo-
tion in nuclei are much shorter than the characteristic
times associated with collective modes [1], is often in-
voked in describing the collective features of spherical
and deformed nuclei. This approximation is used to
implement the strong-coupling model for nonspheri-
cal nuclei and to construct nuclear-deformation po-
tentials. The model in question underlies the treat-
ment of the spontaneous and of the low-energy in-
duced fission of nuclei at the stage of fissile-nucleus
evolution from the initial configuration to the config-
uration at the outer saddle point of the deformation
potential, the latter determining the structure of tran-
sition fission states [1].

The possibility of describing various forms of nu-
clear decays within the adiabatic approximation was
analyzed in [2, 3]. It appeared that, because of a
strong subbarrier character of protonic, alpha, and
cluster decays, the adiabatic approximation cannot
be used to describe either partial widths with respect
to these decay modes or the angular distributions
of fragments originating from them. At the same
time, the conditions ensuring the applicability of the
adiabatic approximation are reliably satisfied for the
spontaneous and for the low-energy induced binary
fission of nuclei, and the relevant partial fission widths
for oriented nuclei were calculated on the basis of this
approximation, along with the angular distributions
of corresponding fission fragments. These computa-
tions required employing a quantum-mechanical ap-
proach to the nuclear-fission process and the results
of the multiparticle theory of nuclear reactions and
decays, which is based on applying the method of
1063-7788/02/6510-1785$22.00 c©
projection operators [4] and the theory of open Fermi
systems [5].

The situation that emerged from the analysis of the
angular distributions of fragments originating from
the fission of oriented and polarized nuclei is of partic-
ular interest. In order to describe these distributions,
use is usually made of the A. Bohr formula [6, 1],
which is based on the qualitative physical assump-
tion that the fragments produced in the fission of
an axisymmetric deformed parent nucleus travel only
along or against the direction of the symmetry axis
of this nucleus. Because of the quantum-mechanical
uncertainty relation between the orbital angular mo-
mentum l of a particle and its emission angle, this
assumption is, however, valid only in the case where
l values are absolutely uncertain (0 ≤ l ≤ ∞). It was
shown in [3] that the Bohr formula is approximately
valid only within the adiabatic pattern of fission, with
the evolution of fission fragments upon their escape
from the parent nucleus being included in it, and de-
viations from this formula were derived. Concurrently,
the dependences of partial fission widths and of po-
tential phase shifts on the relative orbital angular mo-
menta and spins of fission fragments were obtained.
These dependences have a dynamical character and
differ considerably from their counterparts obtained
by using various statistical assumptions [7].

The objective of the present study is to extend the
methods proposed in [2, 5] in order to render them
applicable to describing the ternary fission of nuclei
on the basis of the adiabatic approximation and the
quantum-mechanical pattern of this process.
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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2. DYNAMICS OF THE TERNARY FISSION
OF NUCLEI

The ensuing analysis is performed by considering
the example of a parent nucleus having an atomic
weight A and a charge Z and undergoing ternary fis-
sion into two rather heavy fragments of atomic weight
A1 and A2 and charge Z1 and Z2 (A1 ≥ A2) and a
light fragment whose atomic weight and charge are,
respectively, A3 and Z3, fulfillment of the condition
A3 � A2 being implied. The wave function ψJMσ de-
scribing an isolated quasistationary parent-nucleus
state characterized by the spin J , its projection M
onto the z axis in the laboratory frame, and other
quantum numbers σ (which include the parity π)
satisfies the Schrödinger equation

HAψ
JM
σ = ĒJ

σψ
JM
σ , (1)

where HA is the Hamiltonian of the nucleus A in
the c.m. frame and ĒJ

σ = (E
J
σ − iΓJσ/2) is a complex

energy whose real partEJ
σ is coincident with the sign-

reversed binding energy of the nucleus A and whose
imaginary part is related to the total width ΓJσ of the
nuclear state in question with respect to its decay
through all open decay channels.

We restrict ourselves to considering the first stage
of the fission of the parent nucleus into three pri-
mary fragments. At this stage, the primary fission
fragments A1 and A2 arise in rather cold states that
are nonequilibrium with respect to their deformation-
parameter values, while the comparatively light frag-
ment A3 appears to be in the ground state and has
a spherical shape, the intrinsic wave function ψJ3M3 ,
and the energy EJ3 . Because of nonsphericity of the
nuclear and Coulomb potentials V12, V13, and V23

describing the interaction of the primary fission frag-
ments A1, A2, and A3, the relative orbital angular
momenta L and l of the fragments A1, A2, and A3

increase and so do the spins of the fragments A1 and
A2, which go over to the states characterized by the
intrinsic wave functions ψJ1M1

σ1
and ψJ2M2

σ2
and the

internal energies EJ1
σ1

and EJ2
σ2
. In the fission process,

these states appear as the initial states for the sec-
ond stage, within which the primary fragments A1

and A2 go over, via neutron and photon emission, to
states that are more equilibrium with respect to their
deformation-parameter values, forming, at the final
stage, long-lived states of fission fragments that are
actually observed.

Following the ideas of the theory of nuclear re-
actions [8, 9], we introduce a configuration space
that is specified by the set of coordinates of all nu-
cleons of the parent nucleus, with the exception of
PH
its center-of-mass coordinate. In this space, we sin-
gle out the region where the ternary-fission frag-
ments A1, A2, and A3 corresponding to the end of
the first stage of the fission process have already
been formed. In order to describe the relative motion
of these fragments, we introduce the variables R =
R1 −R2 and r = R3 − (A1R1 +A2R2)/(A1 +A2),
where R1, R2, and R3 are the center-of-mass coor-
dinates of the corresponding fragments, and the solid
angles ΩR and Ωr determining the directions of the
radius vectors R and r in the laboratory frame. The
channel function UJM

cβLl, where c ≡ σ1J1σ2J2J3 and
β = J0jj3, that possesses the correct transformation
properties under time inversion can be chosen in the
form [1]

UJM
cβLl =

{{
ψJ1M1
σ1

{
ψJ2M2
σ2

iLYLML
(ΩR)

}
jmj

}
J0M0

(2)

×
{
ψJ3M3ilYlml

(Ωr)
}
j3m3

}
JM

,

where braces denote the vector coupling of angular
momenta; j, J0, and j3 are intermediate spins; and
the spherical harmonics YLML

(ΩR) and Ylml
(Ωr) de-

scribe the relative orbital motion of fission fragments
that have the orbital angular momenta L and l, re-
spectively. The energyQc of the relative motion of the
fragments in the channel c is given by

Qc = EJ
σ − EJ1

σ1
− EJ2

σ2
− EJ3. (3)

Let us first consider the situation where all ternary-
fission fragments are formed simultaneously upon the
rupture of the neck of the parent nucleus, the third
fission fragment A3 being composed of the nucleons
of the neck. As in the case of binary fission, we make
use of the A. Bohr concept of transition fission states
[6, 1] and describe these states in terms of the wave
functions ψJMt . These functions are involved, with
amplitudes bσt = 〈ψJMt |ψJMσ 〉, in the states of the
parent nucleus, so that the partial width ΓJσcβLl with
respect to the ternary fission of the parent nucleus can
be represented as

ΓJσcβLl =
∑
t

|bσt|2 ΓJtcβLl, (4)

where ΓJtcβLl is the partial width with respect to
ternary fission for the transition state t.

Using the concepts of the interpolation model de-
veloped in [4, 10, 5] for two-body nuclear reactions
and decays and in [11] for three-body nuclear reac-
tions, we can represent the wave functions ψJMt for
the transition states in the form

ψJMt = (ψJMt )sh + (ψJMt )cl, (5)
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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where the function (ψJMt )sh does not vanish in the
internal configuration-space region corresponding to
the compact state of the parent nucleus—that is, in
the region of applicability of the multiparticle shell
model constructed with allowance for not only normal
and superfluid nucleon–nucleon correlations but also
collective modes associated with the motion of the A
nucleus. The function (ψJMt )sh includes, in addition
to the wave function (ψJMt )0sh determined by symme-
try and by the deformation-parameter values at the
outer saddle point of the deformation potential of the
A nucleus, the shell functions at other deformation-
parameter values that determine the evolution of the
nucleus from the saddle point to the point where this
nucleus undergoes scission into three fragments. In
formula (5), the cluster component (ψJMt )cl of the
wave function is associated with the configuration-
space region where fragments arising at the first
stage of the ternary-fission process have already been
formed and can be expressed in terms of the channel
function (2) as [5]

(ψJMt )cl =
∑
cβLl

Â
{
FtcβLl(R, r)UJM

cβLl

}
, (6)

where Â is the operator of antisymmetrization with
respect to the A1, A2, and A3 fragments and where
the form factor FtcβLl is related to the regular and ir-
regular radial wave functions [fcβLl(R, r) and
gcβLl(R, r), respectively]. From Eq. (1) used with the
HamiltonianHA in the form

HA = − �
2

2Ma
∆R − �

2

2Mb
∆r (7)

+HA1 +HA2 +HA3 + V123

where HA1 , HA2 , and HA3 are the intrinsic Hamil-
tonians of the fission fragments A1, A2 and A3, re-
spectively; V123 = (V12 + V13 + V23) is the sum of the
fragment-interaction potentials; Ma =
mA1A2/(A1+A2); andMb = mA3(A1+A2)/(A1+
A2 +A3) (m is the nucleon mass), we find that the
regular radial wave function fcβLl(R, r) satisfies the
set of the coupled equations{

− �
2

2Ma

1
R2

∂

∂R

(
R2 ∂

∂R

)
− �

2

2Mb

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂

∂r

)
(8)

+
�

2L(L+ 1)
2MaR2

+
�

2l(l + 1)
2Mbr2

−Qc

}
fcβLl(R, r)

+
∑

c′β′L′l′

〈
UJM
cβLl|V123|UJM

c′β′L′l′
〉
fc′β′L′l′(R, r) = 0.

The irregular radial wave function gcβLl(R, r) is found
in a similar way. The function (ψJMt )cl (6) is required
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
[5] to be orthogonal to the set of basis shell functions
used to determine the functions (ψJMt )sh.

In the asymptotic region, where the potential V123

describing the interaction between ternary-fission
fragments is negligible, the function fcβLl(R, r) re-
duces to the function f0

cLlλ(R, r) satisfying Eq. (8)
without the last term on its left-hand side. Following
[12, 9], we introduce, instead ofR and r, the variables
ρ and α as

R =
(
Mb

Ma

)1/4

ρ sinα, r =
(
Ma

Mb

)1/4

ρ cosα,

(9)

0 ≤ α ≤ π/2,

where ρ2 =
√
Ma/MbR

2 +
√
Mb/Mar

2, the phase-
space element being transformed as

R2dRr2dr = ρ5dρ sin2 α cos2 αdα. (10)

The variable α determines the distribution of energy
among three fission fragments in the asymptotic re-
gion. Indeed, the transformation specified by Eqs. (9)
yields the relation

tanα =
√

Ma

Mb

R

r
.

Since, beyond the region where the forces between
fission fragments are operative, these fragments move
at fixed relative velocities and momenta, we have
R/r = υa/υb and

tanα =
√

Ma

Mb

υa
υb

, (11)

where υa is the relative velocity of the A1 and A2

fragments and υb is the velocity of the A3 fragment
with respect to the center of mass of the A1 and A2

fragments. We also have

Maυ
2
a

2
+

Mbυ
2
b

2
= Qc.

In the asymptotic region, the function f0
cLlλ(R, r) can

be represented in the factorized form [12]

f0
cLlλ(R, r) =

Yc(L, l, λ, α)RcL0(ρ)
ρ5/2 sinα cosα

, (12)

where the quantity λ takes the values ofλ = 0, 1, 2, . . .
and the function Yc(L, l, λ, α) is given by

Yc(L, l, λ, α) = N(sinα)L+1(cosα)l+1 (13)

× F (−λ;L+ l + λ+ 2;L+ 3/2; sin2 α),

Here, F (a; b; c; z) is a hypergeometric function; at
negative integral values of a = −λ, it reduces to a
Jacobi polynomial. Using the relation between the
asymptotic momenta of fission fragments and their
02
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relative momenta, one can find that, in the asymptotic
region, the kinetic energies E1, E2, and E3 of the
fragments are [12]

E1

Qc
=

A2

A1 +A2
sin2 α (14)

+
A1A3 cos2 α

(A1 +A2)(A1 +A2 +A3)

−
√
A1A2A3 cosα sinα cos θ

(A1 +A2)
√
A1 +A2 +A3

,

E2

Qc
=

A2

A1 +A2
sin2 α

+
A2A3 cos2 α

(A1 +A2)(A1 +A2 +A3)

+
√
A1A2A3 cosα sinα cos θ

(A1 +A2)
√
A1 +A2 +A3

,

E3

Qc
=

A1 +A2

A1 +A2 +A3
cos2 α,

where θ is the angle between the vectors R and r.
From the last formula in (14), it follows that the max-
imum kinetic energy Em

3 of the third fission fragment
A3 isEm

3 = (A1+A2)/(A1 +A2+A3)Qc. Using re-
lations (10), (11), and (14), we can determine the
probability that the third particle has an energy E3 in
the interval (E3, E3 + dE3) [12]. The result is

|Yc(L, l, λ, arccos x)|2 dE3√
x(1− x)

, (15)

where x = E3/E
m
3 .

In turn, the function RcL0(ρ) appearing in (12)
satisfies the Schrödinger equation [12][

d2

dρ2
+ k2

c −
L0(L0 + 1)

ρ2

]
RcL0(ρ) = 0, (16)

where k2
c = 2

√
MaMbQc/�

2 and where the quantity
L0, which is referred to as the channel order, is defined
as L0 = L+ l + 2λ+ 3/2. Solutions to Eq. (16) can
be expressed in terms of Bessel and Neumann spher-
ical functions, which can be used to construct the
solution R̄cL0(ρ) whose asymptotic behavior for ρ →
∞ is of the diverging-spherical-wave type; that is,

R̄cL0(ρ)→ ei(kcρ−L0π/2) 1√
υc
, (17)

where υc = �kc/
√
MaMb. One can then introduce

[12] the multiparticle operator j representing the den-
sity of the particle flux in the direction of the radius
vector ρ:

j =
i�

2
√
MaMb

[
ψ
d

dρ
ψ∗ − ψ∗ d

dρ
ψ

]
. (18)
PHYS
In this case, the total number of events per unit
time that cause a simultaneous actuation of detectors
recording the fission fragments A1 and A3 or A2 and
A3 is determined by the integral of the flux density
(18) over an element of the surface of the multidi-
mensional sphere (ρ5 sin2 α cos2 αdα). If we use the
function f0

cLlλ (12) with RcL0(ρ) = R̄cL0(ρ) (17) for
the function ψ in formula (18) and consider that the
function Yc(L, l, λ, α)× (sinα cosα) is normalized to
unity, the total number of events recorded by the
detector per unit time is equal to unity.

Let us now investigate the partial widths with
respect to the ternary fission of the transition state
ψJMt . By using the strategies adopted in [10, 5] and
formulas (12) and (17), we can represent the asymp-
totic expression for the function

(
ψJMt
)
cl

(6) in the
form

(
ψJMt
)
cl
→
∑
cβLlλ

√
ΓJtcβLlλ

�υc
UJM
cβLl (19)

× ei(kcρ−L0π/2)Yc(L, l, λ, α)
ρ5/2 sinα cosα

eiδcβlLλ ,

where δcβlLλ is the three-body phase shift for potential
scattering. If expression (19) is used for the wave
function ψ in formula (18) to calculate the multiparti-
cle fragment-flux density j, we can find that the total
probability of detecting ternary-fission fragments in
the cβlLλ channel per unit time is ΓJtcβLl/�. This
probability is fully consistent with the definition of the
partial width with respect to ternary fission. With the
aid of a generalization of the results presented in [5] to
the case of ternary fission, the amplitude of the partial
width with respect to the ternary fission of a transition
state can in turn be represented in the form√

ΓJtcβLlλ =
√
2π (20)

×
〈
Â
{
UJM
cβLlf̃cβLlλ(ρ, α)

}
|HA −EJ

σ |
(
ψJMt
)
sh

〉
,

where the radial function f̃cβLlλ(ρ, α) satisfies Eq. (8),
its asymptotic behavior for ρ → ∞ being given by

f̃cβLlλ(ρ, α) (21)

→ C0
1

ρ5/2
sin
(
kcρ−

L0π

2
+ δcβLlλ

)
Yc(L, l, λ, α)
sinα cosα

,

where C0 is a constant that is determined from the
condition that the function f̃cβLlλ(ρ, α) is normalized
to the δ function of energy.

If, in formula (20), we use the functions UJM
cβLl and(

ψJMt
)
sh

possessing correct transformation proper-
ties under time inversion, the partial-width amplitude
in (20) is real-valued [1].
ICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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3. ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION
FOR TERNARY FISSION

In this section, the adiabatic approximation used
previously [3] in describing binary fission is general-
ized to the case of ternary fission. In doing this, we
make use of experimental data on ternary fission from
the review article of Mutterer and Theobald [13].

We assume that, as in the case of binary fission,
the nucleus undergoing fission and the ternary-fission
fragmentsA1 andA2 have strongly deformed axisym-
metric shapes.

We will employ the experimental facts that the
atomic weight of the third fission fragment A3 is
noticeably smaller than the atomic weights of the A1

and A2 fragments and that its kinetic energy E3 is
noticeably less than the total energyQc of the relative
motion of the three fission fragments and, hence, than
the energies of the relative motion of the A1 and A2

fragments in all ternary-fission channels of impor-
tance. Therefore the asymptotic momentum p3 of the
third fragment is noticeably less than the asymptotic
momenta p1 and p2 of the A1 and A2 fragments,
whence it follows that, to a good approximation, the
momenta p1 and p2 are oppositely directed, as they
are in the case of binary fission. This makes it possible
to use, as was done in analyzing binary fission [3],
the assumption that the Euler angles ω, ω1, and ω2

determining the orientation of the principal symmetry
axes of the parent nucleus and of the fission fragments
A1 and A2 are close to one another.

As in the case of binary fission, we assume that
the excitation energies EJ1

K1
and EJ2

K2
of rotational

bands built on the intrinsic states of the A1 and
A2 fragments with fixed projections K1 and K2 of
their spins J1 and J2 (J1 ≥ K1, J2 ≥ K2) onto the
symmetry axes of these fragments are considerably
less than the kinetic energy of the relative motion
of the A1 and A2 fragments over the entire region
of their existence. This means that we can disregard
the effect of these excitation energies and, hence, of
the spins J1 and J2 of the A1 and A2 fragments on
the functions f̃cβLlλ(r,R) and, hence, on the phase
shifts δcβLlλ for potential scattering. We also assume
that the spin–orbit and the spin–spin interaction
of ternary-fission fragments are weak; therefore, the
functions f̃σ1K1σ2K2J3βLlλ can be taken, for a first
approximation, to be independent of the intermediate
spins and, hence, of the index β.

In describing binary fission, it was found [14] that
the centrifugal potential V cf

12 = �
2L(L+1)/(2MaR

2)
for the relative motion of the A1 and A2 fragments is
considerably less than the kinetic energy of the rela-
tive motion of these fragments over the entire region
of their existence. It follows that the dependence of the
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
radial function f̃σ1K1σ2K2J3Llλ(ρ, α) and of the phase
shift δσ1K1σ2K2J3Llλ on the orbital angular momen-
tum L will manifest itself only through the effect of
the orbital angular momentum on the formation of
the energy distributions of ternary-fission fragments,
which is determined by the function Yc(L, l, λ, α).

Let us take into consideration the experimental
fact [13] that, for ternary fission, the angular distri-
bution of the third fission fragment A3 with respect to
the directions along which the A1 and A2 fragments
move has, with a high probability, an equatorial char-
acter and depends only slightly both on the kinetic
energy E3 of the third fragment A3 and on the total
energy Qc of the relative motion of ternary-fission
fragments in all channels that are of importance for
the above fission mode. The simplest interpretation
of this result makes it possible to consider the radial
wave functions f̃σ1K1σ2K2J3Llλ(ρ, α) and the phase
shifts δσ1K1σ2K2J3Llλ as quantities that are approx-
imately independent of those characteristic values of
the orbital angular momenta L and l that form the en-
ergy and angular distributions of ternary-fission frag-
ments. In this case, we can also assume that the radial
functions and the phase shifts are determined by a
bounded set of λ values for which they are also ap-
proximately constant. Therefore, the radial functions
and the phase shifts can be represented, respectively,
as f̃σ1K1σ2K2J3Llλ(ρ, α) ≈ f̃σ1K1σ2K2J3(ρ, α) and as
δσ1K1σ2K2J3Llλ ≈ δσ1K1σ2K2J3 for all channels that
are of importance for ternary fission.

4. PARTIAL WIDTHS WITH RESPECT
TO THE TERNARY FISSION OF NUCLEI

In the strong-coupling approximation [1], the or-
thonormalized wave function (ψJMtKi

)sh describing a
transition state of the parent nucleus in the shell
region and possessing correct transformation proper-
ties under time inversion can be represented as

(ψJMtKi
)sh =

√
2J + 1
16π2

[
1 + δKi,0

(
1√
2
− 1
)]

(22)

×
{
DJ
MKi

(ω)χtKi(q(ω)) + (−1)J+Ki

×DJ
M−Ki

(ω)χtKi
(q(ω))

}
,

where DJ
MKi

(ω) is a generalized Wigner spherical
function depending on the Euler angles α, β, γ de-
noted by ω, χtKi(q(ω)) is the intrinsic wave function
describing the transition state and depending on the
set of internal coordinates q(ω) in the intrinsic coor-
dinate frame of the parent nucleus, and χtKi

(q(ω))
is the time-inverted counterpart of χtKi(q(ω)). The
02



1790 KADMENSKY
wave functions ψJ1M1
σ1

and ψJ2M2
σ2

describing the fis-
sion fragments A1 and A2 and appearing in the def-
inition of the channel functions (2) can also be rep-
resented in the form (22) with the substitution of
K1 and K2 for Ki, M1 and M2 for M , J1 and J2
for J , π1 and π2 for π, σ1 and σ2 for t, and q1(ω)
and q2(ω) for q(ω). By going over to the intrinsic
coordinate frame of the parent nucleus and by using
the Wigner transformation [1], we can rewrite the
spherical harmonics YLML

(ΩR) and Ylml
(Ωr) and the

wave function ψJ3M3 for the third spherical fission
fragment as

YLML
(ΩR) =

∑
KL

DL
MLKL

(ω)YLKL
(ΩR′), (23)

ψJ3M3 =
∑
K3

DJ3
M3K3

(ω)ψJ3K3(q3),

where q3 is the set of intrinsic variables of the frag-
mentA3 in the coordinate frame of the parent nucleus.
Substituting relations (23) into formula (2) and using
the multiplication theorem for generalized spherical
harmonics [1], we can recast the channel function
UJM
cβLl (2) into the form

UJM
cβLl =

1
16π2

√
(2J1 + 1)(2J2 + 1) (24)

×
∑

KKLK0K3KlKjKj3

iliLDJ
MK(ω)YLKL

(ΩR′)

× YlKl
(Ωr′)χσ1K1(q1)χσ2K2(q2)ψ

J3K3(q3)

× CJK
J0j3K0Kj3

CJ0K0
J1jK1Kj

C
jKj

J2LK2KL
C
j3Kj3
J3lK3Kl

. . . ,

where, for the sake of simplicity, we display one of the
four terms of the channel function in the case where
π = π1 = π2 = +1,K1 > 0, andK2 > 0.

Let us now investigate the structure of the partial-

width amplitude
√
ΓJtcβLlλ that is obtained for ternary

fission upon the substitution of the shell wave func-
tion (22) for the transition state of the parent nucleus
and the channel function (24) into (20). We have√

ΓJtKicβLlλ
=

1
8π2

√
(2J1 + 1)(2J2 + 1)(2J + 1)

(25)

×
∑

KKLK3KjK0KlKj3

〈
DJ
MK(ω)|DJ

MKi
(ω)
〉
i−li−L

× 〈YLKL
(ΩR′)YlKl

(Ωr′)|AtKiσ1K1σ2K2λ〉

× CJK
J0j3K0Kj3

CJ0K0
J1jK1Kj

C
jKj

J2L22KL
C
j3Kj3
J3lK3Kl

,

where

AtKiσ1K1σ2K2λ =
2
√
2π√
32π2

〈
f̃σ1K1σ2K2J3(R, r) (26)
PH
× χσ1K1(q1)χσ2K2(q2)ψ
J3K3(q3)|V123|χtKi(q)

〉
.

Formula (25) represents the partial-width amplitude
for the case where π = π1 = π2 = +1 andK3 = Ki−
K1 −K2. In addition, the cases of K3 = Ki +K1 −
K2 andK3 = Ki −K1 +K2 are also possible.

According to experimental data, the correlations
associated with parity violation and left–right asym-
metry [15–17] for the A1 and A2 fragments origi-
nating from the ternary fission of polarized nuclei are
close to their counterparts for the binary fission of
such nuclei [18, 19]. On this basis, we can conclude
that the angular distributions of the ternary-fission
fragmentsA1 andA2 are similar to the analogous dis-
tributions for the binary fission of nuclei if the ternary-
fission fragments A1 and A2 travel predominantly
along or against the direction of the symmetry axis
of the parent nucleus. Using the ideas put forth in [3],
we can represent the amplitude in (26) as

AtKiσ1K1σ2K2J3 = C(A3)(θR′ , θr′)BtKiσ1K1σ2K2J3,
(27)

where

C(A3)(θR′ , θr′) = G(A3)
∑
l

a
(A3)
l ilYl0(ξr′) (28)

×
{

Lm∑
L=0

YL0(ξR′)YL0(1)iL

× [1 + ππ1π2π3(−1)l(−1)L]
}
.

In (28), π is the parity of the parent-nucleus state,
ξR′ = cos θR′ , ξr′ = cos θr′ , and G(A3) is the normal-
ization constant determined from the condition that
the integral of the function

∣∣C(A3)
∣∣ over the mea-

sure dΩR′dΩr′ is equal to unity. Only the angular-
momentum projections KL = 0 and Kl = 0 are used
in (28); this reflects the azimuthal symmetry for the
directions in which ternary-fission fragments move.
The braced expression on the right-hand side of
(28) corresponds to the analogous expression for the
partial-width amplitude with respect to binary fission
[3], takes into account the fact that the directions in
which the nascent fragments A1 and A2 move in the
intrinsic coordinate frame of the parent nucleus are
close to the directions along and against its symmetry
axis, and depends (this is of particular importance)
on the parity of the orbital angular momentum l
carried away by the third fission fragment. At fixed
indices σ1K1σ2K2J3 of the states of ternary-fission
fragments, the effect of strongly nonspherical nuclear
and Coulomb potentials describing their interactions
leads to the emergence of a set of values of the orbital
angular momenta L and l in formula (28), Lm being
the maximum possible value of L.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Substituting formulas (27) and (28) into (25), we
can recast the partial-width amplitude into the form√

ΓJtKicβLlλ
=

√
(2J1 + 1)(2J2 + 1)

2J + 1
(29)

×G(A3)a
(A3)
l YL0(1)θ(Lm − L)

× [1 + ππ1π2π3(−1)l+L]
× CJKi

J0j3(K1+K2)K3
C
J0(K1+K2)
J1jK1K2

CjK2

J2LK20

× Cj3K3

J3lK30
BtKiσ1K1σ2K2J3,

where θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. As can be
seen from (29), the dependence of the partial width
with respect to ternary fission on the channel indices
J1, J2, J0, j, j3, l, and L is of a dynamical char-
acter and differs noticeably from the analogous de-
pendences obtained on the basis of various statistical
assumptions used, for example, in describing binary
fission [7].

5. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
OF TERNARY-FISSION FRAGMENTS

For the wave function
(
ψJMt
)
cl

describing the
transition state of the parent nucleus, we consider the
asymptotic expression that is obtained by substitut-
ing into (19) the channel function in the form (24) and
the partial-fission-width amplitude in the form (29).
In (19), there then arises the expression∑
KK0KjK3Kj3

KLKlJ1J2J0jj3

(2J1 + 1)(2J2 + 1)
16π2

√
2J + 1

(30)

× CJK
J0j3K0Kj3

CJ0K0
J1jK1Kj

C
jKj

J2LK2KL
C
j3Kj3
J3lK3Kl

× CJKi

J0j3(K1+K2)(Ki−K1−K2)
C
J0(K1+K2)
J1jK1K2

CjK2

J2LK20

× Cj3Ki−K1−K2

J3l(Ki−K1−K2)0
.

Considering that Clebsch–Gordan coefficients sat-
isfy the relation∑

J

CJM
j1j2m1m2

CJM
j1j2m′

1m
′
2
= δm1m2δm′

1m
′
2
, (31)

we can perform summation over the indices J1, J2, J0,
j, and j3 in (30) and arrive at the form

√
2J + 1

∑
j

(2j + 1), (32)

which reflects the coherent character that the adia-
batic approximation has in the case of ternary fission
as well. The asymptotic expression (19) for the wave
function ψJMt describing the transition state then
takes the form(

ψJMt
)
cl
=

∑
σ1K1σ2K2J3j

(2j + 1)
√
2J + 1 (33)
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×DJ
MKi

(ω)χσ1K1(q1)χσ2K2(q2)

× ψJ3(Ki−K1−K2)(q3)

× C̄(A3)(ξR′ , ξr′)(−1)λ̄
BtKiσ1K1σ2K2J3√

�υc

× Yc̄(L̄, l̄, λ̄, α)
sinα cosα

eiδσ1K1σ2K2J3
eikcρ

ρ5/2
. . . ,

where the function C̄(A3)(ξR′ , ξr′) differs from the
quantity C(A3)(ξR′ , ξr′) (28) by the absence of the
factor (i)l + L in the sums over l and L and where
the function Yc(L̄, l̄, λ̄, α) is taken at some averaged
values c = c̄, L = L̄, l = l̄, and λ = λ̄.

We now calculate the multiparticle flux density j
by formula (18), employing the function in (33) in-
stead of the function ψ and integrating it over the sur-
face of a multidimensional sphere,
ρ5(sinα)2(cosα)2dα, with respect to a complete set
of the intrinsic fission-fragment coordinates q1, q2,
and q3, and with respect to the Euler angles ω. For the
normalized (to unity) differential probability of ternary
fission leading to the formation of fission fragments in
intrinsic states specified by σ1K1σ2K2J3, this yields

dPσ1K1σ2K2J3(E3,ΩR,Ωr)
dE3dΩRdΩr

(34)

=
2J + 1
16π2

∫
dω
[∣∣DJ

MKi
(ω)
∣∣2 + ∣∣DJ

M−Ki
(ω)
∣∣2]

× (C̄(A3))2(ξR′ , ξr′)

∣∣∣∣∣Yc̄(L̄, l̄, λ̄, arccos x)√
x(1− x)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

.

The quantity in (34) is independent of the indices
σ1, K1, σ2, and K2 determining those states of the
A1 and A2 fragments that are significant for ternary
fission. For the total differential probability of ternary
fission, the formula obtained by performing summa-
tion over the σ1,K1 and σ2,K2 states of the fission
fragments A1 and A2 is therefore analogous to that in
(34).

By integrating the distribution in (34) with respect
to the energy E3 of the third fission fragment, one can
obtain the normalized (to unity) angular distributions
of ternary-fission fragments:

dPJ3

dΩRdΩr
=
2J + 1
16π2

∫
dω
[∣∣DJ

MKi
(ω)
∣∣2 (35)

+
∣∣DJ

M−Ki
(ω)
∣∣2] ∣∣∣C̄(A3)(ξR′ , ξr′)

∣∣∣2 .
The angular distributions dP ′

J3
/dΩR′dΩr′ of ternary-

fission fragments in the intrinsic coordinate frame
are obtained from the distribution in (35) under the
condition that the Euler angles ω are considered to
02
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be independent of the angles ΩR′ and Ωr′ and upon
integration with respect to the angles ω. The result is

dP ′
J3

dΩR′dΩr′
=
∣∣∣C̄(A3)(ξR′ , ξr′)

∣∣∣2 . (36)

In the case of binary fission, this distribution reduces
to the angular distribution of the fission fragments A1

and A2 in the form [3]

dP ′

dΩR′
= |FLm(ξR′)|2 , (37)

where

FLm(ξR′) (38)

= G2

Lm∑
L=0

YL0(ξR′)YL0(1)[1 + ππ1π2(−1)L],

with G2 being a normalization constant. Under the
transformation θR′ → π − θR′ , which leads to the
substitution ξR′ → −ξR′ , the quantity FLm(ξR′) does
not change sign at ππ1π2 = +1 and changes sign at
ππ1π2 = −1, so that the quantity |FLm(ξR′)|2 and,
hence, the angular distribution of fragments in (37)
are symmetric with respect to the symmetry axis of
the parent nucleus. The function |FLm(ξR′)|2 is close
in shape to the sum of the smeared delta functions in
the directions ξR′ = 1 and ξR′ = −1; this determines
the deviation from the A. Bohr formula, which is ob-
tained from (37) and (38) in the limitLm → ∞. In the
case of ternary fission, the angular distribution of the
A1 andA2 fragments in the intrinsic coordinate frame
can differ significantly from the analogous distribution
for the binary fission of nuclei. Let us fix the most
probable direction at which the the A3 fragment flies
out with respect to the symmetry axes of the parent
nucleus, in which case θr′ = θor′ . If, in the sum over
l on the right-hand side of (28), the contributions
of even and odd values of l appear to be commen-
surate at θr′ = θor′ , then the angular distribution of
the A1 and A2 fragments will be determined by a
superposition of even and odd values of L; therefore,

the quantity C̄
(A3)
Lm

(θR′ , θor′) will not in general be
symmetric under the transformation θR′ → π − θR′ ,
and the angular distribution of the A1 and A2 frag-
ments for ternary fission will differ significantly from
the analogous distribution for binary fission. As was
mentioned above, data from experiments that studied
correlations associated with parity nonconservation
and with the right–left asymmetry of the A1 and
A2 fragments originating from ternary fission lead to
the conclusion that the angular distributions of the
above fragments for binary fission are close to their
counterparts for ternary fission. In order to preserve
the approximate symmetry of the emission of the A1

and A2 fragments along and against the direction of
PH
the symmetry axis of the parent nucleus, it is therefore
necessary to assume that, in the sum over l on the
right-hand side of (28), the weight of components
having a specific parity dominates over the weight of
opposite-parity components. In this case, the angular
distribution of the A1 and A2 fragments originating
from ternary fission becomes weakly dependent on the
orbital angular momentum l associated with the third
fission fragment, with the result that formula (36)
reduces to the form

dP ′
J3

dΩR′dΩr′
≈ |FLm(ξR′)|2 (39)

×
(∑

l

a
(A3)
l Yl0(ξr′)

)2
(GA3)2

G2
2

.

Experiments devoted to ternary fission (see [13])
studied the angular dependence of the direction of
alpha-particle emission with respect to the direction
at which the A2 fragment appears. This distribution
weakly depends on the alpha-particle energy and can
be approximated by the Breit–Wigner formula

dP ′(θr′)
dΩr′

=
A

(θr − θor′)
2 + Γ2/4

, (40)

where the normalization constant A is determined
from the condition∫

dP ′(θr′)
dΩr′

dΩr′ = 1.

The distribution in (40) has a maximum at the an-
gular value of θr′ = θor′ , which, in the case of the
spontaneous fission of 252Cf, changes as a function
of the ratio R = A1/A2 of the masses of the A1 and
A2 fragments from 92◦ at R = 1 to 82◦ at R = 2,
the θor′ value averaged over the parameter R being
84.6◦. A similar pattern is observed in the case of the
thermal-neutron-induced fission of 235U, the θor value
averaged over R appearing to be 82◦. The width Γ of
the distribution in (40) is weakly dependent on the
parameter R and on the type of fissile nucleus, taking
the value of Γ ≈ 19◦. By comparing formulas (39)
and (40) and taking into account the proximity of the
angular distributions of heavy fragments for even and
odd values of the orbital angular momenta L, we can
obtain the relation

f (α)(θr′) =
∑
l

a
(α)
l Yl0(θr′) =

√
A

(θr − θor′)
2 + Γ2/4

,

(41)

where the coefficients a
(α)
l satisfy the normalization

condition
∑

l(a
(α)
l )

2 = 1.
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Values of the coefficients a(α)
l characterizing the angular distributions of α particles emitted in the thermal-neutron-

induced ternary fission of the 235U nucleus

l 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

a
(α)
l 0.85 0.12 –0.43 –0.15 0.20 0.13 –0.10 –0.10 0.04 0.08 –0.01 –0.05
By using the completeness and orthonormality of
the spherical harmonics Yl0(θr′), we can calculate the
values of the coefficients

a
(α)
l =

∫
f (α)(θr′)Yl0(θr′)dΩr′ . (42)

For the distribution in (40) at θor′ = 90
◦, only the

coefficients a
(α)
l at even values of l are nonzero. As

can be seen from the table, which displays the values

of the coefficients a(α)
l at θor′ = 82

◦, the absolute val-
ues of these coefficients decrease fast with increasing
orbital angular momentum l, the absolute values of
the coefficients for odd values of l being considerably
smaller than the absolute values of the coefficients
for even values of l: l = 0, 2, 4. In (41), the weight of
all even orbital angular momenta l = 0, 2, 4 is then
greater than 90%, while the weight of all odd mo-
menta l is less than 8%. This result makes it possible
to understand why the angular distributions of the
A1 and A2 fragments originating from ternary fission
are similar to the angular distributions of the anal-
ogous fragments originating from binary fission. At
the same time, we can see that, at large deviations of
the angle θor′ from 90

◦, the contributions of odd values
of the orbital angular momentum l in formula (41)
increase and, at the angular values of θor′ = 0

◦ and
180◦, become commensurate with the contribution
of even values of l. In this situation, we can expect
that the symmetry of the angular distributions of the
A1 and A2 fragments with respect to the symmetry
axis of the parent nucleus will be lost and that these
distributions will differ significantly from their coun-
terparts for the binary fission of nuclei in the case of
the polar direction of the emission of the third fission
fragment A3.

For the distribution in (41), one can calculate the
expectation value of the operator l̂2. The result is〈̂

l2
〉
=
∑
l

l(l + 1)(a(α)
l )

2 = 4.8.

On this basis, the expectation value 〈l〉 can be esti-
mated at 〈l〉 ≈ 1.7. This value of 〈l〉 is rather small in
relation to the expectation value of the orbital angular
momentum L associated with the relative motion of
the heavy fragmentsA1 andA2 and is consistent with
the estimate obtained for the mean orbital angular
momentum carried away by the third particle by using
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
experimental results deduced from a comparison of
the multipolarities and multiplicities of gamma rays
emitted by the excited fragments A1 and A2 in the
cases of binary and ternary fission [17].

6. CONCLUSION

The results of the present investigation have
demonstrated new possibilities that arise if the quan-
tum-mechanical approach and the adiabatic approx-
imation are used to describe dynamics and coherent
effects both in the binary and in the ternary fission of
nuclei. On the basis of our results, one can perform
a more consistent analysis of the possible ternary-
fission mechanisms (for example, the one- and the
two-step mechanism) and of the origin of various
correlation (angular and polarization) effects in the
ternary fission of nuclei, including effects associated
with T , P , or TP violation.
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Abstract—Data on the chemical shifts of the half-lives of atomic and molecular tritium are used to
determine the ratio of the axial-vector to the vector coupling constant for weak interaction in triton beta
decay. The result is (GA/GV )t = −1.2646 ± 0.0035. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The beta-active three-nucleon nucleus of tritium
is a convenient object for experimentally testing the-
oretical ideas of intranuclear interaction and of the
role of meson exchange between nucleons in beta
decay. Until recently, however, attempts at analyzing
theoretical models and at evaluating their parameters
on the basis of data on triton beta decay proved to
be futile, because values determined experimentally
for the relevant half-life and for the endpoint energy
of the beta spectrum depended on the type of tritium
chemical compound used. Because of this, it was
impossible to match the experimental values of the
half-life and the endpoint energy of the beta spectrum
and to calculate precisely the reduced half-life of a
free triton, a quantity that is a fundamental feature
of a beta transition and which is used in evaluating
relevant coupling constants.

Much attention paid in recent years to the neutri-
no-mass problem has given impetus to theoretically
studying molecular effects in tritium beta decay.
These investigations made it possible to assess the
effect of the chemical structure of a tritized com-
pound on the values determined experimentally for
the endpoint energy of the beta spectrum; however,
the effect of the electron cloud of a nucleus on its
half-life was considered theoretically only for the
simplest atomic structures, such as 3H, 3H+, and
3H− [1]. On the other hand, there were studies
devoted to a determination of absolute half-life values
for some tritium-containing compounds [2]; however,
the chemical shifts of the half-life and a precise value
of the reduced triton half-life cannot be determined
from the available data set because of large errors
assigned to many experimental values and because
of uncertainties in the chemical structure of tritized
compounds used in some experiments.

*e-mail: akulov.mass@pop.ioffe.rssi.ru
1063-7788/02/6510-1795$22.00 c©
The development of differential isotope methods
for measuring the chemical shifts of the tritium half-
life [3] and experiments aimed at measuring the dif-
ference of the half-lives for atomic and molecular
tritium [4] made it possible to determine the half-life
for atomic tritium. The result was (t1/2)a = 12.264 ±
0.018 yr. In doing this, it was of importance that, for
a reference on the absolute scale, use was made of
the reliably determined value of (t1/2)m = 12.296 ±
0.017 yr, which is the weighted mean of the lat-
est published half-life estimates for molecular tri-
tium. Among these estimates, which are quite consis-
tent with one another, one was obtained by applying
the dedicated isotope-helium method [5], while an-
other was deduced by determining the decay exponent
through recording beta-electron bremsstrahlung [2].

Having at our disposal the experimental value of
the half-life for atomic tritium, we can employ theo-
retical data on the chemical shifts of the decay con-
stant in order to obtain the absolute value of the half-
life for a free triton. Since experimental procedures
that make it possible to take into account all channels
of the beta-decay reaction were used to determine
the half-life of molecular tritium and the difference of
the decay constants for atomic and molecular tritium,
the resulting value of (t1/2)a corresponds to the total
probability of beta decay (that is, it takes into account
both processes leading to the formation of electrons
belonging to the continuum spectrum and decay into
bound states). In going over to the value of the triton
half-life (t1/2)t, it is then necessary to consider four
possible effects determining the final-state interac-
tion of the beta electron in the decay of the nucleus
in a free tritium atom. These are decay into bound
states (that is, beta-electron formation in one of the
shells in the product helium atom), the formation of
the continuous-spectrum electron through the sub-
stitution process where the beta electron replaces the
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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orbital electron, the screening of the nuclear charge
by the orbital electron, and the formation of excited
electron states in the 3He+ ion through beta decay.

A procedure that can be used to calculate the
reduced half-life of the triton (ft1/2)t was considered
in detail in [6]. The resulting values of the four cor-
rections to (t1/2)a that take into account the afore-
mentioned atomic effects is (0.86 ± 0.08)%; for a free
triton, this leads to the half-life value of (t1/2)t =
12.369 ± 0.020 yr or (3.9034 ± 0.0063) × 108 s at a
mean solar-year duration of 365.25 d. This value
corresponds to free-triton decay leading to the di-
rect formation of beta electrons, in which case the
shape of the beta spectrum is affected only by the
Coulomb field of the nucleus. In determining the re-
duced half-life of the triton, we must then use the
phase-space factor f computed with the standard
Fermi function and take, for the upper boundary of the
momentum interval accessible to the beta electron,
c−1(E2 −m2

ec
4)1/2, where E is the quantity obtained

by subtracting the recoil energy of the helium nucleus
from themass difference (in energy units) between the
tritium nucleus and the 3He nucleus.

The above mass difference determined as the
weighted mean of the results of 11 independent ex-
periments [7, 8] is (18529 ± 2) eV +mec

2. The recoil
energy of the helium nucleus is 3.4 eV; therefore,
E = (18525.6 ± 2) eV +mec

2. Using the procedure
that makes it possible to calculate the phase-space
factor with allowance for the Coulomb interaction
of the beta electron with a nucleus of finite dimen-
sions and mass and for processes featuring virtual
photons and charged particles (apart from radiative
corrections of order α2), which are products of beta
decay [9], we find at the above value of E that
f = (2.894 ± 0.006) × 10−6, whence it follows that
(ft1/2)t = 1129.6 ± 3 s. It should be noted that,
in evaluating the quantity E, use was made both
of mass-spectrometric procedures, where the value
determined experimentally for the mass difference
between the 3H+ and 3He+ ions is increased by the
electron rest energy and is decreased by the binding
energy of the s electron in the helium ion, and of
procedures based on measuring the endpoint energy
E0 of the tritium beta spectrum and on subsequently
increasing it by mec

2, as well as by the recoil energy
of the daughter ion, and decreasing the result by
the chemical shift ∆E0 = Ei − Ef , where Ei and
Ef are, respectively, the initial and final binding
energy (the latter being averaged with allowance with
for the theoretical values of the final-state weights)
of the orbital electrons in the tritium-containing
atomic ormolecular system used. The weighted mean
PH
value determined for the mass difference from mass-
spectrometric data differs by not more than 1 eV from
the value determined for this quantity on the basis
of measurements of the endpoint energy of the beta
spectrum for some hydrogen-containing compounds
(С20H40O2 [8], valine [10], CH4 [11]), where one or
a few protium atoms in CH groups were replaced
by a tritium atom, as well as for molecular tritized
hydrogen [7, 12]. This suggests, in particular, that
the chemical shifts ∆E0 of the endpoint energy of
the beta spectrum, which are about 20 to 30 eV, are
determined theoretically for covalently bonded tritized
molecules with an uncertainty not greater than 2 to
3%. Since the logarithmic derivative of the phase-
space factor f with respect to E is (∂f/∂E)/f =
1.8 × 10−4 1/eV [1, 13], an uncertainty of about 1 eV
in determining E leads to variations of 0.01–0.02%
in f , which are insignificant for our present purposes.

For allowed beta transitions, the quantity ft1/2 is
related to the vector (MV ) and the axial-vector (MA)
matrix element of the beta-decay Hamiltonian by the
equation [14]

ft1/2 =
k/G2

V

|MV |2 +G2
A/G

2
V |MA|2

, (1)

where GA and GV are, respectively, the axial-vector
and the vector coupling constant for weak interaction
and k is a constant coefficient. Since we have |MV | =√

2 and |MA| = 0 for 0+ → 0+ transitions occurring
within T = 1 isospin multiplets and leading to final
states where the isospin projection is Tz = 0 and
since |MV |t = 1 for the triton beta decay, the reduced
half-lives with respect to such transitions satisfy the
relation

(1 + λ2
t |MA|2t )(ft1/2)t = 2(ft1/2)0+→0+ , (2)

where λt = (GA/GV )t.
The quantity (ft1/2)0+ → 0+ determined on the

basis of data on eight purely Fermi transitions is
3072.3 ± 0.9(stat.) ± 1.1(syst.) s [15]. The value of
|MA|t = (0.962 ± 0.002)

√
3 was computed by Saito

et al. [16], who considered five modifications of
the intranuclear potential and who showed that for
widely varied shapes of the potential and widely varied
structures of the wave functions for the 3H and 3He
nuclei, the matrix element |MA|t shows a relatively
weak sensitivity to the existence of delta isobars and
meson-exchange currents. Using relation (2), we find
for the above values of (ft1/2)t, (ft1/2)0+ → 0+ , and
|MA|t that λt = −1.2646 ± 0.0035.

For the mixed superallowed n→ p transition, the
value of λn = (GA/GV )n was determined on the
basis of data from measurements of the coefficient
that characterizes the asymmetry of beta-electron
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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emission with respect to the spin of the decay-
ing neutron. The results of four such experiments,
λn = −1.262 ± 0.005 [17], λn = −1.2594 ± 0.0038
[18], λn = −1.266 ± 0.004 [19], and λn = −1.2686 ±
0.0046 ± 0.0007 [20] [the last one is an experiment
that was jointly performed by the Russian Research
Centre Kurchatov Institute (Moscow) and the Pe-
tersburg Nuclear Physics Institute (Gatchina) at the
reactor of the Laue–Langevin Institute (Grenoble) in
2000], are consistent within the quoted errors. The
weighted mean of these results is 〈λn〉 = −1.2637 ±
0.0022, which agrees with the value of λt. The latter
gives sufficient grounds to treat the ratioGA/GV as a
universal constant that characterizes beta processes.
At the same time, it should be noted that, for the ratio
of the axial-vector to the vector coupling constant for
weak interaction, Abele et al. [21] obtained the value
of λn = −1.274 ± 0.003, which differs considerably
from λt. Should that result be confirmed, it would be
worthwhile to address the question of whether axial-
vector interaction is partly suppressed in the presence
of pion exchange in the triton.
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Abstract—The role of various components in the wave function of loosely bound light nuclei is con-
sidered in terms of the cluster model by taking into account orbital polarization. We show that several
structures corresponding to particular modes of nucleon motion can be concurrently important for such
structures. Specific examples of simple and fairly flexible trial wave functions are given for the 8Be
and 6He nuclei. Explicit expressions are derived for the microscopic wave functions of these nuclei and
employed to calculate basic nuclear parameters for commonly used central exchange NN potentials.
c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

A theoretical study of such many-particle systems
as atomic nuclei runs into a number of serious dif-
ficulties, one of which involves the construction of
a trial wave function. The sought-for function must
be characterized by an appropriate set of standard
quantum numbers and must satisfy certain symme-
try conditions. In this case, it is important to take
into account the physically most significant modes of
nucleon motion. In the limiting cases, the trial wave
function being constructed is commonly assumed to
be known. Therefore, the emphasis is on seeking the
proper interpolation expression for the wave function
in the intermediate region.

A number of more or less successful attempts to
simultaneously take into account both compact and
loosely bound structures can be found in the literature
(see, e.g., Baz’ and Zhukov [1, 2]). Formerly, thanks
largely to the activity of Yu.A. Simonov, high hopes
were pinned on the method of hypospherical func-
tions [3–5] (the method ofK harmonics) as a general
method for solving the many-body nuclear problem.
However, it subsequently emerged that practical ap-
plication of this method was efficient mainly for com-
pact systems; the results obtained [6, 7] differed only
slightly from the results of variational calculations
with simple functions of the oscillatory shell model
with one variational parameter.

In recent years, highly efficient methods and
approaches using the basis functions of various
multicluster models have been developed to study
bound states of the lightest nuclei (À < 10) [8–
14]. Stochastic variational methods [8–11] yielded
virtually exact numerical solutions to the many-body
nuclear problem (see, e.g., the results of Varga and
Suzuki [11] obtained for several most commonly
1063-7788/02/6510-1798$22.00 c©
used NN potentials). Unfortunately, since the cal-
culations are cumbersome, there are only numerical
estimates of some physical quantities for the nuclei
under consideration at the output (in general, these
are the energy and radius). Therefore, the results
of such microscopic calculations cannot be used in
full measure to estimate other nuclear parameters;
i.e., it is desirable to have an explicit multiparticle
wave function to determine the actual efficiency of
a given microscopic model. In addition, knowledge
of an explicit wave function makes it possible to use
it in calculations of the various nuclear processes
involving a given system.

In any event, finding a simple and fairly flexible
trial wave function of the nucleus that would faithfully
describe both compact and loosely bound states in
the context of the microscopic model is still an urgent
problem. The particularly pressing questions touched
upon here are raised in connection with the investiga-
tion of unusual nuclei with an anomalousN/Z ratio.

Nuclear-field deformation effects are known to
play a significant role in nuclei with A > 4. However,
specific calculations are generally restricted to spher-
ical symmetry for the functions of individual clusters
and to detailing the function that corresponds to the
relative cluster motion. Therefore, an attempt was
previously made [15] to completely take into account
deformation effects in the language of trial functions
for the multiparticle oscillatory shell model (without
invoking cluster modes). Here, we use a microscopic
model that, apart from polarized orbitals, includes
cluster modes of nucleon motion and exact projection
in angular momentum. Thus, in principle, the model
can describe both compact and loosely bound states
in light and intermediate-mass nuclei.

Below, we briefly describe the method for con-
structing a trial wave function (Section 2) and give
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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the matrix elements of basic physical quantities re-
quired for our calculations (Section 3). The results of
our variational calculations for the 8Be and 6He nuclei
are presented in Section 4.

2. THE MULTIPARTICLE HAMILTONIAN
AND TRIAL WAVE FUNCTIONS

Let us represent the A-nucleon system under
consideration as two subsystems (A = A1 + A2)
where the interaction between nucleons within each
subsystem is known to be stronger than the corre-
sponding interaction between nucleons that belong
to different fragments (for simplicity, the calculations
are performed for the breakup of the nucleus into two
fragments; the generalization to a larger number of
fragments can be made by analogy). In this case, the
mode of nucleonmotion determined by the interaction
forces between the subsystems is the softest. After
analyzing the corresponding experimental data, we
can properly choose the breakup of theA nucleus into
fragments and, thereby, make the first step toward
constructing the wave function. The most interesting
phenomena al low energies are generally related to
soft modes, which must be described in terms of the
chosen model with the maximum possible accuracy.
Thus, if the individual fragments A1 and A2 are
compact nuclei, then the description of a loosely
bound A nucleus will be satisfactory when the A →
A1 + A2 breakup threshold is correctly reproduced
together with basic nuclear parameters.

Each microscopic model uses a particular effec-
tive NN potential. The majority of simple effective
NN potentials known from the literature were chosen
in terms of the models where the function of the shell
model with one variational parameter was used as the
wave function. Clearly, invoking the NN potentials
thus constructed in more sophisticated models can
be inefficient. However, if compact systems (e.g., the
magic 4He, 16O, or 40Ca nuclei) act as the reference
nuclei based on the properties of which a given
NN potential is constructed, then using this potential
in a more sophisticated model may be justified. Thus,
the above potentials may be invoked in the model
of polarized orbitals [15], because the results of
calculations for the magic 4He and 16O nuclei proved
to be similar both in the simple model (with one
common variational parameter for all orbitals) and
in the modified model (where each orbital contains
several independent variational parameters).

Let us now turn to the standard microscopic model
of the nucleus [16] with the pair central exchange
potential

V̂ij(r) =
∑

S,T=0,1

V2S+1,2T+1(r)P̂ST (ij), (1)
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
r ≡ |ri − rj |,
where the radial dependence of the potential compo-
nents can be represented without loss of generality as
a superposition of Gaussian functions, i.e.,

V2S+1,2T+1(r) =
lpot∑
l=1

V
(l)
2S+1,2T+1 exp

(
− r2

µ2
l

)
; (2)

the projection operator P̂ in (1) cuts out the state
with a certain spin S and isospin T in the interacting
nucleon pair (ij).

When describing the nuclear fissionA = A1 +A2,
the Hamiltonian ĤA must asymptotically pass (be-
cause of the short-range nature of the nuclear forces)
to the sum of internal Hamiltonians for the corre-
sponding subsystems plus the Coulomb interaction
between them:

ĤA → ĤA1 + ĤA2 +
Z1Z2e

2

|R1 − R2|
, (3)

Rl =
1
Al

Al∑
i=1

ri; l = 1, 2;

i.e., the limiting cases are well known. The question
of the intermediate region where the intercluster sep-
aration S = |R1 − R2| is much larger than zero but
is not yet large enough to disregard the nuclear inter-
action between particles from different clusters is still
an open question. Therefore, while considering var-
ious loosely bound systems, it is necessary to some-
how concretize the dependence of the center-of-mass
kinetic energy operator T̂c.m. on the fragmentation
stage of the A nucleus. Let T̂c.m. in the intermediate
region be modeled with the parameter αS according
to the formula

T̂c.m.(αS) =− �
2

2Am

[
1+αS

(
A

A1
−1
)]( A1∑

i = 1

∇i

)2

− �
2

2Am

[
1 + αS

(
A

A2
− 1
)]  A∑

j = A1 + 1

∇j




2

(4)

− �
2

Am
(1 − αS)

A1∑
i = 1

A∑
j = A1 + 1

∇i∇j.

In numerical calculations, the parameter αS (0 ≤
αS ≤ 1) in (4) is determined by the extent to which
the Pauli exclusion principle applies to theA-nucleon
system. Thus, αS = 0 when antisymmetrization ap-
plies to the variables of all A nucleons; in the other
limiting case where the Pauli exclusion principle ap-
plies only to the nuclei that belong to the same cluster,
αS = 1.
02
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The total trial wave function ΨA can be written as
a superposition of a few determinant functions:

ΨA(1, 2, . . . , A) =
∑
ν

wνΨν . (5)

Here, the Ψν components (normalized but generally
nonorthogonal) are the standard Slater determinants

Ψν =
fν√
A!

det
[
φ

[ν]
i (j)

]
, fν =

1√
det
[
〈φ[ν]
i |φ[ν]

j 〉
] ,
(6)

which are filled with single-particle orbitals of the
universal form

φi(j) = ψni(rj ;ai,Ri)χστ (j) ≡ ψni(j)χστ (j),∑
στ

∫
|φi|2dr = 1,

ψn(r;a,R) = ψnx(x; a,Rx)ψny (y; b,Ry) (7)

× ψnz(z; c,Rz),

ψn(x; a,R) =
1√

a
√
πN(n;R/a)

(x
a

)n

× exp
{
−(x−R)2

2a2

}
,

N(n;R/a) =

√(
R

a

)2n

F

(
−n,−n +

1
2

; 0;
a2

R2

)
.

In (7), ni are the quantum numbers ({nx, ny, nz} ≡
n) of a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator for
the ith orbital, which contains the quantities ai =
{ai, bi, ci} andRi = {Rx

i , R
y
i , R

z
i } as nonlinear varia-

tional parameters; and the functions χστ and
F (α, β; γ; z) are, respectively the spin–isospin func-
tion and the Gauss hypergeometric function [17]. As
we see, the single-particle orbitals here slightly differ
from the standard orbitals (e.g., from the orbitals of
the well-known model by Brink [18]). Each Ψν com-
ponent in (5) represents a certain characteristic
structure or configuration of the system that belongs
to a particular type of nucleon motion. It is hoped that
the wave function ΨA constructed in this way will be
flexible enough for a reasonable number of variational
parameters {ai,Ri}.

3. OVERLAP INTEGRALS

To perform variational calculations requires calcu-
lating the matrix elements of various physical quan-
tities. Using the standard technique of determinant
functions [19], we can express the needed overlap
integrals in terms of the partial matrix elements cal-
culated on the basis of functions (7).
PH
We begin our analysis with the overlap integral of
the functions Ψν and Ψµ, i.e.,

〈Ψν |Ψµ〉 = fνfµ det
[
〈φ[ν]
i |φ[µ]

j 〉
]

(8)

≡ fνfµ det
[
(B[ν, µ])ij

]
,

where, by the definition of the matrix B[ν, µ], we have

(B[ν,µ])ij = 〈χσiτi |χσjτj 〉 (9)

×
∫

ψ
[ν]
ni (r;ai,Ri)ψ

[µ]
nj (r;aj ,Rj)dr

= 〈χσiτi |χσjτj 〉gnx
i n

x
j
(aiRx

i ; ajRx
j )

× gny
i n

y
j
(biR

y
i ; bjR

y
j )gnz

i n
z
j
(ciRz

i ; cjR
z
j ),

gn1n2(a1R1; a2R2) (10)

≡
∞∫

−∞

ψ[ν]
n1

(x; a1, R1)ψ[µ]
n2

(x; a2, R2)dx.

The general expression for the matrix elements for
single-particle operators [19]

1
〈Ψν |Ψµ〉

〈
Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣
A∑

i = 1

Ω̂i

∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
(11)

=
A∑

i,j = 1

〈φ[ν]
i |Ω̂1|φ[µ]

j 〉
(
B−1

[ν, µ]

)
ij

yields the following:
(1) the matrix elements for calculating the nuclear

mass density distribution ρ(r),

1
〈Ψν |Ψµ〉

〈
Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣
A∑
i=1

δ(r − ri)

∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
(12)

=
A∑

i,j = 1

ψ
[ν]
ni (r;ai,Ri)ψ

[µ]
nj (r;aj ,Rj)

(
B−1

[ν, µ]

)
ij

;

(2) the matrix elements of the kinetic energy oper-
ator,

1
〈Ψν |Ψµ〉

〈
Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣−
A∑
i=1

�
2

2m
∇2
i

∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
(13)

=
A∑

i,j = 1

〈ψ[ν]
ni |t̂x + t̂y + t̂z|ψ[µ]

nj 〉
(
B−1

[ν, µ]

)
ij
,

where

〈ψ[ν]
ni |t̂x|ψ

[µ]
nj 〉 (14)

≡
〈
ψ

[ν]
ni (r;ai,Ri)

∣∣∣∣− �
2

2m
∂2

∂x2

∣∣∣∣ψ[µ]
nj (r;aj ,Rj)

〉
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= gny
i n

y
j
(biR

y
i ; bjR

y
j )gnz

i n
z
j
(ciRz

i ; cjR
z
j )

× tnx
i n

x
j
(aiRx

i ; ajRx
j ),

tn′n(a′, R′; a,R)

≡
〈
ψ

[ν]
n′ (x; a′, R′)

∣∣∣∣− �
2

2m
∂2

∂x2

∣∣∣∣ψ[µ]
n (x; a,R)

〉
.

Quite similar expressions hold for 〈ψ[ν]
ni |t̂y|ψ

[µ]
nj 〉 (the

substitution x ↔ y; a ↔ b) and for 〈ψ[ν]
ni |t̂z|ψ

[µ]
nj 〉 (the

substitution x ↔ z; a ↔ c). Here, in (11)–(13) and
below, apart from the matrix B[ν, µ], we also use the
inverse matrix

B−1
[ν, µ] =

∥∥∥∥∥
(
B−1

[ν, µ]

)
ij

∥∥∥∥∥.
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For the two-particle operators
∑A

i,j = 1 Ω̂ij , there
is the general formula [19]

1
〈Ψν |Ψµ〉

〈
Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣∣
A∑

i, j = 1

Ω̂ij

∣∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
(15)

=
A∑

k′, l′, k, l = 1

〈φ[ν]
k′ φ

[ν]
l′ |Ω̂12|φ[µ]

k φ
[µ]
l 〉

×
{(

B−1
[ν,µ]

)
kk′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ll′
−
(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
kl′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
lk′

}
.

For the central exchange NN potential (1) and (2),
the following expression can be written for even–even
nuclei after the summation over the spin–isospin
variables:
1
〈Ψν |Ψµ〉

〈
Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
2

A∑
i,j=1

V̂ij

∣∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
(16)

=
Z/2∑
i′,i=1

Z/2∑
j′,j=1

lpot∑
l=1

〈
ψ

[ν]
ni′ (1)ψ[ν]

nj′ (2)
∣∣∣∣exp

{
−|r1 − r2|2

µ2
l

}∣∣∣∣ψ[µ]
ni (1)ψ[µ]

nj (2)
〉

×
{
Xd(l)

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ii′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
jj′

−Xex(l)
(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ij′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ji′

}

+
Z/2∑
i′,i=1

N/2∑
j′,j=1

lpot∑
l=1

〈
ψ

[ν]
ni′ (1)ψ[ν]

nj′ (2)
∣∣∣∣exp

{
−|r1 − r2|2

µ2
l

}∣∣∣∣ψ[µ]
ni (1)ψ[µ]

nj (2)
〉

×
{
Yd(l)

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ii′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
jj′

− Yex(l)
(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ij′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ji′

}

+
N/2∑
i′,i=1

N/2∑
j′,j=1

lpot∑
l=1

〈
ψ

[ν]
ni′ (1)ψ[ν]

nj′ (2)
∣∣∣∣exp

{
−|r1 − r2|2

µ2
l

}∣∣∣∣ψ[µ]
ni (1)ψ[µ]

nj (2)
〉

×
{
Xd(l)

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ii′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
jj′

−Xex(l)
(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ij′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ji′

}
,

where we denoted

Xd(l) =
3V (l)

33 + V
(l)
13

2
, Xex(l) =

3V (l)
33 − V

(l)
13

2
, (17)

Yd(l) =
3V (l)

33 + 3V (l)
31 + V

(l)
13 + V

(l)
11

2
,

Yex(l) =
3V (l)

33 − 3V (l)
31 − V

(l)
13 + V

(l)
11

2
.

Because of the Gaussian radial dependence of the
chosen potential, the partial matrix elements on the
basis functions (7) are factorized in the form of three
cofactors, i.e.,

〈
ψ

[ν]
ni′(1)ψ[ν]

nj′(2)
∣∣∣∣exp

{
−|r1 − r2|2

µ2

}∣∣∣∣ψ[µ]
ni (1)ψ[µ]

nj (2)
〉

= jnx
i′n

x
j′n

x
i n

x
j
(ai′Rx

i′ , aj′R
x
j′ ;µ; aiRx

i , ajR
x
j ) (18)

× jny

i′n
y

j′n
y
i n

y
j
(bi′R

y
i′ , bj′R

y
j′ ;µ; biR

y
i , bjR

y
j )

× jnz
i′n

z
j′n

z
i n

z
j
(ci′Rz

i′ , cj′R
z
j′ ;µ; ciRz

i , cjR
z
j ),
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where

jn′m′nm(a′1R
′
1, a

′
2R

′
2;µ; a1R1, a2R2) (19)

=

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

ψ
[ν]
n′ (x1; a′1R

′
1)ψ[ν]

m′(x2; a′2R
′
2)

× exp
{
−(x1 − x2)2

µ2

}
ψ[µ]
n (x1; a1R1)

× ψ[µ]
m (x2; a2R2)dx1dx2.

As for the Coulomb interaction between protons, it
is convenient to use the following integral representa-
tion in the context of our algorithm of calculations:

e2

r
=

2e2

√
π

1∫
0

exp
(
− r2

µ2
o

)
dτ

(1 − τ2)3/2
, (20)

µo ≡
1
τ

√
1 − τ2.

In that case,

1
〈Ψν |Ψµ〉

〈
Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Z∑

i>j=1

e2

|ri − rj|

∣∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
(21)

=
2e2

√
π

Z/2∑
i′>j′=1

Z/2∑
i>j=1

1∫
0

dτ

(1 − τ2)3/2

×
〈
ψ

[ν]
ni′(1)ψ[ν]

nj′(2)
∣∣∣∣exp

{
−|r1−r2|2

µ2
o

}∣∣∣∣ψ[µ]
ni (1)ψ[µ]

nj (2)
〉

×
{

2
(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ii′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
jj′

−
(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ij′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ji′

}
;

i.e., in general, the integration over τ remains for the
Coulomb energy (21) (for a Gaussian potential, all
two-particle integrals can be expressed in terms of
elementary functions).

Below, we give another expression for the center-
of-mass kinetic energy:

〈Ψν |T̂c.m|Ψµ〉 = − �
2

2Am
(22)

×



〈

Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣
A∑
i=1

∇2
i

∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
+

〈
Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣∣
A∑

i�=j=1

∇i∇j

∣∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
,
PH
Here, the first term in parentheses is specified by
formulas (13) and (14), and the second term is cal-
culated by using the common formula (15) for two-
particle operators, i.e.,

1
〈Ψν |Ψµ〉

〈
Ψν

∣∣∣∣∣∣
A∑

i�=j=1

∇i∇j

∣∣∣∣∣∣Ψµ

〉
(23)

=
A∑

i′ �=j′=1

A∑
i�=j=1

〈φ[ν]
i′ |∇|φ[µ]

i 〉〈φ[ν]
j′ |∇|φ[µ]

j 〉

×
{(

B−1
[ν,µ]

)
ii′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
jj′

−
(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ij′

(
B−1

[ν,µ]

)
ji′

}
;

explicit expressions for thematrix elements 〈φ1|∇|φ2〉
as well as for gn1n2 , tn1n2 , and jn′m′nm are given in our
preprint [20].

Below, we briefly consider the projection of the
determinant functions on states with a certain an-
gular momentum; i.e., we take into account what is
called the rotation effect in phenomenological mod-
els. Clearly, the determinant functions Ψν introduced
above are some packets of states |JM〉. To obtain
states with a certain angular momentum J and its
projectionM , we must act on the total wave function
ΨA by the projector P̂ J

MK , which is convenient to
write in terms of the standard Hill–Wheeler integral

P̂ J
MK =

2J + 1
8π2

∫
dΩDJ∗

MK(Ω)R̂(Ω); (24)

i.e., to determine the eigenvalue of some physical
operator Ô, we must calculate the overlap integrals∫

dΩDJ∗
MM (Ω)〈Ψν |Ô|R̂(Ω)Ψµ〉, (25)∫

dΩDJ∗
MM (Ω)〈Ψν |R̂(Ω)Ψµ〉.

When the coordinate system is rotated through Eu-
ler angles, the spatial and spin–isospin functions
are transformed by using standard formulas [21]. By
analogy with (9), we may introduce the matrix B̃ :
(
B̃[ν,µ]

)
ij
≡
∫

ψ
[ν]
ni (r;ai,Ri)R̂(Ω)ψ[µ]

nj (r;aj ,Rj)dr (26)

∼
∫ ∫ ∫

dxdydz

(
x

ai

)nx
i
(
y

bi

)ny
i
(
z

ci

)nz
i
(

x̃

aj

)nx
j
(

ỹ

bj

)ny
j
(

z̃

cj

)nz
j

× exp

{
−(x−Rx

i )2

2a2
i

− (y −Ry
i )

2

2b2i
− (z −Rz

i )
2

2c2i
−

(x̃−Rx
j )2

2a2
j

−
(ỹ −Ry

j )
2

2b2j
−

(z̃ −Rz
j )

2

2c2j

}
;
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here, the Cartesian coordinates in the rotated frame
of reference x̃ = x̃1, ỹ = x̃2, z̃ = x̃3 are expressed
in terms of the corresponding coordinates of the
original frame of reference using the rotation matrix
||Rm′m(Ω)|| [21], i.e.,

x̃m =
3∑

m′=1

Rm′m(Ω)xm′ , m = 1, 2, 3. (27)
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
The integration in (26) can be performed completely
if the quadratic form in the exponent is reduced to a
diagonal form.

Note that the integration for the two-particle ma-
trix elements, where we have to deal with four different
orbitals, is performed by analogy. Thus, for example,
upon calculation of the matrix elements
〈
ψ

[ν]
ni (r1;ai,Ri)ψ

[ν]
nj (r2;aj ,Rj)

∣∣∣∣exp
{
−(r1 − r2)2

µ2

}
R̂(Ω)

∣∣∣∣ψ[µ]
ni′ (r1;ai′ ,Ri′)ψ

[µ]
nj′ (r2;aj′ ,Rj′)

〉
, (28)
the quadratic form will be composed of the compo-
nents of the six-dimensional vector x =
x(x1, x2, . . . , x6), where r1 = r1(x1, x2, x3) and r2 =
r2(x4, x5, x6).

Thus, the integration over particle coordinates can
be performed completely. Unfortunately, the final for-
mulas for the projected wave functions are cumber-
some. The integration over Euler angles Ω(θ1, θ2, θ3)
is performed numerically; although, judging by the
structure of the derived formulas, we cannot rule out
the possibility of an exact integration here either.

4. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

In nuclear physics, we know several systems that
are highly critical to theory. 8Be, a loosely-bound sys-
tem of eight nucleons whose ground state is realized
in the form of a narrow near-threshold resonance,
should be attributed to such nuclei. It is hoped that
calculations of basic spectroscopic parameters for the
8Be nucleus will become a serious test for the model
under consideration.

Taking into account the well-known symmetry of
8Be, we choose the wave function to be

ΨA(1, 2, . . . , 8) = w1 · Ψ1 + w2(Ψ2 + Ψ3), (29)

where the Slater Ψν determinants (6) are constructed
by using the following spatial orbitals (7):

(a) for ν = 1,

ψ
[ν]
ni (j) (30)

=

{
ψ0(xj ; ã1, 0)ψ0(yj; ã1, 0)ψ0(zj ; c̃1, 0), i = 1–4,
ψ0(xj ; ã2, 0)ψ0(yj; ã2, 0)ψ1(zj ; c̃2, 0), i = 5–8;

(b) for ν = 2, 3,
ψ
[ν=2]
ni (j) =

{
ψ0(xj; a1, 0)ψ0(yj ; a1, 0)ψ0(zj ; c1,−sR), i = 1–4,
ψ0(xj; a2, 0)ψ0(yj ; a2, 0)ψ1(zj ; c2, R), i = 5–8;

(31)

ψ
[ν=3]
ni (j) =

{
ψ0(xj ; a1, 0)ψ0(yj ; a1, 0)ψ0(zj ; c1, sR), i = 1–4,
ψ0(xj ; a2, 0)ψ0(yj ; a2, 0)ψ1(zj ; c2,−R), i = 5–8.

(32)
In these formulas, the quantities {ã1, c̃1, ã2, c̃2; a1, c1,
a2, c2,R, s} are the variational parameters that can be
determined by minimizing the functional of the total
energy of the nucleus.

To clarify the situation at various distances be-
tween the fragments, we will sequentially increase R
fromR = 0 toR = R0. In this case, all the remaining
parameters of the functions Ψν listed above are op-
timized for each specified value of R. Subsequently,
starting from the point R = R0, we will continu-
ously modify the orbitals of the determinant functions
Ψν = 2 and Ψν = 3 in such a way as to obtain the wave
functions of two free α particles in the limit R → ∞;
to be more precise, we find forR ≥ R0
ψ
[ν=2]
ni (j) =



ψ0(xj ; a1, 0)ψ0(yj; a1, 0)ψ0(zj ; c1,−sR), i = 1–4,
−α(ξ)ψ0(xj ; a1, 0)ψ0(yj ; a1, 0)ψ0(zj ; c1, sR)+
+β(ξ)ψ0(xj; a2, 0)ψ0(yj ; a2, 0)ψ1(zj ; c2, R), i = 5–8,

(33)
02
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ψ
[ν=3]
ni (j) =



ψ0(xj ; a1, 0)ψ0(yj; a1, 0)ψ0(zj ; c1, sR), i = 1–4,
α(ξ) · ψ0(xj ; a1, 0)ψ0(yj; a1, 0)ψ0(zj ; c1,−sR)+
+β(ξ) · ψ0(xj ; a2, 0)ψ0(yj; a2, 0)ψ1(zj ; c2,−R), i = 5–8.

(34)
Here, the functions α(ξ) and β(ξ) are equal, by defi-
nition, to

α(ξ) =
ξ√

1 + 2ξ
√

1 − ξ2

, (35)

β(ξ) =

√
1− ξ2√

1+2ξ
√

1− ξ2

, ξ ≡ R−R0

η0R0
, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1.

The choice of R0 and η0 in (35) corresponds to the
choice of the deexcitation interval [R0, (η0 + 1)R0] for
the second α cluster. As for antisymmetrization in
particle permutations, the Pauli exclusion principle
applies to allA nucleons of the nucleus up to the point
R ≤ R0. When passing the interval [R0, (η0 + 1)R0],
antisymmetrization between the particles of different
clusters gradually turns off, with the deexcitation of
orbitals (33), (34) and the turnoff of antisymmetriza-
tion in formula (4) being modeled by the same func-
tions α(ξ) and β(ξ).

The total wave function of the system in the in-
terval [R0, (η0 + 1)R0] under consideration can be
represented as

ΨA(1, 2, . . . , 8) (36)

∼ β(ξ)w0
1Ψ1 + [1 + α(ξ)]w0

2(Ψ2 + Ψ3),

wherew0
1 andw

0
2 are the weights of the corresponding

determinant functions at the point R = R0. In addi-
tion, it would be natural to set αS in the Hamiltonian
of the microscopic model [see (4)] equal to

αS =αS(R) =




0, R < R0

α(ξ), R0 ≤ R ≤ (η0 + 1)R0

1, R > (η0 + 1)R0.

(37)

When calculating the overlap integrals related to
particular physical quantities, it is necessary to deter-
mine the matrix B[ν,µ] and the inverse of it. For 8Be,
the matrix B[ν,µ] generally has the structure

(
B[ν,µ]

)
ij

=




ανµ, i = j = 1, 2, 3,
βνµ, i = j = 4, 5, 6,
γνµ, i = j − 3, j = 4, 5, 6,
δνµ, i = j + 3, j = 1, 2, 3,
0, others;

(38)

det

∥∥∥∥∥
(
B[ν,µ]

)
ij

∥∥∥∥∥ = ζ4
0 , ζ0 ≡ ανµβνµ − γνµδνµ.
PH
Given definitions (9) and (30)–(34), it is easy to de-
termine ανµ, βνµ, γνµ, and δνµ.

Based on the above formulas, we performed nu-
merical calculations for several commonly used cen-
tral exchange NN potentials. The results for the
Volkov potential [22] proved to be satisfactory. Some
of them are presented in Table 1. This table gives
the energy E0+ for the ground 0+ state of 8Be, the
Coulomb energy UCoul of the proton interaction, the
rms radii 〈r2〉1/2, and optimal values of the varia-
tional parameters {ai, bi, ci, ãi, b̃i, c̃i, R, s} for the
determinant functions Ψν and their nonnormalized
weights {wi}. The function (29) with ten nonlinear
variational parameters that include both orbital po-
larization and the (α + α)-cluster mode of 8Be cor-
responds to model 1 (the second column in Table 1).
The wave function responsible for the calculation of
the quantities in the third column (model 2) is a
superposition of the two determinant functions

ΨA(1, 2, . . . , A) (39)

= w1Ψ1({ri}; ã1 = b̃1, c̃1; ã2 = b̃2, c̃2)

+ w4Ψ4({ri}; ˜̃a1 = ˜̃
b1, ˜̃c1; ˜̃a2 = ˜̃

b2, ˜̃c2)
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Fig. 1. The mass density distribution ρ(x, y = 0, z) for
8Be as a function of the variables x and z in the internal
coordinate system rigidly bound to the nucleus.
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Table 1.Ground-state parameters for 8Be according to models 1–8 for the VolkovNN potential [22]

Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

E0+ [MeV] −52.732 −50.017 −36.859 −49.605 −47.910 −36.135 −52.975 −44.836

UCoul [MeV] 3.145 3.339 3.422 3.353 3.366 3.446 3.154 3.279

〈r2〉1/2 [fm] 2.52 2.33 2.19 2.31 2.30 2.15 2.52 2.38

Ψ1:

ã1 = b̃1 1.27 1.22 1.49 1.29 1.32 1.60 1.22 1.27

c̃1 2.23 2.33 1.49 2.43 2.07 1.60 2.18 1.89

ã2 = b̃2 1.35 1.29 1.49 1.35 1.32 1.60 1.29 1.34

c̃2 1.91 1.80 1.49 1.93 2.07 1.60 1.79 1.62

Ψ2,Ψ3:

a1 = b1 1.49 1.47 1.57

c1 1.59 1.56 1.56

a2 = b2 1.28 1.25 1.30

c2 1.37 1.36 1.36

s 1.28 1.29 1.30

R [fm] 1.76 1.73 1.53

Ψ4:

ã1 = b̃1 1.50 1.86 1.50 1.51

c̃1 2.70 1.86 2.48 2.10

ã2 = b̃2 1.53 1.86 1.65 1.72

c̃2 2.28 1.86 2.37 2.12

w1 1.74 1.35 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.50

w2 = w3 1.00 0.69 0.21

w4 0.72 0.69 0.42 0.34
and completely takes into account only orbital polar-
ization. A wave function similar to the preceding one
but without deformation, i.e.,

ΨA(1, 2, . . . , A) =w1Ψ1({ri}; ã)+w4Ψ4({ri}; ˜̃a),
(40)

corresponds to model 3. Model 4 uses a single-
determinant wave function where the s and p orbitals
have different polarizations (a total of four variational

parameters ˜̃a1 = ˜̃b1, ˜̃c1, ˜̃a2 = ˜̃b2, ˜̃c2), while in model 5,
the s- and p-orbital polarizations were the same
(here, ΨA contains only two parameters, ã = b̃ and c̃).
The simplest approximation is a microscopic version
of the SU(3) model with one variational parameter,
ã = b̃ = c̃ (model 6 in Table 1). Model 7 uses the
most complex model wave function among those
considered here. The latter differs from the functions
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
of model 1 by an additional determinant filled with
orbitals (30) with the independent parameters ã1 =
b̃1, c̃1, ã2 = b̃2, c̃2. Finally, the parameters in the last
column of Table 1 were calculated with the preceding
wave function (model 7) but without projecting ΨA

on states with a certain angular momentum.

Let us first consider our calculations with the one-
center functions ΨA (models 2–6). As we see from
Table 1, allowance for oscillatory-field deformation
gives the largest increase in binding energy (cf. mod-
els 6 and 5). Orbital polarization is also important (cf.
model 5 and 4). If the nonlinear variational parameters
{ai, bi, ci} along the three Cartesian axes are as-
sumed to be identical (i.e., if deformation is ignored),
then expanding the basis from one to two determinant
functions Ψν changes the energy E of the nucleus
only slightly (cf. models 3 and 6). Moreover, as our
02
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Fig. 2. Total 8Be energy versus variational parameterR.

calculations show, including two, three, or more de-
terminants Ψν with the same SU(3) symmetry in our
analysis causes an insignificant change in E even if
the possible s- and p-orbital deformations are taken
into account (cf. models 2 and 4). Therefore, within
the accuracy of our analysis, it will suffice to include
one Slater determinant in ΨA to allow for deformation
effects. The next important step in effectively expand-
ing the variational basis of functions is including the
cluster (α + α) mode in our calculations. The inclu-
sion of this cluster model yielded a gain in 8Be energy
of about 3 MeV (cf. models 1 and 4, 2).

Figure 1 shows the mass density distribution ρ(r)
for 8Be calculated with the wave function (29). The
optimal values of the variational parameters that cor-
respond to this function are given in Table 1 (model 1).
The calculations were performed in the center-of-
mass frame. The surface shown in Fig. 1 corresponds
to an axisymmetric distribution ρ(r) in the xz plane
at y = 0. As we see from this figure, the distance
between the density maxima ρmax (the centers of
mass for two α particles) is D ≈ 4.2 fm, while the
density ρ(r) at the point r = 0 is approximately equal
to 0.36ρmax. If the density ρ(r) is calculated with the
parameters of a different model from among those
considered here, then Fig. 1 will not change qualita-
tively, although the distanceD and the neck thickness
can change appreciably.

The calculated dependence of the 8Be energy E ≡
fE(R, {ai, bi, ci}) on R is shown in Fig. 2. This de-
pendence corresponds to the case where, for each
fixed R, fE is optimized in all the remaining varia-
tional parameters. Calculations of this kind are oc-
casionally invoked to estimate the nucleus–nucleus
interaction potentials. It should be borne inmind that,
in the cluster overlap region, the distance D between
the density maxima can differ greatly from its asymp-
totic value, which isDas = 2R(1 + s) in our case.
PH
Table 2 gives our ground-0+-state calculations
for 6He for three NN potentials: V 1 [22], BB1 [23],
and G5 [24]. The calculations were performed with
two models. The wave function of model 1 was con-
structed as the Slater determinant for six nucleons
filled with orbitals (30). It contained four variational
parameters: ã1 = b̃1, c̃1 for the first four orbitals and
ã2 = b̃2, c̃2 for the last two single-particle states. By
analogy with the function for 8Be, the wave function
ofmodel 2 is a superposition of several Slater determi-
nants: a one-center determinant and two two-center
determinants with the centers at the points R1 =
(0, 0,±R) and R2 = (0, 0,∓sR). Model 2 contained
ten nonlinear variational parameters; their optimal
values for the NN potentials under consideration are
given in Table 2.

Recall that the 4He nucleus acts as the core
in 6He. Depending on the chosen NN potential,
its energy calculated with the simple SU(3)-model
function is Eα(V 1) = −27.09 MeV, Eα(BB1) =
−27.37 MeV, Eα(G5) = −28.29 MeV. Comparing
these values with the 6He energy in Table 2, we
see that two neutrons in 6He will be bound only for
model 2 and theNN potentials V 1 andG5. Therefore,
we may conclude that the trial wave function of
model 2 reproduces the actual situation much better
than the single-determinant function of model 1.

We emphasize that we do not claim to describe the
nuclear systems considered here with a unique accu-
racy; these were previously studied more thoroughly
(see, e.g., [11, 12]). Our goal was to elucidate the
question of how important the compact and loosely
bound (cluster) structures are in the investigation of
loosely bound nuclei using simple trial functions. Our
results are discussed in more detail in [20].

Based on our analysis for loosely bound states, we
can propose a general scheme for constructing simple
and flexible trial wave functions and the strategy of
specific calculations. It involves the following: first,
the various deformations that play an important role
in forming a given state of the nucleus are estimated
in terms of the one-center determinant functions,
and, then, the required cluster degrees of freedom
are invoked. In this case, the hierarchy of modes
of nucleon motion can be established by using the
functions ΨA nonprojected in angular momentum,
which significantly simplifies the calculation. In ad-
dition, a simplified calculation with the nonprojected
functions ΨA also yields the optimal values of almost
all variational parameters (cf., e.g., the corresponding
parameters of models 7 and 8 from Table 1). Clearly,
this point is important in determining the precise
position of the global minimum in the total energy
of the nucleus, which is calculated with the functions
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 2.The results of our calculations for 6He forNN potentials [22–24] (the calculationswere performedwithmodels 1
and 2; the energiesE and UCoul are in MeV; the rms radii, {ai, bi, ci}, and R are in fm)

Parameter
V 1 [22] BB1 [23] G5 [24]

1 2 1 2 1 2

E −25.296 −27.396 −24.451 −26.918 −29.636 −30.831

UCoul 0.7139 0.7633 0.6820 0.7428 0.7300 0.7591

rmatter
rms 2.51 2.64 2.47

rproton
rms 1.86 1.95 1.78

rneutron
rms 2.78 2.92 2.76

Ψν=1:

ã1 = b̃1 1.31 1.28 1.36 1.34 1.34 1.33

c̃1 2.19 2.05 2.32 2.16 1.97 1.85

ã2 = b̃2 1.45 1.36 1.55 1.47 1.60 1.74

c̃2 2.14 2.05 2.23 2.16 2.00 1.83

Ψν=2,3:

a1 = b1 1.39 1.41 1.39

c1 1.37 1.39 1.41

a2 = b2 1.86 1.85 1.46

c2 2.54 2.56 2.47

s 1.16 1.13 1.65

R 1.31 1.44 0.91

w1 1 0.9209 1 0.8509 1 0.8993

w2 0 0.6223 0 0.7033 0 0.4835
projected in angular momentum and in its projection
ΨJM
A (1, 2, . . . , A).
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Abstract—The method for calculating the nuclear-quadrupole-deformation parameter on the basis of a
self-consistent anisotropic oscillator potential is modified in such a way that it becomes possible to take
phenomenologically into account the resistance of closed nucleon shells against changes in the spherical
shape of the nuclear surface. This approach enables one to describe satisfactorily the deformation of beta-
stable nuclei in the mass regionA > 16. The possibility of performing such calculations for nuclei occurring
far from the beta-stability valley is also considered. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

As far back as the mid-1950s, attempts were
made to calculate the equilibrium deformation of
beta-stable nuclei by minimizing the sum of single-
particle energies of nucleons moving in a spheroidal
mean field (see, for example, [1]). These calculations
permitted understanding the relationship between
the number of nucleons in the outer (valence) shell
of a nucleus and the magnitude of its deformation
and explained why the majority of known deformed
nuclei have a prolate shape in their ground states.
Concurrently, it was revealed that, in order to describe
adequately changes in the nuclear shape in response
to changes in the nucleonic composition of nuclei, it is
necessary to take into account residual two-particle
forces; since these forces lead to nucleon pairing, they
have a stabilizing effect on closed spherical shells,
which play an important role in the entire process of
deformation.

Presently, relativistic mean-field calculations and
mean-field calculations of the Skyrme–Hartree–
Fock type [2–4] are being extensively used to explore
the equilibrium shapes of superheavy nuclei and nu-
clei occurring far from the beta-stability valley (exotic
nuclei). However, the results of such calculations
depend greatly on the choice of parameters of the
nuclear Hamiltonian, to say nothing of the complexity
of the underlying mathematical procedure. In view of
this, rather simple calculations of nuclear deforma-
tions on the basis of the single-particle shell model
may still produce valuable results, the more so as the
schemes employed in such calculations for single-
particle levels have been tested through fits to various
data both for spherical and for deformed nuclei and
are therefore quite reliable.
1063-7788/02/6510-1809$22.00 c©
After some authors had proposed [5–8] to break
down the total sum of single-particle energies,
Es.p.(Z,N), into a smooth (averaged) component
Ẽs.p.(Z,N) and an oscillating term δEs.p.(Z,N), the
accuracy of shell-model calculations was signifi-
cantly improved. The second term can be treated as
a microscopic shell-model correction to the macro-
scopic energy of the nucleus being considered (Emacro);
by the latter, we mean either the Thomas–Fermi
energy calculated with averaged nucleon densities or
the equivalent liquid-drop energy of the Weizsäcker
model. The smooth term Ẽs.p. does not have physical
significance by itself—it describes the contribution
of the single-particle spectrum to the volume, the
surface, and other components of the macroscopic
energy. Thus, the total energy of a nucleus can be
represented in the form

Etot = Emacro + δEs.p.. (1)

It is important to note that, in contrast to the to-
tal single-particle energy Es.p. = Ẽs.p. + δEs.p., ex-
pression (1) contains the macroscopic term Emacro,
through which the effect of residual two-particle
forces is taken into account to a considerable extent.

As was shown by Strutinsky and by other au-
thors (see [5, 6, 9, 10]), changes in the number of
intranuclear nucleons lead to oscillations of the en-
ergy δEs.p. because of the oscillations of the density
of single-particle levels that are grouped into large
(magic) shells. The shell-model correction δEs.p. is
approximately proportional to the oscillating compo-
nent of the level density near the Fermi surface [6, 10]
and attains a minimum value, which corresponds to
the maximum binding energy of the nucleus, at the
boundary of the shell—that is, in the region of the
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”



1810 ISHKHANOV, ORLOV
energy gap. As the spherical potential is deformed,
oscillations of the energy δEs.p. change form. Con-
currently, there appear new magic numbers and new
energy gaps that can be associated with stationary or
isomeric states of deformed nuclei.

Within this approach, it proved to be possible
to explain the observed quadrupole deformations
(δ ∼ 0.2–0.3) of the ground states of rare-earth ele-
ments and actinides [10, 11] and to describe the origin
of isomeric states of strongly deformed (δ ∼ 0.6)
actinide nuclei and those features of their fission
that could not be reproduced within the macroscopic
liquid-dropmodel without taking into account micro-
scopic shell effects [12, 13].

However, it is illegitimate to apply this approach
to describing the equilibrium shapes of light and
medium-mass nuclei (A < 100), since the oscilla-
tions of the shell correction δEs.p. are not associated
with the properties of individual levels—they can
be of decisive importance only if there arise suffi-
ciently large inhomogeneities of the single-particle
spectrum [6, 10, 12]. Also, it can hardly be used to
describe the deformations of exotic nuclei featuring
a large excess of neutrons of protons, since available
experimental data suggest a significant weakening of
shell effects in such nuclei [14]. In all cases, we are
dealing here with comparatively shallow minima of
the energy Etot(δ), so that, in order to reveal them,
the form of potential must be matched with the form
of the nucleon-density distribution in the stationary
or isomeric nuclear state being considered.

The conditions of matching have the simplest form
for an anisotropic harmonic-oscillator potential, for
which one can obtain an explicit expression for the
the quadrupole deformation of a nucleus in the ground
state. For deformation values in the region δ � 0.3,
single-particle states in the realistic Nilsson potential
can be approximated by oscillator wave functions. It
was shown in [8] that, owing to this, the matching
conditions for a harmonic oscillator can be used to
estimate the equilibrium deformations of nuclei in the
mass regions A ∼ 23–25, 150 < A < 180, and A >
230.

The above naturally brings about the question of
whether the approach described in [8] can be modi-
fied in such a way as to adopt it for calculating the
quadrupole deformations of ground-state beta-stable
nuclei not only in the regions of stable deformations
but also in transition regions where a spherical and a
spheroidal shape of the nuclear surface compete with
each other. Here, wemake an attempt at constructing
such a modification and show that this is possible if
one assumes that, at moderate values of the nuclear
deformation (δ � 0.4), inner filled shells that corre-
spond to spherical magic numbers of nucleons are
adiabatically deformed, this occurring no sooner than
PH
the quadrupole moment of the outer shell that is being
filled reaches a threshold value, which is taken to be a
model parameter.

Bearing in mind that the overwhelming major-
ity of deformed nuclei have a prolate shape in the
ground state, we restricted our analysis to calculating
positive quadrupole deformations in the mass region
A > 16. The results of these calculations will then
be used in describing the shape of giant dipole res-
onances in light, medium-mass, and heavy nuclei.

In the concluding section of this article, we discuss
the possibility of extending themethod developed here
to the region of exotic nuclei.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL
PROCEDURE USED

The parameter of the nuclear quadrupole deforma-
tion is defined as

δ =
3
4
Q0/Z〈r2〉 ∼=

3
4

〈
A∑
k=1

(2x2
3 − x2

1 − x2
2)k

〉
〈

A∑
k=1

(x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3)k

〉 , (2)

where Q0 is the intrinsic quadrupole moment of the
nucleus being considered; A = Z +N is its mass
number; 〈r2〉 in the mean square of the radius of the
charge distribution in the nucleus; and xi (i = 1, 2, 3)
are the nucleon coordinates in the reference frame
comoving with the nucleus.

In calculating the deformation in question, it is
useful to set, for a first approximation, the mean field
of the nucleus to the anisotropic-oscillator potential

V =
3∑
i=1

1
2
Mω2

i x
2
i . (3)

In this case, we have〈
A∑
k=1

(x2
i )k

〉
=

�

Mωi
Σi, i = 1, 2, 3, (4)

where the quantity

Σi ≡
A∑
k=1

(
ni +

1
2

)
k

=
1

�ωi
Ei (5)

determines the energy of oscillations of the nucleus
along the xi axis [ni are oscillator quantum num-
bers characterizing single-particle states in the po-
tential (3)].

For any nucleon configuration specified by a set
of the quantum numbers (ni)k, the deformation of
the nucleus can be found from the self-consistency
condition requiring that, in the state of equilibrium,
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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the deformation of the potential be equal to the de-
formation of the nucleon-density distribution. It was
shown in [8] that, for the axisymmetric potential (3)
corresponding to ω1 = ω2 �= ω3, this leads to the re-
lation

δ ≈ 3(Σ3 − Σ2)
Σ1 + Σ2 + Σ3

· (6)

Thus, the deformation parameter δ depends on
the difference of the numbers of oscillator quanta
for oscillations along the symmetry axis 3 (Σ3) and
oscillations orthogonal to it (Σ2 = Σ1).

A purely oscillator potential is not appropriate
for realistic calculations of the deformation, because
such a potential does not ensure an approximate
invariability of the potential-well depth within the
nucleus and because it does not take into account
spin–orbit interaction, which formsmain neutron and
proton shells. If, however, a spin–orbit term and a
term proportional to the square of the orbital angular
momentum are added to a purely oscillator potential,
there arises the shell-model potential (Nilsson poten-
tial [1]), which makes it possible to reproduce many
features of the ground states of deformed nuclei.

At large deformations, single-particle states in
the Nilsson potential can be characterized by the
asymptotic quantum numbers N = n1 + n2 + n3;
n3; Λ, which is the projection of the orbital an-
gular momentum onto the symmetry axis; and Ω,
which is projection of the total angular momentum
onto the symmetry axis. If we make use of this
systematics and calculate the quantities Σ1 = Σ2 =∑A

k=1

(
N − n3

2
+

1
2

)
k

andΣ3 =
∑A

k=1

(
n3 +

1
2

)
k

,

relying on information about the order in which
single-particle states are filled in the Nilsson poten-
tial, the results obtained for δ will be in qualitative
agreement with experimental data in the mass-
number regions A ∼ 23–25, 150 < A < 180, and
A > 230. The partition of the right-hand side of
relation (6) into two terms as

δ ≈ 3(Σ3 − Σ2)core
Σ1 + Σ2 + Σ3

+
3(Σ3 − Σ2)val
Σ1 + Σ2 + Σ3

(7)

shows that, in the mass regions being considered,
nucleons belonging the filled and the unfilled shells
(the first and the second term, respectively) make
approximately equal contributions to the quadrupole
moment of the nucleus.

The above computational procedure (interpreta-
tion of Nilsson’s orbitals as pure oscillator states)
ceases to be valid as soon as the number of protons
or neutrons appears to be close to a magic value. This
comes as no surprise since spin–orbit interaction
and residual pairing forces mix different anisotropic-
oscillator states, ensuring a spherical symmetry of
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
closed shells, with the result that the first term in
expression (7) vanishes. The mean field in which nu-
cleons belonging to closed shells move is deformed no
sooner than the valence-nucleon pressure acting on
this field overcomes the stabilizing effect of the spher-
ical shell-model gap and the effect of pairing forces.
It follows that, as was indicated in the Introduction,
the inclusion of the effect associated with filled neu-
tron and proton shells is of paramount importance in
calculating actual nuclear deformations.

The computational procedure used in the present
study to take into account the effect of closed shells
was the following:

(i) The deformation parameter δ was calculated
by formula (7), into which the asymptotic quantum
numbers n3 and n⊥ = N − n3 were substituted for
Nilsson’s orbitals.

(ii) It was assumed that single-particle orbitals
entering into the composition of a closed shell at δ =
0 remain filled throughout the entire deformation pro-
cess (in other words, that the closed inner shells of the
nuclei being considered are deformed adiabatically).

(iii) A dedicated computational algorithm was ap-
plied that simulated the mechanism governing the
emergence of deformation of closed shells under the
effect of the valence-nucleon pressure.

The initial step of the algorithm consisted in
choosing an input deformation value δ0 (model pa-
rameter), whereupon the initial configuration of the
ground state of the nucleus being considered is deter-
mined for this value by using the diagram of single-
particle states. After that, the quantity δ is calculated
by formula (7) for the chosen configuration, only the
second term of this formula being taken into account
almost always, with the exception of the case of a
readily deformed core corresponding to the magic
numbers of N,Z = 28. If the deformation-parameter
value obtained in this way exceeds a threshold value
δthr (yet another model parameter), one can conclude
that the valence-nucleon pressure on the nuclear sur-
face is sufficient for overcoming the stabilizing effect
of closed shells, and formula (7) is used further in a
complete form. In this case, the sought configuration
of the ground state of the nucleus is gradually shifted
toward greater values of δ until the resulting value
of the deformation parameter becomes consistent (to
within 20%) with that which was preset initially. But if
the deformation-parameter value obtained at the first
step is less than δthr, the ground-state configuration
of the nucleus is shifted toward smaller values of
δ, and the deformation parameter is calculated by
formula (7), where the first term is set to zero (because
the contribution of filled inner shells to the total
quadrupole moment of the nucleus can be disregarded
at small deformations).
02
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Fig. 1. Quadrupole deformations of the ground states of beta-stable nuclei: (open circles) experimental data from [16] and
(closed circles) results of our calculations.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical results contrasted against experimental data for the case where the calculation disregarded the effect of
closed subshells corresponding to the magic numbers of Z,N = 28. The notation for the curves is identical to that in Fig. 1.
3. APPLICATION TO BETA-STABLE NUCLEI

In calculating the deformations of beta-stable nu-
clei in the mass region A > 16, we used the param-
eter values of δ0 = δthr = 0.2 and took into account
all magic numbers for the main proton and neutron
shells in this mass region (8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126).
For the protons, we additionally took into account the
semimagic number of 40 (the oscillator magic num-
ber corresponding to N = 3), near which the proton
binding energy grows considerably. The diagram of
single-particle levels in the Nilsson spheroidal poten-
tial was borrowed from [15].

The results of our calculations are shown in
Fig. 1 (closed circles), along with experimental data
PH
from [16] (open circles). It can be seen from this figure
that, by and large, the results of our calculations agree
fairly well with experimental data, especially in the
regions of stable deformation (Z ∼ 12, 60 < Z < 80,
Z > 80). Even some subtle effects, such as the
emergence of deformation in Nd isotopes in response
to the growth of neutron excess, could be reproduced.
By way of example, we indicate that, in agreement
with experimental data, the computed values of the
deformation of the 142Nd, 145Nd, and 150Nd nuclei are
0.02, 0.15, and 0.33, respectively.

In comparing our theoretical results with avail-
able experimental data, it should be borne in mind
that the experimental data reported in [16], which are
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 3.Deformation of nuclei in the vicinity of rare-earth elements.Open and closed circles represent, respectively, experimental
data from [16] and the results of our calculations. The curveswere calculated in [10] at the pairing-constant values of∆ = (solid
curve) 0, (dashed curve) 0.8, (dash-dotted curve) 1.2, and (dotted curve) 1.5 MeV.
used here, were obtained from measurements of E2-
transition probabilities; those results enable one to
establish the magnitude of the intrinsic quadrupole
moment of the nucleus involved, but not the sign
of this quadrupole moment. As is well known from
the literature (see, for example, data on the static
quadrupole moment in Fig. 2 from [14]), the Z ∼ 40,
50, and 60 nuclei have a negative deformation ofmod-
est magnitude. This explains the discrepancy between
theoretical and experimental results that is observed
near these values of Z. The discrepancy between the
theoretical and experimental results at small defor-
mations can also be attributed to incorrectness of the
calculation for δ → 0 because of classifying orbitals in
terms of the asymptotic quantum numbersNn3ΛΩ.

As was indicated above, closed neutron and pro-
ton shells have a profound effect on the nuclear-
deformation process. This is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which displays the results of the calculations for the
case where the magic numbers of N,Z = 28 are ig-
nored. It can be seen that, if one disregards the effect
of filling of the 1f7/2 subshell, the calculated val-
ues of δ are dramatically exaggerated in the region
20 < Z < 40.

For beta-stable nuclei in the vicinity of rare-earth
elements, Fig. 3 displays data on deformation that
were extracted from experimental results (open cir-
cles), those that were obtained from the present cal-
culation (closed circles), and those that were com-
puted in [10] for various values of the pairing con-
stant (four curves). The figure demonstrates that the
results of the two calculations agree fairly well with
each other and with experimental data. We can also
conclude that the agreement with experimental data
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
is not improved upon taking into account the effect
of pairing on the single-particle spectrum within the
model developed by Strutinsky and other authors [5,
6, 9, 10]. This is not surprising, however, because,
in the model used here, residual forces have been
included, to a considerable extent, in the macro-
scopic energy Emacro [see formula (1)]. As was shown
in [9, 12], the correction for the residual forces must be
small in relation to the shell-model correction δEs.p..

4. EXOTIC NUCLEI

There is a vast body of experimental data suggest-
ing that shell effects associated with magic numbers
manifest themselves not only in the beta-stability
valley but also in exotic proton- and neutron-rich
nuclei. The latter is corroborated, for example, by the
discovery of the doubly magic nucleus 48Ni, which
has a record excess of protons, or by the structure of
nuclei in the vicinity of the doublymagic nucleus 78Ni,
which possesses a large neutron excess [14, 17, 18].

However, many experimental facts indicate that,
in exotic nuclei, magic shells are more fragile and
that the single-particle energy gaps corresponding to
them can readily collapse in the case of a large neu-
tron or a large proton excess. By way of example, we
indicate that, from a comparatively low excitation en-
ergy of the first 2+ level in the 32Mg nucleus and from
a high probability B(E2) of this excitation, it follows
that, in the case of a large neutron excess, the N =
20 spherical shell gap disappears, which leads to the
deformation of the nucleus in the ground state [19].
A similar effect is observed for the magic number
of N = 28 in the vicinity of the 44S nucleus [20]. It
02
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Values of the deformation parameter δ for some exotic nuclei

Nucleus Z N N − Z Zmax Nmax (N − Z)stab δcalcd
28O 8 20 12 15.9 18.3 1.6 0
29F 9 20 11 16.4 19.0 1.7 0.074
32Mg 12 20 8 17.9 21.0 2.0 0.415
44S 16 28 12 24.0 29.2 3.4 0.338
48Ni 28 20 −8 26.0 31.4 4.0 0.380
66Fe 26 40 14 34.5 44.2 6.7 0.386
68Ni 28 40 12 35.5 45.6 7.0 0.073
70Zn 30 40 10 36.4 47.0 7.4 0.359
76Sr 38 38 0 39.1 51.1 8.4 0.455
77Y 39 38 −1 39.6 51.8 8.6 0.444
78Ni 28 50 22 40.0 52.5 8.8 0.060
80Zr 40 40 0 40.9 53.9 9.2 0.416
is also well known that, in all probability, the doubly
magic nucleus 68Ni is spherical, which is suggested
by a relatively high position of its first excited level
on the energy scale, but that its isotones closest to
it in mass (N = 40) are probably deformed [21, 22].
This indicates that the semimagic number ofN = 40
is very fragile in the region of neutron-rich nuclei.
The proton semimagic number of Z = 40 is more
stable, as is suggested by a large number of zirconium
isotopes. At a large proton excess, however, the effect
of the Z = 40 closed subshell also dies out, with the
result that the doubly semimagic nucleus 80Zr proves
to be deformed [23].

From the aforesaid, it is clear that, in order to
extend the approach developed here to the case of
exotic nuclei, it is necessary, above all, to consider
that closed shells are very fragile in such nuclei. We
tried to do this by reducing the value of the parameter
δthr down to 0.1 and by rejecting item 2 of the pro-
cedure described in Section 2 (that is, a “spherical”
configuration of filled inner shells was employed only
at the first step of the computational algorithm). The
approach modified in this way was used to calculate
the deformations of some light and medium-mass
exotic nuclei. In the course of these calculations, we
took into account the magic numbers of 8, 20, 28,
and 50 and the semimagic number of Z = 40, as well
as the semimagic number of N = 40 if it occurred in
a pair with some magic number Z (actually with Z =
28). The results of these calculations are presented
in the last column of the table. For the maximum
possible number of protons (Zmax) in a nucleus that
have a given mass and which are stable with respect
PH
to the nucleon-emission mode of decay, the analo-
gous quantity for the neutron component (Nmax) of
the nucleus, and the value that the neutron–proton
difference has at the boundary of beta stability [(N −
Z)stab]—all of these quantities measure the degree
of remoteness of the nuclei being considered from
the beta-stability valley—the results computed on the
basis of the Weizsäcker semiempirical mass formula
are given in the fifth, the sixth, and the seventh col-
umn, respectively.

As can be seen from the table, all the nuclei con-
sidered here have a highly enriched neutron or a
highly enriched proton component. The results of the
calculations agree well with experimental data ob-
tained in [17–23] for the energy of the first excited 2+

state and for quadrupole moments; moreover, these
calculations faithfully reproduce the effect of the de-
formation gap that is formed by Nilsson’s orbitals
in the vicinity of the point Z,N = 38 and which is
responsible for the deformation of the 76Sr, 77Y, and
80Zr nuclei [2, 24].

The doubly magic nucleus 28O was not observed
in the experiments reported in [25]; at the same time,
the odd nucleus 29F, which features nearly the same
excess of neutrons, is stable with respect to the
nucleon-emission mode of decay. In the literature,
this is explained by conjecturing that, under the effect
of the odd particle, the 29F nucleus is deformed, going
over to an energetically more favorable state, but that
the doubly magic nucleus 28O cannot undergo such
a transition (see table).

The doubly magic nuclei 48Ni and 78Ni, which
occur at the boundary of stability with respect to
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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the nucleon-emission mode of decay, are also of
great interest. Currently available experimental data
are insufficient for establishing their shapes. From
our estimate—we recall that it is preliminary and
rather rough—it follows that the former is severely
deformed, but that the latter is nearly spherical.

5. CONCLUSION

By no means is the method proposed here for
calculating nuclear deformations intended to take the
place of consistent microscopic calculations. Within
this method, it is impossible, for example, to describe
cases where a nucleus has different shapes in the
ground state and in excited states [3] or to predict
stability islands for superheavy elements [4] (because
the single-particle shell model is underdeveloped for
them). Moreover, it is not quite correct in dealing
with small deformations. Nonetheless, we hope that,
because of the simplicity of the method and because
of the reliability of the single-particle level diagrams
employed in the calculations based on this method, it
will appear to be useful in estimating deformations in
the ground states of not only beta-stable nuclei but
also many exotic nuclei.
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Abstract—Radiative strength functions for dipole transitions from the compound-nucleus states to excited
states of 49V and 51V nuclei are determined from the resonance-averaged intensities of primary γ rays from
(p, γ) reactions, measured in the proton-energy range 1.5–3.5 MeV. The obtained data are compared with
the predictions of various models. The best description forE1 transitions is obtained on the basis of a model
taking into account the dependence of the strength function on the energy of photons, temperature, and the
nuclear shell structure. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

An analysis of spectroscopic and statistical prop-
erties of nuclei like 49V and 51V makes it possible
to trace the emergence of collective properties and
their manifestations in a system with a small number
of valence nucleons. Although lower negative-parity
states in these nuclei are successfully described by
the shell model, these states exhibit some feature
of collectiveness. On lower states of positive parity,
which are treated as proton-hole states of the sd
shell, clearly manifested rotational bands may be con-
structed. The degrees of collectiveness are different
for the two nuclei under investigation since 51V has a
filled neutron shell with N = 28 and a small deforma-
tion parameter β2 = 0.18, while 49V is characterized
by a much larger deformation (β2 = 0.27).

As regards the statistical properties, a statistical
description of nuclear states of 51V in terms of the
level density [1] can be obtained starting from exci-
tation energies of 2.5 MeV (the spacing between the
1f7/2 and 2p3/21f5/2 shells). Averaged electromag-
netic properties of nuclear states can be described
by the radiative strength function (RSF) defined as
the average reduced partial radiation width normal-
ized to the unit excitation energy. It follows from the
results [1] obtained with the help of the reaction of
thermal neutron capture that 49V and 51V belong
to the class of nuclei for which the E3

γ dependence
of the strength of primary dipole transitions on the
energy of photons, which is typical of sd-shell nuclei,
is replaced by the E5

γ dependence. This means that
the one-particle nature of the energy dependence of
radiative strength in this nuclear range changes; this

*e-mail: ivan.d.fedorets@univer.kharkov.ua
1063-7788/02/6510-1816$22.00 c©
dependence is now determined by the effect of a gi-
ant dipole resonance (GDR) and is described by the
Lorentzian distribution. Since the E5

γ energy depen-
dence established in [1] corresponds to the intensities
of E1 transitions between the excited states of 51V
averaged over the final states, this may be regarded as
a direct confirmation of the well-known Brink–Axel
hypothesis according to which a GDR with the same
parameters as for the ground state of a nucleus can
be constructed on any of its excited states. However,
a verification is required for the following two rea-
sons. First, the averaged intensities of γ transitions
obtained in [1] are not absolute. Second, it has been
established that the application of the Lorentzian dis-
tribution for calculating the RSF of theE1 transitions
between excited states of spherical or transition nuclei
often leads to considerably exaggerated values. In
such cases, the application of models in which the
strength function of the E1 transitions depends not
only on the energy of photons but also on the tem-
perature of the final state and on the shell structure
of the nucleus was found to be more successful. Zero
temperature was used in calculations of the RSF for
dipole transitions to the ground state, while the inclu-
sion of the final temperature improved the description
of strength functions for transitions to excited states.

The distribution of the strength of the M1 tran-
sitions below the neutron binding energy in the
nuclei under investigation is also of considerable
interest. The data concerning the fine structure of
the M1 strength for nuclei with N = 28 and with
an even mass number, which were accumulated in
experiments on inelastic scattering of electrons, can
be satisfactorily described with the help of the shell
model using large model spaces [2]. In the inelastic
scattering cross section for protons with an energy
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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of 200 MeV by 51V, a broad distribution with a peak
corresponding to an excitation energy of 10.2 MeV
and a width of about 2 MeV was observed in [3]. This
distribution was interpreted as a spin M1 resonance,
which, however, was not observed in experiments on
inelastic electron scattering [4] because of consid-
erable fragmentation. It was proposed in [5] that a
considerable fraction of the dipole strength in 51V
must be manifested at lower values of excitation
energy (below 7 MeV). It is also expected that the
coupling of a proton hole to the states having a
hypothetical quadrupole–octupole structure makes
a contribution to the electric dipole excitations in 51V
below 7 MeV [6].

The situation with the distribution of the dipole
strength below the neutron binding energy could be
clarified by using the rare possibility of combined
analysis of the entire body of mutually complimenting
data on the RSF for dipole transitions to excited
states of 51V from the state of thermal neutron cap-
ture [1] and from the states of the compound nucleus
formed in the (p, γ) reaction. As the result of thermal-
neutron capture by a 50V nucleus of spin–parity Jπ =
6+ in the ground state, a state with Jπ equal to
11/2+ or 13/2+ is formed. The binding energy of a
neutron in 51V is Bn = 11 051.11(17) keV. The direct
transitions from this high-lying state observed in [1]
populated states having spins 9/2 ≤ J ≤ 15/2 and
a negative parity as a rule. The contribution from
magnetic dipole transitions must be negligible in this
case.

This paper aims at determining the absolute values
and analysis of the energy dependence of the RSF
of primary dipole γ transitions to the states of the
49V and 51V nuclei, which are excited in the radiative
capture of protons with energies from 1.5 to 3.5 MeV
by 48Ti and 50Ti nuclei. In contrast to the (n, γ)
reaction, the primary γ transitions from the s, p, and
d resonances excited in a compound nuclei populate
states with Jπ ≤ 7/2±, and the contribution from the
M1 strength can be estimated only indirectly.

2. METHOD OF DETERMINING RADIATIVE
STRENGTH FUNCTIONS
FROM AN ANALYSIS

OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In order to determine the RSF from experimental
data on resonance-averaged intensities of primary
dipole transitions to the states of 49V and 51V, which
are excited in the (p, γ) reaction, we will use the
RSF dependence of the cross section of this reaction,
presented in statistical theory. The energy Q released
in the (p, γ) reaction on 48Ti and 50Ti nuclei is equal to
6.76 and 8.05 MeV. Such values ofQ are high enough
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
for the density of states attainable in compound nuclei
to satisfy the requirements of a statistical description.
Investigations [7–9] of the resonance (p, p), (p, p′),
and (p, γ) reactions on these nuclei in the incident-
proton-energy range from 1.0 to 3.86 MeV proved
that the spacings between the resonance levels of the
same spin and parity in the formed compound nuclei
49V and 51V can be described by the Wigner distri-
bution, while the reduced proton widths are described
by the Porter–Thomas distribution. In this case, the
energy dependence of the mean spacing between the
levels is compatible with the nuclear temperature
T ∼ 1.5 ± 0.2 MeV, while the reduced proton width
Γp is considerably larger than the reduced radiative
width Γγ . The thresholds of the (p, n) reaction on
48Ti and 50Ti considerably exceed 4.8 and 3.0 MeV,
respectively, which makes it possible to conduct ex-
periments in a wide range of energies of incident pro-
tons before the neutron channel opens and the cross
section of the (p, γ) reaction decreases sharply.

Thus, we have all grounds to expect in the present
case that the intensity of γ transitions from different
initial states of the compound nucleus to the same
final state is a random quantity with a broad dis-
tribution and that radiative widths do not correlate
with other widths of the initial state. We must only
take into account the fact that the intensities of a
certain type of transitions from different resonances
with fixed values of spin and parity to an individual
final state experience strong fluctuations obeying the
Porter–Thomas distribution. In accordance with the
statistical theory, the cross section of capture of a
proton with energy Ep followed by the emission of a
photon with energy Eγ , corresponding to the primary
transition from the state λ of the compound nucleus
to the final state f , can be represented in the form

σpγ =
πλ̄2

p

2(2I + 1)

∑
J

(2J + 1)
∑
lpjp

TlpjpTγλf

Tλ
. (1)

Here, λ̄p is the reduced wavelength of the incident
proton; I is the spin of the target nucleus; J is the spin
of the compound nucleus; Tlpjp is the transmission
coefficient for protons in the input channel; Tγλf

is
the transmission coefficient for photons with energy
Eγ = Eλ − Ef corresponding to primary transitions
from the group of states λ to the final state f ; and Tλ is
the sum of transmission coefficients corresponding to
all open channels of deexcitation of states λ. Summa-
tion in expression (1) is carried out over all open re-
action channels and states of the compound nucleus
with quantum numbers J and π allowed by the corre-
sponding selection rules. The transmission coefficient
Tγλf

, which is the probability of the γ transition with
multipolarity L, averaged over the resonances of the
02
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compound nucleus, can be expressed in terms of the
RSF Sλf (Eγ):

Tγλf
= 2πSλf (Eγ)E2L+1

γ . (2)

Coefficient Tλ in this case has the form

Tλ =
∑
lp′ jp′

Tlp′jp′ +
∑
lnjn

Tlnjn (3)

+ 2π
∑
J

Eλ∫
0

ρJ(Eλ − Eγ)Sλf (Eγ)E
2L+1

γ dEγ ,

where Tlp′jp′ are the transmission coefficients for pro-
tons in the output channel; Tlnjn are the transmission
coefficients for the neutron channel; and ρJ(Eλ −Eγ)
is the density of levels of spin J , parity π, and excita-
tion energy Ef .

Using relations (1)–(3) and experimental data
on the partial cross sections of the (p, γ) reaction,
we can determine the absolute values of RSF de-
pending on the energy of photons and the properties
of states between which the γ transition occurs.
Since the dipole mode dominates in the radiative
decay of the states of the compound nucleus, we
can extract from the experimental data on cross sec-
tions the quantity Sλf (Eγ) = S

E1

λf (Eγ) + S
M1

λf (Eγ),
which is the sum of the RSFs for the E1 and
M1 transitions. The reliability of the RSF obtained
in this way is determined not only by the error
in experimental data, but also, above all, by the
validity and accuracy of the transmission coeffi-
cients and level densities used in formulas (1)–
(3).

Transmission coefficients for protons are often
calculated using the optical-potential (OP) pa-
rameters from the global systematics [10], which
are obtained from an analysis of cross sections of
the elastic scattering of protons with an energy
higher than 8 MeV. The obvious inadequacy of
using these OP parameters at lower proton en-
ergies follows from the results obtained in [11],
where the authors had to reduce by an order of
magnitude the transmission coefficients for protons,
calculated by using the OP parameters from [10],
to match the results of statistical calculations with
the experimental data on the cross sections of the
reaction 50Ti(p, γ)51V in the proton energy range
from 2.1 to 3.1 MeV. In addition, the situation
is complicated by possible rapid changes in the
absorption potential for nuclei with shells close to
complete filling, which are expected in this case
[12].

In the case of target nuclei 48Ti and 50Ti, the values
of the parameters of the imaginary part of the OP
PH
from the global systematics [10], which are obviously
inapplicable at the proton energies used in this work,
cannot be replaced by parameters obtained in [12]
from an analysis of the cross sections of the (p, n)
reaction under the assumption of their equality to the
proton absorption cross section. In the case of 48Ti,
this cannot be done because of the high threshold of
the (p, n) reaction. As regards the second nucleus,
the cross section of the (p, n) reaction is strongly
suppressed because of the large difference in the val-
ues of the spin of 50Ti in the ground state and the
spins of the low-lying states of the final nucleus 50V
(whose ground-state spin–parity is 6+), and the role
of elastic scattering accompanied by the formation of
a compound nucleus increases significantly. In [13],
an empirical expression representing the imaginary
part of the OP in the form W = 5.6 − 0.15Z (MeV)
was proposed for an analysis of the total cross sec-
tions of the (p, γ) reaction on even–even nuclei with
the magic number of neutrons N = 28 from 48Ca
to 54Fe. The real part of the OP in this case was
the same as in the global systematics [10]. Sub-
sequently, the OP parameters were defined in this
way [14, 15] not only for the semimagic nucleus of
50Ti but also for 48Ti. The satisfactory agreement
with experimental data achieved in this case can be
explained by using the results obtained in the later
publication [16]. The analysis of the cross section for
low-energy proton absorption by a nearly spherical
(β = 0.18) semimagic nucleus 54

26Fe28 and a more col-
lective (β = 0.24) nucleus 56

26Fe30, which was carried
out in [16] on the basis of dispersion theory taking into
account channel coupling, predicts a much stronger
absorption for 56Fe than for 54Fe. A high degree of
correlation was detected between the values of the
imaginary part Ws(Ep) of the OP and the density of
particle–hole states 2p1h over which the absorbed
energy of a proton is distributed in the compound
nuclei 55Co and 57Co formed in this case. The den-
sity of the 2p1h states proved to be very sensitive
to the energy gap between the proton shells 1f7/2

and 2p3/2 in these nuclei, which is determined from
experimental data on spectroscopic factors obtained
from a one-nucleon transfer reaction. It was noted
earlier in [17] that modulations of the density of 2p1h
states calculated in the exciton model as a function
of the mass number A are clearly manifested for
incident-proton energies of Ep ∼ 3 MeV and become
noticeably weaker for energies Ep ≥ 6 MeV. As re-
gards the possible contribution of collective effects to
the dependence of Ws on the mass number, it does
not exceed 20%. However, in the case of transition
from 48Ti to 50Ti, it appears that the expected sharp
change in Ws(A) is not observed since (see conclu-
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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sions drawn in [16]) the gap widths between the shells
1f7/2 and 2p3/2 in these nuclei differ only by a factor of
∼1.2. The dependence of the imaginary part of the
OP on energy Ep used by us here was almost the
same as that obtained in [16] for 54Fe. In the en-
ergy range from 1.5 to 3.5 MeV for incident pro-
tons, this dependence virtually coincides with that
obtained earlier in [18] from a simultaneous analysis
of polarization data and cross sections of scattering
of low-energy protons on the 51V nucleus. At Ep =
2 MeV, the dependence Ws(Ep) and the empirical
expression from [13] lead to identical values of the
absorption parameter. The geometric parameters and
the real part of the OP differ insignificantly from those
obtained from the global systematics presented in
[10].

Another component of a statistical description,
viz., the density of levels, was calculated on the
basis of the back-shifted Fermi gas model. Calcu-
lations were made with the rigid-body moment of
inertia and the following parameters was borrowed
from [19]: a = 5.65 MeV−1 and ∆ = −0.84 MeV
for 49V and a = 6.39 MeV−1 and ∆ = 0.2 MeV
for 51V. These values of the level-density param-
eter a and of the excitation-energy shift ∆ en-
sured satisfactory agreement between the calcu-
lated density and experimental results in a wide
range of excitation energies. Information on the
discrete part of the level diagram was borrowed
from [1, 20] and the NUDAT BNL database [21],
obtained from current publications on these nu-
clei.

In order to determine the absolute values of the
RSF for primary dipole transitions in 49V and 51V, we
used the partial cross sections of the (p, γ) reaction
on 48Ti and 50Ti, which were measured at incident-
proton energies in the range from 1.5 to 3.5 MeV
[14, 15]. The interval of averaging was chosen so that
the spread in the data associated with the Porter–
Thomas fluctuations did not exceed 15%. We also
used averaged intensities of primary γ transitions to
the states of 51V, measured in [11] in the proton en-
ergy ranges 2.1–2.5 and 2.6–3.1 MeV. In this case,
averaging over the interval of ∼900 keV led to a
decrease in the spread of data due to fluctuations
of width up to 5%, which is much smaller than the
error of measurements of the intensity of γ transi-
tions. The quantity Sλf (Eγ) being determined, which
appears in the coefficient Tγλf

in the numerator of
formula (1), was chosen so that the absolute value
of the experimentally obtained partial cross section of
the (p, γ) reaction could be reproduced. The value of
RSF appearing in expression (3) for the total trans-
mission coefficient Tλ was specified in accordance
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
with results obtained within various theoretical ap-
proaches. All the remaining parameters determined
earlier remained unchanged. The effect of the model
dependence on the values of partial RSFs determined
in this way was insignificant primarily due to the fact
that the average radiation widths in the given case are
considerably smaller than the average proton widths
(see above).

3. MODELS FOR RADIATIVE STRENGTH
FUNCTIONS

In order to calculate the partial cross sections of
the (p, γ) reaction in the 48,50Ti nuclei, transmis-
sion coefficients for E1 primary transitions were used
in [11] and then in [14, 15], which were defined by the
formula

T
E1

γ = a10−14A8/3Ek
γ , (4)

with k = 5 introduced by Axel. The empirical depen-
dence of the GDR width on Eγ introduced by Axel
is a particular case of the approach to interpreting
RSF on the basis of a Lorentzian distribution. This
dependence makes it possible to improve the descrip-
tion of the RSF, but only in a narrow region near
the neutron binding energy. The substantiation of
this approach and the interpretation of the absolute
value remain unclear since expression (4) contains
the normalization coefficient a. Hence, it is not sur-
prising that, in spite of the successful description of
the energy dependence of the partial cross sections
of reactions 48,50Ti(p, γ), the total cross sections of
these reactions could not be described in [11] and
[14, 15]. An analysis of the total cross sections of
the (p, γ) reaction, which are determined by the total
radiative widths, requires reliable knowledge of the
absolute values of RSFs in a wide energy range. This
necessitates the development of more substantiated
theoretical approaches to the description of RSF for
primary dipole transitions from the states of the com-
pound nucleus. The ultimate criterion of the correct-
ness of the choice of model for RSF is the possibility
of describing experimental results in the entire range
of energies of γ transitions on the basis of this model.

The emission process in primary dipole transi-
tions is determined by the interaction of particle–
hole states forming the GDR with more complex
configurations, the simplest of which have the 2p–2h
structure. The theoretical approaches to the RSF
description that were developed subsequently differ
in the method of inclusion of this interaction. The
approaches developed in [22–24], where the depen-
dence of the RSF width on the photon energy and on
the effective temperature of the nucleus in the state
to which the γ transition occurs was introduced on
the basis of the theory of finite Fermi systems, have
02
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become most widespread at present. The approach
described in [23] is distinguished by the fact that the
shell structure of the spectrum of one-particle levels,
as well as the effect of the nuclear temperature and
the transition energy on the occupation numbers of
these levels, was taken into account in calculating the
density of the 2p2h states. Only those states between
which the transition is permitted by the Pauli exclu-
sion principle were taken into account. In the semimi-
croscopic approach [25], the coupling of particle–
hole configurations to many-particle configurations
is taken into account in terms of the imaginary part
of the OP directly in the low-energy region of the
GDR under investigation. In the recent publications
[26, 27], a semiclassical model is developed on the
basis of the explicit solution of the Vlasov–Landau
kinetic equation in which the coupling of simple and
complex configurations is described in terms of the
photon collision integral. TheRSFs presented in [22–
24, 26, 27] and depending on the photon energy and
the temperature Tf of the final states of the nucleus
make it possible to describe electric dipole transitions
between excited states and generalize the early model
developed by Brink and Axel.

In the present work, we use the following repre-
sentations of RSFs:

1. The RSF connected with the photoabsorption
cross section through the detailed-balance principle
is represented in the form of the standard Lorentzian:

Sλf (Eγ) = 8.674×10−8 σrEγΓ2
r

(E2
γ−E2

r )2+(EγΓr)2
; (5)

here and below, σr, Er, and Γr are the cross section at
the maximum, the position, and width of the RSF.

2. The model [22] based on the phenomenological
inclusion of the coupling of the particle–hole configu-
rations with more complex states. The energy depen-
dence of the RSF width in this model is modified in
accordance with the description of zero sound in an
infinite Fermi system. This model can be represented
by the equations

Sλf(Eγ , Tf ) = 8.674×10−8 0.7σrEγΓrΓ(Eγ , Tf )
(E2

γ − E2
r )2

,
(6)

Γ(Eγ , Tf ) =
Γr
E2
r

(Eγ + 4π2T 2
f ), (7)

where Tf is the effective temperature of the nucleus in
the state to which the γ transition occurs.

3. The approach used by us earlier (see, for ex-
ample, [28–30]) in systematic studies of the RSF for
dipole transitions in 1f2p-shell nuclei [23]. In this
approach, the strength function of the E1 transitions
can be written in the form

Sλf (Eγ , Tf ) = 8.674 × 10−8 2π
1 + exp(−Eγ/Tf )
PH
× σrE
2
rΓ(Eγ , Tf )

(E2
γ − E2

r )2 + E2
rΓ2(Eγ , Tf )

, (8)

where

Γ(Eγ , Tf ) =
Γrρ2p2h(Eγ , Tf )
ρ2p2h(Er, Tf = 0)

.

In the case of the constant density ρ2p2h of one-
particle states, we have

Γ(Eγ , Tf ) =
2
3
α
[
E2
γ+(2πTf )2

]Eγ
Eo

coth(Eγ/2Tf ),
(9)

where Eo = εFA
−1/3 is the distance between the

shells, α ∼ ε−1
F is a constant determining the width of

one-particle transitions, and εF is the Fermi energy.
In order to estimate the contribution of M1 transi-
tions, we used the following relation derived from the
results obtained in [23]:

S
E1

γ

S
M1

γ

= 0.03A
E2 + (πTf )2

B2
n

, (10)

where Bn is the binding energy of a neutron.

4. The model presented in [26, 27] for describing
the RSF and taking into account the microcanonical
distribution of the initial states of the system and
the contributions of various relaxation mechanisms
to the GDR decay width. In this model, the RSF
for the emission process in the thermodynamic pole
approximation has the form

Sλf (Eγ , Tf ) = 8.674 [1 − exp(−Eγ/Tf )]−1

× σrΓrEγΓ(Eγ , Tf )
(E2

γ − E2
r )2 + E2

γΓ2(Eγ , Tf )
(11)

with the decay width Γ(Eγ , Tf ) equal to the sum of
the collision width and the quantity simulating the
fragmentation width component in the approximation
of independent dissipation sources (collision and one-
particle contributions to the width):

Γ(Eγ , Tf ) =
�

τc(Eγ , Tf )
+ ksΓω. (12)

Here, τc(Eγ , Tf ) is the collision relaxation time for
collective motion, which was determined in the Fermi
liquid approximation with the parameters borrowed
from [26, 27]; ks is the normalization factor; and Γω =
0.75�vF/Ro, Ro being the radius of the nucleus, and
vF being the Fermi velocity.

The normalization factor ks(Eγ) depending on the
photon energy was defined as
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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PHYS
ks(Eγ) =

{
ks(Er) + (ks(0) − ks(Er))|(Eγ −Er)/Er|n, Eγ < 2Er,
ks(0), Eγ ≥ 2Er

(13)
where the quantities ks(0) and ks(Er) are related to
the one-particle contribution to the width Γ(Eγ , Tf )
for Eγ = 0 and Eγ = Er. The quantities ks(0) and
n are regarded as free parameters whose values are
extracted from fitting the RSF to experimental data
in the low-energy range.

In all model representations for the RSF used here,
the temperature Tf of the final state to which the
transition of energy Eγ occurs was determined from
the formula for the level density and was given by

Tf =
1 +

√
1 + 4a(U − Eγ − ∆)

2a
, (14)

while the temperature of the initial state was defined
as

T =
1 +

√
1 + 4a(U − ∆)

2a
, (15)
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Fig. 1. RSF for γ transitions in 49V for a fixed energy
Ef of the final state and varying energy Eλ of the ini-
tial states. Theoretical estimates of the RSF: Lorentzian
dependence (dash-dotted line), calculations on the basis
of formula (8) including temperature Tf alone (dashed
curve), the same taking into account the shell effects
(solid curve). The experimental values of the RSF (here
and in Figs. 2 and 3) were obtained here from the intensi-
ties of γ transitions measured in [11, 14, 15].
ICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
where U is the energy of the excited nucleus, a is
the level-density parameter, and ∆ is the energy-
shift parameter. It should be noted that the RSF for
the electric dipole γ radiation emitted by an excited
nucleus is a function of the final-state temperature
Tf , while the RSFs associated with photoabsorption
depend on the initial-state temperature T .

The values of σr, Er, and Γr were chosen so
that the experimental data on the cross sections of
the (γ, n) reaction on 51V obtained in [31] could be
described in the best way by a Lorentzian curve.
The obtained parameters (we consider the case with
two GDR peaks) were as follows: σr1 = 58.8 mb,
σr2 = 28.8 mb, Er1 = 17.86 MeV, Er2 = 21.22 MeV,
Γr1 = 4.42 MeV, and Γr2 = 5.10 MeV. In view of the
absence of experimental data on the GDR in 49V, we
used, in calculations of the RSF for this nucleus, the
same parameters as for 51V, but with an energy shift
as a whole by 0.4 MeV toward higher values will
allowance for the global systematics of data on the
GDR [32].
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The capture of protons with energies from 1.5 to
3.5 MeV by 48Ti and 50Ti nuclei is accompanied by
many-particle excitations of the formed compound
nuclei 49V and 51V, which is manifested in the ob-
served high density of levels. However, isobar analogs
of low-lying neighboring nuclei are among highly ex-
cited levels. A simpler nature of these states is mani-
fested in deexcitation by highly intense γ transitions
to lower levels of one-particle type. In addition to
the analogs clearly identified in the systems 49Ti–49V
and 50Ti–51V, these systems may also contain highly
fragmented isobar-analog resonances or other states
of one-particle nature (of the doorway type), which
are difficult to take into consideration. In order to
clarify possible structural features in the RSF, which
can emerge owing to the presence of such states or
irregularities in the level density of the final nucleus,
we analyzed here the dependence of the RSF of pri-
mary γ transitions on the energy Eλ of the initial
states (or the energy Ep of incident protons) for a fixed
energy Ef of the final state. It should be noted that
the RSF for transitions to the ground state of 51V
was determined earlier in [33]. It can be seen from
Figs. 1 and 2 that no irregularities are manifested in
the dependence of the RSF on the excitation energy
PH
of the investigated nuclei. This allows us to reliably
average the partial cross sections in the range of
excitation energies required for successful suppres-
sion of the spread due to the Porter–Thomas fluc-
tuations. The isobar-analog states identified earlier
were omitted from the averaging. Figure 3 shows the
RSFs for γ transitions in 51V, which were obtained for
fixed proton energies (the energy of the initial state)
and for varying energy of the final states. The curves
in Figs. 1–3 correspond to theoretical estimates of
the RSF: the Lorentzian dependence (dash-dotted
curve), calculations based on formula (8) including
temperature Tf only (dashed curve), and calculations
taking into account both temperature and the shell
effects (solid curve). At each point, the calculated val-
ues of the RSF for transitions between excited states
depend only on the temperature Tf since the energy
Eγ of the transition to the final state, appearing in
expression (14) for Tf , varied in all these cases. Ex-
perimental errors also contain the model dependence
of the determined value of RSF discussed above. The
values of the RSF obtained from the averaged inten-
sities of γ transitions to the final states of 49V and
51V for each individual state have different notation in
Figs. 1 and 2 to illustrate the contribution from each
of these partial RSFs to the dependence Sλf (Eγ).
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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to the results on the GDR obtained in [31].

The final states are presented in Figs. 1 and 2
by the values of their energy, spin, and parity. The
data on RSF for primary dipole transitions to the
final states of 49V and 51V presented in these figures
do not lead to a reliable conclusion concerning the
dependence of the RSF on final-state properties other
than temperature and transition energy.

In the 51V nucleus with the filled neutron shell, the
states at 0.0, 320.08, and 928.66 keV with Jπ equal to
7/2−, 5/2−, and 3/2−, respectively, correspond to the
proton configuration (1f7/2)3. In 49V, the states at
0.0, 90.64, and 152.93 keV correspond to the same
configuration with the same sequence of values of Jπ .
The states of 51V at 2547.4 and 2677.4 keV with
Jπ equal to 1/2+ and 3/2+, respectively, belong to
proton-hole configurations 2s1/2 and 1d3/2. In the
49V nucleus, the state at 748.27 keV with Jπ = 3/2+
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental values of RSF for
49V and 51V with those calculated for Eγ → 0. Exper-
imental RSFs for 49V are the same as in Fig. 4. Light
circles (◦) correspond to values of RSFs obtained by
us from the intensities of primary γ transitions in 51V
measured in [11] for Ep = 2.6 MeV and in the averaging
interval 0.9 MeV; • depict the data on the GDR in 51V
from [31]. Curves:1 describes the Lorentzian dependence;
2 is calculated on the basis of the approach developed in
[22]; 3 corresponds to calculations made on the basis of
the approach developed in [23] taking into account the
temperature and shell structure of the nucleus; 4 is the
same as 3, but taking into account temperature only; 5
corresponds to calculations based on the model [26, 27]
with parameters n = 0, ks(0) = 0.3, and Bc = 0.58; and
6 is the same as 5, but with parameters n = 0.5, ks(0) =
0.3, andBc = 0.35.

belongs to the configuration 1d3/2, while the state
at 1994.70 keV with Jπ = 1/2+ belongs to the con-
figuration 2s1/2. Noticeable mixing of configurations
starts in 51V with the state at 2410.78 keV with
Jπ = 3/2−. It can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that
such different natures of the final states affect the
energy dependence of the RSFs determined from the
resonance-averaged intensities of primary γ transi-
tions in the compound nucleus only slightly.
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The complete set of data obtained by us for RSF
for dipole transitions in the 49V and 51V is presented
in Fig. 4 in the same notation as in Fig. 1. The results
of calculations in the thermodynamic pole approxi-
mation, which are not presented in the figure, virtually
coincide with the dashed curve. Figure 5 illustrates,
for the sake of comparison, the behavior of the RSFs
calculated by using different theoretical approaches
depending on the photon energy asymptotically tend-
ing to zero. It can be seen that only the Lorentzian
dependence (curve 1) decreases (linearly) to zero.

All calculations depending on the nuclear temper-
ature for Eγ → 0 give nonzero values of the RSF:
curve 2 was calculated on the basis of the approach
developed in [22]; curve 3 corresponds to calcula-
tions based on [23] that take into account the tem-
perature and shell structure of the nucleus; curve
4 is the same as 3, but taking only the tempera-
ture into account; curve 5 was calculated using for-
mulas (11) and (12) with parameters from [26, 27]:
n = 0, ks(0) = 0.3, and Bc = 0.58; and curve 6 is the
same as 5, but with n = 0.5, ks(0) = 0.3, and Bc =
0.35. The parameter Bc is associated with the deter-
mination of the two-particle component of the GDR
damping width. Calculations based on [23] and taking
into account temperature alone and those made in the
thermodynamic pole approximation [26, 27] with the
relaxation time from Fermi liquid theory give match-
ing results in the entire photon energy range under
investigation. It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that
the experimental data on RSF for 51V indicate that a
certain structure may exist in the energy dependence
of the RSF under investigation. This could indicate
the existence of a contribution to the RSF from tran-
PH
sitions determined by the particle–hole configuration
weakly coupled to the GDR [25].

The results of calculation of the total cross sec-
tions of the (p, γ) reaction on the 48Ti and 50Ti nuclei
within Hauser–Feshbach theory using the RSF for
the E1 transitions calculated with the help of ex-
pression (8) are shown in Fig. 6 in comparison
with the experimental results from [34, 35]. The best
agreement with the experimental data was obtained
when the contribution from the M1 transitions was
taken into account with the help of expression (10)
for 49V and in the one-particle approximation for 51V.

The contribution of the M1 transitions in the en-
ergy range under investigation for 51V can now be
estimated to a high degree of reliability by comparing
our results with the data on primary E1 transitions
obtained in [1] with the help of the thermal-neutron-
capture reaction 50V(n, γ)51V. Since the 50V nucleus
in the ground state is characterized by Jπ = 6+, the
observed 59 direct γ transitions from the captured
state with Jπ = 11/2+ or 13/2+ to lower excited
states 51V of negative parity must be pure E1 tran-
sitions. Unfortunately, the experimental data from [1]
on the energy distribution of the strength of the E1
transitions are not absolute, which does not allows us
to use such a favorable possibility of comparing these
two mutually complementing results at the moment.

In a large number of papers that have been pub-
lished by now, the experimental results on the total
cross sections of the (p, γ) reaction on fp-shell nuclei
for proton energies below 4 MeV are successfully
described within Hauser–Feshbach theory using the
OP parameters from the global systematics in [10]
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for the (p, γ) reaction on 49Ti.
Curves: 1 corresponds to the cross sections calculated
with RSFs in the form of a Lorentzian and with al-
lowance for the contribution of the M1 transitions in the
one-particle approximation; 2 corresponds to the cross
sections calculated with the RSFs obtained using the
approach developed in [23] with allowance for both the
temperature and the shell structure of the nucleus, the
contribution from the M1 transitions being taken into
account with the help of formula (10); and 3 is the same
as 2, but taking into account the contribution of the
M1 transitions in the one-particle approximation. Exper-
imental cross sections were borrowed from [20, 36].

and the RSF in the form of the Lorentzian distribu-
tion. For example, the total cross section of the reac-
tion 49Ti(p, γ)50V was successfully described in [36]
in this way in the proton-energy range from 0.74 to
3.25 MeV. These experimental results, together with
our earlier data [20] on the total cross sections of the
(p, γ) reaction on 49Ti, are compared in Fig. 7 with
the results of calculations made by us here within
statistical theory. Use was made of the RSFs cal-
culated on the basis of formula (8) as well as of the
same parameters of the imaginary part Ws(Ep) of the
OP for protons as those used in this research. The
level density for 50V was calculated with parameters
a = 6.1 MeV−1 and ∆ = −2.2 MeV and the moment
of inertia reduced to half the value corresponding to
the rigid-body case. The results of these calcula-
tions taking into account the contribution of the M1
transitions through formula (10) are represented in
Fig. 7 by the solid curve, which successfully describes
the experimental data except in the regions of clearly
manifested isobar analogs. This example shows that
the experimental data on the total cross section of
radiative proton capture can sometimes be correctly
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
described with the help of a combination of incorrect
quantities such as OP, RSF, and probably the level
density. However, such a description may naturally
lead to incorrect conclusions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

New data on partial RSFs have been obtained for
dipole transitions from the states of the compound
nucleus to excited states of the 49V and 51V nuclei.
These data have been compared with the results of
calculations of RSFs by using different theoretical
approaches. It has been shown that the application of
the Lorentzian distribution leads to considerably ex-
aggerated values of RSFs as compared to experimen-
tal results. The theoretical approaches [23, 26, 27]
taking into account the dependence of theGDR width
on the energy of photons and the nuclear temperature
in the state to which the γ transition takes place de-
scribe the experimental RSFs equally well. The best
description is provided by using the approach [23]
in which the shell structure of the nucleus is taken
into account in addition to temperature. The models
[23, 26, 27] based on different theoretical premises
and taking into account the coupling the doorway
states to more complex configurations, which forms
the RSF of primary dipole transitions in different
manners, can be regarded as a generalization of the
Brink–Axel model in which the E1 strength depends
only on Eγ .

The energy dependence of the RSFs determined
from the intensities of γ transitions averaged over
resonances of the compound nucleus depends only
slightly on the nature of the final states to which the
transitions occurred in the nuclei under investigation.
As regards the contribution from the M1 transitions,
the best agreement between the calculated and ex-
perimental RSFs has been reached when this contri-
bution was calculated using the approach developed
in [23] for 49V and in the one-particle approximation
for 51V. The contribution from the M1 transitions
could be estimated more precisely by comparing our
results with the data [1] on the energy distribution of
the strength of the E1 transitions in the 51V nucleus
excited in the (n, γ) reaction if the intensities of the
primary γ transitions presented in [1] were absolute.
The application of our results in the calculation of the
total cross section of the (p, γ) reaction on 49Ti and a
comparison with the results of calculations using the
global systematics of the OP and the Lorentzian dis-
tribution for the RSF show that a successful descrip-
tion of experimental data on cross sections with the
help of model parameters that have not been properly
validated does not guarantee correct conclusions.
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Abstract—A method is developed for computing the total cross section σF of complete and incomplete
fusion, quasifission, and deep-inelastic collisions, as well as the total cross section σD of peripheral
reactions, on the basis of analysis of angular distributions for elastic scattering of heavy ions. The method
makes it possible, on a unified basis, to explain the mechanism of formation of σF and σD both for
strongly and for weakly bound ions. The method permits the calculation of quantitative characteristics
of fusion enhancement (and, accordingly, suppression of peripheral reactions) for strongly bound ions
and, conversely, the suppression of fusion (and, accordingly, enhancement of peripheral reactions) for
weakly bound ions. The potential of the method is demonstrated for two systems, 16O + 208Pb and 9Be
+ 28Si, the projectile ion being strongly bound in the former system and weakly bound in the latter one.
c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Themethod of analysis of the angular distributions
of elastic scattering (ES) of heavy ions proposed in
[1, 2] makes it possible to calculate the total cross
section of fusion, incomplete fusion, quasifission, and
deep-inelastic collisions σF and the total cross sec-
tion σD of peripheral reactions, as well as their dis-
tributions over partial waves. It was found [1–4] that
the obtained cross sections are in accord with the
experimental results in an overwhelming majority of
cases.

In the case of strongly bound ions, the method
makes it possible to establish the mechanism of for-
mation of σF . However, the mechanism of formation
of σF for weakly bound ions remains unclear [2]. In
this paper, the results obtained in [1, 2] are general-
ized so that the mechanism of formation of σF and σD
for strongly and weakly bound ions is explained on a
unified basis.

2. RELATION BETWEEN THE
PROBABILITIES OF VARIOUS PROCESSES

AND S-MATRIX ELEMENTS OF ES

The proposed method for calculating the total
cross sections of fusion, incomplete fusion, quasi-
fission, and deep-inelastic collisions and the total
cross section of peripheral reactions is based on
the ES incoming-wave-boundary-condition model
(IWBCM) [5–11] involving microscopic double-
folding potential (DFP) [12] with a phenomenological

*e-mail: pozdnyak@kinr.kiev.ua
1063-7788/02/6510-1827$22.00 c©
surface imaginary part. In this model, all reaction
channels can be naturally divided into three groups
(see Fig. 1). The first (+) group includes only the
ES channel. The second (D) group is formed by
peripheral (or quasielastic) reactions; the transition
to these reactions from the ES channel is taken
into account in the IWBCM through the surface
imaginary part of the optical potential (OP).

The third (F ) group includes all reaction channels
to which the transition from the entrance channel is
ensured by the boundary conditions. This group is
formed by reactions occurring when the colliding-
nucleus densities considerably overlap: fusion, in-
complete fusion, quasifission, and deep-inelastic col-
lisions. It should be noted that, for not very heavy nu-
clei, say, forZPZT ≤ 1000 (ZP and ZT are the charge
numbers of the projectile particle and target nucleus,
respectively) and for energies up to 10 MeV/nucleon,
fusion is the dominating process in the F group of
reactions [13–17].

We will henceforth disregard the spins of colliding
nuclei. The total partial probabilities (TPP) of tran-
sitions between isolated groups of channels will be
denoted by Pl, ab, where p and b are the symbols of
the initial and final groups, respectively, and l is the
orbital angular momentum in the entrance channel.
We disregard the probability Pl, FE of particle return
to the entrance channel from theF group of reactions,
which is quite justified for heavy ions. If fusion is
the main process in the F group, Pl, FE is the par-
tial probability of ES through a compound nucleus.
Figure 1 does not depict the transition from the F
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of division of reaction chan-
nels in the IWBCM.

group to the D group either, since the reactions oc-
curring through the stage of formation of a compound
nucleus cannot be attributed to peripheral reactions.
The partial probabilities of ES, the TPP of peripheral
reactions, and the TPP of reactions in the F group
will be denoted by Pl,E , Pl,D and Pl,F , respectively.

In order to derive the required relations, we con-
sider the unitarity relation for the ES channel, which
expresses the law of probability conservation in a
given partial wave as∣∣∣S(l)

ii

∣∣∣2 ≡ |Sl|2 ≡ Pl, E = 1 −
∑
f �=i

∣∣∣S(l)
fi

∣∣∣2, (1)

where S
(l)
ii are the diagonal and S

(l)
fi are nondiagonal

elements of the S matrix. Summation in relation (1) is
carried out over all open reactions channels f differing
from the ES channel i. Indices i and f include all the
characteristics required for determining the reaction
channel. Since the spins of colliding nuclei are dis-
regarded, the total spin of a channel is determined
by the angular momentum in the entrance channel,

which appears explicitly in the S
(l)
ii and S

(l)
fi matrix

elements. In accordance with the isolated groups of
reaction channels, we divide the sum on the right-
hand side of Eq. (1) into the two terms∑

f �=i

∣∣∣S(l)
fi

∣∣∣2 =
∑
f∈F

∣∣∣S(l)
fi

∣∣∣2 +
∑
f∈D

∣∣∣S(l)
fi

∣∣∣2. (2)

Here, the first term,

Pl, F =
∑
f∈F

∣∣∣S(l)
fi

∣∣∣2 , (3)

is the TPP of reactions in the F group, while the
second term,

Pl, D =
∑
f∈D

∣∣∣S(l)
fi

∣∣∣2, (4)

is the TPP of the peripheral reactions.
PH
Taking into account expressions (2)–(4), we write
relation (1) in the form

|Sl|2 = 1 − Pl, F − Pl, D. (5)

It can easily be seen from Fig. 1 that

Pl,F = Pl,EF + Pl,DF , (6)

where Pl,EF are the TPP of the excitation of reactions
in the F group through the entrance channel, while
Pl,DF is the TPP of multistep reactions in the F
group, occurring through intermediate states of the
system excited in the peripheral region. It should be
noted that, if fusion is the dominant process in the
F group of reactions, Pl,EF and Pl,DF are the par-
tial probabilities of the direct and multistep fusion,
respectively, while Pl,F is the partial probability of
fusion.

For Pl,EF , we can write

Pl,EF =
(

1 −
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2
)

(1 − Pl,ED), (7)

where S
(0)
l are the S-matrix elements of ES, which

can be calculated with a nonrenormalized DFP in
the absence of peripheral absorption, and Pl,ED are
the TPP of the escape of particles from the entrance
channel in the periphery region, which will also be
referred to as the TPP of peripheral processes. It
can be seen from formula (7) that the TPP of direct
excitation of reactions in theF group is determined by
the product of the penetrability of the barrier (formed
by the sum of the Coulomb, centrifugal, and nuclear
potentials) in the entrance channel and the probabil-
ity that no reaction occurs in the peripheral region.
Obviously, we have

Pl,ED = Pl,DE + Pl,D + Pl,DF , (8)

where Pl,DE is the TPP of the return of particles from
the D reaction group to the entrance channel, which
will be henceforth referred to as the TPP of virtual
excitations. Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) and the
obtained result into formula (6), we can write the TPP
of reactions in the F group in the form

Pl,F =
(

1 −
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2
)

(1 − Pl,DE − Pl,D) (9)

+
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2 Pl,DF .
Let us use this expression in the unitarity relation (5).
This gives

|Sl|2 =
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2 (1 − Pl,D − Pl,DF ) (10)

+
(

1 −
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2
)
Pl,DE.
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At the same time, for |Sl|2, we can directly write

|Sl|2 =
∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2 (1 − Pl,D). (11)

This formula corresponds to the conventional single-
channel ES approximation and has a simple physical
meaning: the reflection coefficient in each partial wave
is the product of the reflection coefficient for a certain
barrier in the absence of peripheral absorption and
the probability that none of the observed reactions
occurs in the external region. It should be noted that,

if there is no barrier in a wave, we have
∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣ = 1.

Since S
(0)
l are the S-matrix elements of ES, which

are calculated in the IWBCMwith a nonrenormalized
DFP and with zero imaginary part of the OP, S̃(0)

l
should be interpreted as the S-matrix elements of

ES, calculated in the same way as S
(0)
l , but with a

renormalized DFP (in general with allowance for the
real part of the polarization potential [12]).

Equating the right-hand sides of formulas (10)
and (11), we obtain the basic relation of the method,

which connects the S-matrix elements S(0)
l and S̃

(0)
l :∣∣∣S̃(0)

l

∣∣∣2 =
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2 1 − Pl,D − (Pl,DF − Pl,HF )
1 − Pl,D

, (12)

where

Pl,HF =
1 −

∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2 Pl,DE . (13)

It will be shown below that this probability is the TPP
of suppression of reactions in the F group, which, in
accordance with (13), is due to virtual excitations in
the system.

We will consider two separate cases in which the
projectile particle is a strongly bound and a weakly
bound ion, respectively.

Strongly Bound Ions

We assume that Pl,HF � Pl,DF in a certain sys-
tem. In this case, formula (12) can be written in the
form ∣∣∣S̃(0)

l

∣∣∣2 =
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2 1 − Pl,D − Pl,DF
1 − Pl,D

. (14)

This relation was derived in [1, 2]. It implies that,

if Pl,DF = 0 for all l, we have
∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣. This
means that the S-matrix elements S̃

(0)
l are calcu-

lated without renormalizing the DFP. A nonzero

value of Pl,DF leads to the inequality
∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣,
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indicating that the S-matrix elements S̃
(0)
l in the

corresponding partial waves can be calculated with
a renormalized DFP with the normalization factor
NF > 1 (in the general case, with an attractive real
part of the polarization potential). It can be seen that
the case under investigation is characterized, first, by
an enhancement of reactions in the F group (since
Pl,DF �= 0 by definition), in particular, the enhance-
ment of fusion, and, second, by the enhancement of
the real part of theOP, which is required for describing
the angular distribution of ES. Such a situation
corresponds to strongly bound heavy ions. Thus,
formula (14) establishes a close relation between the
two well-known phenomena in the physics of heavy
ions: enhancement of fusion (see, for example, [18–
21]) and a threshold anomaly {enhancement of the
real part of the OP for subbarrier and near-barrier
energies (see, for example, [20–22])}. According to
formula (14), the threshold anomaly occurs because
of processes of multistep fusion in the system.

One more consequence of formula (14) is worth
noting. It shows that the normalization factor of the
DFP must depend on l; the renormalization must
be carried out precisely in the waves with nonzero
probabilities Pl,DF .

We can now determine all the probabilities of in-
terest. For example, from formula (11), we have

Pl,D = 1 − |Sl|2∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2 . (15)

The TPP of reactions in the F group can easily be
derived from the unitarity relation (5). Using formula
(15), we can express Pl,F in terms of the S-matrix

elements Sl and S̃
(0)
l :

Pl,F =
|Sl|2∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2
(

1 −
∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2
)
. (16)

If we omit the factor |Sl|2 /
∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2 < 1 in this formula,

we obtain the well-known expression for the partial
fusion probability in the barrier-penetration model
[18, 19] in which the probability is calculated without
taking into account peripheral reactions.

The TPP of enhancement of reactions in the F
group can be determined from expression (14). Taking
into account Eq. (15), we have

Pl,DF =
|Sl|2∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2

1 −

∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2

 . (17)
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The TPP of reaction excitation in the F group
through the entrance channel, Pl,EF , can be deter-
mined from relation (6). Using formulas (16) and (17)
for this purpose, we obtain

Pl,EF =
|Sl|2∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2
(

1 −
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2
)
. (18)

It is noteworthy to mention an interesting feature
of the TPP Pl,D of quasielastic reactions. We will first
find the TPP of peripheral processes from formula (7).
Taking into account relation (18), we obtain

Pl,ED = 1 − |Sl|2∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2 . (19)

This formula implies thatPl,ED = Pl,D in the absence

of multistep reactions in the F group (when
∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣ =∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣). We subtract the probability Pl,DF from both

sides of Eq. (19), expand it in the explicit form (17) on
the right-hand side of the obtained equality, and use
relation (15) for Pl,D. This gives the relation

Pl,D = Pl,ED − Pl,DF , (20)

which can also be obtained from formula (8) in the
approximation Pl,DE = 0. Formula (20) shows that
multistep reactions in the F group, apart from the
enhancement of reactions in this group (which is
observed, for example, for fusion), simultaneously re-
sult in the same suppression of peripheral reactions.
Consequently, the TPP of enhancement of reactions
in the F group can be rightfully referred to as the TPP
of suppression of peripheral reactions.

It can easily be verified that the following equalities
hold in the case under investigation:

Pl,F + Pl,D = Pl,EF + Pl,ED = 1 − |Sl|2 . (21)

Weakly Bound Ions

Let us consider the opposite situation. Let us sup-
pose that Pl,DF � Pl,HF for a system. In this case,
formula (12) assumes the form∣∣∣S̃(0)

l

∣∣∣2 =
∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2 1 − Pl,D + Pl,HF
1 − Pl,D

. (22)

It can be seen from this formula that the waves
for which Pl,HF �= 0 satisfy the inequality

∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣ >∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣. This means that the S-matrix elements S̃
(0)
l

for corresponding partial waves are calculated using
the DFP with NF < 1 (in the general case, with
a repulsive real part of the polarization potential).
PH
In this case, the system is characterized, first, by
the presence of virtual excitations (since Pl,DE ∼
Pl,HF �= 0 by assumption) and, second, by the atten-
uation of the real part of the OP, which is required
for describing the angular distributions of ES. All
this holds for weakly bound compound particles.
Thus, formula (22) reflects the close relation between
virtual excitations and the DFP attenuation. Namely,
virtual excitations in the system are responsible
for the attenuation of the DFP. This conclusion is
confirmed by calculations made by the coupled-
channel method with discretization of the continuous
spectrum (see, for example, [23–26]). It will be proved
below that suppression of reactions in the F group
upon collisions of weakly bound ions with nuclei is a
more profound consequence of virtual excitations. In
particular, the suppression of fusion during collisions
of weakly bound ions with nuclei was considered in
[27, 28].

Expressions (15) and (16) for the probabilitiesPl,D
and Pl,F for weakly bound ions are the same as for
strongly bound ions. The TPP of reaction suppression
in the F group can be determined easily from rela-
tion (22). Taking into account relation (15), we obtain

Pl,HF =
|Sl|2∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2

1 −

∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2

 . (23)

As regards the TPP Pl,EF of excitation of reactions
in the F group through the entrance channel and the
TPPPl,ED of peripheral processes, these probabilities
must be considered separately in the case of weakly
bound ions. We will start from Pl,EF . Since the TPP
Pl,DF of reaction enhancement in the F group is ne-
glected for weakly bound ions, we have, in accordance
with formula (6),

Pl,F = Pl,EF . (24)

This equality indicates that, in the case of collisions
of weakly bound ions with nuclei, reactions in the F
group are excited only through the entrance channel.
It should be noted, however, that, in accordance with
Eqs. (24) and (16), the value of Pl,EF for weakly
bound ions is calculated with a renormalized DFP,
while these probabilities must be calculated with a
nonrenormalized DFP by formula (18). It can easily
be established that the probabilities Pl,EF calculated
by formulas (24) and (16) are lower than the proba-
bilities Pl,EF calculated by formula (18). This means
that the limit (18) cannot be attained for the probabil-
ities Pl,EF for weakly bound ions. It is for this reason
that reactions in theF group (in particular, fusion) are
suppressed.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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It follows from the above arguments that expres-
sion (18) must be used for determining the probabili-
tiesPl,EF for weakly bound ions as well as for strongly
bound ions. However, in this case, the following rela-
tion holds for the TPP Pl,F for excitation of reactions
in the F group:

Pl,F = Pl,EF − Pl,HF . (25)

It is this relation that makes it possible to interpret
the probability Pl,HF introduced above with the help
of formula (13) as the TPP of suppression of group F
reactions.

Let us now consider the TPP Pl,ED of particle
escape from the entrance channel in the peripheral
region. It order to find the expression for this proba-
bility for weakly bound ions, we substitute the explicit
expressions (16) and (7) for Pl,F and Pl,EF , respec-
tively, into formula (24). The expression thus obtained
readily leads to

Pl,ED = 1 − |Sl|2∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2
1 −

∣∣∣S̃(0)
l

∣∣∣2
1 −

∣∣∣S(0)
l

∣∣∣2 . (26)

This formula can also be derived from relation (8)
in the approximation Pl,DF = 0 by substituting into
it the explicit expression for Pl,DE using formulas
(13), (23), and (15). A comparison of Eqs. (26) and
(19) shows that the probabilities Pl,ED for weakly
and strongly bound ions are different. It can easily be
established, however, that formula (26) is transformed
into formula (19) after the formal limiting transition

Pl,DE → 0, for which S̃
(0)
l → S

(0)
l .

It can be verified that the probabilities Pl,ED cal-
culated in accordance with formula (26) are higher
than those calculated by formula (19). This fact ex-
plains [see formula (7)] why the probabilities Pl,EF
for weakly bound ions do not attain their maximum
possible value determined by relation (18). The phys-
ical reason for higher values of the probabilities Pl,ED
for weakly bound ions than for strongly bound ions is
obviously the breakup of weakly bound projectile ions.

Since, in the case under investigation, we employ
relation (25), in which the probability Pl,EF is defined
by formula (18) for the TPP of reactions in the F
group, we must use in the following, in accordance
with relation (7), the probability Pl,ED defined by
formula (19) as the TPP for peripheral processes.

In order to determine the consequences of virtual
excitations for the TPP of peripheral reactions, we
consider relation (19). Supplementing both sides with
probability Pl,HF , presenting it in the explicit form
(23) on the right-hand side of the obtained equality,
and using formula (15) for Pl,D, we obtain

Pl,D = Pl,ED + Pl,HF . (27)
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Consequently, virtual excitations that appear in col-
lisions involving weakly bound particles, apart from
the suppression of reactions in the F group, simulta-
neously result in the same enhancement of peripheral
reactions. Consequently, the TPP Pl,HF of suppres-
sion of reactions in the F group can also be rightfully
referred to as the TPP of enhancement of peripheral
reactions.

It can easily be verified that equalities (21) remain
in force for weakly bound ions.

It is appropriate to mention a peculiar symmetry in
the properties of the systems, which is manifested in
collisions of strongly and weakly bound ions. Indeed,
for strongly bound ions, enhancement of reactions
in the F group (in particular, enhancement of fu-
sion) takes place simultaneously with an equivalent
suppression of peripheral reactions. Conversely, for
weakly bound ions, suppression of reactions in the
F group (in particular, suppression of fusion) takes
place simultaneously with an equivalent enhance-
ment of peripheral reactions. In order to describe the
angular distributions of ES (at least, for subbarrier
and near-barrier energies), enhancement of the real
part of the OP is required for strongly bound ions and
its suppression for weakly bound ions.

Having obtained the expressions for the TPP of
various processes, we can easily pass to the corre-
sponding partial and total cross sections. Let Pl,X
(X = D, F , EF , etc.) be any of the above probabil-
ities. Then the partial cross section corresponding to
it is defined as

σl,X =
π

k2
(2l + 1)Pl,X , (28)

where k is the wave number in the ES channel. The
total cross section can be obtained by simple summa-
tion of the partial cross sections:

σX =
∞∑
l=0

σl,X . (29)

Taking into account relations (21), we can easily ver-
ify that the equalities

σl,F + σl,D (30)

= σl,EF + σl,ED =
π

k2
(2l + 1)(1 − |Sl|2)

and

σR = σF + σD (31)

= σEF + σED =
π

k2

∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)(1 − |Sl|2),

where σR is the total reactions cross section, are
always satisfied in our approach.
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Knowing the partial cross sections of reactions in
the F group, we can calculate the mean,

〈LF 〉 =
1
σF

∞∑
l=0

lσl,F , (32)

and mean square,

〈
L2
F

〉
=

1
σF

∞∑
l=0

l2σl,F , (33)

angular momenta of reactions in this group. If fusion
is the dominating process in the F group, formulas
(32) and (33) give the mean and mean square angular
momenta of fusion, respectively.

Having expressed the quantities in which we are
interested in terms of the S-matrix elements for ES,
we obtain the desired result. The S-matrix elements
Sl can be obtained from an analysis of the corre-
sponding differential cross section of ES according to
the IWBCM with a renormalized DFP (if required).
Nullifying the imaginary part of the OP (which is of
the surface type in the IWBCM) and repeating the

calculations, we obtain the S-matrix elements S̃
(0)
l .

The S-matrix elements S
(0)
l differ from S̃

(0)
l only in

that they are calculated with the nonrenormalized
DFP.

Concluding the section, we note that the proposed
method can also be realized on the basis of the optical
model. In this case, complete absorption of particles
in the interior region (i.e., in the region in which the
reactions of the F group proceed intensely) must be
ensured by the volume short-range imaginary part of
the OP.

3. SENSITIVITY OF THE CALCULATED
VALUES TO THE CHOICE OF OP

PARAMETERS

In order to calculate the S-matrix elements Sl
and S̃

(0)
l required for the realization of the method,

we must know the OP parameters. It is well known
that, for subbarrier energies, none of these parameters
can be fixed as a result of analysis of the experi-
mental ES differential cross section. Consequently,
the applicability of this method is confined to near-
barrier and above-barrier energies. In this energy
range, an analysis of ES angular distributions makes
it possible to fix the normalization factor of the DFP
and the diffuseness of the imaginary part of the OP
(irrespective of its form) [12, 29]. However, its depth
and radius cannot be fixed anyway. Consequently, the
problem is reduced to an analysis of the sensitivity of
the quantities being calculated to the choice of these
parameters.
PH
This problem was considered in detail in [2] for OP
of the form

U(r) = VC(r) + NFVF (r) + iWS(r). (34)

Here, VC(r) is the Coulomb potential of a uniformly
charged sphere; VF (r) is the microscopic DFP with
the normalization factor NF ; WS(r) is surface-type
imaginary part of the OP,

WS(r) = 4aS
d

dr

−W
(0)
S

1 + exp[(r −RS)/aS ]
(35)

(W (0)
S < 0),

of depthW
(0)
S , radius

RS = rS(A1/3
P + A

1/3
T ) (36)

(AP and AT are the mass numbers of the projectile
particle and the target nucleus, respectively), and
diffuseness aS . It should be noted that relation (34)
does not contain the volume component of the imag-
inary part of the OP since volume absorption in the
IWBCM is taken into account by choosing the solu-
tions of the radial Schrödinger equation in the form of
waves converging to the center over the correspond-
ing distances. It was found in [2] that all probabilities
and cross sections being calculated weakly depend

on the specific choice of parameters W
(0)
S and RS if

only the latter belong to the range of values providing
an admissible description of the corresponding ES
angular distributions.

4. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we describe and discuss the results
of calculations for two systems, 16O + 208Pb and
9Be + 28Si, the projectile ions being strongly bound
in one system and weakly bound in the other. In order
to verify the method, we selected a sample of data
including, apart from the ES angular distributions,
the experimental fusion cross sections σF,exp and/or
the total cross sections σD,exp of quasi-elastic reac-
tions. In some cases, the experimental values of total
reaction cross sections σR,exp are also available. It
should be noted that the data on fusion cross sections
are concentrated in the energy region of projectile ions
that extends up to 10 MeV/nucleon, where fusion
dominates in the F group of reactions for the systems
under investigation. This circumstance allows us to
compare the calculated cross sections σF with σF,exp.
However, the calculations carried out by us cover a
much wider energy range. For this reason, we will
stipulate, whenever required, a possible admixture in
the calculated cross sections σF from reactions differ-
ing from fusion.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 2. Angular distributions for the elastic scattering of 16O by 208Pb. Energies of collision (in MeV) are indicated on the
curves.
Calculations were made on the basis of the
IWBCM model with the OP of the form (34)–(36).
Since it is impossible to unambiguously fix the depth

W
(0)
S and radius RS of the imaginary part of the OP

by fitting the calculated value of the ES cross section
to the experimental value, calculations were made for

each energy value for several values ofW (0)
S , covering

a wide range and leading to approximately the same
correct description of the ES angular distributions.

For each value of W (0)
S , the cross sections σF, σD,

etc., in which we are interested were calculated.
Then we chose the minimal and maximal values for
each cross section and determined their arithmetic
mean, which was identified with the mean value of the
corresponding cross section. The maximum deviation
from the mean value in any direction was treated as
the error in determining the given cross section.

The densities of colliding nuclei required for calcu-
lating the DFP were borrowed from [30] (16O, 28Si,
208Pb) and [31] (9Be).

4.1. 16O + 208Pb System

For the 16O + 208Pb system, an almost complete
set of data we are interested in is available in the liter-
ature. We used the ES differential cross sections, fu-
sion cross sections, and total cross sections of periph-
eral reactions measured in [32–35], [33, 36–39], and
[33, 38, 40], respectively. In those publications where
σF,exp and σD,exp were measured simultaneously for
the same or close values of energy, the experimental
values of the total reaction cross section obtained by
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
simple summation of σF,exp and σD,exp are also pre-
sented. In [37, 41], themean square angular momenta
of fusion, 〈L2

F 〉exp, were determined from an analysis
of the angular distributions of fission fragments of
224Th for several values of energy.

The results obtained for the system under in-
vestigation are presented in Tables 1 and 2 and in
Figs. 2–6.

Table 1 contains energies Elab of projectile ions

Table 1. OP parameters for the 16O + 208Pb system for
W

(0)
S = −25 MeV

Elab, MeV Ec.m./VB NF rS , fm aS , fm

82 0.99 1.91 1.311 0.286

83 1.01 1.69 1.287 0.341

88 1.07 1.57 1.263 0.372

90 1.09 1.39 1.235 0.435

94 1.14 1.44 1.247 0.421

96 1.16 1.38 1.230 0.446

102 1.24 1.32 1.226 0.448

129.5 1.57 1.18 1.156 0.643

192 2.33 1.07 1.164 0.616

216.6 2.63 0.84 1.137 0.604

312.6 3.79 0.87 1.075 0.708
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Table 2. Comparison of calculated fusion cross sections, total cross sections of peripheral reactions, and total reaction
cross sections with the experimental values for the 16O + 208Pb system (all cross sections are given in mb)

Elab,
MeV

sEF σDF σF σF,exp σD σD,exp σR σR,exp

82 4.42 ± 0.46 116.4 ± 22.4 121.1 ± 22.7 109 ± 11 78.8 ± 25.2 115 ± 22 199.9 ± 2.5 224 ± 33

83 9.10 ± 0.61 125.0 ± 24.6 133.8 ± 24.9 108 ± 10 133.1 ± 25.2 129 ± 18 266.1 ± 2.3 237 ± 28

88 147.9 ± 8.2 199.1 ± 10.7 346.4 ± 18.4 350 ± 40 164.0 ± 18.2 222 ± 31 508.7 ± 2.1 572 ± 71

90 232.7 ± 9.2 149.1 ± 15.8 379.7 ± 22.9 377 ± 50 252.5 ± 23.2 201 ± 25 634.5 ± 2.7 578 ± 75

94 378.1 ± 6.2 187.8 ± 3.4 565.9 ± 2.7 509 ± 50 250.6 ± 0.3 – 816.8 ± 2.7 –

96 448.0 ± 14.7 162.2 ± 13.7 604.6 ± 22.9 685 ± 70 297.1 ± 22.7 – 904.2 ± 4.2 –

102 647.9 ± 8.5 157.4 ± 5.5 805.2 ± 3.0 844 ± 90 313.7 ± 1.4 313 ± 28 1118.9 ± 2.8 1157 ± 118

129.5 1167.3 ± 41.0 109.6 ± 25.9 1276.9 ± 66.9 1315 ± 65 829.1 ± 69.0 – 2105.7 ± 3.2 –

192 1908.4 ± 21.7 20.1 ± 14.9 1923.9 ± 32.0 – 1046.2 ± 40.2 – 2970.1 ± 8.3 –

216.6 – – 2021.5 ± 9.2 1916 ± 172 967.4 ± 6.7 – 2990.3 ± 4.0 –

312.6 – – 2199.2 ± 33.9 – 1240.2 ± 27.1 1295 ± 194 3435.4 ± 10.8 –
16O in the laboratory system, the ratios of energyEcm
in the center-of-mass system to the Coulomb barrier
height VB , and also the OP parameters obtained for

W
(0)
S = −25 MeV. Some of the ES angular distribu-

tions are given in Fig. 2 in the form of the ratio of
the ES cross section σ(θ) to the Coulomb scattering
cross section σC(θ), where θ is the scattering angle in
the center-of-mass system. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that we obtained a good description of the experi-
mental ES angular distributions, which is a necessary
condition for the applicability of the method.

Let us now consider fusion cross sections. It
should be noted first of all that, for Ec.m./VB ≥ 2,
the normalization factor NF of the DFP fluctuates
about unity, which obviously reflects the errors in ab-
solutization of the ES cross sections. In accordance
with relations (17), (28), and (29), the cross section
of multistep reactions in the F group fluctuates
about zero. For this reason, for Ec.m./VB ≥ 2, we did
not single out the components σEF and σDF from
σF , assuming simply that σDF ≡ 0 and σF ≡ σEF
in this energy range. It follows from Table 2 and
Fig. 3a that the calculated cross sections σF coincide
with the experimental fusion cross sections σF,exp to
within the errors. Figure 4a shows the ratios σDF/σF
illustrating the role of multistep fusion processes in
PH
the formation of the total fusion cross section. It
can be seen from the figure that, for barrier energies
Elab = 82 and 83 MeV, the contribution of multistep
fusion to the fusion cross section exceeds 95%.
However, the ratio σDF/σF sharply decreases with
increasing energy. For example, for energy Elab =
90 MeV, which is slightly higher than the Coulomb
barrier, the contribution of multistep fusion processes
to σF decreases to approximately 40%, while the
corresponding contribution for a higher energyElab =
129.5 MeV amounts to approximately 10%.

These results are in accord with the modern con-
cepts of the fusion mechanism for not very heavy
nuclei, which were mainly obtained from calculations
by the coupled-channel method (see, for example,
[42–44]). It should be noted, however, that the calcu-
lations of the fusion cross section for the 16O+ 208Pb
system on the basis of the coupled-channel method
are confined to the energy of Elab = 102 MeV, while
the method proposed here makes it possible to carry
out calculations for much higher energies, for which
the coupled-channel method is virtually inapplicable.

Figure 5 gives themean 〈LF 〉 and themean square〈
L2
F

〉
angular momenta of reactions in the F group

obtained by us and as the result of calculations based
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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borrowed from [33] (•), [36] (*), [37] (�), [38] (�), and
[39] (�).

on the coupled-channel method [44], as well as ex-
perimental mean square angular momenta 〈L2

F 〉exp of
fusion borrowed from [37, 41]. Our values of 〈LF 〉 and〈
L2
F

〉
are smaller by 10% and 15–20%, respectively,

than the values calculated by the coupled-channel
method. At the same time, a comparison of the values
of
〈
L2
F

〉
calculated by us with the experimental val-

ues shows that the maximum discrepancy (reaching
approximately 25%) is observed for the barrier energy
of Elab = 83 MeV and decreases with increasing en-
ergy. Indeed, the discrepancy does not exceed 15%
for Elab = 90 MeV and amounts to 8% for Elab ≈
215 MeV. Moreover, it follows from Fig. 5b that, for
energies Elab ≥ 90 MeV, the energy dependence of〈
L2
F

〉
obtained by us is in good agreement with the

experimental dependence. In principle, this situation
is typical of all models in which it is assumed that
fusion is determined by passage through the barrier
formed by the sum of the Coulomb, centrifugal, and
nuclear potentials (see, for example, [21, 43, 45, 46]).
It should be noted that good agreement between
the theoretical and experimental values of

〈
L2
F

〉
for

Elab ≈ 215 MeV indicates that incomplete fusion and
deep-inelastic collisions for the 16O + 208Pb system
do not play any important role in reactions of the
group F even in the case of such a high energy.
However, their role may naturally increase at higher
energies.

Discussing the possible reasons for the discrep-
ancy between the theoretical and experimental values
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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of the mean square angular momenta of fusion for
near-barrier energies, we must mention the follow-
ing two circumstances. First, we must consider the
remark made in [47], according to which the discrep-
ancy between the calculated (on the basis of other
models) and experimental values of

〈
L2
F

〉
may be

(at least, partly) due to distortions of angular distri-
butions of fission fragments, from which the exper-
imental values of

〈
L2
F

〉
are determined, as a result

of evaporation of preequilibrium neutrons, as well as
preequilibrium and sequential fission. Second, in ac-
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cordance with formula (14), the normalization factor
NF of the DFP must depend on l. However, our
results were obtained with NF independent of the
angular momentum. Thus, the introduction of an l-
dependent NF may improve the agreement between
the calculated and experimental values of

〈
L2
F

〉
. Yet,

a different viewpoint on the formation of spin distribu-
tions of fusion also exists [21, 48]. According to this
viewpoint, the increase in

〈
L2
F

〉
is associated with the

long-range component of the imaginary part of the
OP, which is responsible for fusion.

Let us now consider the total cross sections of
peripheral reactions. Table 2 and Fig. 3b show that
the values of σD and σD,exp virtually coincide to within
their errors in all cases. Figure 4b shows the ratios
σDF /σED demonstrating suppression of peripheral
reactions due to the fact that part of the transitions
in the peripheral region culminate at the second stage
by the excitation of reactions in theF group. It follows
from the figure that the suppression of peripheral re-
actions for near-barrier energies attains 50–60%. As
the energy increases, the ratio σDF /σED decreases,
but not as sharply as σDF /σF .

It should also be noted that the total reaction cross
sections σR obtained from an analysis of ES coincide
with the experimental values σR,exp and with the sum
of cross sections σF and σD to within the errors of
measurements. It should be recalled, however, that
PH
the relation σF + σD = σR holds exactly for fixed
W

(0)
S .
Let us now consider the probabilities Pl,EF ,Pl,DF ,

Pl,F , and Pl,D presented in Fig. 6 for several values of
energy that cover the entire energy range considered
here. It can be seen from the figure that an increase
in energy leads to an increase in the maximal value
of Pl,F , which gradually attains a value of Pl,F ≈ 1.
The range of angular momenta contributing to the
fusion cross section (and, probably, to other reaction
channels in the F group at the highest energies)
increases simultaneously. In addition, the higher the
energy, the steeper the right slope of Pl,F , so that the
shape of the distributionPl,F in partial waves tends to
a rectangular step upon an increase in energy.

The spin distributions of Pl,D have the form of an
asymmetric peak whose height and width increase
with energy up to the value of Elab = 192 MeV (not
shown in the figure). For Elab = 192 MeV, the peak
value of Pl,D attains the value of Pl,D ≈ 1. A further
increase in energy expands the range of angular mo-
menta for which Pl,D ≈ 1. Figure 6 also shows that
the left slope of Pl,D becomes steeper and steeper,
while its right slope becomes more gently inclined,
upon an increase in energy.

An interesting feature of the distributions of Pl,F
and Pl,D is that their overlap region becomes nar-
rower with increasing energy. This means that, as
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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energy of collision of two nuclei increases, fusion and
peripheral reactions occur more and more indepen-
dently.

Figure 6 also gives furnishes information about the
energy dependence of the distribution of the proba-
bilities Pl,DF and Pl,EF in partial waves and about
the role of these distributions in the formation of Pl,F
and Pl,D. It can be seen from the figure that the
shape of each of the distributions Pl,DF and Pl,EF
for the energy of Elab = 83 MeV resembles a Fermi
step, but the distribution of Pl,F is mainly formed
at the expense of Pl,DF . However, Pl,DF acquires a
nearly symmetric pick-like shape upon an increase in
energy, the height of this distribution first increasing
and then decreasing abruptly. For the energy ofElab =
192 MeV, the contribution ofPl,DF toPl,F can already
be disregarded.

At the same time, it can easily be seen that the
distribution Pl,EF becomes broader upon an increase
in energy, and the value of Pl,EF ≈ 1 is attained for
larger and larger number of waves. Thus, with in-
creasing energy,Pl,F is formed at the expense ofPl,EF
to a greater and greater extent.

The results presented in Fig. 6 show that the dis-
tribution of Pl,DF forms the high-spin part of Pl,F
in the energy range in which multistep fusion plays
a significant role. However, since Pl,DF for strongly
bound ions is part of the TPP of particle escape from
the entrance channel in the peripheral region [see
formula (20)], Pl,DF is the low-spin component of
Pl,ED in accordance with the figure. Consequently,
the suppression of peripheral reactions accompanying
the enhancement of fusion in the case of strongly
bound ions is associated with the transition of par-
ticles from reactions of groupD to reactions of group
F in the partial waves corresponding to the low-spin
component of Pl,ED.

It is interesting to note that, although the results
presented in Fig. 6 were obtained with the normaliza-
tion factorNF of the DFP, independent of the angular
momentum, these results necessitate the application
of an l-dependent NF ; it can be seen that renormal-
ization of the DFP is required for a bounded interval
of angular momenta.

4.2. 9Be + 28Si System

For the 9Be + 28Si system, rich information on
the ES differential cross sections is available [49–51].
Measurements were also made for fusion and total
cross sections of direct reactions [51, 52] for the same
energies as for ES (or, at least, for close energies).
The experimental values of the total reaction cross
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
Table 3. OP parameters for the 9Be + 28Si system at
W

(0)
S = −30 MeV

Elab, MeV Ec.m./VB NF rS , fm aS , fm

12 1.10 0.76 1.195 0.560

14 1.28 0.54 1.041 0.684

17 1.55 0.56 1.025 0.679

20 1.83 0.42 0.905 0.765

23 2.10 0.46 0.944 0.718

26 2.37 0.52 0.953 0.750

30 2.74 0.43 0.897 0.756

45 4.11 0.55 0.925 0.760

60 5.47 0.40 0.960 0.723

121.0 11.0 0.45 0.862 0.882

201.6 18.4 0.48 0.815 0.919

section σR,exp can be determined by summing σF,exp
and σD,exp.

The results obtained for the 9Be + 28Si system are
presented in Tables 3 and 4 and in Figs. 7–11.

In Table 3, the values of the OP parameters de-

termined for W (0)
S = −30 MeV are indicated for each

energy value. The theoretical curves depicted in Fig. 7
show that these curves are in accord with the experi-
mental angular distributions for the elastic scattering
of 9Be on 28Si.

The results concerning the fusion cross sections
are given in Table 4 and in Fig. 8a. A comparison
of the calculated fusion cross sections σF with the
experimental cross sections shows that their values
agree to within themeasurement errors inmost cases.
For the energies of Elab = 45 and 60 MeV, the dis-
crepancy between σF and σF,exp amounts approxi-
mately to 7–10%. It follows from Fig. 8a, however,
that the fusion cross sections calculated for the two
energy values considered agree with the experimental
ones for other energies quite close to the energies of
interest. In addition, the fusion cross section obtained
for the energy of Elab = 30 MeV in [52] is approx-
imately equal to half the value of cross section ob-
tained in [51] and calculated by us. All this indicates
an error, which was not taken into account in [52].
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Table 4.Comparison of the calculated fusion cross sections, total cross sections of peripheral reactions, and total reaction
cross sections with experimental values for the 9Be + 28Si system (all cross sections are given in mb)

Elab,
MeV

sEF σHF σF σF,exp σD σD,exp σR σR,exp

12 214.2 ± 1.5 82.0 ± 32.6 132.4 ± 31.3 150 ± 50 158.1 ± 31.7 – 290.2 ± 0.7 –

14 482.3 ± 2.9 198.4 ± 39.5 288.8 ± 38.1 310 ± 60 305.8 ± 42.9 330 ± 50 586.8 ± 6.6 640 ± 70

17 780.0 ± 3.3 238.4 ± 57.6 541.6 ± 54.3 560 ± 80 365.1 ± 55.4 – 906.2 ± 1.7 –

20 961.7 ± 2.4 309.6 ± 9.6 652.2 ± 7.2 680 ± 70 449.0 ± 4.6 390 ± 40 1101.2 ± 2.6 1070 ± 60

23 1091.2 ± 1.0 311.9 ± 33.3 779.3 ± 32.3 900 ± 90 463.9 ± 36.9 – 1243.0 ± 4.8 –

26 1196.5 ± 0.7 335.1 ± 40.4 861.4 ± 39.9 940 ± 90 590.9 ± 46.2 455 ± 40 1453.1 ± 7.1 1395 ± 80

30 1270.3 ± 0.3 408.3 ± 41.0 862.2 ± 40.9 950 ± 90 605.2 ± 51.9 575 ± 60 1467.3 ± 11.1 1525 ± 90

45 1382.8 ± 0.5 568.8 ± 0.5 818.1 ± 0.1 600 ± 155 961.2 ± 19.6 – 1779.3 ± 19.6 –

60 1385.5 ± 2.4 614.4 ± 2.3 771.7 ± 3.9 1100 ± 250 1049.9 ± 12.9 – 1821.2 ± 9.4 –

121.0 1077.7 ± 0.1 654.8 ± 1.4 422.9 ± 1.4 – 1616.7 ± 17.3 – 2039.3 ± 18.4 –

201.6 635.7 ± 11.2 381.2 ± 13.0 265.7 ± 13.0 – 1731.0 ± 17.0 – 1983.7 ± 17.1 –
Since incomplete fusion and deep-inelastic col-
lisions may occur with an appreciable probabil-
ity in the system under investigation for energies
≥10 MeV/nucleon of projectile ions in the F-group
reactions, it cannot be ruled out that the cross
sections σF calculated for the two highest energies
of Elab = 121.0 and 201.6 MeV include the above-
mentioned reactions also.

Figure 9a shows the ratios σHF /σEF reflecting
the role of virtual excitations in the suppression of
fusion in collisions of weakly bound ions with nuclei.
It can be seen from the figure that virtual excitations
reduce the fusion cross section by 30–40% on av-
erage up to the energy of Elab = 60 MeV, while the
decrease for the highest energies may reach 60%.
Thus, the energy dependence of σHF /σEF is rather
weak. A completely different situation is observed
in the opposite case of enhancement of fusion for
strongly bound ions, where the energy dependence
of the ratio σDF/σF , reflecting the role of multistep
fusion processes in the formation of the fusion cross
section, is very strong (see Fig. 4a for the 16O+ 208Pb
system).

Let us consider themean andmean square angular
PH
momenta of fusion. Experimental data on these quan-
tities are not available for the given system. For this
reason, Fig. 10 shows only the results of calculations.
We can only state in the present case that the cal-
culated values of 〈LF 〉 and

〈
L2
F

〉
vary smoothly with

energy and attain saturation starting from approxi-
mately 80 MeV. It can also be noted that the values
of 〈LF 〉 and

〈
L2
F

〉
calculated for Elab = 121.0 and

201.6 MeVmay prove to be exaggerated in relation to
the mean and mean square angular momenta of fu-
sion if incomplete fusion and deep-inelastic collisions
make a noticeable contribution to the cross section of
F-group reactions for these energies.

The results on total cross sections of peripheral
reactions are given in Table 4 and in Fig. 8b. A com-
parison of the calculated values of the cross section
σD with the experimental cross sections σD,exp shows
that these values agree in three cases out of four to
within the error of measurements. The discrepancy
between σD and σD,exp attains approximately 10%
only in one case, for Elab = 26 MeV.

For energies Elab > 30 MeV, no data are avail-
able for comparison with the calculated values of σD.
Nevertheless, we may assume that these calculated
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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values are reliable since their energy dependence is
reasonable. Indeed, the cross section σD increases
rather smoothly with energy, its growth being moder-
ated between Elab = 121.0 and 201.6 MeV, which in-
dicates the possible saturation at an energy of Elab ≈
200 MeV.

Since the suppression of fusion for weakly bound
ions is accompanied by a simultaneous enhancement
of peripheral reactions (see Section 2), the ratios
σHF /σD shown in Fig. 9b may serve as a quanti-
tative characteristic of this enhancement. It can be
seen from the figure that the increase in the cross
section of peripheral reactions in a wide energy range
(up to the energy of Elab = 60 MeV) amounts on
average to 60%. For the energies ofElab = 121.0 and
201.6 MeV, the ratio σHF /σD decreases to 40 and
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
20%, respectively. This is due to the fact that the
cross section σEF incorporating σHF decreases upon
an increase in energy, while the value of σD continues
to increase or at least attains saturation.

It should be noted that, in all cases, the sum of σF
and σD agrees, to within the errors, with the reactions
cross sections σR obtained from an analysis of ES and
with the experimental reaction cross sections σR,exp.

Proceeding to discuss the TPP of various pro-
cesses, we note that it is convenient to consider the
probabilities Pl,F , Pl,HF , Pl,ED, and Pl,D in the case
of weakly bound ions. Figure 11 shows these proba-
bilities for several energy values considered here, from
the lowermost to an essentially above-barrier value.
It should be noted from the outset that the proper-
ties of the distributions of Pl,F and Pl,D obtained for
02
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the 9Be + 28Si system are similar to the properties
of these distributions obtained for the 16O + 208Pb
system. The only difference is that the upper boundary
of angular momenta contributing to fusion in the
case under investigation increases with energy up to
60 MeV, after which the growth is terminated. This is
not observed for the 16O + 208Pb system (see Fig. 6).
However, this difference is only due to the fact that the
interval of values of Ec.m./VB for the 9Be + 28Si sys-
tem is much wider than for the 16O + 208Pb system.

Let us now consider the spin distributions of Pl,HF
and Pl,ED and analyze their role in the formation of
Pl,F and Pl,D in the case of weakly bound particles.
PH
It follows from Fig. 11 that the distribution of Pl,HF
has the shape of an almost symmetric peak whose
height increases with energy, its width remaining ap-
proximately constant up to Elab = 60 MeV. Starting
from 60 MeV, a value of Pl,HF ≈ 1 is attained for
larger and larger number of orbital angular momen-
ta, while the width of the distribution increases, its
shape approaching a rectangular one more and more
closely. In this case, the distribution of Pl,ED for all
energies has the form of an asymmetric peak whose
height, width, and asymmetry increase with energy.
Starting fromElab = 121.0 MeV, a value ofPl,ED ≈ 1
is attained for larger and larger number l. Thus, the
properties of distributions of the probabilities Pl,ED
and Pl,D in partial waves are completely analogous.
The contributions of the probabilitiesPl,HF andPl,ED
to the formation of the spin distribution of Pl,D are
comparable up to the energy of Elab = 121.0 MeV,
but, starting fromElab = 121.0 MeV, the contribution
of Pl,ED becomes predominant.

The results presented in Fig. 11 show that the low-
spin part of Pl,D is formed at the expense of Pl,HF .
However, since Pl,HF is part of Pl,EF in the case of
weakly bound particles [see formula (25)], Pl,HF is
the high-spin component of this distribution in ac-
cordance with Fig. 11. Consequently, the suppression
of fusion (in the general case of group-F reactions)
accompanied by enhancement of peripheral reactions
in the case of weakly bound ions is associated with the
escape of particles from the channel of direct excita-
tion ofF-group reactions in the high-spin component
of Pl,EF .

Since the renormalization of the DFP in the case
of ES of weakly bound ions is determined by the
range of angular momenta in which Pl,HF �= 0, it
follows from Fig. 11 that the normalization factor NF

of the DFP must depend on l; the renormalization is
required for a bounded interval of angular momenta.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a new approach to the analy-
sis of the angular distribution of elastic scattering of
heavy ions, which provides muchmore information as
compared to the traditional optical model. In partic-
ular, the method makes it possible to calculate the
total cross section σF of fusion, incomplete fusion,
quasifission, and deep-inelastic collisions, as well as
the total cross section σD of peripheral reactions.
It also provides, on a unified basis, the explanation
for the mechanism of formation of σF and σD both
for strongly bound and for weakly bound heavy ions.
Incomplete fusion, quasifission, and deep-inelastic
collisions can be neglected for nuclei with ZPZT ≤
1000 for collision energies up to 10 MeV/nucleon.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Consequently, cross sections σF calculated in this
case are fusion cross sections.

We have established a close relation between mul-
tistep fusion processes and the threshold anomaly
(enhancement of the real part of the OP for subbarrier
and near-barrier energies) for strongly bound ions,
on one hand, and virtual excitations (virtual breakup)
and attenuation of the real part of the OP for weakly
bound ions, on the other hand.

It has been shown that the enhancement of fusion
is accompanied by the suppression of peripheral re-
actions and, vice versa, the suppression of fusion is
accompanied by the enhancement of peripheral reac-
tions. The method developed by us makes it possible
to calculate the quantitative characteristics for the
enhancement of fusion (and, accordingly, the sup-
pression of peripheral reactions) for strongly bound
ions and, conversely, the suppression of fusion (and,
accordingly, the enhancement of peripheral rections)
for weakly bound ions. This is so both for total cross
sections and for partial probabilities.

The calculations made for two systems, 16O +
208Pb and 9Be+ 28Si, the projectile ion being strongly
bound in one of these systems and weakly bound
in the other, proved that the calculated fusion cross
sections and the total cross sections of peripheral
reactions are in good agreement with the available ex-
perimental cross sections. The discrepancy between
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
the theory and experiment is observed only for the
mean square fusion angular momenta for near-barrier
energies. This apparently necessitates the introduc-
tion of an l-dependent normalization factor in the
DFP.

For the above systems, we have studied the role
of multistep fusion and virtual excitations in the for-
mation of fusion cross sections (in the general case,
the total cross section of fusion, incomplete fusion,
quasifission, and deep-inelastic collisions) and the
total cross section of peripheral reactions as well as
the energy dependence of spin distributions of proba-
bilities of various processes occurring in the collisions
of 16O with 208Pb and 9Be with 28Si.

It should be emphasized that the method devel-
oped by us is an alternative to a more complex and
laborious coupled-channel method, requiring a large
body of input data. The latter method can hardly be
employed for heavy ions and for energies noticeably
exceeding the Coulomb barrier height. At the same
time, the application of our method does not in-
volve considerable difficulties (other conditions being
equal).

If the required ES angular distributions are avail-
able, the method can be used to calculate σF and σD
for reactions involving unstable nuclei, for which a di-
rect measurement of these cross sections is impeded
by a low intensity of secondary beams.
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Abstract—The attenuation length for the charged-particle density at a distance of 600 m from the shower
axis may differ from that adopted in experimental investigations by 40–50%. This casts some doubt on
experimental estimates previously obtained for the energy of primary-cosmic-ray particles in the region of
ultrahigh energies. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
INTRODUCTION
In order to estimate the energies of giant air show-

ers, use is made of the charged-particle density at the
distance of r = 600 m from the shower axis, ρ(600).
The value of this classification parameter, which was
first proposed by Hillas [1], is determined in a spe-
cific shower for a zenith angle θ and is then rescaled
for the vertical direction (θ = 0◦); this rescaled value
enters into the formula that is employed to estimate
the energy in question and which is substantiated
either experimentally (the calorimetry method, which
is applied at the Yakutsk EAS array [2]) or com-
putationally (at the AGASA array [3]). Since each
giant air shower is an individual event and since the
parameter ρ(600) is rescaled for some average set of
showers on the basis of the attenuation length λ as
determined by themethod of the section of the spectra
by equal-intensity lines [4], there naturally arises the
problem of estimating the error in such rescaling.
Since this problem is very complicated, one can com-
pare, at the first step, the values of the attenuation
length that are obtained in the calculations for the
charged-particle density at the distance of 600 m in
an individual and an average shower with each other,
on one hand, and with those that are given by the
method proposed in [4] and those that are actually
employed in [2, 3], on the other hand. This is one of the
objectives of the present study. There is yet another
problem, that of whether the model of quark–gluon
strings (also known as the QGS model or QGSM)
[5], which is used in the calculations, conforms to
direct experimental data. A giant air shower of en-
ergy E = 3.2 × 1020 eV was recorded at the Fly’s

1)Moscow State University, Vorob’evy gory, Moscow, 119899
Russia.

*E-mail:ddn@dec1.npi.msu.su
1063-7788/02/6510-1843$22.00 c©
Eye array [6]. The method of recording fluorescent
light from the shower makes it possible to recon-
struct the cascade curve for this individual event. A
determination of the degree to which the computed
profiles of showers (an average shower and individual
ones) can reproduce the above individual curve is
another objective of our study. It is also of interest to
approximate individual cascade curves calculated for
the total number of particles and for charged-particle
density on the basis of theQGSmodel with allowance
for the Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal effect [7]. In
addition, we would like to note the following: it was
shown in [8] that, if one compares the results that
perturbative QCD and the standard QGSmodel yield
for the multiplicity of secondaries from an event of
hadron interaction at high energies, it turns out that
the rate at which this multiplicity grows with energy
is not higher in perturbative QCD than in the QGS
model. As a limiting case, we will consider, however,
an additional version of the hadron-interaction model,
that which was considered in [9, 10]. This version
relies on the QGS model up to the threshold energy
of Ethr = 1016 eV and employs the following law for
the multiplicity n of secondaries at higher values of
the energy E0 of primary particles:

n =
√

2E0m/Ec.m.. (1)

Here, m is the proton mass and Ec.m. = 0.5 GeV is
the characteristic energy of secondaries in the c.m.
frame. The mean energy T of secondaries in the labo-
ratory frame was taken to be

T = KE0/n, (2)

whereK is the inelasticity factor. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the spectrum of secondaries in the laboratory
frame was specified in the form

W (E0, E)dE = ne−E/TdE/T, (3)
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) Cascade curves for (a) electrons
and (b) muons at the distances of r = 100, 300, 600,
1000, and 1500m, respectively.The dashed curve in either
panel corresponds to the version proposed in [9, 10] and
to r = 600 m [ρe(t) is the electron density, while ρµ(t) is
muon density].

where E is the energy of a secondary particle.

1. CASCADE CURVES FOR THE ELECTRON
AND MUON DENSITIES

The calculated individual and average cascade
curves for the electron and muon densities at various
distances from the shower axis make it possible to
estimate the attenuation of these components of
extensive air showers. For distances of 100, 300,
600, 1000, and 1500 m from the axis of an inclined
shower (θ = 44◦) generated by a proton of energy
3.2 × 1020 eV, the solid curves in Fig. 1 represent
the results of the QGSM calculations both (Fig. 1a)
for electrons and (Fig. 1b) for muons. First of all,
it should be noted that there is a significant dif-
ference between the attenuation of electrons and
the attenuation of muons: in the atmosphere-depth
interval 1300–1500 g/cm2, the attenuation lengths
for electrons and muons at the distance of 600 m
from the shower axis are λe = 205 g/cm2 and λµ =
PH
3000 g/cm2, respectively. Since vertical showers and
inclined showers that are characterized by a large
zenith angle are dominated by electrons and muons,
respectively, it follows from the above that the use
of the same value for the attenuation length at all
zenith angles seems illegitimate. This is not the whole
story, however: even for electrons, the attenuation
length λe depends on the distance from the shower
axis: at r = 100, 300, 600, 1000, and 1500 m, the
attenuation-length values are 160, 185, 205, 225,
and 245 g/cm2, respectively. This increase in the
attenuation length is consistent with the change
in the depth of the maximum of the corresponding
average cascade curve for the electron densities at
the above distances. For example, the depth of the
maximum increases from∼850 g/cm2 for the density
calculated at the distance of r = 100 m from the
shower axis through ∼1000 g/cm2 for the density
at r = 600 m to 1050–1100 g/cm2 for the density
at r = 1000–1500 m. For muons, a much slower
(than in the preceding case of electrons) growth of
the attenuation length λµ at small distances from the
shower axis gives way to a decline at large distances
(r ≥ 1500 m). As to the case of all charged particles
(the sum of electrons and muons), their attenuation
length λ for the density calculated at the distance
of r = 600 m from the shower axis is 354 g/cm2.
The calculated standard deviation of this attenuation
length is σλ = 12 g/cm2. Thus, we see that, both
for individual showers and for an average one, the
calculated value of the attenuation length for the
charged-particle density at the distance of 600m from
the shower axis differs significantly from that which
was adopted in the case of the Yakutsk array (about
540 g/cm2) and from that which was adopted in the
case of the AGASA array (about 500 g/cm2). Since
the experimental values of the attenuation length
were determined by means of the procedure proposed
in [4], it necessary to perform, in addition, a simulation
of this procedure and to compare the results of this
simulation with experimental data. However, the
comparison considered here is also of great interest.
The cascade curves for the densities according to the
calculations at the distance of r = 600 m from the
shower axis that were performed within the version of
the model from [9, 10] are represented by the dashed
curves in Figs. 1a and 1b. It can be seen that, in this
case, the muon density increases by a factor greater
than 3 and that the density of electrons decreases;
therefore, the fraction of muons in inclined showers
whose zenith angles are larger than 30◦ would be
nearly equal to unity, in contradiction with direct data
from [2, 3].
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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2. CASCADE CURVES FOR THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF PARTICLES

For the total number of particles, Fig. 2 shows
average cascade curves calculated on the basis of the
QGS model [11], its modification involving the viola-
tion of Lorentz invariance [12], and the model version
from [9, 10]; also shown in this figure are experimental
data from [6]. We note that, for the computed curves,
the depths of the shower maximum are 875, 836,
and 575 g/cm2, respectively, to be compared with
the experimental value of 815± (40) + 45− 35 g/cm2

(the systematic error is given parenthetically, while
the statistical error is represented by the last two
numbers). From the theoretical curves displayed in
Fig. 2 and from the data given there, one can see that
the model assuming a sharp increase in the multiplic-
ity of secondaries (recall that this assumption was put
forth in [9, 10]) yields results that cannot be reconciled
with experimental data at energies above 1019 eV.
Moreover, the fraction of muons that was computed
according to [9, 10] at a distance of 600 m from the
shower axis exceeds considerably the experimental
value from [2, 3] (see above).

We note that the depths tmax of the shower max-
ima for individual cascade curves can vary over rather
broad intervals—namely, the greatest distinction be-
tween the depths of themaxima for individual showers
is ∆tmax = 170 g/cm2. The depth of the maximum
for the average cascade curve is tmax = 875 g/cm2.
If we take into account the experimental error (σ =
60 g/cm2), the individual curve presented in [6] is by
and large compatible with the results of the calcula-
tions based on the QGS model.

3. APPROXIMATION OF INDIVIDUAL
AND AVERAGE CASCADE CURVES

On the basis of our calculations, we propose es-
timating the individual and mean cascade curves for
the total number N(t) of particles in a shower at a
depth t in the atmosphere according to the formula

N(t) = Nmax exp((t− tmax)2/2S2
i ), (4)

where tmax is the depth of the maximum, Nmax is
the number of particles at the maximum, and Si =
|ti − tmax|. Here, ti are the depth values (i = 1 and
i = 2 label these depth values before and after the
maximum, respectively) at which

Ni = N(ti) = Nmax exp(−0.5). (5)

The quantities S1 and S2 are used in (4) before and af-
ter the maximum, respectively. The cascade depth t is
measured from the first-interaction vertex t0, which is
reckoned from the upper boundary of the atmosphere
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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Fig. 2.Mean cascade curves for the total number of parti-
cles according to calculations based on (curve connecting
boxes) the QGS model [11], (curve connecting circles)
its modification from [12], and (dashed curve) the model
version from [9, 10]. Points with error bars represent
experimental data from [6].

and which is distributed, because of fluctuations, ac-
cording to the law

f(t0)dt0 = exp(−t0/λ(E0))dt0/λ(E0), (6)

where λ(E0) is the range of the primary particle of
energy E0 before undergoing interaction with the nu-
clei of air atoms. The energy dependence of the mean
values ofNmax and tmax in the regionE0 > 1011 GeV
is determined by the formulas

N̄max = (0.712 + 3.00 log(E0/1011 GeV)) × 1011,
(7)

t̄max = 806 + 60 log(E0/1011 GeV) [g/cm2]. (8)

For the sake of simplicity, we can assume that the
quantitiesNmax and tmax are distributed according to
the Gaussian law with standard deviations 0.01N̄max

and 11 g/cm2, respectively. The quantities S1 and S2

can be taken to be

S1 = 223 + 14 log(E0/1011 GeV) [g/cm2], (9)

S2 = 256 + 20 log(E0/1011 GeV) [g/cm2]. (10)

The fluctuations of S1 and S2 can be disregarded
because their standard deviations are approximately
equal to 2–9 g/cm2.
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4. CONCLUSION

Our calculations on the basis of theQGSmodel [5]
have revealed that the attenuation lengths for the
charged-particle density at the distance of 600 m
from the shower axis differ significantly (by 40–50%)
from those that are adopted at the largest arrays
studying extensive air showers. In all probability, the
dissipation of the primary-particle energy within the
QGS model is somewhat slower than that which is
suggested by experimental data. A new, convenient
approximation has been proposed for cascade curves
associated with the total number of particles. If the
model used in [5] is modified in accordance with
the assumption that Lorentz invariance is violated
[12], the agreement between model results and ex-
perimental data is improved. The assumption that
the multiplicity of secondaries in hadron interaction
increases sharply at energies in excess of 1016 eV
contradicts experimental data in the energy region
≥1019 eV, which have been considered here [9, 10].
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Abstract—The nuclear composition of primary cosmic rays is investigated in the energy range
1015–1016 eV. These investigations are performed by comparing the properties of the gamma-hadron
families observed by the Pamir and the Pamir–Chacaltaya collaborations with the properties of families
generated on the basis of the MC0 quasiscaling model for various nuclear compositions. It is shown that all
properties of experimental families are in good agreement with the predictions of the MC0 model for a nor-
mal nuclear composition, but that these experimental results are at odds with the results of the calculations
that assume a nuclear composition enriched in heavy nuclei. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

In order to obtain deeper insights into the origin
of primary cosmic rays and into the properties of the
sources of this radiation and of interstellar (inter-
galactic) space, where the radiation propagates from
a source to the Earth, it is of paramount importance
to study the nuclear composition of primary cosmic
rays. The nuclear composition of primary cosmic rays
has received adequate study up to energies on the
order of 1012 eV. In [1–3], this nuclear composition
was explored by direct methods up to about 1015 eV.
However, the results obtained there do not possess
sufficient statistical significance and are therefore not
quite reliable. At higher energies, information about
the nuclear composition is extracted from data either
on extensive air showers (EAS) or on the families of
gamma rays and hadrons recorded by x-ray emulsion
chambers. Despite many years of investigations, the
results are very contradictory: the nuclear composi-
tion can vary from a so-called normal composition [4,
5] (even that dominated by protons [6]) to a heavy
and a superheavy one (see [6, 7] and [8], respectively).
Relevant data are given in Table 1, along with the
references to the sources from which they were bor-
rowed.

It should be emphasized that knowledge of the nu-
clear composition in the energy range 1015–1016 eV
is of crucial importance, because the observed spec-
tra of cosmic rays have a knee in precisely this re-
gion. The reason for this may be either a cusp in
the spectrum of primary cosmic rays—in particular,
because of the disappearance of some component of
cosmic rays from their composition—or a change in
1063-7788/02/6510-1847$22.00 c©
the properties of the inelastic interaction of cosmic-
ray particles with the nuclei of atoms belonging to
Earth’s atmosphere [1, 9].
The present study is devoted to exploring the nu-

clear composition of primary cosmic rays in the region
immediately after the knee in the energy spectrum
of cosmic rays. Here, we employ the properties of
gamma–hadron families recorded and processed by
the Pamir and the Pamir–Chacaltaya collaboration.
Going ahead, we note that the generation effi-

ciency for families stemming from different primary
nuclei, εA, depends greatly on their atomic numberA.
Therefore, the fraction fA of various components in
the nuclear composition of families,

fA = εACA/Σ(εACA), (1)

whereCA is the fraction ofA nuclei in primary cosmic
rays, differs significantly from that dictated by the
nuclear composition of primary cosmic rays (compare
Tables 1 and 2).
Table 2 illustrates the main difficulty in determin-

ing the composition of primary cosmic rays on the
basis of data on the families. Even if the properties
of families generated by heavy nuclei differ drastically
from the properties of proton-generated families, the
effect of the former on themean features of the families
is modest since the nuclear composition of the fami-
lies is enriched in protons. Only 16.4% of families are
generated by iron nuclei even in the case of primary
cosmic rays having a heavier composition where iron
constitutes about 60%.
The method used to obtain the data in Table 2

and the procedure proposed for deducing the nuclear
composition of primary cosmic rays will be discussed
below.
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Table 1. Nuclear compositions of primary cosmic rays at
E0 = 1015 eV, CA,%

Nuclear composition p He CNO SiMg Fe 〈lnA〉
Normal [4, 5] 40 20 10 10 20 1.7

Heavy [6, 7] 15 10 17 0 58 3.0

Superheavy [8] 7 5 12 6 70 3.4

Gamma–hadron families are produced by nuclear–
electromagnetic cascades developing in the atmo-
sphere after the interaction of primary-cosmic-ray
particles with nuclei of air in the upper atmosphere.
This is a very complicated process, a multistep and
ramified one; it follows that, in order to deduce
the required nuclear composition, it is necessary to
compare data on experimental families with data
on families that are simulated by the Monte Carlo
method on the basis of a model that takes into
account both nuclear and electromagnetic cascades.
Not less than a dozen of such models are known

at present [5, 10–17]. The later versions presented
in [5, 12, 15] differ only slightly from one another.
All of these are of a quasiscaling character. The scal-
ing property is violated in the pionization region, but
this has but a small effect on the properties of the
families, since they are determined predominantly by
particles originating from fragmentation processes;
it is slightly violated in the fragmentation region as
well, because the primary cosmic-ray particle inter-
acts with a nucleus from air rather with a nucleon. All
the aforementioned models ensure good agreement
with experimental data at accelerator energies and
present an extrapolation of the properties of nuclear
interactions at low energies to ultrahigh energies.
These models differ insignificantly by the details of
interaction, by the number of secondary-particle fla-
vors, and by the way in which diffractive processes
and processes involving the production of jets with
high transverse momenta are taken into account.
In the majority of the scaling models, the intensity

of the families generated in the case of a normal nu-
clear composition is two to four times as great as that
which was observed experimentally [18–21]. In view
of this, one occurs on the horns of a dilemma as to
whether to admit a violation of the scaling property in
the fragmentation region or to employ a much heavier
nuclear composition of primary cosmic rays [7, 8].
This was the motivation for investigating composi-
tions dominated by heavy elements (see Table 1). The
study of Dunaevsky et al. [21], who analyzed possible
solutions to this dilemma, is of interest as an example.
In the present study, x-ray-emulsion data are an-

alyzed on the basis of theMC0model [5], which relies
on the theory of quark–gluon strings. It takes into
PH
Table 2.Nuclear compositions of the families, fA,%

Nuclear composition p He CNO SiMg Fe

Normal [4, 5] 75.0 16.6 3.2 2.4 2.8

Heavy [6, 7] 56.0 16.6 11.0 0 16.4

Superheavy [8] 40.0 12.6 12.0 4.4 31.0

account diffractive processes, the generation of jets
having high transverse momenta, and the production
of strange and charmed particles. A detailed descrip-
tion of the model is given in [5].
We note that the CORSIKA code, which includes

various versions of the strong-interaction model, is
the most popular at present. In [22–24], the predic-
tions of the MC0 model were compared with the re-
sults of simulations according to the CORSIKA code
implemented in the DPM and the VENUS version.
It was shown there that the MC0 model leads to a
faster attenuation of the hadron component than each
of the CORSIKA versions. As will be seen from the
following, the fast attenuation of the hadron compo-
nent in the MC0 model ensures agreement between
the results that this model yields and the observed
intensity of gamma families. TheMC0 and the COR-
SIKA model yield different results for mean features
of the families as well, those within MC0 being closer
to experimental values than those within CORSIKA.
In view of all the above, we have chosen MC0 as the
basic model in our further analysis.
On the basis of theMC0model, we have simulated

the nuclear-electromagnetic cascades in the atmo-
sphere that are generated by various nuclei having a
power-law energy spectrum. The exponent γ of the
integrated energy spectrum of primary cosmic rays
was taken to be 1.7. For protons, we also simulated
a series of families featuring a knee in the energy
spectrum. In that case, we took, as input quantities,
γ = −1.7 for energies before the knee (3 × 1015 eV)
and γ = −2.2 for energies after the knee.
The present article consists of five sections. In

addition to the Introduction and the Conclusion, it
includes three main sections devoted to studying the
problems in question on the basis of experiments and
on the basis of a simulation. In Section 2, we consider
the problem of the intensities of the families at the
Pamir altitude (4370 m above sea level) and discuss
the computed and observed intensities. In Section 3,
we describe the properties of experimental and sim-
ulated families. In Section 4, we assess the degree
to which the model is able to reproduce experimen-
tal data, taking into account the possible systematic
errors of the relevant experiments. In the Conclusion,
we present the main results of our investigation.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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2. INTENSITY OF GAMMA–HADRON
FAMILIES

In Subsections 2.1 and 2.2, we study the intensity
of gamma–hadron families from the experimental and
from the computational point of view. At the end of
Subsection 2.2, we compare experimental and sim-
ulated results and discuss the dilemma of a heavy
nuclear composition versus a violation of the scal-
ing property in the fragmentation region. Owing to
a rather large inelasticity factor in the МС0 model,
good agreement between the observed and the pre-
dicted intensity of the families is achieved within the
quasiscaling approach.

2.1. Experiment

By a gamma–hadron family, one usually means a
set of electron–photon showers of gamma rays, elec-
trons, positrons (for the sake of brevity, all electron–
photon showers from γ, e+, and e− are referred to here
as gammas), and hadrons (π+, π−, n, p . . . ) arising in
the interaction of primary-cosmic-ray particles with
the nuclei of air atoms. The families that are analyzed
in the present study satisfy the conditions

100 ≤ ΣEγ < 1000 TeV, (2)

nγ ≥ 10, Eγ , E
γ
h ≥ 4 TeV, Rγ ≥ 1 cm,

where nγ is the number of electron–photon showers
in a gamma family, Eγ

h (Eγ) is the hadron (gamma)
energy, and Rγ is the mean radius of a family as
reckoned from its energy-weighted center. Only those
particles that are within the distance of 15 cm from
this center are included in the families.
In processing the families, we use here the so-

called aggregation procedure consisting in that gam-
mas (γiγj) occurring at a distance Rij less than
0.15 mm are treated as one gamma particle of energy
Eγ = Eγi + Eγj . For the majority of such gammas,
the darkening spots overlap, so that the measuring
device used perceives them as a single spot. The other
gammas are combined by means of the aggregation
procedure both in actual and in simulated families.
In this way, all gammas within the region Rij <
0.15 mm are combined.
Let us pay special attention to the condition Rγ ≥

1 cm. For the first time, this condition is used here
to select families. This is explained by two circum-
stances. On one hand, the features of the families
characterized by Rγ < 1 cm are strongly distorted by
the process of darkening-spot formation on the film
of the x-ray emulsion chamber used. A large part of
the corresponding darkening spots overlap, some of
them being united almost completely. It is especially
difficult to reproduce this in simulated families. In
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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Fig. 1.Normalized differential distributions of the families
with respect toRγ for (a) all families and (b) families with
Rγ ≥ 1 cm: (solid-line histogram) experimental data and
(dashed-line histogram) results of the calculation for a
normal nuclear composition.

view of this, we prefer to remove them from the analy-
sis. Similar considerations apply to ΣEγ > 1000 TeV
families. In their central part, there is a narrow lump
of gammas that can hardly be disentangled. On the
other hand, it was noticed in [25] that the relative
fraction of narrow families is greater in the experiment
than in the simulation (see Fig. 1a) and that their
properties differ from the properties of other families.
By way of example, we indicate that, in the experi-
ment, families occurring within the regionRγ < 1 cm
feature virtually no hadrons and that their spectrum
of Eγ is similar to the spectrum of Eγ in purely elec-
tromagnetic cascades. This is yet another argument
in favor of removing the set of Rγ < 1 cm families
from the analysis. Figure 1b demonstrates how the
distributions ofRγ in the model and in the experiment
become closer to each other as soon as Rγ < 1 cm
families are eliminated from the latter.

If the selection criteria

ΣEγ ≥ 100 TeV, Eγ
h , Eγ ≥ 4 TeV (3)
02
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are applied, the intensity of gamma–hadron fami-
lies at the Pamir altitude (4370 m above see level,
596 g/cm2) proves to be equal to [10]

0.69 ± 0.15 m−2 yr−1 sr−1. (4)

The interval of ±0.15 m−2 yr−1 sr−1 includes both
statistical and possible systematic errors.
The total number of families studied here, which

includes narrow ones (Rγ < 1 cm) is equal to 226. If
the selection criterion Rγ ≥ 1 cm is applied to them,
their total number will be 174.
Thus, the experimental intensity of the families

that satisfy the criteria in (2) is

Iexpt = (0.69 ± 0.15) × 174/226 (5)

= 0.53 ± 0.12 m−2 yr−1 cm−1.

2.2. Calculation

The vertical intensity of gamma–hadron families
can be represented in the form

Ivfam = Σ[IA(E ≥ E0)εA(E ≥ E0)] × Ω0/Ωfam
A , (6)

where IA(E ≥ E0) is the intensity of a nucleus of
atomic number A and energy in the range E ≥ E0;
εA(E ≥ E0) is the family-generation efficiency under
the conditions specified above; and Ω0 and Ωfam are
the solid angles for primary particles and their fami-
lies, respectively. For the last two quantities, we have

Ω0 = 2π, Ωfam = 2π/(1 + T/λatt), (7)

where T is the pressure at the altitude where the
array used is deployed (for the Pamir array, this is
596 g/cm2), while λatt is the mean attenuation length
for the families.
In turn, we have

εA = NA
fam/NA(E ≥ E0), (8)

where NA(E ≥ E0) is the number of simulated cas-
cades that were generated by a primary particle of
atomic number A and NA

fam is the number of families
that satisfy the selection criteria applied.
It is convenient to define IA in fractions of I—

that is, to normalize it to the total intensity of primary
cosmic rays. Specifically, we then have

CA = IA/I. (9)

It can be seen from Eqs. (5)–(8) that, in de-
termining the calculated intensity, the model spec-
ifies only εA (generation efficiency); as to CA and
the energy spectra of nuclei, they are dictated by
the presumed nuclear composition. The calculations
have shown that, within the errors, λatt is indepen-
dent of A and is equal to 75 ± 6 g/cm2, which is
PH
in good agreement with the experimental value of
λ
expt
att = 78 ± 4 g/cm2 [10].
We note that, up to a very high energy, the vertical

intensity of all primary-cosmic-ray particles,

Iv(E > E0) = ΣIvA(E > E0), (10)

was determined experimentally to a fairly high pre-
cision. It is common practice to describe this in-
tensity by the empirical expression proposed in [4].
We also used this expression, but we replaced the
exponent γ = −1.6 of the integrated energy spectrum
by the value of γ = −1.7, which is more popular at
present. As a result, we obtained Iv(E > 1015 eV) =
50 ± 20 m−2 yr−1 sr−1. From the data given in the
later study of Watson [1], who quoted the differential
vertical intensity, one can obtain the value of Iv(E >
1015 eV) = 47 ± 12m−2 yr−1 sr−1. Taking these two
results into account, we adopt, for our further analy-
sis, the estimate

Iv(E > 1015eV) = 50 ± 15m−2 yr−1 sr−1. (11)

For the family-generation efficiency, the results
of the calculations based on the MC0 model are
presented in Table 3. In the first line of this table,
we display the values of N sim

A (E ≥ E0), the actual
number of primary particles simulated isotropically
in the zenith-angle interval between 0◦ and 43◦. For
the group of C, N, and O nuclei and the group of Si
and Mg nuclei, as well as for Fe, the minimal primary
energy in the calculations was

EA
0 = A0.5 × 1015 eV. (12)

For the remaining nuclei (p,He), E0 = 1015 eV.
This choice of Θmax and E0 is dictated by the fact
that nuclei of energy below the above values of E0

for Θ > Θmax produce not more than 2% of the total
number of families.
Given in the second line of Table 3 is the number of

primary particles that is reduced to the full solid angle
and to the energy of E0 = 1015 eV; that is,

NA(E ≥ 1015 eV) (13)

= N sim
A /(1 − cos 43◦)/(EA

0 /1015 eV)1.7.

Further, the notation for the as-yet-unspecified
quantities in Table 3 is the following: N fam

A is the
total number of families generated by a given nucleus;
εA is the efficiency of their production—it is equal to
N fam
A /NA(E ≥ 1015 eV); and EA is the mean energy

of nuclei responsible for family generation.
All the data in the table, with the exception of

those in the last column, were computed under the
assumption that the exponent of the energy spectrum
of nuclei is γ = −1.7. The data in the last column
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 3. Efficiency εA of family generation by various nuclei and mean energy EA responsible for these families

p He CNO SiMg Fe p(−2.2)

N sim
A × 103 63.6 87 30 20 30 62

NA × 103 237 324 912 1113 3450 231

N fam
A 682 416 461 434 756 409

εA × 100 0.29 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.01 0.051 ± 0.003 0.038 ± 0.003 0.022 ± 0.001 0.18 ± 0.01

EA, PeV 15.0 29.0 53.0 66.0 80.0 9.0
Table 4.Some computed parameters (seemain body of the
text)

Nuclear composition ε× 100 Ifam,
m−2 yr−1 sr−1 Efam, PeV

Normal [4] 0.16 0.71 ± 0.22 22.0

Heavy [6, 7] 0.076 0.35 ± 0.11 32.0

Superheavy [8] 0.051 0.23 ± 0.07 45.0

Normal γ = −2.2 0.11 0.49 ± 0.15 17.0

correspond to the case where the proton spectrum
has a knee at the point Åknee = 3 × 1015 eV, with the
exponent being γ = −1.7 before the knee and γ =
−2.2 after it.
The data in Tables 1 and 3 make it possible to

determine the family-generation efficiency ε at a given
nuclear composition CA and a given exponent γ and
to predict the intensity Ifam of the families, the mean
energy Efam of primary nuclei responsible for family
generation, and the mean mass number of these nu-
clei that is expressed in terms of 〈lnA〉. All this is done
according to the formulas

ε = Σ(CAεA)/ΣCA, (14)

Ivfam = Iv0 Σ[CAεA(1 + T/λAatt)], (15)

Efam = Σ(CAεAEA)/Σ(CAεA), (16)

〈lnA〉 = Σ(CA lnA)/ΣCA. (17)

For the nuclear compositions investigated here, the
values of CA and 〈lnA〉 are given in Table 1, while
the values of εA and EA are displayed in Table 3. The
efficiency of family generation due to specific nuclei
and due to their mixtures (various nuclear composi-
tions) is shown in Fig. 2a as a function of lnA and as
a function of 〈lnA〉, respectively. The predicted inten-
sities of the families at various nuclear compositions
are presented in Fig. 2b.
As can be seen from Table 4 and from Fig. 2b,

only the normal composition with γ = −1.7 and the
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
Table 5.Mean values of the parameters P , their statistical
errors σP in experimental families, and the sensitivity S
of the parameters to the atomic number of the primary-
cosmic-ray nucleus

nh Rγ , cm RE
γ , cm

EγRγ ,
TeV cm

d qn qE

P 3.1 2.8 2.4 27.0 0.63 0.11 0.14

σP 0.3 0.1 0.1 2.0 0.01 0.01 0.01

S 1.38 1.33 1.26 1.04 0.96 0.65 0.60

normal composition allowing for a knee in the primary
proton spectrum ensure agreement with the experi-
mental value of the intensity of the gamma–hadron
families. In the latter case, all components of primary
cosmic rays but protons have γ = −1.7; as to protons,
this value of the exponent γ is replaced for them by
−2.2 at the point 3 × 1015 eV. For the intensity of
the families, the two heavier compositions from [6–
8] lead to results that fall significantly short of the
experimental value.
It should be emphasized that the possible system-

atic errors in measurements of gamma energies (see
Subsection 4.2 below) only strengthen the reliability
of our conclusions because the intensity predicted
with allowance for the systematic errors is equal to
0.58±0.18 m−2 yr−1 sr−1 for the normal composition
and to 0.28 ± 0.08 m−2 yr−1 sr−1 for the heavy one.
Thus, we can draw the following conclusions:
(i) The МС0 model solves the dilemma of a heavy

nuclear composition versus a violation of scaling in
the fragmentation region. Within this quasiscaling
model, it is possible to attain agreement between the
computed and the experimental intensity of the fam-
ilies for a normal nuclear composition. This result is
achieved owing to a relatively large inelasticity factor
in the MC0 model for hadron interactions with the
nuclei of atmosphere atoms.
(ii) Within the MC0 model, heavier nuclear com-

positions lead to an underestimation of the intensity
of the families.
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Fig. 2. (a) Family-generation efficiency (circles) for spe-
cific nuclei as a function of lnA and (triangles) for various
nuclear compositions as a function of 〈lnA〉. (b) Intensity
of gamma families for (1) a normal nuclear composition,
(2) a normal nuclear composition with allowance for a
knee in the proton spectrum, (3) a heavy nuclear com-
position, and (4) a superheavy nuclear composition; in
this panel, the horizontal dashed lines bound the region of
experimental data.

3. FEATURES OF GAMMA–HADRON
FAMILIES

Gamma–hadron families are characterized by a
number of measurable parameters that are defined
and described in the next two subsections. As before,
problems associated with measurement of these pa-
rameters are considered in the first of these subsec-
tions [Subsection (3.1)]. In Subsection 3.2, we ana-
lyze the results of our calculations and specific prob-
lems that arise in simulating the families in question.
On the basis of simulated families, we find param-
eters that are sensitive to the atomic number of the
parent nucleus. A brief conclusion on the agreement
of parameter values that are computed for a normal
nuclear composition with experimental data is given
in Subsection 3.2.
PH
3.1. Experiment

By convention the class of measured parameters
can be broken down into four subclasses:
(i) Energy features of gammas. These are nγ , the

number of gamma particles; Eγ , their mean energy;
and ΣEγ , the total energy of gamma particles in a
family.
(ii) Spatial features of gammas. These include

Rγ , the radius of a family (it is defined as the
mean distance between the center of a family and
a gamma particle in it); EγRγ , the mean product
that is analogous to the transverse momentum in
hadron–hadron interactions; REγ = ΣEγRγ/ΣEγ ,
the energy-weighted radius of a family; and d, the
ratio of the number nin of initial gammas to the
number nobs = nγ of observed ones (d = nin/nobs).
In order to determine the number of initial gammas
that are responsible for narrow groups of spots on the
film employed, the so-called decascading procedure
was applied that involved combining the observed
gammas occurring within a distance Rij into a single
gamma particle if Rij/(1/Ei + 1/Ej) < 10 TeV mm.
(iii) The energy features of hadrons. These are nh,

the number of hadrons; Eγ
h , the mean energy trans-

fer from a hadron to the soft component (apparent
hadron energy); ΣEγ

h , the total apparent energy of
hadrons; qE = ΣEγ

h/(ΣEγ + ΣEγ
h), the energy frac-

tion in the hadron component of a family; and qn =
nγ/(nγ + nh), the fraction of hadrons in the total
multiplicity of a family.
(iv) The spatial features of hadrons, including Rh

and Eγ
hRh. We emphasize that these are not consid-

ered in the present study, since the number of hadrons
is small as a rule; therefore, their spatial characteris-
tics exhibit very wide fluctuations.
The parameters that belong to a given subclass

suffer from the same types of systematic errors.
In the first class, they are determined by the errors

in the gamma energy. For the measured energies be-
tween 4 and 50 TeV, the relative error is approximately
equal to 20%. At high energies, there arise effects
associated with the saturation of darkening spots
from individual gammas. If possible, these effects are
taken into account during the primary treatment of
the families in determining the energies of individ-
ual gammas. Moreover, it was indicated in Subsec-
tion 2.1 that, in the analysis of events, only families
characterized by ΣEγ < 1000 TeV were included in
statistics and that gammas occurring at distances
satisfying the condition Rij < 0.15 mm were com-
bined into a single gamma particle. In our opinion,
this selection removes the bulk of systematic errors
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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in the parameters belonging to the first subclass. In
Subsection 4.2, we discuss this issue in greater detail.
The complications that may be involved in de-

termining the spatial features of gammas (second
subclass) have already been mentioned in Subsec-
tion 2.1. It should be recalled that the procedure ap-
plied in that case includes not only the aggregation of
gammas occurring at distances Rij < 0.15 mm but
also the elimination of families for which Rγ < 1 cm.
In the third subclass, there arise problems in de-

termining the apparent hadron energy Eγ
h from the

darkening of the corresponding spot. However, the
situation is simpler here than that around gammas:
the spot is saturated later (the density distribution
is flatter), and there is no overlap since the mean
distance between hadrons is much longer than that
between gammas. However, the relationship between
the apparent energy and the density of darkening
has received less adequate study for hadrons than for
gammas [26]. These problems will be discussed in
Subsection 3.2 in connection with a determination of
the apparent energy in simulated families.
As was indicated at the beginning of this subsec-

tion, the parameters of the fourth subclass are not
used in the present study.
The mean values of the parameters of gamma–

hadron families are given in Table 5, along with the
statistical errors in them.
Specifically, the first, the second, and the third line

of this table present, respectively, the mean parameter
values, their statistical errors, and the sensitivity S of
the parameters to the atomic number of a primary-
cosmic-ray nucleus. This sensitivity is determined
with the aid of simulated families for primary protons
and iron nuclei as

S = (〈PFe〉 − 〈Ppv〉/Dp, (18)

where 〈PFe〉 is the mean value of a given parameter for
families induced by iron nuclei, 〈Pp〉 is the analogous
quantity for protons, and Dp is the variance of this
parameter for a primary proton.
We note that all the parameters are defined in

such a way that 〈Pp〉 is less than 〈PFe〉. In order to
achieve this, we had to modify the initial definition of
a parameter in two cases. For example, the parameter
d was introduced in [27] as the ratio nobs/nin. We
redefined it via the substitution d→ 1/d. The param-
eter qE proposed in [28] as ΣEγ/Σ(Eγ + Eγ

h) was
transformed as qE → 1 − qE .
By way of example, the distributions of two

parameters—Rγ , which is sensitive to the atomic
number of the primary nucleus, and nγ, which is
insensitive to it—are displayed in Figs. 3a and 3b,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. Normalized differential distributions of gamma–
hadron families with respect to (a) Rγ and (b) nγ for
families generated by (solid-line histograms) protons and
(dashed-line histograms) Fe nuclei.

It can easily be seen that, in Table 5, the param-
eters are given in the order of reduction of their sen-
sitivity. The features of the families for which S < 0.5
were not included in Table 5. In attempts at investi-
gating the nuclear composition, they may have only
an adverse effect—having a very low sensitivity, these
parameters are useless, whereas systematic errors in
them may distort eventual results.

3.2. Calculation

The mean value of a given parameter P for families
corresponding to a specific nuclear composition CA
can be represented as

P = Σ(CAεAPA)/Σ(CAεA), (19)

where PA is the mean value of this parameter in the
families generated by a nucleus of atomic number
A and εA is the efficiency of family generation by a
nucleus whose atomic number is precisely this A and
whose energy is in excess of 1015 eV.
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Table 6.Mean values of the parameters PA and their vari-
ancesDP in simulated families (p∗ is the proton spectrum
with allowance for a knee)

nh Rγ , cm RE
γ , cm

EγRγ ,
TeV cm

d qn qE

p 2.7 2.8 2.4 24.0 0.59 0.10 0.10

Dp 2.4 1.5 1.6 15.0 0.16 0.07 0.11

p∗ 2.5 2.7 2.3 24.0 0.60 0.10 0.10

Dp∗ 2.4 1.4 1.5 14.0 0.16 0.08 0.10

He 3.3 3.2 2.9 30.0 0.63 0.12 0.20

DHe 2.8 1.6 1.7 17.0 0.16 0.08 0.11

CNO 4.3 4.0 3.6 34.0 0.69 0.14 0.15

DCNO 3.2 1.7 1.9 17.0 0.13 0.08 0.10

SiMg 5.0 4.5 4.1 38.0 0.72 0.16 0.16

DSiMg 4.0 1.8 2.0 19.0 0.13 0.08 0.11

Fe 6.3 4.8 4.4 40.0 0.74 0.18 0.19

DFe 4.7 1.9 2.1 18.0 0.13 0.09 0.11

As before, the model specifies the values of PA and
εA,CA and the slopes of the energy spectra ofA nuclei
being dictated by the nuclear composition.

It has already been indicated that, in selecting and
processing simulated families, we employed all those
procedures that were applied to experimental data.
The simulation of events involved that of the detection
of a hadron in the x-ray emulsion chamber and a
determination of the energy transfer from this hadron
to the soft component, Eγ

h = KγEh. For a hadron to
be recorded, it is necessary that this hadron undergo
interaction within the chamber and that the energy
transfer Åγh be greater than the threshold energy value
of 4 TeV. The probability of hadron interaction and
the coefficient Kγ are determined by the structure
of the x-ray emulsion chamber. Dedicated investiga-
tions show that, for the carbon chambers of the Pamir
experiment, the probability of hadron interaction is
approximately equal to 0.7 and that the distribution
f(Kγ) of Kγ for that experiment has a form close to
that of an incomplete gamma function [29]:

f(Kγ) = AKα
γ × exp(−Kγ/β), (20)

〈Kγ〉 = (α + 1)β.

At α = 1.5 and β = 0.075, we have 〈Kγ〉 = 0.188.
However, the condition Eγ

h > 4 TeV renders 〈Kγ〉
dependent onEh (see Fig. 4a). Therefore, a parameter
that plays a crucial role is not 〈Kγ〉 butKeff , which is
PH
Table 7. Expected values of the parameters of the families
for various nuclear compositions

Nuclear
composition nh Rγ RE

γ , cm
EγRγ ,
TeV cm

d qn qE

Normal 3.2 3.0 2.6 26.0 0.62 0.11 0.11

Heavy 3.6 3.3 2.9 29.0 0.64 0.12 0.12

Superheavy 4.2 3.7 3.3 32.0 0.66 0.13 0.14

given by

Keff =
∫ ∫

Kγf(Kγ)F (Eh)dEhdKγ , (21)

where F (Eh)dEh is the differential energy spectrum
of hadrons. According to our calculations, Keff =
0.23 for simulated families.
These values are quite compatible with those pro-

posed in the calculations of Malinowski et al. [29]
(see Fig. 4b). TheKγ distribution obtained in [29] un-
der the conditions corresponding to the Pamir cham-
bers are shown in Fig. 4b, along with the approx-
imation that we use. These two distributions are in
reasonably good agreement.
Knowing the interaction probability for a given

hadron, its energy, and the distribution function
f(Kγ) and using the Monte Carlo method, one can
obtain, for each hadron, answers to the following
questions: Has it undergone interaction? What is the
value of the energy transfer from it,Eγ

h = KγEh? Has
it been recorded (that is, is Eγ

h greater than Ethr =
4 TeV)? This algorithm was applied to simulated
families in order to obtain the values of nh, qn, and
qE .
For various primary nuclei, Table 6 presents the

values of the chosen sensitive (S > 0.5) parameters
PA of the families and the variances DP of these
parameters. The dependences of nh and Rγ on A are
shown in Fig. 5а, while the corresponding depen-
dence of d is given in Fig. 5b.
For all nuclei, the properties of the families were

computed under the assumption that the slope of
the integrated energy spectrum is γ = −1.7. In the
third and the fourth line of Table 6, we quote data for
families generated by protons whose energy spectrum
has a knee at the point E0 = 3 × 1015 eV, with the
slope parameter being γ = −1.7 before the knee and
−2.2 after it. As can be seen, these data differ only
slightly from those that were obtained for a spectrum
whose slope parameter is equal to the constant value
of γ = −1.7 (lines 1 and 2).
By using relation (19) and data presented in Ta-

bles 1, 3, and 6 (various compositions CA, generation
efficiency εA, and mean values of the parameters PA),
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 4. (a) 〈Kγ〉 as a function of Eh. (b) Normalized dif-
ferential distribution of electron–photon showers induced
by hadrons with respect toKγ : (histogram) data from [29]
and (curve) approximation of the present study.

we can deduce the parameter values expected for
given nuclear compositions (see Table 7).
From a comparison of the data in Tables 5 and 7, it

can be deduced that, for the normal nuclear composi-
tion, the predicted features of the families are in good
agreement with their experimental counterparts, but
the predictions based on the assumption of the heavy
(and the more so of the superheavy) composition
deviate significantly from experimental results.

4. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
WITH THE RESULTS PRODUCED

BY THE МС0 MODEL

In Subsections 4.1 and 4.2, we perform a detailed
comparison of experimental data with the results ob-
tained on the basis of the МС0 model. In Subsec-
tion 4.1, we reveal parameters that are sensitive to the
nuclear composition and, among them, select those
that do not correlate with one another. These param-
eters are then subjected to a χ2 test. All of these,
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Fig. 5. (a) Graphs representing (triangles)nh and (aster-
isks) Rγ versusA; (b) d as a function of A.

are in better agreement with the predictions in the
case of the normal composition than in the case of a
heavier one. In Subsection 4.2, we extend our analysis
to weakly sensitive parameters in order to explore
the possible systematic errors. Here, good agreement
with the results of the calculations is achieved for the
normal nuclear composition as well.

4.1. Compatibility of the МС0Model
with Experimental Data

In order to draw conclusions on the nuclear com-
position of primary cosmic rays from a comparison of
experimental data (see Table 5) with the predictions
of the МС0 model (Table 7), it is necessary to find

Table 8. Values of χ2
P for various parameters and values

of χ2
3

Nuclear composition χ2
nh

χ2
Rγ

χ2
d χ2

3

Normal 0.11 3.4 0.95 1.5

Heavy 2.7 20.0 0.24 7.7

Superheavy 13.0 54.0 7.20 25.0
02
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out which of the features subjected to analysis are
uncorrelated. Otherwise, traditional (for instance, the
χ2 criterion) and relatively new (neuron networks)
approaches may yield erroneous results in assessing
the degree of agreement (disagreement) of experi-
mental and calculated results.
Among the seven parameters chosen in our study

that are sensitive to the nuclear composition (Ta-
ble 6), there are two groups of features strongly cor-
related within a group. These are the energy features
of the hadrons involved—nh, qn, and qE (for example,
see Fig. 6a)—and the spatial features of gammas—
Rγ , REγ , and EγRγ (see Fig. 6b). The parameter d,
which weakly correlates with the parameters from ei-
ther group (see Fig. 6c), stands apart. The parameters
belonging to the different groups do not correlate (see
Fig. 6d).
PH
Relying on the aforesaid, we have chosen nh, Rγ ,
and d as sensitive and uncorrelated parameters for
a comparison of measured and computed data. For
these, we have computed the χ2

P functional individ-
ually as

χ2
P = [(Pexpt − Pmod)/σPexpt]2 (22)

and the total functional for the three uncorrelated
parameters as

χ2
3 = [(nhexpt − nhmod)/σnhexpt]2 (23)

+ [(Rγexpt −Rγmod)/σRγexpt]2

+ [(dexpt − dmod)/σdexpt]2/3.

In expressions (22) and (23), Pexpt and Pmod are
the mean values of the corresponding parameters,
while σPexpt is the root-mean-square deviation of
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Table 9. Values of the parameters P and corresponding χ2
P , along with experimental data

Experiment and nuclear composition nh Rγ , cm d qn
EγRγ ,
TeV cm

nγ
Eγ ,
TeV

Experiment P 3.1 2.8 0.63 0.11 27.0 21.0 12.1

σP 0.3 0.01 0.01 0.01 2.0 2.0 0.5

Normal P 3.2 3.0 0.62 0.11 26.0 24.0 11.1

χ2
P 0.11 3.4 0.95 0.06 1.3 13.0 3.1

Heavy P 3.6 3.3 0.64 0.12 29.0 25.0 10.8

χ2
P 2.71 20.0 0.24 1.5 0.86 20.0 7.0

Superheavy P 4.2 3.7 0.66 0.13 32.0 26.0 10.5

χ2
P 13.0 54.0 7.2 9.5 5.2 25.0 12.4
the parameter Pexpt. Instead of the total variance
of the parameters (σ2

expt + σ2
mod), we use here only

the corresponding experimental value σ2
expt, since the

computed error is much less than the experimental
one (the number of the families is three to five times
greater in the calculations than in the experiments
being discussed). The results are compiled in Table 8.
Since the number of degrees of freedom is equal

to unity for an individual parameter and since χ2
3

is the average of χ2 over these three parameters,
each χ2 must be close to unity in the case of good
agreement between theoretical and experimental re-
sults. This expectation comes true only for the normal
composition, but it is not realized for the heavy and
the ultraheavy composition. It should be emphasized
that relatively large values of χ2

Rγ
, χ2

d, and χ2
3 for

the normal composition may suggest the presence
of some systematic effects that have not yet been
removed completely (this problem will be analyzed in
Subsection 4.2). Figure 7 shows χ2

3 as a function of
〈lnA〉. The dashed straight line corresponds to χ2

3 =
4. If nuclear compositions for which χ2

3 ≥ 4 are re-
jected, the probability of making an error—that is, of
discarding a correct hypothesis—is less than 1%. On
this basis, we can state that all nuclear compositions
for which 〈lnA〉 is greater than 2.5 are ruled out by the
mean values of the features of experimental gamma
families because χ2

3 is greater than four for them (see
Fig. 7).

4.2. Systematic Errors
In Subsection 4.1, it was shown that the MC0

model featuring a normal nuclear composition of pri-
mary cosmic rays yields results that are in reason-
ably good agreement with experimental data. Never-
theless, two circumstances cast some doubt on the
overall description.
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
First, the experimental mean radius of the fami-
lies, Rγ = 2.8 ± 0.1 cm, is much less than the com-
puted radii, Rγ = 3.0–3.3 cm, for all nuclear com-
positions considered here (see Tables 5, 7). This ex-
plains the high value of χ2

Rγ
= 3.4—and, accordingly,

χ2
3 = 1.5—for the normal nuclear composition (see
Table 8). For the heavier compositions, the corre-
sponding values are still greater.
Second, the experimental mean value of nγ =

21 ± 2 is less than the computed value of nγ = 24–26
for any nuclear composition. It should be noted that
nγ is virtually independent of the atomic number of
the incident nucleus; therefore, we did not use this
parameter.
This arouses a suspicion that Rγ and nγ suffer

from systematic experimental errors. It is desirable to
find their common source.
In this section, we are going to embark on a more

comprehensive analysis of the consistency between
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the MC0 results and experimental data, taking into
account the possible systematic errors in experimen-
tally determined parameter values.
With this aim in view, the values of almost all

parameters of the gamma families, both those that
were measured experimentally and those that were
predicted by the MC0 model, are given in Table 9,
along with χ2

P values for each parameter and each
composition.
As was indicated above, the most glaring discrep-

ancy between the model results and the experimental
data is observed in the parameters Rγ and nγ . For
a heavier composition, this discrepancy is still more
pronounced. Inaccuracy in determining the energy
Eγ of the electron–photon shower according to the
darkening D corresponding to it may be the common
cause of all large deviations. The algorithm for going
over from D to Eγ is rather complicated. In addition
to the theoretical relationship between the energy of
a gamma particle and the number ne of electrons in
the cascade generated by this gamma particle, this
algorithm includes the properties of the film used
(rescaling from D to ne and saturation of this depen-
dence at large ne) and the conditions under which the
film is exposed (its background and the gap between
the film and the lead). All these effects are calculable
and can be tested experimentally. However, we cannot
rule out the possibility that some uncertainty may still
remain. These effects, primarily concerning isolated
quanta, do not exhaust the problem—there are still
cooperative phenomena in the families, such as a
partial overlap of electron–photon showers and even
their aggregation (this aggregation was taken into
account here in processing simulated families).
With the aim of assessing the effect of the errors

in measuring energy on the parameter values, we
supplemented the simulation of the families by in-
troducing a hypothetical distortion function f(Etrue)
PH
through the replacement of the true valueEtrue by the
measured value Emeas:

Emeas = f(Etrue)Etrue. (24)

For the distortion function, we used two versions.
The first is
f1(Etrue) = 10 TeV/Etrue(Etrue/10 TeV)α, (25)

where the exponent α satisfies the condition α > 1
(or α < 1) below 10 TeV and the condition α < 1 (or
α > 1) above 10 TeV, ensuring the underestimation
(or overestimation) of the true energy. The second
version has the form

f2(Etrue) = 70 TeV/Etrue(Etrue/70 TeV)β , (26)

where β < 1 over the entire range of Etrue. The pa-
rameters α and β were varied.
Figure 8 displays typical examples of the distortion

function. For a given choice of α, the function f1(E)
reflects an underestimation of the energy both below
and above Etrue = 10 TeV. On the contrary, f2(E)
overestimates the true energy up to 70 TeV and un-
derestimates it above this point. The form f2(E) of the
distortion function was borrowed from the article of
Dunaevsky et al. [30], who simulated the propagation
of gammas belonging to the families through the lead
of the chamber and their subsequent detection by a
film, taking into account all of the aforementioned
features.
In our calculations, we preassigned different val-

ues of α in such a way as to ensure the underestima-
tion (overestimation) of the energy by 10, 20, 50,−20,
and −40% near the measured threshold of 4 TeV and
the underestimation of the energy by −5, −10, and
−20% at the true energy of 100 TeV.
For the normal nuclear composition, Figs. 9a and

9b display χ2
P as a function of, respectively, the over-

estimation and the underestimation of energy. From
these figures, it can be seen that, even at a 10%
underestimation of energy near the threshold (Etrue =
4.4 TeV for Emeas = 4 TeV) or at zero underestima-
tion of energy at 100 TeV (Emeas = Etrue for Etrue >
100 TeV), all χ2

P values are acceptable. Concurrently,
it turned out that, in a reasonable interval of distor-
tions of high energies, the values of χ2

P depend only
slightly on the degree of underestimation of energy
at Etrue greater than 100 TeV (see Fig. 9b.) Since a
10% error is quite possible, we arrive once again at the
conclusion that, under the assumption of the normal
nuclear composition, the results obtained on the basis
of the MC0 model are in very good agreement with
experimental data.
The emerging pattern is totally different for the

heavy nuclear composition and themore so for the su-
perheavy one. In Subsection 4.1, we have shown that
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 9. Dependences of χ2
P and χ2

3 (each of the parameters that are generically denoted by P—Rγ , nγ , nh, d, and χ2
3—is

indicated on the corresponding curve) on (a) the degree of overestimation of energy near the measured threshold (4 TeV) for
the normal nuclear composition (Emeas = Etrue at Etrue > 100 TeV), (b) the degree of underestimation of energy near the
true energy of 100 TeV at the normal nuclear composition (the threshold value is Etrue = 4.8 TeV), and (c) the degree of
overestimation of energy near the measured threshold (4 TeV) for the heavy nuclear composition.
the results of the calculations assuming the heavy
nuclear composition are at odds with experimental
data. Figure 9c, which, for the heavy nuclear com-
position, presents data that are analogous to those
in Fig. 9a, demonstrates that no distortion function
is able to improve the agreement between the MC0
model and experimental data under the assumption
of the heavy nuclear composition. For the case of the
normal nuclear composition and for the case of the
heavy one, Table 10 gives χ2

P values obtained upon
introducing the distortion function at, respectively, a
10% and a 20% overestimation of energy near the
threshold. We note that, in the case of the superheavy
nuclear composition, the values of χ2

P are so great
that this possibility is not discussed in the following.

To conclude the above discussion, we present in-
formation about the intensity of the families that is
predicted if the above distortion functions are used.
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
Since the number of events passing the criteria for
selecting the families decreases as soon as the dis-
tortion function is introduced, the predicted intensity
of the families also decreases. For the normal nu-
clear composition, the intensity in question proves
to be Ifam = 0.58 ± 0.18 m−2 yr−1 sr−1 at Etrue =
4.4 TeV. For the heavy nuclear composition, it is
Ifam = 0.25± 0.08 m−2 yr−1 sr−1 atEtrue = 4.8 TeV.
We recall that the experimental value of the intensity
is Ifam = 0.53 ± 0.12 m−2 yr−1 sr−1. From the above
values, it can be seen that, upon the removal of the
possible systematic errors, the conclusions on the
nuclear composition that were drawn in Section 2
only become more firmly validated.

In the present study, we have used a few proce-
dures to simulate the process of detection of electron–
photon showers initiated by gammas and hadrons.
These are the aggregation procedure (unification of
02
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Table 10. Values of χ2
P for the normal and the heavy nuclear composition upon introducing the distortion function

Nuclear composition Etrue, TeV nh Rγ , cm d qn EγRγ , TeV cm nγ Eγ , TeV χ2
3

Normal 4.4 0.09 1.85 0.11 0.02 0.11 3.4 1.37 0.70

Heavy 4.8 0.63 7.39 2.65 1.84 1.88 4.63 2.15 3.60
closely spaced electron–photon showers), the pro-
cedure that assigns each hadron a coefficient Kγ

characterizing energy transfer from this hadron to the
soft component, and the possible overestimation of
of the energy threshold Ethr for gamma and hadron
detection. All this may seem incorrect and unnatural.
But in fact, an x-ray emulsion chamber distorts to
some extent, as any complicated array does, nuclear–
electromagnetic cascades incident on it. As a result,
one has to deal with the measured values Pmeas rather
than with true parameters Ptrue. For a comparison
of the parameters measured experimentally with the
results of model calculations to be meaningful, it is
necessary to simulate processes occurring in x-ray
emulsion chambers. Codes that are developed by the
Pamir collaboration to solve this problem are referred
to as the passage-through-the-chamber codes [30].
These are rather complicated codes analogous to the
JEANT code [31], which is used in accelerator prob-
lems to simulate distortions introduced by facilities
like ATLAS and CMS [32, 33].
In the present study, the passage-through-the-

chamber code was broken down into a few steps
(aggregation, Kγ , Ethr, Etrue → Emeas) in order to
trace separately the effect of each process involved.
The results of this approach made it possible to draw
conclusions on the role of each type of distortion in
a determination of the measurable parameters of the
families.

5. CONCLUSION

It has been proven that, under the assumption of
a normal nuclear composition (which is close to the
nuclear composition at 1014 eV), the MC0 model
predicts the intensity of the families that is in per-
fect agreement with experimental observations. This
resolves the long-standing problem of heavy nuclear
composition versus a strong violation of the scaling
property in the fragmentation region.
Further, it has been shown that, in the case of a

normal nuclear composition, the MC0 model is able
to describe not only the intensity of the families but
also all of their basic features (there are nearly 15 of
them).
In order to analyze the nuclear composition of

primary cosmic rays on the basis of simulated events
PH
that are generated by primary protons and iron nu-
clei, we have found those features of the families that
are sensitive to the atomic number A of the incident
nucleus. Among them, we selected three parameters
that do not correlate with one another. These are
the number of hadrons, nh; the radius of a gamma
family, Rγ ; and the parameter d characterizing the
electromagnetic structure of an event.
It turned out that the mean experimental values of

the chosen parameters are close to their counterparts
obtained in the computations assuming the normal
nuclear composition of primary cosmic rays and are
at odds with them for the heavy nuclear composition
(15% p, 58% Fe) and the more so for the superheavy
one (7% p, 70% Fe). In our analysis, we have used
the quantity Σχ2

P/3 averaged over the above three
parameters. It proved to be 1.5 for the normal nuclear
composition and 7.7 and 25 for the heavy and the
superheavy one, respectively.
Despite fairly good overall agreement between the

theoretical and experimental results in the case of the
normal nuclear composition, two of the basic fea-
tures of the families, nγ and Rγ , exhibit considerable
deviations from the expected values: χ2

nγ
= 13.0 and

χ2
Rγ

= 3.4. Our investigations have revealed that, if
we admit a 10% underestimation of energy near the
threshold for gamma detection (4 TeV) and introduce
an appropriate distortion function in the computed
properties of the families, the relevant χ2 values be-
come χ2

nγ
= 3.4 and χ2

Rγ
= 1.8. In the case of a 20%

underestimation of energy, the two χ2 values in ques-
tion are both close to unity. On the other hand, no
distortion function can ensure agreement between the
experimental and computed values of mean features
of the families for the heavy and the superheavy nu-
clear composition.
The basic conclusions of the present analysis can

be formulated as follows:
(i) Under the assumption of the normal nuclear

composition, the results obtained on the basis of the
MC0model are in perfect agreement with experimen-
tal data on gamma–hadron families.
(ii) In the energy region around 1016 eV, which

is above the knee in the energy spectrum of primary
cosmic rays, their nuclear composition is close the
nuclear composition at energies of about 1014 eV.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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(iii) Models of the nuclear–electromagnetic cas-
cade that assume a nuclear composition enriched in
heavy elements (iron) contradict experimental data on
the families. They predict an overly low intensity of the
families and incorrect values of the mean features.
(iv) All quasiscaling models [6, 12, 14, 15, 22–

24], with the exception of MC0, predict an intensity
of the families that is two to three times as great as
that which is observed experimentally. This means
that, in all of them (with the exception of MC0), the
attenuation length for the hadron component is overly
great. The best agreement between the measured
mean features of the families with the results pro-
duced by theMC0model [22–24] is also a corollary of
a stronger attenuation of hadrons. Therefore, a rather
large inelasticity factor in the interactions of cosmic-
ray particles with the nuclei of atoms of the atmo-
sphere is a feature peculiar to inelastic interactions at
high energies.
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Abstract—Somemodifications of the formula for calculating the electromagnetic pion-mass difference are
proposed on the basis of the chiral-symmetry-restoration phenomenon at high energies and the operator-
product expansion of quark densities for vector (ρ) and axial-vector (a1) meson fields. All calculations are
performed through taking into account higher meson resonances in the vector and axial-vector channels. It
is shown that the inclusion of only the first ρ0 and a1 radial excitations improves the results of the calculation
for the electromagnetic pion-mass difference in relation to the known ones. The electromagnetic ρ- and a1-
meson decay constants and the constant L10 of the effective chiral Lagrangian are estimated with the aid
of the generalized Weinberg sum rules. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the correlation functions for
vector (V ) and axial-vector (A) meson fields are re-
lated to some experimentally observed characteristics
of pseudoscalar mesons—in particular, with the elec-
tromagnetic pion-mass difference ∆mπ|em [1]. Re-
cent experimental data of ALEPH [2] and OPAL [3]
collaborations on hadronic τ decays (τ → (V A)ντ ,
τ → πντ ) indicate that, in order to check both per-
turbative and nonperturbative QCD parameters, it
is necessary to take into account more degrees of
freedom in pseudoscalar channels for the V V –AA
correlation functions. In particular, the authors of [4]
performed an analysis of experimental data [2] ob-
tained by the ALEPH collaboration for the correlation
function difference ΠV − ΠA by studying the decay
τ → (V,A)ντ . It turned out that this difference virtu-
ally vanishes even at intermediate energies of�3GeV.
A small contribution of the first radial excitations of
vector mesons to ΠV − ΠA can be seen experimen-
tally, but the contribution of the next ones is nearly
negligible.

As follows from [1, 5], the bulk of the pion-mass-
difference effect generally has an electromagnetic ori-
gin. There are various approaches to calculating the
electromagnetic contribution to ∆mπ|em [5–15]. One
simple way to calculate this quantity in the chiral
limit and to the lowest order in the electromagnetic
interactions was proposed in [1], where it was calcu-
lated within the current algebra by using the Wein-
berg sum rules [16], these sum rules being satu-
rated by one vector [ρ(770)] and one axial-vector
[a1(1260)] meson. From the Particle Data Group [17]
1063-7788/02/6510-1862$22.00 c©
(see also [18]), it is known, however, that there is a se-
ries of heavier meson states whose quantum numbers
are those of the ρ(770) meson [ρ(1450), ρ(2150)] and
which represent radial excitations of the ρ(770) me-
son in terms of potential quark models. In the axial-
vector channel, there can exist radial excitations of
the a1(1260) resonance as well. However, their mass
spectrum has not yet been accurately identified [19–
21]. Thus, there arises the problem of assessing the
contribution of these higher meson resonances to the
electromagnetic pion-mass difference ∆mπ|em.

In this study, we analyze the contribution of the
first radial (V, A) excitations to the electromag-
netic pion-mass difference ∆mπ|em. Our analysis is
based on modifications of the relation derived in [1]
(DGMLY relation). Two ways are proposed. The
first one explores an additional Weinberg sum rule
following from the requirement of chiral-symmetry
restoration at high energies [22] and the operator-
product expansion (OPE) [23]. The second one does
not use this sum rule. It should be emphasized that
our goal is not to calculate ∆mπ|em strictly (this
quantity is known from experimental data), but we
are going to employ this difference to calculate some
physical parameters of hadron resonances and to
investigate the contribution of higher meson reso-
nances to saturation of physical observables.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we recall the idea underlying the derivation of the
DGMLY relation for the electromagnetic pion-mass
difference and present a scheme for obtaining the
Weinberg sum rules from the requirement of chi-
ral symmetry restoration at high energies and OPE.
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Section 3 is devoted to extending the classical for-
mula from [1] by taking into account higher meson
(V , A) resonances. There, we also calculate some
electromagnetic decay constants for the ρ0 and a1

mesons and the constant L10 of the effective chiral
Lagrangian [24], which can be determined, in par-
ticular, from the decay π → eνγ. The results are dis-
cussed in Section 4.

2. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PION-MASS
DIFFERENCE AND THE WEINBERG SUM

RULES

In the chiral limit, the electromagnetic pion-mass
difference ∆mπ|em is given by the known relation [1,
8, 11, 25, 26]

(m2
π+ −m2

π0)|em =
2e2C
f2
π

, (1)

where fπ represents the weak pion decay constant
and the constant C is

C = − 1
8π2

3
4

∞∫
0

dp2p2[ΠV (p2) − ΠA(p2)]; (2)

here,

ΠC(p2) =
∫
d4x exp(ipx)〈(q̄(x)Γq(x)q̄(0)Γq(0))〉,

(3)

C ≡ V,A; Γ ≡ γµ, γµγ5

represents the two-point correlation functions for
vector and axial-vector quark densities in Euclidean
space. In the large-Nc limit (planar limit), the cor-
relation functions for color-singlet quark densities
are saturated completely by narrow meson reso-
nances [27, 28]; that is,

ΠC(p2)|planar =
∑
n

ZCn
p2 + m2

C,n

, (4)

where mC,n and ZCn denote, respectively, the masses
and the residues of corresponding resonances.

On the other hand, it follows from the asymptotic
freedom of QCD that the high-energy asymptotic
behavior of these correlation functions is described
by perturbation theory and OPE [23]. To the lowest
order, this behavior is given by

ΠC(p2)|p2→∞ ∼ p2 ln
p2

µ2
, (5)

where µ is a normalization point for fermion currents.
From a comparison of (4) and (5), one can infer

that an infinite set of resonances with equal quantum
numbers must exist in order to reproduce the pertur-
bative asymptotic form (5). In the chiral limit and in
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
the large-Nc approach, it can be shown that, in V,A
channels, we have [22, 29]

(
ΠV (p2) − ΠA(p2)

)
p2→∞ ≡ ∆V A

p6
+ O

(
1
p8

)
, (6)

∆V A 
 −16παs〈q̄q〉2,
where, by definition,

ΠV,A
µν (p2) ≡ (−δµνp2 + pµpν)ΠV,A(p2). (7)

It follows from relation (6) that, because of a fast
convergence of the difference ΠA − ΠV with increas-
ing p2, one may expect chiral symmetry restoration
at high energies, with the difference ΠA − ΠV be-
ing approximated by an order parameter of chiral-
symmetry breaking (CSB) in QCD (that is, the quark
condensate 〈q̄q〉). The asymptotic form (6) represents
the so-called condition of chiral-symmetry restora-
tion in V,A channels. It leads to a set of sum rules
(see, for example, [22]) for spectral characteristics of
V,Amesons—namely, the expansion of (6) in powers
of p2 leads to ∑

n

ZVn −
∑
n

ZAn = 4f2
π , (8)

∑
n

ZVn m
2
V,n −

∑
n

ZAnm
2
A,n = 0, (9)

∑
n

ZVn m
4
V,n −

∑
n

ZAnm
4
A,n = ∆V A. (10)

Relations (8) and (9) are theWeinberg sum rules [16].
Equation (10) represents an additional sum rule
following from OPE. The vector and axial-vector
residues are related to the electromagnetic meson
widths by the equation [30]

Z(V,A)
n = 4f2

(V,A),nm
2
(V,A),n, (11)

where f(V,A),n are (dimensionless) electromagnetic
decay constants.

The Weinberg sum rules ensure convergence of
the integral in Eq. (2) in the ultraviolet limit. As a
result, one obtains

(m2
π+ −m2

π0)|em =
3
4
αem

πf2
π

(12)

×
∞∑
k=1

{
f2
A,km

4
A,k lnm2

A,k − f2
V,km

4
V,k lnm2

V,k

}
.

Substituting the two-resonance ansatz (k = 1) for
V,A correlation functions into (12), one arrives at the
equation [1]

∆mπ|(2)em ≡ (mπ+ −mπ0)|(2)em (13)
02
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=
3αem

4π(mπ+ + mπ0)
m2
a1m

2
ρ

m2
a1 −m2

ρ

ln
m2
a1

m2
ρ

.

Using the Weinberg relation ma1 =
√

2 mρ, one

finds ∆mπ|(2)em = 5.21 MeV. The experimental value
is (mπ+ −mπ0)|expt = 4.59 MeV [17]. In fact, the
Weinberg relation is not exact. The substitution
of the physical a1-meson mass ma1 = 1230 MeV

into (13) yields the estimate ∆mπ|(2)em = 5.79 MeV
(the relative deviation from the experimental value is
26%). We note that there are other contributions to
the differencemπ+ −mπ0—specifically, those that are
caused by the isospin-symmetry breaking (that is, the
inequality of the u- and d-quark masses [31–33] in
theQCD). The total magnitude of these contributions
is ∆mπ|QCD = 0.17 ± 0.03 MeV [24]. The correction
of order 1/Nc does not exceed 7%, as follows from [15,
26]. The effect of weak interactions is less than
1% [34]. Thus, the contribution of electromagnetic
interactions alone proves to be

∆mπ|em = 4.42 ± 0.03 MeV, (14)

and we will make a comparison just with (14) (as this
was done, for example, in [9, 11]). Thus, the relative
discrepancy of the result in (13) with (14) is 31%
for the two-resonance ansatz. In the next section,
we will try to estimate this difference, taking into
consideration higher meson resonances in the vector
and axial-vector channels.

3. CALCULATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
PION-MASS DIFFERENCE

WITH ALLOWANCE FOR HIGHER
V -, A-MESON RESONANCES

Now, we proceed to calculate the electromagnetic
pion-mass difference ∆mπ|em in the case where there
are two vector and two axial-vector resonances—that
is, within the so-called four-resonance ansatz. The
utilization of theWeinberg sum rules (8) and (9) made
it possible to eliminate the parameters fρ and fa1
from (13). In the four-resonance case, one has three
sum rules of chiral-symmetry restoration (CSR) that
involve four unknown parameters fρ, fa1 , fρ′ , and
fa′1 . The problem can be solved in a self-consistent
way by applying an approximate inequality ma′1

�
mρ′ , which follows from the properties of the mass
spectrum obtained, in particular, in [29, 35]. Let
us introduce a presumably small parameter δm ≡
m2
a′1

−m2
ρ′

m2
ρ′

� 1. Saturating the correlation functions

in (2) by four resonances and retaining only the first
PH
power of δm, one obtains the following result for

the ∆mπ|(4)em :

(m2
π+ −m2

π0)|(4)em 
 3
4
αem

πf2
π

{
f2
a1m

4
a1 lnm2

a1 (15)

− f2
ρm

4
ρ lnm2

ρ − δfm
4
ρ′ lnm2

ρ′ + εm2
ρ(1 + 2 lnm2

ρ)
}
.

Here, the unknown parameters f2
ρ , f

2
a1 , and δf ≡

f2
ρ′ − f2

a′1
should be computed from the CSR sum

rules within a four-resonances consideration, namely,

m2
ρf

2
ρ −m2

a1f
2
a1 + m2

ρ′δf = f2
π + ε,

m4
ρf

2
ρ −m4

a1f
2
a1 + m4

ρ′δf = 2m2
ρ′ε, (16)

m6
ρf

2
ρ −m6

a1f
2
a1 + m6

ρ′δf = −4〈q̄q〉2 + 3m4
ρ′ε,

where ε ≡ f2
a′1
m2
ρ′δm.

Using experimental values of mρ = 770 MeV,
ma1 = 1230 ± 40 MeV, mρ′ = 1465 ± 25 MeV, and
fπ = 93 MeV and bearing in mind an averaged value
for the quark condensate [〈q̄q〉 = −235 ± 15 (MeV)3]
and a model estimate for the small parameter ε (for
example, from [35] and the condition fa′1 � fρ′), one
can find from (15) and (16) that

fρ ≈ 0.18, fa1 ≈ 0.11, f2
ρ′ − f2

a′1
≈ 0.0034,

(17)

and, for the electromagnetic pion-mass difference
∆mπ|em, that

∆mπ|(4)em ≈ 3.85 ± 0.16 MeV. (18)

The inclusion of the correction for a nonzero value of
the quark condensate improves the result for ∆mπ|(4)em

by 5%. The relative deviation from (14) amounts
to 13% for the ansatz being considered. We note

that ∆mπ|(4)em grows in response to an increase in

the quark-condensate value [for example, ∆mπ|(4)em =
4.42 MeV for 〈q̄q〉 = −300 (MeV)3] and that, if, for
fπ, one uses the value that it would have in the chiral
limit, fπ = 87 MeV [24], the result changes by less
than 1%.

As follows from data presented [8], fρ = 0.20 ±
0.01 (from the decay ρ0 → e+e−) and fa1 = 0.10 ±
0.02 (from the decay a1 → πγ). The constant fρ′ has
not yet been determined experimentally because the
electromagnetic decay of the ρ′ meson is strongly
suppressed by hadronic decay channels. Neverthe-
less, Eq. (17) provides a lower bound on this con-
stant, fρ′ � 0.06. Our numerical estimates for fρ and
fa1 agree with those given in [37].

We also are able to compute the constant L10 that
appears in the effective chiral Lagrangian [24] and
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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which depends on the mean-square electromagnetic
pion radius 〈r2

π〉 and on the axial-vector pion form fac-
tor FA for the decay π → eνγ (see, for example, [36]).
Using the relation

L10 = − 1
16

d

dp2

(
p2
(
ΠV (p2) − ΠA(p2)

))
p2=0

(19)

and Eqs. (4) and (11), one easily obtains the following
result for L10 [29]:

L10 =
1
4

(∑
n

f2
A,n −

∑
n

f2
V,n

)
. (20)

For the case of n = 1, 2, this leads to the esti-
mate L10 ≈ −6.0 × 10−3, which is consistent with
that of [4] from hadronic τ decays: L10 = −(6.36 ±
0.09|expt ± 0.16|theor) × 10−3.

Let us now find out how the above scheme for cal-
culating ∆mπ|em works in the case where one takes
into account new resonances in the CSR sum rules.
By virtue of CSR at high energies, one may expect
that fulfillment of the inequalitym2

a′1
−m2

ρ′ � m2
ρ′ en-

tails fulfillment of the inequality m2
a′′1

−m2
ρ′′ � m2

ρ′′ .

Since the mass mρ′′ is known, only one new variable
f2
ρ′′ − f2

a′′1
appears in the set of Eqs. (16). As an ad-

ditional condition, one can set the constant fa1 to its
experimental value of fa1 ≈ 0.10. A numerical solu-

tion then yields ∆mπ|(6)em ≈ 3.94 MeV [relative devi-
ation from (14) amounts to 11%], fρ ≈ 0.18, f2

ρ′ −
f2
a′1

≈ 0.0023 (and, consequently, fρ′ � 0.05), f2
ρ′′ −

f2
a′′1

≈ 0.0003, and L10 ≈ −6.2 × 10−3. One can see

that the addition of higher resonances in calculating
the electromagnetic pion-mass difference improves
the results, making them more consistent with the
experimental value.

One can estimate the contribution of higher reso-
nances to (12) in a different way. Namely, taking into
account in (12) the inequality

m2
A,k −m2

V,k

m2
V,k

� 1, k > 1, (21)

which is a consequence of CSR at high energies, we
arrive at

n∑
k=2

(
m4
A,kf

2
A,k lnm2

A,k −m4
V,kf

2
V,k lnm2

V,k

)
(22)


 (m4
ρf

2
ρ −m4

a1f
2
a1) ln m̄2

V,n

+
n∑
k=2

(
m2
A,k

m2
V,k

− 1

)
m4
A,kf

2
A,k,
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where we have introduced the averaged mass m̄V,n as
n∑
k=2

(
m4
V,kf

2
V,k −m4

A,kf
2
A,k

)
lnm2

V,k (23)

≡ ln m̄2
V,n

n∑
k=2

(
m4
V,kf

2
V,k −m4

A,kf
2
A,k

)
.

Under the assumptions made and at the values ad-
mitted here for the V -, A-meson spectral character-
istics, the second term in (22) is two to three orders
of magnitude less than the first one (at least if n is
not large). Therefore, we may henceforth neglect it.
Expression (12) can be recast into the form

∆mπ|(n)
em =

3
4

αem

πf2
π(mπ+ + mπ0)

(24)

×
{

(m4
a1f

2
a1 lnm2

a1 −m4
ρf

2
ρ lnm2

ρ)

− (m4
a1f

2
a1 −m4

ρf
2
ρ ) ln m̄2

V,n

}
.

The second term in (24) (which has the factor
ln m̄2

V,n) is a correction to (13) [Eq. (13) is written in a
form where the constants fρ and fa1 are eliminated by
means of the one-channel Weinberg sum rules]. Were
the second one-channel sum rule (9) exactly valid,
this term would vanish.

If we assume quite a good convergence of the CSR
sum rules (such that the inclusion of k > 2 reso-
nances therein would not lead to a significant change
in the spectral characteristics of k ≤ 2 mesons), then
the quantity m̄V,n differs, in practice, frommρ′ slightly
within our approximation. Thus, we can set ln m̄V,n 

lnmρ′ , and the generalization for Eq. (13) then has
the form

∆mπ|em 
 3
4

αem

πf2
π(mπ+ + mπ0)

(25)

×
{
m4
ρf

2
ρ ln

m2
ρ′

m2
ρ

−m4
a1f

2
a1 ln

m2
ρ′

m2
a1

}
,

where the overbar means that the averaged mass
approximation is used for higher meson resonances.
In contrast to what we had in the preceding method,
expression (25) does not contain the quark conden-
sate, whose value varies considerably in the literature.

As follows from the derivation of formula (25), we
should substitute there those values of fρ and fa1
that they have in the ansatz that is being considered,
which includes a given number of resonances (since
the Weinberg sum rules must be satisfied). By way
of example, we indicate that, in the four-resonance
case, these are fρ ≈ 0.18 and fa1 ≈ 0.11, relation (25)
then yielding the result ∆mπ|(4)em = 3.64 MeV, which
is almost coincident with that in (18) without al-
lowance for the quark condensate. Compared with
02
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the one-channel consideration, the last value is
better. In addition, the advantage of formula (25)
over (13) is obvious in the case where one sub-
stitutes directly, for fρ and fa1 , their experimental
values and varies them within their experimental
bounds: fρ = 0.20 ± 0.01, fa1 = 0.10 ± 0.02, and
ma1 = 1230 ± 40 MeV. Relation (13) [more strictly,
Eq. (12) with k = 1] then leads to the absurd estimate
∆mπ|em = 102+160

−120 MeV, which is associated with
poor fulfillment of the one-channel Weinberg sum
rules. At the same time, the result given by Eq. (25)
appears to be quite acceptable: ∆mπ|em = 7.4 ±
3.3 MeV. Thus, the second term in (24) is on the same
order of magnitude as the first one. Consequently,
the inclusion of higher meson resonances is of im-
portance. One may expect from Eq. (24) that, upon
going over from the four-resonance ansatz to the six-
resonance one, etc., the resulting correction will grow
slowly in the right direction, since the inclusion of
higher meson resonances with k > 2 effectively leads
to a slight increase in the averaged mass m̄V,n and
since the corresponding contribution enters into (24)
with a negative sign. As a result, the transition from
the two-resonance ansatz to the four-resonance one
changes the electromagnetic pion-mass difference in
the right direction and the inclusion of higher meson
resonances (k > 2) produces a similar result, but the
latter only leads to an insignificant correction.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented two methods for taking into
account both vector (ρ′, ρ′′, . . .) and axial-vector
(a′1, . . .) higher meson resonances in calculating
the electromagnetic pion-mass difference ∆mπ|em.
These methods are based on the idea of chiral-
symmetry restoration at high energies and on the
operator-product expansion of the correlation func-
tions for vector and axial-vector quark densities. All
calculations have been performed in the chiral limit in
the large-Nc approximation, and use has been made
here of the asymptotic freedom of QCD.

First, ∆mπ|em has been calculated in the four-
resonance approximation, where, in addition to the ρ
and a1 mesons, their first excitations (namely, the ρ′

and a′1 mesons) have been taken into consideration.
The conventional Weinberg sum rules have been sup-
plemented with the third sum rule (10), which follows
from the operator-product expansion. In the calcula-
tion, it has also been assumed thatma′1

� mρ′ , which
is expected by virtue of asymptotic chiral-symmetry
restoration. As a result, the electromagnetic pion-

mass difference has been estimated at ∆mπ|(4)em ≈
3.85 ± 0.16 MeV, which improves the agreement be-
tween theoretical predictions and the experimental
PH
value of∆mπ|expt = 4.42± 0.03 MeV (where the cor-
rection due to this isospin-symmetry breaking was
taken into account) by 18%. For the ρ0- and a1-
meson electromagnetic decay constants, we have ob-
tained the estimates fρ ≈ 0.18 and fa1 ≈ 0.11, which
are in good agreement with the results deduced in [8,
37] by using different model approaches. The cal-
culation of the constant L10 of effective chiral La-
grangian [24] has yielded here the value of L10 ≈
−6.0 × 10−3, which is in good agreement with ex-
perimental data following from hadronic τ-decays [4]:
L10 = −(6.36 ± 0.09|expt ± 0.16|theor) × 10−3. More-
over, it has been shown that the inclusion of the
next resonances improves the result insignificantly, by
about a few percent.

The second approach represents an extension of

Eq. (13) for ∆mπ|(2)em toward including higher reso-
nances. First of all, it turns out that, when we use
experimental values for the masses of the ρ and a1

mesons and for their decay constants, the gener-
alized Eq. (25) works better than (12) in the one-
channel (k = 1) case. Second, one can see from the
generalized Eq. (24) that the inclusion of the ρ′ and a′1
meson reduces the discrepancy and that the inclu-
sion of higher resonances (k > 2) also leads to an
improvement.

Finally, we note that an attempt was made in [38]
to estimate, on the basis of phenomenology, a number
of quantities, including ∆mπ|em, with the aid of two-
point correlation functions saturated by an infinite
number of resonances of relevant mesons. In that
study, the mass spectrum of higher excitations was
parametrized by a trajectory of the Regge–Veneziano
type, in contrast to [35], where the mass spectrum
of vector meson resonances was calculated within
quasilocal quark models [39] without introducing any
preliminary assumptions on the form and structure of
the spectrum of higher meson resonances. The value
obtained for the electromagnetic pion-mass differ-
ence was ∆mπ|(∞)

em = 3.2 MeV; that is, the discrep-
ancy with (14) makes up 28%, which indicates an un-
satisfactory approximation of the spectral character-
istics of vector meson excitations in [38]. A somewhat
different approach to including meson excitations and
to calculating their spectral characteristics that is
based on the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model with sep-
arable four–quark interactions can be found in [40].
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Abstract—The dependence of the K+ → π0l+νlγ decay rate on the T -odd kinematical variable ξ =
q · [pl × pπ]/m3

K is investigated in the tree and one-loop approximations of the Standard Model (SM). It
is shown that the partial width of the decay on the tree level is an even function of the variable ξ, whereas the
odd component is generated by the electromagnetic final-state interaction and determined by the imaginary
parts of one-loop diagrams. The ξ-odd components of the partial widths of the K+ → π0

å
+νåγ and K+ →

π0µ+νµγ decays calculated in the one-loop approximation are smaller by four orders of magnitude than the
even components evaluated from the tree-level SM diagrams. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of the rare radiative decays of K
mesons offer an interesting possibility in the search
for new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM).
In particular, signals of the new CP-violating in-
teractions are of special interest. In contrast to the
SM, where violation of the CP symmetry is due
to the complex phase in the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–
Maskawa (CKM) matrix, the CP violation in the SM
extensions appears naturally. For example, it may be
due to the complex coupling constants characteriz-
ing the interaction of the new charged Higgs bosons
with fermions [1], hypothetical tensor interactions [2],
etc. The CP violation effects can be revealed in the
experimental studies of the values sensitive to the T -
odd contributions. Examples of such values are of-
fered by the T -odd correlation (ξ = q · [pl×pπ]/m3

K)
in the K± → π0µ±νγ decay [3] or the transverse
muon polarization in theK± → µ±νγ decay [4]. Cur-
rent experiments cannot obtain the level of accuracy
needed for an analysis of the differential distributions
in the K± → π0µ±(e±)νµ(e)γ decays. However, up
to ∼7.0 × 105 events of the K+ → π0µ+νµγ decay
are expected in the planned OKA experiment [5].
This would make possible a detailed study of the
differential distributions for this process and either
reveal the manifestations of new interactions or set
more stringent limits on the parameters of extended
models.

In the search for possible T -odd effects in the
K+ → π0µ+νµγ decay, it is especially important to
estimate the SM contribution to the distribution with

*e-mail: braguta@mail.ru
1063-7788/02/6510-1868$22.00 c©
respect to ξ, which arises from the final-state elec-
tromagnetic interactions and provides a natural back-
ground for the new interactions.

Of special interest in the studies of possible T -
odd effects is the Weinberg model with three Higgs
doublets [1, 6]. This model allows for the complex
Yukawa constants, which gives rise to interesting
phenomena. It was shown [3] that the study of the
T -odd correlation in the K+ → π0µ+νµγ decay
makes it possible either to discover the terms linear in
the CP-violating coupling constants or to set more
stringent limits on the three-doublet Weinberg model
parameters.

In this study, we consider the dependence of the
partial width of the K+ → π0l+νlγ decay on the
kinematic variable ξ = q · [pl × pπ]/m3

K in the SM.
In the general case, a differential distribution of the
partial width ρ(ξ) = dΓ/dξ can be represented as a
sum of the even (feven) and odd (fodd) functions of
the variable ξ. In the tree approximation of the SM,
the fodd component vanishes. In what follows, we
demonstrate that this effect is a direct consequence of
the fact that the imaginary parts of the form factors of
the decay evaluated in the chiral perturbation theory
are equal to zero. However, the radiative corrections
due to the final-state interactions [7] give rise to the
imaginary parts of the form factors that appear in the
expression for the amplitude of the K+ → π0l+νlγ
decay. This, in turn, determines the nonvanishing odd
contribution to the ξ distribution, which is calculated
below in the one-loop approximation. The matrix
element of the K+ → π0l+νlγ decay is evaluated in
the leading approximation of the chiral perturbation
theory, that is, to within O(p4) terms [8].
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”



T -ODD CORRELATION 1869
In order to describe the T -odd effects, we intro-
duce, in addition to fodd, a quantity defined by the for-
mula Aξ = (N+ − N−)/(N+ + N−), where N+ and
N− are the numbers of events with ξ > 0 and ξ < 0,
respectively. In this ratio, the numerator depends only
on fodd(ξ), whereas the denominator is proportional
to feven(ξ). As a consequence, this value is sensitive
to the effects described by odd functions of ξ.

In what follows, we show that the one-loop SM
contribution to fodd is much smaller than feven

(fodd/feven ∼ 10−4). Hence, the proposed observ-
ables Aξ and fodd are sensitive to T -odd contribu-
tions and so are of particular interest in the search for
the effects beyond the SM.

Another variable that is sensitive to violations of
the CP symmetry, is the transverse polarization PT of
the muon produced in the K+ → π0µ+ν and K+ →
µ+νγ decays [4, 7, 9]. In the framework of the SM,
a nonzero transverse polarization, as well as the ξ
dependence of the amplitude of the K+ → π0l+νlγ
decay, results from the final-state interactions. In
these reactions, the value of PT is sensitive to the T -
odd effects; however, the experimental measurement
of PT presents a challenge [10]. The measurement of
the Aξ and fodd values presents no technical prob-
lems to offer a major advantage over the case of the
transverse polarization of themuon. A relatively small
rate of processes appropriate for the measurements of
Aξ and fodd could run into experimental difficulties;
however, the expected number of theK+ → π0µ+νµγ
events in the OKA experiment makes it possible ei-
ther to discover the CP-violating effects or to obtain
more stringent limits on the parameters of the SM
extensions.

In the second section, we study the dependence
of the partial width of the K+ → π0l+νlγ decay on
the T -odd correlation in the tree approximation of the
SM. The third section is devoted to an analysis of the
one-loop SM contributions to the T -odd correlation.
The last section summarizes the main results and
conclusions.

2. T -ODD CORRELATION ON THE TREE
LEVEL

The Feynman diagrams describing the K+(p) →
π0(p′)l+(pl)νl(pν)γ(q) decay on the tree level of the
SM are shown in Fig. 1. In this approximation, the
decay amplitude can be presented in the following
form [8]:

T =
GF√

2
eV ∗

usε
µ(q)∗ (1)

×
(

(Vµν − Aµν)ū(pν)γν(1 − γ5)v(pl)
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams describing the K+ →
π0l+νlγ decay in the tree approximation of the SM for
the muon channel.

+
Fν

2plq
ū(pν)γν(1 − γ5)(ml − p̂l − q̂)γµv(pl)

)
,

where

Vµν = i

∫
d4xeiqx〈π0(p′)|TV em

µ (x)V 4−i5
ν (0)|K+(p)〉,

(2)

Aµν = i

∫
d4xeiqx〈π0(p′)|TV em

µ (x)A4−i5
ν (0)|K+(p)〉,

(3)

and Fν is the matrix element of the K+
l3 decay:

Fν = 〈π0(p′)|V 4−i5
ν (0)|K+(p)〉. (4)

Here p′, pl, q, pν , and p are the 4-momenta of the
pion, lepton, photon, neutrino, and kaon, respectively.
In the leading order of the chiral perturbation theory,
Aµν = 0 and the expressions for Fµ and Vµν can be
written as

Fµ =
1√
2

(p + p′)µ,

Vµν = V1

(
gµν −

Wµqν
qW

)

+ V2

(
p′µqν −

p′q

qW
Wµqν

)
+

pµ
(pq)

Fν ,

Wµ = (pl + pν)µ,

V1 =
1√
2
, V2 = − 1√

2pq
.

Then the matrix element of the decay takes the form

T =
GF

2
eV ∗

usε
µ(q)∗ū(pν)(1 + γ5) (5)

×
(

(p̂ + p̂′)

(
pµ

(pq)
− (pl)µ

(plq)

)

− (p̂ + p̂′)
q̂γµ

2(plq)
+

(
γµ −

q̂pµ
(pq)

))
u(pl),

and the expression for the partial width of the K+ →
π0l+νlγ decay can be obtained by integration over the
phase space.
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Fig. 2.Differential distributions of the relative partial width of the processwith respect to the lepton, photon, and pionmomenta
and the angle between the lepton and photon momenta in cases of the (a) electron and (b) muon decay channels.
Figure 2 shows differential distributions of the par-
tial decay width with respect to the final momenta of
the particles and the angle between the lepton and
photon momenta calculated in the tree approximation
of the SM. For the electron decay channel (Fig. 2a),
PH
the partial decay width exhibits a maximum at small
values of the lepton and photon momenta, maximum
values of the pion momentum, and small values of the
angle between the lepton and photon momenta.

In the case of the muon decay channel (Fig. 2b),
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 3. The relative partial width of the K+ → π0l+νγ decay in the tree approximation of the SM for the (a) electron and
(b) muon decay channels.
the maximum partial decay width is observed at
medium values of the leptonmomentum, small values
of the photon momentum, maximum values of the
pion momentum, and small values of the angle
between the lepton and photon momenta.

Taking into account the kinematical cutoff at the
photon energy Eγ > 30 MeV and the lepton–photon
opening angle θlγ > 20◦ in the kaon rest frame, which
are typical of both current and future experiments, the
branching fractions of the electron and muon decay
modes are equal to

Br(K+ → π0e+νeγ) = 3.18 × 10−4,

Br(K+ → π0µ+νµγ) = 2.15 × 10−5.

These values are in good agreement with the earlier
computations (see, for example, [8]) and the existing
experimental limitations [11].

In the search for possible CP-odd contributions,
our attention is focused on the distribution of the
partial decay width with respect to the variable ξ =
q · [pl × pπ]/m3

K , which changes its sign at the CP
or T conjugation. This distribution,

ρ(ξ) = dΓ/dξ, (6)

offers a good indicator of the time-reversal invariance
violation. It is evident that the function ρ(ξ) can be
written as the sum

ρ = feven(ξ) + fodd(ξ),

where feven(ξ) and fodd(ξ) are the even and odd
functions of the variable ξ, respectively. The function
fodd(ξ) can be represented in the form:

fodd = g(ξ2)ξ. (7)

Upon integration of ρ(ξ) over the whole range of ξ
values, only the function feven(ξ) gives a nonvanish-
ing contribution to the total decay width. The func-
tion ρ(ξ)/Γtot for the K+ → π0µ+νµγ and K+ →
π0e+νeγ decays is plotted in Fig. 3. As is seen, the
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
distributions obtained in the tree approximation of
the SM (that is, without T -odd contributions) are
symmetric with respect to the line ξ = 0; that is, the
number of events in the K+ → π0l+νlγ decay with
ξ > 0 is the same as that with ξ < 0. The explana-
tion is as follows: the square of the matrix element
for this decay in the tree approximation of the SM
is expressed in terms of the scalar products of the
momenta of the outgoing particles; hence, the terms
linear in ξ are absent. For this reason, the distribution
ρ(ξ) is an even function of the variable ξ.

Let us introduce, in addition to the differential
distribution ρ(ξ), the integral asymmetry parameter

Aξ =
N+ − N−
N+ + N−

, (8)

where N+ and N− are the numbers of events with
ξ > 0 and ξ < 0, respectively. This value is convenient
in the analysis of data on the K+ → π0l+νlγ decay,
because the numerator ofAξ depends only on fodd(ξ),
making the ratio very sensitive to the T -odd effects
beyond the SM.

3. T -ODD CORRELATION
DUE TO FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS

In the SM, the final-state electromagnetic inter-
actions may generate nonzero values of the asym-
metry Aξ and the odd component of ρ(ξ) on the
one-loop diagram level. The most general expression
for the amplitude of the K+ → π0l+νlγ decay (with
regard for the one-loop electromagnetic corrections
and gauge invariance) has the form

Tone-loop =
GF√

2
eV ∗

usε
∗
ν ū(pν)(1 + γ5) (9)

×
(

C1

(
pν − (pq)

(plq)
pνl

)
+ C3

(
(p′)ν − (p′q)

(plq)
pνl

)
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+ C5

(
pν− (pq)

(plq)
pνl

)
p̂′ + C7

(
(p′)ν− (p′q)

(plq)
pνl

)
p̂′

+ C9(q̂pν − (pq)γν) + C10(q̂pνl − (plq)γν)

+ C11(q̂(p′)ν − (p′q)γν) + C12q̂γ
ν

+ C13p̂′(q̂pν − (pq)γν) + C14p̂′(q̂pνl − (plq)γν)

+ C15p̂′(q̂(p′)ν − (p′q)γν) + C16p̂′q̂γ
ν

)
v(pl),

where the coefficients Ci are the kinematical factors
arising from the one-loop contributions. The square
of the matrix element involving the one-loop contri-
butions can be represented as the sum

|Tone-loop|2 = |Teven|2 + |Todd|2 , (10)

where

|Todd|2 = −2G2
Fe2|Vus|2m4

Kξ (11)

×
(

Im(C1)ml

(
2

1
(plq)

− 4
(pq)

(plq)2

)

− Im(C3)ml

(
2

1
(plq)

+ 4
(p′q)
(plq)2

)

+ Im(C5)
(

4 + 2m2
l

(pq)
(plq)2

+
1

plq
(2m2

K − 2m2
π

+ 4(pp′) − 4(ppl) − 4(pq) − 4(p′pl) − 4(p′q))
)

+ Im(C7)
(

2m2
l

(p′q)
(plq)2

+ 4
m2
π

(plq)

)

PH
+ Im(C9)
(

8
(ppl)
(plq)

− 8
m2
K

(pq)

)

+ Im(C10)
(

8
m2
l

(plq)
+ 8

(plq)
(pq)

− 8
(ppl)
(pq)

− 8
)

+ Im(C11)
(

8
(p′q)
(pq)

+ 8
(p′pl)
(plq)

− 8
(pp′)
(pq)

)

+ Im(C12)
(

4
ml

(pq)
− 8

ml

(plq)

)

+ Im(C13)ml

(
4
m2
K

(pq)
− 4

(ppl)
(plq)

)

+ Im(C14)ml

(
4 + 4

(ppl)
(pq)

− 4
m2
l

(plq)
− 4

(plq)
(pq)

)

+ Im(C15)ml

(
4

(pp′)
(pq)

− 4
(p′q)
(pq)

− 4
(p′pl)
(plq)

)

+ Im(C16)
(
− 8 + 4

m2
K

(pq)
− 4

m2
π

(pq)
+ 8

(pp′)
(pq)

− 8
(ppl)
(pq)

− 8
(p′pl)
(pq)

− 8
(p′q)
(pq)

+ 4
m2
l

(plq)
+ 8

(plq)
(pq)

))
.

It follows from the expressions (10) and (11) that the
nonvanishing contribution to fodd(ξ) and Aξ (linear
in ξ) is determined by the one-loop electromagnetic
corrections giving rise to the imaginary parts of the
form factors Ci. These imaginary parts can be deter-
mined from the condition of unitarity of the S ma-
trix [7]:

S+S = 1.

Since S = 1 + iM , we arrive at

Mfi − M∗
if = i

∑
n

M∗
nfMni, (12)

where the indices i, f , and n correspond to the initial,
final, and intermediate states of the system of parti-
cles. Making use of the T invariance of the matrix
element, we obtain

ImMfi =
1
2

∑
n

M∗
nfMni,

Mfi = (2π)4δ(Pf − Pi)Tfi.

Figure 4 shows the one-loop diagrams describ-
ing the electromagnetic radiative corrections for the
K+ → πl+νlγ decay. These corrections give rise to
the imaginary parts of the form factors that appear
in formula (9) and so give a contribution to fodd(ξ).
The expressions for the imaginary parts of these dia-
grams giving a nonvanishing contribution to fodd(ξ)
can be found using formula (1). All these one-loop
diagrams can be divided into two groups. The first
group includes the diagrams in Figs. 4a, 4c, and 4e.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 5. Contributions of the ξ-odd distribution component fodd to the relative partial width for the (a) electron and (b) muon
decay channels.
The imaginary part of these diagrams can be written
as follows:

ImT1 =
α

2π
GF√

2
eV ∗

usū(pν)(1 + γ5) (13)

×
∫

d3kγ
2ωγ

d3kl
2ωl

δ(kγ + kl − q − pl)

× R̂µ(k̂l − ml)γµ
q̂ + p̂l − ml

(q + pl)2 − m2
l

γδε∗δv(pl).

The second group includes the diagrams in Figs. 4b,
4d, and 4f. The corresponding imaginary part has the
form

ImT2 =
α

2π
GF√

2
eV ∗

usū(pν)(1 + γ5) (14)

×
∫

d3kγ
2ωγ

d3kl
2ωl

δ(kγ + kl − q − pl)

× R̂µ(k̂l − ml)γδε∗δ
k̂µ − q̂ − ml

(kµ − q)2 − m2
l

γµv(pl),

where

R̂µ = (Vµν − Aµν)γν − Fν
2(plq)

γν(p̂l + q̂ − ml)γµ.

(15)

Calculation of the integrals (13) and (14) and their
dependence on the kinematical variables are given in
Appendix 1. The expressions for the imaginary parts
of the form factors Ci are presented in Appendix 2.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Prior to discussing the numerical results, it should
be noted that we neglect the contribution of the one-
loop diagrams to the even component of the distri-
bution with respect to ξ because these contributions
are much smaller than those of the SM tree diagrams
to feven. The contribution of the SM tree diagrams to
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fodd equals zero; hence, the contribution of the one-
loop diagrams to fodd is significant. Proceeding to
analyze the dependence of the differential probability
of the K+ → π0l+νlγ decay on the kinematical vari-
able ξ, we will separately treat the two decay modes,
K+ → π0e+νeγ and K+ → π0µ+νµγ, because their
partial widths as the functions of ξ differ substantially.

K+ → π0e+νeγK+ → π0e+νeγK+ → π0e+νeγ. Figure 5a shows the odd con-
tribution to the partial decay width arising from the
imaginary parts of the one-loop diagrams presented
in Fig. 4. In the kinematical domain of the parameter
ξ, this function varies in the interval from−2.0× 10−6

to 2.0 × 10−6, the sign of the function fodd being
opposite to the sign of ξ. Since the total distribution is
the sum of the even and odd components, the number
of the experimentally observed events with negative
values of ξ should exceed the number of observed
events with positive values of ξ.

The asymmetry for this decay mode is equal to

Aξ(K+ → πe+νeγ) = −0.59 × 10−4.

K+ → π0µ+νµγK+ → π0µ+νµγK+ → π0µ+νµγ. Figure 5b shows the odd com-
ponent of the distribution of the relative partial decay
width for the muon channel. This function varies from
−4.0 × 10−7 to 4.0 × 10−7, and the sign of fodd coin-
cides with the sign of ξ. The difference in behavior of
fodd in the cases of muon and electron decay modes
can be explained as follows: the contributions of the
imaginary parts of the form factors C1, C12, C13, and
C14 proportional to the lepton mass are significant in
the former case and negligibly small in the latter case.
In the case of the muon decay mode, the number of
experimentally observed events with positive values of
ξ should exceed the number of events with negative
values of ξ.

The difference in the behavior of fodd for the elec-
tron and muon decay modes can help to separate
the contribution of the radiative SM corrections from
the contributions of new physics. In the extensions
02
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of the SM, CP-violation can occur on the tree level
and the sign of the distribution with respect to ξ is
independent of the lepton flavor, as is the case in the
Weinberg model [1].

The value of the asymmetry for this decay mode is
equal to

Aξ(K+ → πµ+νµγ) = 1.14 × 10−4.

It should be noted that the value of fodd for both
decay channels is smaller than the tree-level SM
contribution by a factor of 104, indicating a strong
suppression of the ξ-odd effects in the SM. The SM
background contribution to the odd component of the
distribution over ξ leaves a window for detecting the
CP-violating effects in these decay channels on a
level of up to 10−4.

From the analysis of the integral asymmetry Aξ, it
follows that the number of events necessary to reliably
observe the ξ-odd effects is on the order of 108. In
this context, it is especially important to study the
differential distribution of the partial decay width.
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APPENDIX 1

To perform integration in formulas (13) and (14),
we introduce the notation

P = pl + q,

dρ =
d3kγ
2ωγ

d3kl
2ωl

δ(kγ + kl − P ).

In what follows, we either present explicit expressions
for the integrals in terms of these parameters or write
the systems of equations in these parameters such
that the integrals can be taken using the solutions of
these equations.

Thus, we obtain

J11 =
∫

dρ =
π

2
P 2 − m2

l

P 2
,

J12 =
∫

dρ
1

(pkγ)
=

π

2I
ln
(

(Pp) + I

(Pp) − I

)
,

PH
where

I2 = (Pp)2 − m2
KP 2;

∫
dρ

kαγ
(pkγ)

= a11p
α + b11P

α,

where the parameters a11 and b11 are determined by
the expressions

a11 =− 1
(Pp)2−m2

KP 2

(
P 2J11−

J12

2
(Pp)(P 2−m2

l )
)

,

b11 =
1

(Pp)2−m2
KP 2

(
(Pp)J11−

J12

2
m2
K(P 2−m2

l )
)

;

∫
dρkαγ = a12P

α,

where

a12 =
(P 2 − m2

l )
2P 2

J11;

J1 =
∫

dρ
1

(pkγ)((pl− kγ)2− m2
l )

=− π

2I1(P 2− m2
l )

ln
(

(ppl) + I1

(ppl) − I1

)
,

J2 =
∫

dρ
1

(pl − kγ)2 − m2
l

= − π

4I2
ln
(

(Ppl) + I2

(Ppl) − I2

)
,

where

I2
1 = (ppl)2 − m2

lm
2
K , I2

2 = (Ppl)2 − m2
l P

2;

and ∫
dρ

kαγ
(pl − kγ)2 − m2

l

= a1P
α + b1p

α
l ,

where

a1 = −m2
l (P

2 − m2
l )J2 + (Ppl)J11

2((Ppl)2 − m2
l P

2)
,

b1 =
(Ppl)(P 2 − m2

l )J2 + P 2J11

2((Ppl)2 − m2
l P

2)
.

The following integrals are expressed through param-
eters, the values of which can be determined from the
solutions of the corresponding systems of equations.
These integrals are as follows:∫

dρ
kαγ

(pkγ)((pl − kγ)2 − m2
l )

= a2P
α+ b2p

α+ c2p
α
l ,
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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where


a2(Pp) + b2m
2
K + c2(ppl) = J2

a2(Ppl) + b2(ppl) + c2m
2
l = −1

2J12

a2P
2 + b2(Pp) + c2(Ppl) = (plq)J1;

∫
dρ

kαγ kβγ

(pkγ)((pl − kγ)2 − m2
l )

= a3g
αβ + b3(Pαpβ +P βpα)+ c3(Pαpβl +P βpαl )

+ d3(pαpβl + pβpαl ) + e3p
α
l p

β
l + f3P

αP β + g3p
αpβ,

where


4a3 + 2b3(Pp) + 2c3(Ppl) + 2d3(ppl)
+ g3m

2
K + e3m

2
l + f3P

2 = 0
c3(ppl) + b3m

2
K + f3(Pp) − a1 = 0

c3(Pp) + d3m
2
K + e3(ppl) − b1 = 0

a3 + b3(Pp) + d3(ppl) + g3m
2
K = 0

b3(ppl) + c3m
2
l + f3(Ppl) = −1

2
b11

b3(Ppl) + d3m
2
l + g3(ppl) = −1

2
a11

a3P
2 + 2b3P

2(Pp) + 2c3P
2(Ppl)

+ 2d3(Ppl)(Pp) + e3(Ppl)2 + f3(P 2)2

+ g3(Pp)2 = (plq)2J1;

and∫
dρ

kαγ kβγ

(pl−kγ)2−m2
l

= a4gαβ + b4(Pαpβl +P βpαl )

+ c4P
αP β + d4p

α
l p

β
l ,

where


a4 + d4m
2
l + b4(Ppl) = 0

b4m
2
l + c4(Ppl) = −1

2
a12

4a4 + 2b4(Ppl) + c4P
2 + d4m

2
l = 0

a4P
2 + 2b4P

2(Ppl) + c4(P 2)2 + d4(Ppl)2

=
(P 2 − m2

l )
2

4
J2.

APPENDIX 2

In this Appendix, we present expressions for the
imaginary parts of the form factors Ci in terms of the
parameters computed in the Appendix 1:

C1 =
α√
2π

ml(4a3 + b3m
2
K + d3m

2
K

− 2a2m
2
l + 2b3m

2
l − 2c2m

2
l + 6c3m

2
l

+ 2d3m
2
l + 3e3m

2
l + 3f3m

2
l − b3m

2
π − d3m

2
π
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− 2b3(p′pl) − 2d3(p′pl) − 2b3(p′q) − 2d3(p′q)
− 4a2(plq) + 4b3(plq) − 2c2(plq) + 8c3(plq)

+ 2d3(plq) + 2e3(plq) + 6f3(plq)

+ 2b3(pp′) + 2d3(pp′));

C5 = − α√
2π

(4a3 − 4a2m
2
l + 3b3m

2
l

− 4c2m
2
l + 4c3m

2
l + 3d3m

2
l

+ 2e3m
2
l + 2f3m

2
l − 4a2(plq)

+ 4b3(plq) + 4c3(plq) + 4f3(plq));

C9 = − α√
2π

(2a3 + b3m
2
K − a2m

2
l + b3m

2
l

− c2m
2
l + 2c3m

2
l + d3m

2
l + 2f3m

2
l − b3m

2
π

− 2b3(p′pl) − 2b3(p′q) − 2a2(plq)

+ 2b3(plq) + 2c3(plq) + 4f3(plq) + 2b3(pp′));

C10 =
α√
2π

1
(plq)

(−a1m
2
l − b1m

2
l + 2b4m

2
l

+ c4m
2
l + d4m

2
l + 2a3(plq) + a2m

2
K(plq)

− c3m
2
K(plq) − f3m

2
K(plq) − e3m

2
l (plq)

+ f3m
2
l (plq) − a2m

2
π(plq)

+ c3m
2
π(plq) + f3m

2
π(plq)

− 2a2(p′pl)(plq) + 2c3(p′pl)(plq) + 2f3(p′pl)(plq)

− 2a2(p′q)(plq) + 2c3(p′q)(plq)

+ 2f3(p′q)(plq) + 2f3(plq)2 + 2a2(plq)(pp′)

− 2c3(plq)(pp′) − 2f3(plq)(pp′) − 2a2(plq)(ppl)
+ 2b3(plq)(ppl)

+ 2c3(plq)(ppl) + 2f3(plq)(ppl) − 2a2(plq)(pq)
+ 2b3(plq)(pq) + 2c3(plq)(pq) + 2f3(plq)(pq));

C12 = − α

4
√

2π

ml

(plq)2
(−2a12m

2
l − 2J11m

2
l

− 2a12(plq) − 4a4(plq) + 2J11(plq) − a11m
2
K(plq)

+ b11m
2
K(plq) + 8a1m

2
l (plq) + 8b1m

2
l (plq)

− 4b4m
2
l (plq) − 2c4m

2
l (plq) − 2d4m

2
l (plq)

− 4J2m
2
l (plq) − b11m

2
π(plq) − 2b11(p′pl)(plq)

− 2b11(p′q)(plq) + 8a1(plq)2 + 4a3(plq)2

+ 4b1(plq)2 − 4b4(plq)2 − 4c4(plq)2

− 4J2(plq)2 + 2a2m
2
K(plq)2 − 2b2m

2
K(plq)2

+ 2c2m
2
K(plq)2 + 2g3m

2
K(plq)2 + 8c3m

2
l (plq)2

+ 6e3m
2
l (plq)2 + 2f3m

2
l (plq)2 − 2a2m

2
π(plq)2

− 2c2m
2
π(plq)2 − 4a2(p′pl)(plq)2 − 4c2(p′pl)(plq)2

− 4a2(p′q)(plq)2 − 4c2(p′q)(plq)2 + 12c3(plq)3
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+ 4e3(plq)3 + 4f3(plq)3 + 2b11(plq)(pp′)

+ 4a2(plq)2(pp′) + 4c2(plq)2(pp′) − 2a11(plq)(ppl)

− 4b11(plq)(ppl) + 2J12(plq)(ppl) − 8a2(plq)2(ppl)

− 4b2(plq)2(ppl) + 4b3(plq)2(ppl) − 8c2(plq)2(ppl)

+ 8d3(plq)2(ppl) + 4J1(plq)2(ppl) − 2a11(plq)(pq)

− 4b11(plq)(pq) + 2J12(plq)(pq) − 4a2(plq)2(pq)

+ 4b3(plq)2(pq) − 4c2(plq)2(pq)

+ 4d3(plq)2(pq));

C13 = − α√
2π

ml(2a2 − b3 + 2c2 − 2d3);

C14 =
α√
2π

ml

(plq)
(2a1 + 2b1 − 4b4

− 2c4 − 2d4 + a2(plq) + 3c3(plq)
+ 2e3(plq) + f3(plq));

C16 =
α

4
√

2π

1
(plq)2

(−4a12m
2
l − 4J11m

2
l

− 4a12(plq) − 8a4(plq) + 4J11(plq)

− 2a11m
2
K(plq) + 16a1m

2
l (plq)

+ 16b1m
2
l (plq) + b11m

2
l (plq) − 8b4m

2
l (plq)

− 4c4m
2
l (plq) − 4d4m

2
l (plq) − 8J2m

2
l (plq)

+ 16a1(plq)2 + 4a3(plq)2 + 8b1(plq)2

− 8b4(plq)2 − 8c4(plq)2 − 2J12(plq)2

− 8J2(plq)2 − 4b2m
2
K(plq)2 + 4g3m

2
K(plq)2

− 2a2m
2
l (plq)2 − 2c2m

2
l (plq)2 + 4c3m

2
l (plq)2

+ 4e3m
2
l (plq)2 − 4a2(plq)3 + 4c3(plq)3

− 2a11(plq)(ppl) − 4b11(plq)(ppl)

+ 4J12(plq)(ppl) − 8a2(plq)2(ppl)

− 8b2(plq)2(ppl) + 4b3(plq)2(ppl)
PH
− 8c2(plq)2(ppl) + 8d3(plq)2(ppl)

+ 8J1(plq)2(ppl) − 2a11(plq)(pq)
− 4b11(plq)(pq)

+ 4J12(plq)(pq) + 4b3(plq)2(pq));
C3 = C7 = C11 = C15 = 0.
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Abstract—The inclusive K−-meson production in proton–nucleus collisions in the subthreshold energy
regime is studied in the framework of an appropriate spectral function approach for incoherent primary
proton–nucleon and secondary pion–nucleon production processes, which takes properly into account the
nuclear mean-field potential effects on these processes as well as the final state interaction (FSI) among
the outgoing nucleons participating in the one-step antikaon creation process. A detailed comparison
of the model calculations of the K− differential cross sections is given for the reactions p + 9Be,
p + 63Cu, and p + 197Au at subthreshold energies with the currently available experimental data
obtained recently at the ITEP proton synchrotron and at SIS/GSI. It is found that the calculations with
inclusion of the influence of both the nuclear density-dependent mean-field potentials and the elementary
NN-FSI effects on the K− production from direct mechanism are able to reproduce, contrary to previous
estimates based on the use only of the density-dependent mean fields in calculating the K− yield from this
mechanism, the energy dependences of the invariant differential cross sections for “hard” antikaon creation
in p9Be and p63Cu collisions. It is further shown that the NN-FSI effects play a minor role in describing
the data on the spectrum of relatively soft K− mesons from p197Au interactions at incident energy of
2.5 GeV. It is also shown that the relative strength of the proton- and pion-induced reaction channels
in the subthreshold energy regime is governed by the kinematics of the experiment under consideration.
The influence of the nucleon, kaon, and antikaon mean-field potentials on the K− yield is explored.
It is demonstrated that, in line with previous findings, the K− optical potential has a strong effect
on this yield at low antikaon momenta, which is greater than those from nucleon and kaon effective
potentials. At high antikaon momenta, the K− yield is found to be mainly determined, along with the
elementaryNN-FSI effects, by the nucleonmean field and the scenario with zeroK+ potential is favorable.
c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent publication [1], the possibility of
describing the first experimental data [2] on sub-
threshold antikaon production in p9Be and p63Cu
collisions within the spectral function approach based
both on the direct mechanism of K− production
(pN → NNKK−) and on the two-step mechanism
associated with the creation of antikaons by inter-
mediate pions (pN1 → πNN , πN2 → NKK−) was
investigated. It has been shown that, within such
an approach, the measured yields of rather “hard”
K− mesons with momentum of 1.28 GeV/c at lab.
angle of 10.5◦ from p+9Be and p+63Cu reactions
are reproduced quite well at beam energies ε0 >
2.4 GeV by calculations for primary production pro-
cess pN → NNKK− (which is dominant) affected
by the attractive nucleon and antikaon density-

∗This article was submitted by the author in English.
1063-7788/02/6510-1877$22.00 c©
dependent effective potentials, whereas at lower
bombarding energies they are underestimated by
these calculations. Application of the correspond-
ing density-independent fields with depths taken at
the nuclear saturation density ρ0 improves signifi-
cantly the agreement of the results of calculations
with the experimental data in the far subthreshold
energy region (at energies of ε0 ≤ 2.4 GeV), but
overestimates the data by a factor of 2 at higher
incident energies. Evidently, the use of the density-
independent mean-field potentials in calculations [1]
for the one-step reaction channel pN → NNKK−

allows one to get an upper estimate of the respective
cross sections, since in this case the enhancement
of the K− production via the above channel was
the most due to the maximum density-independent
shift of the elementary production threshold to lower
energy. In fact a certain averaging of the antikaon
production over all densities ρN ≤ ρ0 takes place.
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Lorentz-invariant cross sections for the
productionofK−mesonswithmomentumof 1.28GeV/c
at lab. angle of 10.5◦ in p + 9Be reactions as functions
of the laboratory kinetic energy ε0 of the proton. The
experimental data are from the experiment [2]. The curves
are our calculation. The dashed curves with one, two, and
three dots and the thin solid curve are calculations [1]
for primary production process (1) with the density-
dependent potentials without including the FSI
effects among the outgoing nucleons at V0 = 40 MeV
and UN (ρN) = 0, UK+ (ρN) = 0, UK− (ρN) = 0;
UN(ρN ) = −34(ρN/ρ0) MeV, UK+ (ρN) =
22(ρN/ρ0) MeV, UK− (ρN) = −126(ρN/ρ0) MeV;
UN(ρN ) = −34(ρN/ρ0) MeV, UK+ (ρN) = 0,
UK− (ρN) = 0; and UN (ρN) = −34(ρN/ρ0) MeV,
UK+(ρN) = 0, UK− (ρN) = −126(ρN/ρ0) MeV,
respectively. The short-dashed curve denotes the same as
the thin solid curve, but it is supposed in addition that the
FSI effects between the outgoing nucleons are included.
The thick solid curve is calculation [1] for the secondary
production process (22) at U0

N = −34 MeV, U0
K+ = 0,

U0
K− = −126 MeV. The long-dashed curve is the sum
of the short-dashed and thick solid curves. The arrow
indicates the threshold for the reaction pN → NNKK−

occurring on a free nucleon at the kinematics under
consideration.

Therefore, the existing disagreement between the
calculations [1] with the nuclear density-dependent
potentials and the data [2] at energies far below the
free K−-production threshold indicates that higher
order processes might play an important role here.
Taking into consideration that, in the far subthreshold
energy region, the relative momenta of the outgoing
particles (two nucleons and kaon) participating in
the primary proton-induced reaction channel pN →
NNKK− are small, the latter discrepancy might be
entirely due to a final-state interaction (FSI) between
them (mainly among the final nucleons, since KN
interaction, as is well known, is rather weak with
PH
respect to the strongNN interaction). Such FSI may
greatly modify the angular-momentum distribution
of antikaons produced in this channel. It has been
neglected in [1] in calculating the “in-medium”
differential cross section for K− production in pN
collisions for kinematics of the experiment [2]. It is
the purpose of the present study to address these
issues by computing the above cross section using
the Watson–Migdal FSI theory [3–5] as well as by
reanalyzing the data [2] employing the novel cross
section in calculations for the direct antikaon pro-
duction mechanism. Furthermore, new experimental
data on subthreshold K− production in p197Au in-
teractions have been obtained recently by the KaoS
Collaboration at SIS/GSI [6]. Namely, the double
differential cross section for the K− production at
a lab. angle of 40◦ in p197Au collisions at 2.5-GeV
beam energy has been measured in [6]. The aim of
this paper is also to present an analysis of these data
using the spectral function approach [1] that has been
modified in line with the above-mentioned to account
for the NN-FSI effects in the primary creation
process. It is clear that such analysis will permit
improving our understanding of the phenomenon of
the subthreshold antikaon production in composite
hadronic systems. In the paper, we also present
our predictions for the differential cross section for
K− production on 9Be target nuclei at 2.25-GeV
incident energy, which might be measured at, for ex-
ample, the ITEP proton synchrotron or at the Cooler
Synchrotron COSY–Jülich. The spectral function
approach employed is explained in detail in [1]; in
what follows, we briefly recall its main assumptions
and describe the respective modifications.

2. THE MODEL

Apart from participation in elastic scattering, an
incident proton can produce aK− directly in the first
inelastic pN collision due to nucleon Fermi motion.
Since we are interested in a few-GeV region (up to
3 GeV), we have taken into account the following
elementary process which requires the least amount
of energy and, hence, has the lowest free production
threshold:

p+N → N +N +K +K−, (1)

where {NNK} stands for {ppK+}, {ppK0}, or
{pnK+} for the specific isospin channel. As before
in [1], in the following calculations, we will include the
medium modification of the final hadrons (nucleons,
kaon, and antikaon) participating in the production
process (1) by using their in-medium masses m∗

h
determined below. The kaon and antikaon masses in
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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the medium m∗
K± can be obtained from the mean-

field approximation to the effective chiral Lagrangian
[7–9]; i.e.,

m∗
K±(ρN ) = mK + UK±(ρN ), (2)

where mK is the rest mass of a kaon in free space;
the K± optical potentials UK±(ρN ) are proportional
to the nuclear density ρN ,

UK±(ρN ) = U0
K±

ρN
ρ0

; (3)

and [1]

U0
K+ = 22MeV, U0

K− = −126MeV. (4)

To study the sensitivity [1] of the low-momentum an-
tikaon production in proton–nucleus reactions to the
choice of the K−–nucleus optical potential, we will
also employ in the following calculations instead of
antikaon potential (3), (4) both the shallow potential
of the type (3) with central depth

U0
K− = −55MeV, (5)

predicted very recently by the self-consistent chirally
motivated coupled-channel approach [10], and the
deep K− potential extracted [11–13] from the anal-
ysis of kaonic atom data, viz.,

UK−(ρN ) =−129

[
−0.15 + 1.7

(
ρN
ρ0

)0.25
]
ρN
ρ0

MeV.

(6)

It is easily seen that, in the nuclear interior, the po-
tential (6) amounts to

UK−(ρ0) = −200MeV. (7)

It should be noted that this depth is similar to that
found in [14, 15] in the framework of the relativistic
mean-field model. The effective mass m∗

N of sec-
ondary nucleons produced in reaction (1) can be ex-
pressed via the scalar mean-field potentialUN (ρN ) as
follows [1]:

m∗
N (ρN ) = mN + UN (ρN ), (8)

where mN is the bare nucleon mass. The potential
UN (ρN ) was assumed to be proportional to the nu-
clear density:

UN (ρN ) = U0
N

ρN
ρ0

(9)

with [1]

U0
N = −34MeV. (10)

We have also taken into account in the calculation
of the K−-production cross section from the one-
step process (1) the influence of the nuclear optical
potential V0 ≈ 40MeV on the incoming (with kinetic
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
energy ε0) proton [1]. The total energy of the struck
target nucleon N just before the collision (1) can
be easily expressed [1] through the respective recoil
and excitation energies of the residual (A− 1) sys-
tem. In our method, theK−-production cross section
for pA collisions from primary reaction channel (1)
can be expressed [1] as the corresponding density-
averaged integral of the product of the in-medium
inclusive elementary antikaon production cross sec-
tion (which was assumed to be the same for pp and pn
interactions) and nucleon spectral function P (pt, E)
over the struck target nucleon momentum pt and
removal energy E (formulas (21)–(23) from [1]). The
in-medium invariant inclusive cross section for K−

production in the elementary process (1) has been
described in [1] by the four-body phase-space cal-
culations without including any FSI effects between
the reaction products. Because in the far subthresh-
old energy region of interest the relative momenta
of the outgoing particles (two nucleons and kaon)
are small, such FSI among them (mainly between
the final nucleons, since KN interaction is rather
weak with respect to the strong NN interaction)
may strongly influence the energy dependence of the
antikaon production cross section measured in [2].
Following the Watson–Migdal theory of FSI [3–5]
for two-body processes, we may assume that the total
reaction amplitudeMpN→NNKK− for the production
process (1) factorizes approximately as1)

MpN→NNKK− = M
(0)
pN→NNKK−MFSI, (11)

where M
(0)
pN→NNKK− represents the short-range

production amplitude, which is a smooth and slowly
varying function of invariant energy

√
s at beam

energies of interest, while MFSI describes the on-
mass-shell elastic scattering among protons in the
exit channel in line with the assumption [1] that any
difference between the K−-meson production cross
sections in pp and pn interactions is disregarded.
Among the different ways [3–5, 16–44] to account for
the FSI between two particles at low relative energies,
we employ here the Jost approximation [4, 36–44]
and expressMFSI as an inverse S-wave Jost function:

MFSI(q) =
1

J0(q)
=
q + iα

q − iβ
, (12)

where q is the relative momentum of the final pro-
tons, while the parameters α and β in the absence

1)It should be pointed out that the validity of such a procedure
in the meson production processes close to threshold is a
matter of current debate [16–19].
02
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of Coulomb force2)are related to the S-wave pp-
scattering length a0 and effective range r0 as fol-
lows [4, 27, 37, 42]:

α = (1/r0)[1 + (1 − 2r0/a0)1/2], (13)

β = (1/r0)[1 − (1 − 2r0/a0)1/2].

Using the standard values for a0 = −7.81 fm and
r0 = 2.77 fm [45], one can readily find that

α = 164.35 MeV/c, β = −21.90MeV/c. (14)

This parameter set will be employed in our subse-
quent calculations. It may be noted that, for large
q, the amplitude MFSI goes to unity, which means
PH
that, for high relative energies, the FSI is expected to
be of relatively little importance [3–5]. Finally, using
Eqs. (11), (12), expressions (25)–(28) from [1] de-
scribing the in-medium invariant inclusive cross sec-
tion forK− production in the elementary process (1),
as is easy to show, can be represented in the following
FSI-modified form:

E
′
K−

dσpN→NNKK−[
√
s,p

′
K− , ρ(r)]

dp′
K−

(15)

= σpN→NNKK−(
√
s,
√
s∗th)fFSI

4 (s,p
′
K−),
fFSI
4 (s,p

′
K−) = I3(sNNK ,m∗

K+,m
∗
N ,m

∗
N , FFSI)/ [2I4(s,m∗

K+,m
∗
K− ,m

∗
N ,m

∗
N , FFSI)] , (16)
I3(s,m∗
K+ ,m

∗
N ,m

∗
N , FFSI) =

(π
2

)2
(17)

×

(
√
s−m∗

K+ )2∫
4m∗2

N

λ(sNN ,m∗2
N ,m

∗2
N )

sNN

λ(s, sNN ,m∗2
K+)

s

× FFSI(sNN )dsNN ,

I4(s,m∗
K+,m

∗
K− ,m

∗
N ,m

∗
N , FFSI) =

π

2
(18)

×

(
√
s−m∗

K+−m∗
K− )2∫

4m∗2
N

λ(sNN ,m∗2
N ,m

∗2
N )

sNN
FFSI(sNN )

× I3(s,m∗
K− ,

√
sNN ,m

∗
K+ , FFSI = 1)dsNN ,

where the so-called FSI enhancement factor FFSI is
given by

FFSI(sNN ) = |MFSI(q)|2 =
q2 + α2

q2 + β2
(19)

and

q =
1

2
√
sNN

λ(sNN ,m∗2
N ,m

∗2
N ). (20)

Using (14), one can easily find that, for instance, the
enhancement factor FFSI is equal to 56.3, 3.6, and
1.7 at relative momenta of 0, 100, and 200 MeV/c,
respectively. It is thus expected that the produc-
tion of antikaons in one-step process (1) will be

2)It should be noted that the use of the Coulomb-corrected [40]
effective-range approximation parameters ac

0, r
c
0 in Eq. (13)

instead of those a0, r0, as shown in our calculations, reduces
the “low-energy” (ε0 ≤ 2.5 GeV) and “high-energy” (ε0 >
2.5 GeV) parts of the antikaon excitation function analyzed
below only by about 13 and 7%, respectively.
enhanced when the nucleons emerge with a low
relative momentum in the final state. The squared
invariant energy s available in the first-chance pN
collision (1), function λ(x, y, z), and the squared
invariant energy sNNK of the final nucleons and
kaon, appearing in (15)–(18), are defined before
in [1] by Eqs. (18), (29), and (30), respectively. The
in-medium antikaon momentum p

′
K− is related to

the vacuum one pK− by Eq. (24) from [1]. The quan-
tity σpN→NNKK−(

√
s,
√
s∗th) in (15) represents the

“in-medium” total cross section for K− production
in reaction (1). This cross section is equivalent [1] to
the vacuum cross section σpN→NNKK−(

√
s,
√
sth)

in which the free threshold
√
sth is replaced by

the effective threshold
√
s∗th. The latter is related

to the vacuum threshold
√
sth = 2(mN +mK) and

to the mean-field potentials UK±(ρN ), UN (ρN ) in-
troduced above by Eq. (20) from [1]. As before
in [1], we will employ in our calculations of the
antikaon production from primary process (1) for
the free total cross section σpN→NNKK−(

√
s,
√
sth)

the fit (31) from [1] of the available experimental
data close to the threshold for the pp→ ppK+K−

reaction. Therefore, the relevant pp-FSI effects in
σpN→NNKK−(

√
s,
√
sth) are automatically included.

It should be noted that a special question regards the
validity of incorporation of the elementary NN-FSI
effects into the analysis of p+A reactions. The
possible screening of these effects in the nuclear
medium is an open subject, which has not yet been
investigated theoretically. Since in the subthreshold
energy region the outgoing nucleons are mainly
emitted in forward directions close to each other with
small relative momenta and “laboratory” (relative to
the target system) momenta substantially greater
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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than the Fermi momentum, one may hope that the
bare NN-FSI is not drastically suppressed in nuclei,
but only partially loses its strength here. The latter
has been taken into account in our approach by
using in (20) the effective nucleon mass m∗

N instead
of the free one mN . The energy dependence of the
inclusive invariant cross section (15) for a given kine-
matics (for fixed three-momentum of the produced
antikaon) close to threshold √

sNNK,th = 2m∗
N +

m∗
K+ is almost entirely governed by the medium-

FSI-modified three-body phase-space integral (17).
As is easy to see from Eqs. (16), (17), (20), the
relevant relative NN momentum q for fixed excess
energy εNNK =

√
sNNK − 2m∗

N −m∗
K+ varies from

zero up to qmax ≈
√
m∗
NεNNK . For example, the

momentum qmax is approximately equal to 100, 150,
and 220 MeV/c at excess energies of 10, 25, and
50 MeV, respectively. Therefore, at beam energies far
below the free threshold energy3) of our main interest,
where the corresponding excess energies εNNK are
sufficiently small,4) theK− production on nuclei from
primary reaction channel (1) will be enhanced (see
below) due to the elementary pp-FSI compared to the
case [1] without including this FSI. In what follows,
we employ expressions (15)–(20) in our calculations
of the antikaon-production cross sections on 9Be,
63Cu, and 197Au target nuclei from the one-step
reaction channel (1) in the framework of the model [1]
developed earlier. For K−-production calculations in
the case of the 197Au target nucleus reported here,
we have used for the nuclear density ρ(r) normalized
to unity the Woods–Saxon distribution (35) from [1]
withR = 6.825 fm and a = 0.55 fm [46]. The nucleon
spectral function P (pt, E) (which represents the
probability of finding the nucleon with momentum
pt and removal energy E in the nucleus) for this
target nucleus is assumed to be the same as that for
208Pb [47]. The latter was taken from [48].
Let us consider now briefly the adopted [1] two-

step K−-production mechanism. Kinematical con-
siderations show that, in the bombarding-energy
range of our interest (≤ 3.0 GeV), the following
two-step production process may contribute to the
K− production in pA interactions at subthreshold
energies. An incident proton can produce in the first

3)It is determined from the condition that
√
sNNK = 2mN +

mK and, for instance, equals 2.99 GeV for kinematics of the
experiment [2] in which the K− mesons with momentum of
1.28 GeV/c have been detected at the lab angle of 10.5◦.

4)Thus, for example, our estimates show that the main contri-
bution to the K− production in primary process (1) at inci-
dent energy of 2.25 GeV for kinematics of the experiment [2]
comes from the excess energies εNNK falling in the range
between zero and approximately 50MeV.
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
inelastic collision with an intranuclear nucleon also a
pion through the elementary reaction

p+N1 → N +N + π. (21)

Then, the intermediate pion, which is assumed to be
on-shell, produces the antikaon on another nucleon
of the target nucleus via the elementary subprocess
with the lowest free production threshold (1.98 GeV
for kinematics of the experiment [2]),

π +N2 → N +K +K−, (22)

provided that this subprocess is allowed energeti-
cally. As before [1], we will use in the subsequent
calculations of theK−-production cross section from
secondary reaction channel (22) the same in-medium
modifications of the masses of final hadrons (kaon,
antikaon, and nucleon) as those (2), (8) for hadrons
from primary pN collisions due to the corresponding
mean-field potentials UK±(ρN ) and UN (ρN ). In the
present work, these potentials are also assumed to
be density-independent with depths (4), (5), (7),
and (10) taken at the nuclear saturation density.
In line with the above-mentioned, the FSI between
the outgoing kaon and nucleon participating in the
K−-production process (22) is assumed to be negli-
gible due to the weakness of the KN interaction. As
a result, we will calculate hereafter theK− yield in pA
collisions from the secondary channel (22) following
strictly the approach [1]. It should also be pointed out
that, in our calculations of the antikaon production
from pion-induced reaction channel (22) in the case
of the 197Au target nucleus presented below, the ratio
of the differential cross section for pion creation on
this nucleus from the primary process (21) to the
effective number of nucleons participating in it is
supposed to be the same as that for 63Cu adjusted
for the kinematics relating to 197Au.
Now, let us proceed to discuss the results of our

calculations for antikaon production in pBe, pCu, and
pAu interactions within the model outlined above.

3. RESULTS

At first, we will concentrate on the reanalysis of the
experimental data [2] on the K− excitation functions
for p + 9Be and p + 63Cu reactions.
Figures 1 and 2 show a comparison of the calcu-

lated invariant differential cross sections for the pro-
duction of K− mesons with momentum of
1.28 GeV/c at the lab. angle of 10.5◦ from primary
pN → NNKK− and secondary πN → NKK−

channels with the data from the experiment [2],
respectively, for p + 9Be and p + 63Cu reactions
at the various bombarding energies. It is seen again
that, indeed, our old calculations [1] for primary
02
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Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for p + 63Cu reactions.

antikaon-production process (1) with the nuclear
density-dependent mean-field potentials without in-
cluding the FSI effects among the outgoing nucleons
underestimate substantially the far subthreshold data
points and the scenario with the medium modifica-
tions only of the final antikaon and nucleons (thin
solid curves in Figs. 1, 2) is favorable. Furthermore,
the medium modifications of the nucleons in the exit
channel are of major importance compared to those
for the final kaon and antikaon. The calculations [1]
for secondaryK−-production channel (22), when in-
medium modifications of the masses of the outgoing
antikaon and nucleon are included (thick solid curves
in Figs. 1, 2), miss essentially the data at all beam
energies of interest. Additional inclusion of the FSI
effects between the final nucleons participating in
the primary production process (1) enhances the
K− yield from this process by about factors of 2.5
and 1.2, respectively, at low (ε0 = 2.2 GeV) and
high (ε0 = 3.0 GeV) incident energies (compare
short-dashed and thin solid curves in Figs. 1, 2) as
well as brings the theoretical predictions in much
better agreement (especially at energies ≤ 2.6 GeV)
with the experimental data.5) Moreover, adding to the
antikaon yield in the latter case also the contribution
from the pion-induced channel (22) results in a very
good description (long-dashed curves) of the data [2].
The good agreement with these data achieved within
our present calculations indicates that the use of the
elementaryNN-FSI effects in p+A reactions seems

5)It should be emphasized that the inclusion only of the
NN-FSI effects alone in calculating the K− yield from
primary process (1), as is easy to see fromFigs. 1 and 2, does
not allow one to describe these data.
PH
not unreasonable. On the other hand, it leaves minor
room for K− production via higher order processes
such as collisions of initial proton with nucleon
clusters. Inspection of Figs. 1 and 2 also tells us
that the two-step (thick solid curve) to one-step
(short-dashed curve) K−-production cross-section
ratio increases with decreasing incident energy down
to 2.2 GeV. In the present model calculations of
the antikaon yield from the one-step production
mechanism, this ratio is about 1/1.8 and 1/1.6 at
low kinetic energies (ε0 ≈ 2.2–2.3GeV), about 1/4.5
and 1/2.5 at intermediate incident energies (ε0 ≈
2.4–2.5 GeV), and about 1/12 and 1/5 at high beam
energies (ε0 ≈ 2.7–2.9 GeV), respectively, for 9Be
and 63Cu target nuclei. This demonstrates that the
proton-induced reaction channel clearly dominates
the K− production only at bombarding energies
≥2.4 GeV, whereas at lower incident energies its
dominance, contrary to [1], is less pronounced.
Let us focus now on the analysis of the exper-

imental data [6] on the K− spectrum from p197Au
interactions.
The results of our calculations for the double

differential cross sections for the production of K−

mesons from primary pN → NNKK− and sec-
ondary πN → NKK− channels at lab angle of 40◦

in the interaction of protons of energy 2.5 GeV with
197Au nuclei and the preliminary experimental data [6]
are considered in Fig. 3. It is clearly seen that the
calculations for proton- and pion-induced reaction
channels (dash-dotted and dotted curves) signifi-
cantly underpredict the data in line with our previous
findings of Figs. 1, 2 when no self-energy effects
have been employed. Our full calculations (the sum
of results obtained both for primary and secondary
antikaon-production processes, long-dashed curve at
the right in Fig. 3) with adopting the same in-medium
nucleon and antikaon optical potentials as well as
the elementary NN-FSI effects as those which
allowed us to describe above the data on antikaon
excitation functions [2] reproduce reasonably well the
preliminary data [6]. The use in the calculation of the
K− optical potential (6), extracted from the kaonic
atom data, instead of potential (3), (4) (the curve with
alternating short and long dashes at the right) leads
to a better description of the experimental data at
antikaon momenta ≤ 0.5 GeV/c, and this counts in
favor of the conclusion that the K− nuclear potential
can be as attractive as that derived from the kaonic
atom studies [11–13]. The calculations also demon-
strate that the K− spectra from the one-step (1) and
two-step (21), (22) reaction channels (and, conse-
quently, the total antikaon spectrum) are fully dictated
by the K− mean-field potential at the laboratory
antikaon momenta plab ≤ 0.4 GeV/c. The existing
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 3. Double differential cross sections for the
production of K− mesons at a lab. angle of 40◦ in
the interaction of protons of energy 2.5 GeV with
197Au nuclei as functions of antikaon momentum. The
experimental data (crosses) are from the experiment [6].
The curves are our calculation for primary and secondary
K−-production processes. Left part: the dashed curves
with one and three dots and the thin solid curve are
calculations for primary production process (1) with the
density-dependent potentials without including the FSI
effects among the outgoing nucleons at V0 = 40 MeV
and UN (ρN) = 0, UK+ (ρN) = 0, UK− (ρN) = 0;
UN(ρN ) = −34(ρN/ρ0) MeV, UK+ (ρN) = 0,
UK− (ρN) = 0; and UN (ρN) = −34(ρN/ρ0) MeV,
UK+(ρN) = 0, UK− (ρN) = −126(ρN/ρ0) MeV,
respectively. The short-dashed curve denotes the same as
the thin solid curve, but it is supposed in addition that the
FSI effects between the outgoing nucleons are included.
Right part: the dotted, two-dot, and thick solid curves are
calculations for the secondary production process (22)
at U0

N = 0, U0
K+ = 0, U0

K− = 0; U0
N = 0, U0

K+ = 0,
U0

K− = −126 MeV; and U0
N = −34 MeV, U0

K+ = 0,
U0

K− = −126 MeV, respectively. The long-dashed curve
is the sum of the short-dashed (depicted at the left) and
thick solid curves. The curve with alternating short and
long dashes denotes the same as the long-dashed curve,
but it is supposed in addition that in the calculation the
K− optical potential (6), extracted from the kaonic atom
data, is used instead of potential (3), (4).

disagreement (within about a factor of 1.5) between
the calculations with the antikaon potential (6) and
the experimental data [6] in this momentum range,
as well as the complete lack of other data in the
literature for K−-meson creation here, indicates the
strong need nowadays for further measurements of
the differential cross sections for K− production in
pA collisions at low antikaon momenta to reach more
reliable conclusions on the actual magnitude of the
K− optical potential in nuclear matter. Inconsistent
with our previous findings of Figs. 1 and 2, the
inclusion only of the pN → NNKK− channel, as
is clear from Fig. 3, substantially underpredicts the
data, and in the considered heavy target nucleus,
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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Fig. 4. Lorentz-invariant inclusive cross sections for the
production of K− mesons at the lab. angle of 10.5◦ in
the interaction of 2.25-GeV protons with the 9Be nu-
clei as functions of antikaon momentum. The experi-
mental data point at 1.28 GeV/c (full square) is from
the experiment [2]. The curves are our calculation for
primary and secondary K−-production processes. Left
part: the dashed curves with one, two, and three dots
and the thin solid curve denote the same as in Fig. 1.
The dotted and three-dot curves denote the same as
the thin solid curve, but it is supposed in addition that,
in the calculation, respectively, the shallow (3), (5) and
deep (6) antikaon potentials are used instead of poten-
tial (3), (4). The short-dashed curve denotes the same
as the thin solid curve, but it is supposed in addition
that the FSI effects between the outgoing nucleons are
included. Right part: the dash-dotted, dotted, two-dot,
three-dot, and thick solid curves are calculations for the
secondary production process (22) at U0

N = 0, U0
K+ = 0,

U0
K− = 0; U0

N = 0, U0
K+ = 0, U0

K− = −55MeV; U0
N =

0, U0
K+ = 0, U0

K− = −126 MeV; U0
N = 0, U0

K+ = 0,
U0

K− = −200 MeV; and U0
N = −34 MeV, U0

K+ = 0,
U0

K− = −126 MeV, respectively. The long-dashed curve
is the sum of the short-dashed (depicted at the left) and
thick solid curves.

the majority of antikaons stem from pion-induced
process πN → NKK−. Since the latter channel
is dominant at the kinematics under consideration,
it becomes evident that, while the FSI among the
final nucleons participating in the one-step pro-
cess (1) increases (by a factor of about 1.4) the K−-
production cross section from this process (compare
short-dashed and thin solid curves at the left), it
nevertheless, contrary to the preceding cases, where
process (1) is found to be of importance, only slightly
contributes to the total antikaon yield.

Finally, in Fig. 4, we show the predictions of the
above model for the Lorentz-invariant inclusive cross
sections for the production of K− mesons at the
lab. angle of 10.5◦ from proton- and pion-induced
reaction channels for the p + 9Be→ K− +X re-
02
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action at 2.25-GeV beam energy. The data point6)

at 1.28 GeV/c was taken from [2]. It can be seen
that the simultaneous inclusion of the attractive an-
tikaon (3), (4) and nucleon (9), (10) effective poten-
tials in calculating theK−-production cross sections
from primary pN → NNKK− and secondary πN →
NKK− channels (respectively, thin and thick solid
curves in Fig. 4) leads to an enhancement of the K−

yields from these channels by about a factor of 4.5
at high and low antikaon momenta compared to the
case without adopting these potentials (dash-dotted
curves at the left and right). Additional inclusion of
the FSI effects among the outgoing nucleons par-
ticipating in the one-step process (1) (short-dashed
curve at the left) enhances the high-momentum
part (plab ≥ 0.8 GeV/c) of the antikaon spectrum
from this process yet by a factor of about 1.2–2.5
and has practically no effect on its low-momentum
part (plab ≤ 0.6 GeV/c). As a result, our overall
calculations (the sum of contributions both from the
one-step (1) and from the two-step (21), (22) reaction
channels, long-dashed curve at the right in Fig. 4)
reproduce quite well the measured [2] K− double
differential cross section at 1.28 GeV/c (cf. Fig. 1).
It is also clearly seen that the high-momentum
part (plab ≥ 1.0 GeV/c) of the K− spectrum from
the one-step antikaon-production mechanism is
mainly governed by the nucleon (density-dependent)
mean-field potential and elementary NN-FSI effects
under consideration. The kaon and antikaon optical
potentials are of secondary importance here. This
is consistent with our previous findings of Figs. 1
and 2. The same part of the antikaon spectrum from
the two-step K−-production mechanism is almost
entirely determined by the nucleon effective potential
alone. The low-momentum parts (plab ≤ 0.4 GeV/c)
of these spectra, as in the preceding case, are al-
most completely controlled by the antikaon potential.
Moreover, they react sensitively on this potential at
antikaon momenta plab ≈ 0.2–0.3 GeV/c; i.e., the
K− yields here are about a factor of 2–3 larger when
a deep potential (6) is applied compared to a shallow
one (3), (5) (compare three-dot and dotted curves at
the left and right in Fig. 4). This gives an opportunity,
as was also noted before [1, 49, 50], to determine the
K− potential in nuclear matter experimentally (to
distinguish at least between shallow and deep K−

optical potentials) by the measurements of the dif-
ferential cross sections for subthreshold “soft” (low-
momentum) antikaon production on different target
nuclei. Examination of Fig. 4 shows that the two-
step (thick solid curve) to one-step (short-dashed

6)It corresponds to the lowest data point in Fig. 1.
PH
curve)K−-creation cross section ratio is about 2.5/1
and 1/3, respectively, at low (plab ≈ 0.2–0.4 GeV/c)
and high (plab ≈ 0.8–1.0GeV/c) antikaon momenta.
This indicates the dominance of the one-step and
two-step K−-production mechanisms, respectively,
in the hard and soft subthreshold antikaon production
in p9Be collisions. It should, however, be stressed that
the latter is in line with the findings inferred above (see
Figs. 1–3) about the role played by the direct K−-
production mechanism in the subthreshold hard and
soft antikaon creation, respectively, in p9Be and
p63Cu interactions [2] and in p197Au collisions [6].
Taking into account what was considered above,

one may conclude that the FSI effects between
the nucleons originating from the primary K−-
production channel (1) are quite important in or-
der to describe the experimental data [2] on hard
antikaon creation in p9Be and p63Cu interactions
within the approach [1] when the influence of the
nuclear density-dependent nucleon and antikaon
mean-field potentials on this channel is included. The
good agreement with these data achieved within the
present model favors the possibility of employing the
elementary NN-FSI effects in p+A reactions. On
the other hand, these effects are found to be negli-
gible in reproducing the data [6] on K− production
in p 197Au collisions due to the dominance here,
contrary to the measurements [2], of the secondary
pion-induced reaction channel (22). Consistent with
previous findings of [1], our present results also show
the strong sensitivity of the soft K− production in
pA interactions at subthreshold incident energies to
the in-medium antikaon optical potential. According
to these results, the measurements of the differential
cross sections forK− creation on different target nu-
clei are most promising at antikaon momenta plab ≤
400 MeV/c to distinguish between shallow and
deep antikaon potentials. The experimental data [6]
available presently in the indicated momentum range
favor a deep K− optical potential. However, these
data are too poor to drawmore definite conclusions on
the actual magnitude of theK− potential in a nuclear
medium. Therefore, further measurements of the low-
momentum antikaon production in pA collisions at
subthreshold beam energies are needed nowadays to
get a better understanding of the K− properties in
nuclear matter.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented the reanalysis of
the experimental data [2] on the antikaon excitation
functions for p + 9Be and p + 63Cu reactions as
well as the analysis of the data [6] on theK− spectrum
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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from p 197Au interactions in the subthreshold energy
regime using the spectral function approach [1] that
has been modified to account for the FSI between
the outgoing nucleons participating in primary pro-
ton–nucleon production process. The NN-FSI cor-
rection of the invariant inclusive cross section for an-
tikaon production in this process was made in line ex-
actly with theWatson–Migdal theory of FSI adopting
the inverse Jost function method. It was shown that
this correction is important for reproducing the en-
ergy dependences [2] of the Lorentz-invariant cross
sections for hard K− production in p9Be and p63Cu
collisions within the present approach when the in-
fluence of the nuclear density-dependent nucleon and
antikaon effective potentials on the proton-induced
reaction channel is included. On the other hand, it
was found to play a negligible role in describing the
data [6] on spectrum of relatively soft antikaons from
p197Au interactions at an incident energy of 2.5 GeV.
In this case, contrary to those mentioned above, the
pion-induced reaction channel was found to be domi-
nant and, therefore, only attractive nucleon and an-
tikaon mean fields were essential. The good agree-
ment with the experimental data achieved within the
present approach favors the possibility of employing
the elementary NN-FSI effects in p+A reactions
as well as leaves minor room for subthreshold K−

production via other mechanisms in these reactions.
The influence of the nucleon, kaon, and antikaon

mean-field potentials on the K− yield has also been
explored. It was demonstrated that, in line with our
previous findings of [1], the K− optical potential has
a strong effect on this yield at low antikaon momenta,
which is greater than those from nucleon and kaon ef-
fective potentials. At high antikaonmomenta, theK−

yield ismainly governed, alongwith the considered el-
ementary NN-FSI effects, by the nucleon mean field
and the scenario with zero K+ potential is favorable.
Our results indicate that the measurements of the
differential cross sections for subthreshold K− pro-
duction on different target nuclei are most promising
at laboratory antikaonmomenta plab ≤ 400MeV/c to
distinguish between shallow and deepK− optical po-
tentials. The experimental data [6] available here cur-
rently favor a deep antikaon potential. However, these
data are too scarce to draw more reliable conclusions
on the actual magnitude of theK− optical potential in
a nuclear medium. Therefore, further measurements
of the subthreshold soft antikaon production in pA
interactions are needed nowadays to achieve a better
understanding of theK− properties in nuclear matter.
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Theory
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Abstract—We study the decay φ → γK+K− taking into account the scalar meson production φ →
γ(a0 + f0) → γK+K− and the final-state radiation. We note that the relative sign between the final-state
radiation amplitude and the scalar-meson production amplitude is fixed in the K+K− loop model which
describes data on the φ → γf0 → γππ and φ → γa0 → γπη decays. As consequence, this model predicts
the definite interference between the final-state radiation and the scalar resonance production amplitudes.
We calculate the mass spectra of the φ → γK+K− decay and the differential cross sections for e+e− →
φ → γK+K− and for e+e− → φ → γK0K̄0 reactions. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

As was shown in a number of papers (see [1–6]
and references therein), the study of the radiative
decays φ → γa0 → γπη and φ → γf0 → γππ can
shed light on the problem of the scalar a0(980) and
f0(980) mesons. These decays have been studied
not only theoretically but also experimentally. The
present time data have already been obtained from
Novosibirsk with the detectors SND [7–10] and
CMD-2 [11], which give the following branch-
ing ratios: BR(φ → γπη) = (0.88 ± 0.14± 0.09) ×
10−4 [9], BR(φ → γπ0π0) = (1.221 ± 0.098 ±
0.061) × 10−4 [10] and BR(φ → γπη) = (0.9 ±
0.24 ± 0.1) × 10−4, BR(φ → γπ0π0) = (0.92 ±
0.08 ± 0.06) × 10−4 [11].

These data give evidence in favor of the four-quark
(q2q̄2) [1, 3, 12–17] nature of the scalar a0(980) and
f0(980) mesons and in favor of the one-loop mech-
anism φ → K+K− → γa0 and φ → K+K− → γf0
(see Fig. 1) suggested in [1].

It is clear that the relative sign between the
final-state radiation amplitude and the φ → γ(a0 +
f0) → γK+K− amplitude in the K+K− loop model
(see Figs. 1 and 2) is fixed. As a consequence,
this model predicts the definite interference between
the final state radiation amplitude and the scalar
resonance production. That is why the study of
the φ → γK+K− decay is very important. Such
an investigation requires high statistics. It can be

∗This article was submitted by the authors in English.
**e-mail: achasov@math.nsc.ru

***e-mail: gubin@math.nsc.ru
1063-7788/02/6510-1887$22.00 c©
carried out in the γN → φN(∆) → γK+K−N(∆)
reactions at Jefferson Laboratory and in the e+e− →
φ → γK+K− reaction at DAΦNE. Note that, if the
f0 and σ mesons mixing is taken into account in
the φ → γ(a0 + f0(σ)) → γK+K− reaction, then the
interference sign is not fixed. But the influence of the
σ meson on the signal is small and is considered as a
correction to the interference term.

We calculate the φ → γK+K− spectra and the
differential cross sections for e+e− → φ → γK+K−

using parameters of a0(980) and f0(980) mesons
from [17, 9, 10] which describe the φ → γa0 → γπη
and φ → γf0 → γππ decays and show that the con-
tribution of the interference between the scalar res-
onance production and the final-state radiation is an
order of magnitude higher than the contribution of the
scalar resonance production. That is the reason that
today’s facilities give good capabilities to investigate
our issue.

We also calculate the differential cross section for
e+e− → φ → γK0K̄0, which is very important for the
determination of the background affecting the preci-
sion measurements of CP violation.

The paper is organized as follows.
All needed formulas are considered in Section 2. In

Section 3, the calculations are carried out and the re-
sults obtained are discussed. A brief summary is given
in the Conclusion. Note that [18] was dedicated to the
e+e− → φ → γKK̄ reactions in the φ meson region.
Unfortunately, the authors of [18] considered mis-
takenly that the relative sign between the final-state
radiation amplitude and the e+e− → γ(a0 + f0) →
γK+K− amplitude is not fixed in the K+K− loop
model. In addition, they took parameters of a0(980)
and f0(980) mesons a priori to some extent.
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Diagrams of theK+K− loop model.
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Fig. 2. Diagrams of the signal φ→ γK+K− and background processes.
2. MODEL

Let us consider the production of the scalar R =
a0, f0 meson through the loop of the charged K
mesons, φ → K+K− → γR (see [1, 19]). The dia-
grams are presented in Fig. 1. The production am-
plitude φ → γR in the rest frame of the φmeson is

M = gRK+K−g(m2)�e(φ)�e(γ), (1)

where �e(φ) and �e(γ) are the polarization vectors of
the φ meson and the photon, respectively, and t =
m2 = k2. The expressions for g(m2) were obtained
in the pointlike particle model, which is adequate
for compact hadrons, the four-quark (q2q̄2) or qq̄
states [1], and in the extended scalar KK̄ molecule
model [4]. The amplitude of the decay φ → (γf0 +
γa0) → γK+K−, the signal amplitude, is

Ms = Mµ
s e

µ(φ) =

(
g2
f0K+K−

Df0(m)
+

g2
a0K+K−

Da0(m)

)
g(m2)

(2)

×
(
qµ

e(γ)p
pq

− eµ(γ)
)
eµ(φ),

where s = p2. The mass spectrum is given by

dΓs
dm

=
m

(2π)336s
√
s

(3)

×
∣∣∣∣∣g(m2)

(
g2
f0K+K−

Df0(t)
+

g2
a0K+K−

Da0(t)

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

PH
× (s− t)b

√
1−

4m2
K+

m2
.

We introduce symmetrical angle cut −b ≤ cos θKγ ≤
b, where θKγ is the angle between the photon and the
K+-meson momenta in the dikaon rest frame. We
also consider the f0- and σ-meson mixing. In this
case, the amplitude is

Ms =
(∑
RR′

gR0K
+
s K−G

−1
RR′(m)gR′K+K− (4)

+
g2
a0K+K−

Da0(m)

)
g(m2)

(
qµ

e(γ)p
pq

− e(γ)µ
)
eµ(φ),

where we take into account the mixing of the f0 and
σ mesons,R,R′ = f0, σ by means of the matrix of the
inverse propagators G(m). All necessary expressions
can be found in [3]. The mass spectrum in this case is

dΓs
dm

=
m

(2π)336s
√
s

∣∣∣∣g(m2) (5)

×
(∑
RR′

gRK+K−G−1
RR′ (m)gR′K+K−+

g2
a0K+K−

Da0(m)

)∣∣∣∣
2

× (s− t)b

√
1−

4m2
K+

m2
.

Let us consider the background related to the
final-state radiation (see Fig. 2). The amplitude of the
process is

Mfin = 2egφK+K−T µeµ(φ), (6)
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 3. Diagrams of the signal e+e− → φ→ γK+K− and background processes.
T µ =
e(γ)k−
qk−

(
k+− p

2

)µ
+
e(γ)k+

qk+

(
k−−

p

2

)µ
+e(γ)µ.

The mass spectrum is

dΓfin

dm
=
αmg2

φK+K−

12π2
√
s

(
v(x)
x

(x2− (1− ξ)(1−x)) (7)

+ (1− ξ)
(
1− x− ξ

2

)
1
x
ln

1 + v(x)
1− v(x)

)
,

where v(x) = b
√

1− ξ/(1− x). We identify ξ =
4m2

K+/s and x = 2ω/
√
s, t = s(1− x) = m2 for

convenience.
The interference between the amplitudes (2) and

(6) gives the expression

dΓint

dm
=

αmgφK+K−√
4παs

(8)

× Re

[
g(m2)

(
g2
f0K+K−

Df0(m)
+

g2
a0K+K−

Da0(m)

)]

×
{
v(x) +

ξ

2
ln

1− v(x)
1 + v(x)

}
.

For the decay φ → γ(f0 + a0) → γK0K̄0, due
to the destructive interference between the a0 and
f0 mesons (recall that gfK

+K− = gf0K
0K̄0 and

ga0K
+K− = ga0K

0K̄0), we have

dΓs
dm

=
m

(2π)336s
√
s

∣∣∣∣∣g(m2)

(
g2
f0K0K̄0

Df0(t)
−

g2
a0K0K̄0

Da0(t)

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

(9)

× (s− t)b

√
1−

4m2
K0

m2

dΓs
dm

=
m

(2π)336s
√
s

∣∣∣∣g(m2) (10)
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×
(∑
RR′

gRK0K̄0G−1
RR′(m)gR′K0K̄0 −

g2
a0K0K̄0

Da0(m)

)∣∣∣∣
2

× (s− t)b

√
1−

4m2
K0

m2
.

Let us consider the reaction e+e− → φ → (γf0 +
γa0) → γK+K− (see Fig. 3). The amplitude of the
reaction is

Mee = eūγµu
em2

φ

fφsDφ(s)
Mµ
s . (11)

The differential cross section is

dσφ
dm

=
α2

24πs3

(
m2
φ

fφ

)2

(12)

× m

|Dφ(s)|2

∣∣∣∣∣g(m2)

(
g2
f0K+K−

Df0(m)
+

g2
a0K+K−

Da0(m)

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

× (s− t)

√
1−

4m2
K+

m2
(a+

a3

3
)b.

The coupling constants gf0K+K− and fφ are related
to the widths in the following way:

Γ(f0 →K+K−,m) =
g2
f0K+K−

√
m2−4m2

K+

16πm2
, (13)

Γ(V → e+e−, s) =
4πα2

3

(
m2
V

fV

)2 1
s
√
s
.

We introduce two symmetrical angle cuts: −a ≤
cos θγ ≤ a, where θγ is the angle between the photon
momentum and the electron beam in the center-
of-mass frame of the reaction under consideration,
and −b ≤ cos θKγ ≤ b, where θKγ is the angle be-
tween the photon and the K+-meson momenta in
2
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the dikaon rest frame. Notice that the kaons are

slow in our case,
√

1− 4m2
K/m2 ≤ 0.25, which is

why the θKγ angle cut hardly changes the results
(at 150◦ > θKγ > 30◦, changes are within 13%) in
contrast to the pion production [6, 20].

The basic background to the process under study
has come from the initial electron radiation (see
Fig. 3b) and the radiation from the final kaons
(Fig. 3c). The initial-state radiation does not interfere
with the final-state radiation or with the signal in the
differential cross section integrated over all angles
since the charged kaons are in theC = −1 state. This
is true also when the angle cuts are symmetrical.

Introducing the symmetrical angle cuts consider-
ably decreases the background from the initial-state
radiation because the photons in this case are mainly
emitted along the beams.

Let us consider the background related to the
final-state radiation. The amplitude of the process is

Mfin = e2ūγµu
em2

φ

fφ

1
sDφ(s)

2gφK+K−T µ. (14)

It is convenient to present the differential cross
section in the form [6, 20]

dσf
dm

= 2σ0(s)
m

s
F (x, a, b), (15)

F (x, a, b) =
2α

π(1− ξ)3/2

×
{
3
2

(
a− a3

3

)
F1 +

3
4
a(1− a2)F2

}
,

F1 =
1
x

(
x2 − ξ(1− ξ)(1− x)

(1− b2)(1− x) + b2ξ

)
f(x) (16)

+ (1− ξ)
(
1− x− ξ

2

)
1
x
ln

1 + v(x)
1− v(x)

.

F2 =
1
x

(
ξ2(x−1)

(1− b2)(1−x)+ b2ξ
+2x−2−x2

)
v(x)

+ ξ

(
2− x− ξ

2

)
1
x
ln

1 + v(x)
1− v(x)

.

The nonradiative cross section e+e− → K+K− is

σ0(s) =
πα2

3s
(1− ξ)3/2|Fφ(s)|2, (17)

where |Fφ(s)|2 = (gφK+K−/fφ)2m4
φ/|Dφ(s)|2.
PH
The interference between the amplitudes from
Eqs. (11) and (14) is equal to [6, 20]

dσint

dm
=
α3

s2

(
gφK+K−

fφ

)(
mm4

φ

fφ
√
4πα|Dφ|2

)
(18)

×Re

[
g2
f0K+K−g(m2)

Df0(m)
+

g2
a0K+K−g(m2)

Da0(m)

]

×
{
v(x) +

ξ

2
ln

1− v(x)
1 + v(x)

}(
a+

a3

3

)
.

In a similar way, let us give the expression for
the differential cross section of the initial-state radi-
ation [6, 20]:

dσi
dm

= 2σ0(t)
m

s
H(x, a, b), (19)

H(x, a, b) =
α

π

[(
2(1 − x) + x2

x
ln

1 + a

1− a
− ax

)

×
(
3b
2

− b3

2

)
+

3a(1− x)(b3 − b)
x

]
.

Evaluating H(x, a, b), we ignored the electron mass.
The total cross section of the one-photon anni-

hilation with soft-photon radiation and with virtual
corrections of order α is given by

σ(s) = σ̃(s)
{
1 +

2α
π

[
(L− 1) ln

2ωmin√
s

(20)

+
3
4
L+

π2

6
− 1
]}

,

σ̃(s) = (σφ(s) + σint(s) + σi + σf )
1

|1−Π(s)|2 ,

where ωmin is the minimal photon energy registered
and L = ln(s/m2

e) is the “main” logarithm. The elec-
tron vacuum polarization of order α is

Π(s) =
α

3π

(
L− 5

3

)
, (21)

where the contribution of muons and light hadrons is
ignored.

For the propagator of the φ meson, we use the
expression

Dφ(s) =m2
φ− s− is

g2
φK+K−

48π

[(
1−

4m2
K+

s

)3/2

(22)

+
1

Z(s)

(
1−

4m2
K0

s

)3/2

+ 0.1p3
πρ

]
,

where gφK+K− = 4.68, pπρ =√
(s− (mπ −mρ)2)(s− (mπ +mρ)2)/(2

√
s), and
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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the factor Z(s) = 1 + απ(1 + v2)/(2v), v = (1−
4m2

K+/s)2, takes into account the radiative correc-
tion gφK+K−/Z(s) = gφK0K̄0 (see details in [21]).

For the scalar meson propagators, we use the ex-
pressions

DR(m2) = m2
R −m2 (23)

+
∑
ab

gRab[ReP ab
R (m2

R)− P ab
R (m2)],

where
∑

ab gRab[ReP
ab
R (m2

R)−P ab
R (m2)]=ΠR(m2)=

ΠRR(m2) takes into account the finite width correc-
tions of the resonance that are the one-loop contri-
bution to the self-energy of the R resonance from the
two-particle intermediate ab states. In the q2q̄2 model
of the scalar particle and in the model of the KK̄
molecule, the f0 and a0 mesons are strongly coupled
to the KK̄ channel under the threshold of which
they are. The ordinary resonance expression of the
propagator, in view of that, is changed considerably,
and taking into account

∑
ab gRab[ReP

ab
R (m2

R)−
P ab
R (m2)] corrections is necessary.
For the pseudoscalar ab mesons and ma ≥ mb,

s > m2
+, one has [13, 19, 20]

P ab
R (m2) =

gRab
16π

[
m+m−
πm2

ln
mb

ma
ρmab (24)

×


i+

1
π
ln

√
m2 −m2

− −
√

m2 −m2
+√

m2 −m2
− +

√
m2 −m2

+




.

Form− < m < m+,

P ab
R (m2) =

gRab
16π

[
m+m−
πm2

ln
mb

ma
− |ρab(m)| (25)

+
2
π
|ρab(m)| arctan

√
m2

+ −m2√
m2 −m2

−


.

Form < m−,

P ab
R (m2) =

gRab
16π

[
m+m−
πm2

ln
mb

ma
− 1

π
ρab(m) (26)

× ln

√
m2

+ −m2 −
√

m2
− −m2√

m2
+ −m2 +

√
m2

− −m2




and

ρab(m) =

√(
1−

m2
+

m2

)(
1−

m2
−

m2

)
, (27)

m± = ma ±mb.
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Fig. 4. The e+e− → γK+K− differential cross section
dσφ/dm+ dσint/dm (solid curve), see text, and the differ-
ential cross section of the signal dσφ/dm (dashed curve),
see Eq. (12). The angle cuts are a = 0.7, b = 0.955.

The constants gRab are related to the width

Γ(R → ab,m) =
g2
Rab

16πm
ρab(m). (28)

The function g(m2) has the following expres-
sion [1]. Form < 2mK+ ,

g(m2)=
e

2(2π)2
gφK+K−

{
1+

1−ρ2(m2)
ρ2(m2

φ)−ρ2(m2)
(29)

×
[
2|ρ(m2)| arctan 1

|ρ(m2)| −ρ(m2
φ)λ(m

2
φ)

+ iπρ(m2
φ)− (1− ρ2(m2

φ))

×
(
1
4
(π+ iλ(m2

φ))
2−
(
arctan

1
|ρ(m2)|

)2)]}
,

where

ρ(m2) =

√
1−

4m2
K+

m2
, (30)

λ(m2) = ln
1 + ρ(m2)
1− ρ(m2)

.

Form > 2mK+ ,

g(m2)=
e

2(2π)2
gφK+K−

{
1+

1−ρ2(m2)
ρ2(m2

φ)−ρ2(m2)
(31)

×
[
ρ(m2)(λ(m2)− iπ)− ρ(m2

φ)(λ(m
2
φ)− iπ)

− 1
4
(1−ρ2(m2

φ))((π+ iλ(m2
φ))

2− (π+ iλ(m2))2)

]}
.

We use the constant gφK+K− = 4.68 related to the
width in the following way:

Γ(φ → K+K−) =
1
3

g2
φK+K−

16π
mφρ

3(m2
φ). (32)
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Fig. 5. The e+e− → γK+K− differential cross section
dσφ/dm+ dσint/dm+ dσf/dm+ dσi/dm (solid curve)
and the differential cross section of the background
dσf/dm+ dσi/dm (dashed curve); see text. The angle
cuts are a = 0.7, b = 0.955.

3. RESULTS

To demonstrate, we present the spectra for the
e+e− → γK+K− reaction dσφ/dm + dσint/dm and
dσφ/dm + dσint/dm + dσf/dm+ dσi/dm in Figs. 4
and 5 using the constants obtained from our fitting of
the SND data [17]:

gf0K+K− = 4.021 ± 0.011 GeV, (33)

gf0π0π0 = 1.494 ± 0.021 GeV,

mf0 = 0.996 ± 0.0013 GeV,

g2
f0K+K−/4π = 1.29 ± 0.017 GeV2,

gσK+K− = 0,
gσπ0π0 = 2.58 ± 0.02 GeV,

mσ = 1.505 ± 0.012 GeV,

C = 0.622 ± 0.04 GeV2
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Fig. 6. The differential branching ratio of the φ→ γ(a0 +

f0) → γK0K̄0 decay. The solid curve is the differential
branching ratio for the set of parameters (33) and (34);
the dashed line is the differential branching ratio for the
set of parameters (35) and (36).
PH
and

ma0 = 985.51 ± 0.8 MeV, (34)

ga0K+K− = 2.747 ± 0.428 GeV,

g2
a0K+K−/(4π) = 0.6± 0.015 GeV2.

The branching ratio of the final-state radiation
decay φ → γK+K− is BR(φ → γK+K−, b = 0.955,
2mK < m < 1.01 GeV) = 9.41 × 10−5. For the pure
signal, we have BR(φ → γ(a0 + f0) → γK+K−, b =
0.955, 2mK < m < 1.01 GeV) = 2.15 × 10−6 (note
that it is 99.6% of BR(φ → γ(a0 + f0) → γK+K−,
b = 0.955, 2mK < m < mφ)), and for the signal-
plus-interference term, we have BR(φ → γ(a0 +
f0) → γK+K−, b = 0.955, 2mK < m <
1.01 GeV) = −1.54× 10−5. For comparison, the
branching ratio for the φ → γ(a0 + f0) → γK0K̄0

for this set of parameters is equal to BR(φ → γ(a0 +
f0) → γK0K̄0, b = 1.0, 2mK0 < m < mφ) = 4.36 ×
10−8 (see Fig. 6).

In Figs. 7 and 8, we present the variant of the SND
data fitting [9, 10] without f0 and σ mixing:

mf0 = 0.9698 ± 0.0045 GeV, (35)

g2
f0K+K−/(4π) = 2.47 ±0.73

0.51 GeV2,

g2
f0π+π−/(4π) = 0.54 ±0.09

0.08 GeV2

and

ma0 = 994 ±33
8 MeV, (36)

g2
a0K+K−/(4π) = 1.05 ±0.36

0.25 GeV2.

Analogously, for the pure signal we have BR(φ →
γ(a0 + f0) → γK+K−, b = 0.955, 2mK < m <
1.01) = 8.12× 10−7, and for the signal-plus-interference
term, we have BR(φ → γ(a0 + f0) → γK+K−, b =
0.955, 2mK < m < 1.01 GeV) =
−9.58 × 10−6. The branching ratio for the φ →

 

0.990 0.995 1.005 1.010 1.015
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–1.5

–1.0

–0.5

nb/GeV

Fig. 7. The e+e− → γK+K− differential cross section
dσφ/dm+ dσint/dm (solid curve), see text and differen-
tial cross section of the signal dσφ/dm (dashed curve),
see Eq. (12). The angle cuts are a = 0.7, b = 0.955.
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Fig. 8. The e+e− → γK+K− differential cross section
dσφ/dm+ dσint/dm+ dσf/dm+ dσi/dm (solid curve)
and the differential cross section of the background
dσf/dm+ dσi/dm (dashed curve); see text. The angle
cuts are a = 0.7, b = 0.955.

γ(a0 + f0) → γK0K̄0 for this set of parameters is
equal to BR(φ → γ(a0 + f0) → γK0K̄0, b = 1.0,
2mK0 < m < mφ) = 1.29 × 10−8.

It is seen from our analysis that the pictures are
the same qualitatively for both sets of parameters, but
the branching ratio for the signal plus interference is
predicted within 1.5 and the branching ratio for the
pure signal is predicted within 2.5.

4. CONCLUSION

Thus, the analysis tells us that the research of the
decays φ → γK+K− in the processes e+e− → φ →
γK+K− and γN → φN(∆) → γK+K−N(∆) is the
real problem that could be investigated in Novosi-
birsk at VEPP-2000, in Frascati at DAΦNE, and in
Newport News at Jefferson Laboratory. This research
could give much information about the inner struc-
ture of the a0 and f0 mesons and allow us to check
the hypothesis of the considerable ss̄ part in the a0

and f0 mesons.
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Abstract—Some problems of the jet calculus in perturbative QCD are discussed. The first one is related
to specifying the order of perturbation. Because of the cancellation of the leading-order (LO) and next-
to-leading-order (NLO) terms in the ratio r of the mean multiplicities in gluon and quark jets, the results
presently obtained for this ratio should be associated with the 4NLO approximation. The second problem
reveals itself in calculations where corrections to some quantities (in particular, to r′) are greater at present
energies than lower order terms. Some features that characterize jets and which do not suffer from this
deficiency are proposed. Yet another problem lies in interpreting negative cumulant-moment values, which
are considered as an indication of a changeover from attraction to repulsion in sets of specific particle
content. Finally, the problem of generalizing QCD equations for generating functions is briefly discussed.
c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Numerous achievements of perturbative QCD
(pQCD) in predicting and describing the properties
of quark and gluon jets are well known and were
described in many review articles (see, for example,
[1–5]). Here, I would like to discuss some problems
related to relevant calculations and often left behind
the scene.
First, let me recall some simplest definitions [1, 6]

concerning jet multiplicities in QCD. The generating
function G is defined by the formula

G(y, u) =
∞∑
n=0

Pn(y)un, (1)

where Pn(y) is the multiplicity distribution at the
scale y = ln(pθ/Q0) = ln(2Q/Q0). Here, p is the ini-
tial momentum; θ is the jet-divergence angle (jet
opening angle), which is assumed here to be fixed;
Q is the jet virtuality; and Q0 = const. In (1), u is
an auxiliary variable, which is often omitted to avoid
encumbering the notation. The analytic properties
of generating functions in u are of special interest
(see [1, 3]) in view of some analogies with statistical
physics, but we will not consider them here.
The moments of the distribution are defined as

Fq =

∑
n
Pnn(n− 1) . . . (n − q + 1)(∑

n
Pnn

)q (2)

=
1

〈n〉q
dqG(y, u)
duq

∣∣∣∣
u=1

,

Kq =
1

〈n〉q
dq lnG(y, u)

duq

∣∣∣∣
u=1

, (3)
1063-7788/02/6510-1894$22.00 c©
where Fq and Kq are factorial and cumulant mo-
ments, which are responsible for, respectively, total
and genuine (not reducible to lower ranks) correla-
tions. These moments are not independent. They are
related by specific equations that can easily be derived
from the definitions of the moments in terms of the
generating function:

Fq =
q−1∑
m=0

Cmq−1Kq−mFm. (4)

The QCD equations for the generating functions
are1)

G′
G =

1∫
0

dxKG
G (x)γ2

0 (5)

× [GG(y + lnx)GG(y + ln(1 − x)) −GG(y)]

+ nf

1∫
0

dxKF
G(x)γ2

0

× [GF (y + lnx)GF (y + ln(1 − x)) −GG(y)],

G′
F =

1∫
0

dxKG
F (x)γ2

0 (6)

1)To eliminate the nonperturbative region from the ensuing
consideration, the limits of integration in these equations are
often chosen as exp(−y) and 1 − exp(−y), which tend to 0
and 1 at high energy y (see Fig. 2 below).
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× [GG(y + lnx)GF (y + ln(1 − x)) −GF (y)],

where G′(y) = dG/dy, nf is the number of active
flavors, and

γ2
0 =

2NcαS
π

. (7)

The running coupling constant in the two-loop ap-
proximation is

αs(y) =
2π
β0y

(
1 − β1

β2
0

ln 2y
y

)
+O(y−3), (8)

where

β0 =
11Nc − 2nf

3
, β1 =

17N2
c − nf (5Nc + 3CF )

3
.

(9)

The labelsG and F correspond to gluons and quarks,
and the kernels of the equations are

KG
G (x) =

1
x
− (1 − x)[2 − x(1 − x)], (10)

KF
G (x) =

1
4Nc

[x2 + (1 − x)2], (11)

KG
F (x) =

CF
Nc

[
1
x
− 1 +

x

2

]
, (12)

where Nc = 3 is the number of colors and CF =
(N2

c − 1)/2Nc = 4/3 in QCD.
From the above, one can obtain equations for any

moment of the multiplicity distribution both in quark
and in gluon jets. For this, it is only necessary to
equate terms involving identical powers of u on the
two sides of the equations. In particular, the equations
for average multiplicities read

〈nG(y)〉′ =
∫
dxγ2

0 [KG
G (x)(〈nG(y + lnx)〉 (13)

+ 〈nG(y + ln(1 − x)〉 − 〈nG(y)〉)
+ nfKF

G (x)(〈nF (y + lnx)〉
+ 〈nF (y + ln(1 − x)〉 − 〈nG(y)〉)],

〈nF (y)〉′ =
∫
dxγ2

0K
G
F (x)(〈nG(y + lnx)〉 (14)

+ 〈nF (y + ln(1 − x)〉 − 〈nF (y)〉).

Their solutions can be sought in the form

〈nG,F 〉 ∝ exp




y∫
γG,F (y′)dy′


 , (15)

where the lower limit of integration has not been fixed
because its variation results in the substitution of a
new normalization constant that is not shown in the
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
above relation, but which is considered in practice as
a fitted parameter depending on the nonperturbative
component of the underlying dynamics of a process.
Using the perturbative expansion

γG ≡ γ = γ0(1 − a1γ0 − a2γ
2
0 − a3γ

3
0) +O(γ5

0),
(16)

one obtains the solution in the form [6–8]

〈nG,F 〉 = AG,F y
−a1c2 exp(2c

√
y + δG,F (y)), (17)

where c = (4Nc/β0)1/2 and

δG(y) =
c
√
y

[2a2c
2 +

β1

β2
0

(ln 2y + 2)] (18)

+
c2

y
[a3c

2 − a1β1

β2
0

(ln 2y + 1)]) +O(y−3/2).

The corresponding expression for δF (y) can easily be
derived from the formulas for γF that are presented
below.
Usually, the ratio of average multiplicities in gluon

and quark jets,

r =
〈nG〉
〈nF 〉

=
AG
AF

exp(δG(y) − δF (y)), (19)

is introduced instead of γF , and its perturbative ex-
pansion

r = r0(1 − r1γ0 − r2γ2
0 − r3γ3

0) +O(γ4
0) (20)

is used. The analytic expressions for the parameters
ai and ri and their numerical values for all i ≤ 3
were calculated from the perturbative solutions of the
above equations (the review is given in [3]). Within
these approximations, experimental data on the mean
multiplicity in e+e− annihilation are well described,
as can only be seen from Fig. 1. However, data on the
ratio r can be described to a much poorer precision of
about 15% on the basis of this analytic approach (see
Fig. 2), even though each subsequent perturbative
approximation improves the agreement.
However, it should be mentioned here that a com-

puter solution to the equations in question provides
an accurate quantitative fit to experimental data [9,
10]. This brings about the question of the accuracy of
perturbative approximations for this particular char-
acteristic and indicates that higher order corrections
are still comparatively large for this ratio up to the
highest presently available energies. Let us also note
that exact solutions to these equations for fixed cou-
pling constant were given in [11, 12].
The relation between the anomalous dimensions γ

of gluon and quark jets is

γF = γ − r′

r
, (21)
02
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Fig. 1. Average multiplicity of charged particles in e+e−

annihilation as a function of energy. The results of various
fits according to formulas of perturbative QCD and of
Monte Carlo models are shown [the solid and the dotted
line represent the fits of (18) with one and two adjusted
parameters, respectively, while the dashed line is pre-
dicted by theHERWIGMonteCarlomodel; the vertically
shaded area indicates gluon-jet data multiplied by the
theoretical value of the ratio r (20)]. The energyQ is given
in GeV in all figures.

where

r′ ≡ dr/dy = Br0r1γ
3
0 (22)

× [1 +
2r2
r1
γ0 + (

3r3
r1

+B1)γ2
0 +O(γ3

0)]

with r0 =
Nc
CF

= 9/4, B = β0/8Nc, and B1 =

β1/4Ncβ0.

Thus, we have

γF = γ0[1 − a1γ0

− (a2 +Br1)γ2
0 − (a3 + 2Br2 +Br21)γ3

0 (23)

− (a4 +B(3r3 + 3r2r1 +B1r1 + r31))γ4
0 ].

These expressions present two problems, a termino-
logical and a computational one.

Terminology. The two leading terms in the en-
ergy behavior of quark- and gluon-jet multiplicities
are absolutely identical, as can be seen from Eq. (17),
and cancel in their ratio r (19). Therefore, this ratio is
r0 = 9/4 both in the leading-order (LO) and in the
next-to-leading-order (NLO) approximation. The
commonly used notation DLA (double-logarithmic
approximation), which is shown on the ordinate in
Fig. 2 near the value of r = 9/4, should actually be
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Fig. 2. Experimentally measured ratio r of the multiplici-
ties in gluon and quark jets as a function of energy along
with the predictions of analytic QCD and of the HER-
WIG Monte Carlo model. Various QCD approximations
described in this article and the 4NLO(ε) approximation
with the integration limits e−y and 1 − e−y instead of
usual 0 and 1 in Eqs. (5) and (6) are indicated in the
figure.

treated as the LO + NLO prediction of QCD for
the ratio r. Thus, the term r1γ0 in (20) describes
2NLO corrections. In the literature, it is often referred
to, however, as a term of the multiloop logarithmic
approximation (MLLA or NLO term), which is in-
correct. It is this notation that is commonly used in
plots. In our Fig. 2, the notation featuring the letter r
is employed, which implies, for example, that 3NLOr
indicates the inclusion of the term γ3

0 in the pertur-
bative expansion of r but that this term contributes
to the 4NLO-order terms in the expansion of the
anomalous dimensions.
The shift and misuse of the terminology for the

anomalous dimensions γ and for the ratio r is clearly
displayed in the explicit expression (23) for γF . Its
last 4NLO term contains a4, which has not yet been
calculated. Together with it, the contribution from r is
present with all terms calculated already that contain
ri only for i ≤ 3. In this sense, one should say that the
r3 term in r corresponds to the 4NLO contribution,
even though it is proportional to γ3

0 . It is precisely this
terminology that is used in Fig. 2.

Calculations. The cancellation of two leading
terms in the ratio r also reveals itself in the pro-
portionality of the scale (energy) derivative r′ to γ3

0 .
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 3. Ratio of the slopes of the energy dependences of
the mean multiplicities in gluon and quark jets according
to experimental data and some theoretical calculations.
The Casimir operator is CA = 3 in QCD. The mean
experimental values are shown within the frame corre-
sponding to the experimental error bars.

Therefore, it can be calculated to O(γ5
0) terms. The

leading term is very small (about 0.02 at the Z0

resonance). Asymptotically, all corrections vanish.
However, they are still quite important at present
energies of Z0. The second term in the bracketed
expression on the right-hand side of (22) is greater
than unity since 2r2/r1 ≈ 4.9 and γ ≈ 0.45–0.5.
Even the third term is approximately about 0.4. The
problem of convergence of the series at Z0 energies
and below becomes crucial. The derivative of the ratio
r (its energy slope) is very sensitive to higher order
perturbative corrections.
Therefore, it is desirable to use, at present ener-

gies, characteristics that are less sensitive to these
corrections. In particular, these corrections partially
cancel in the ratio of derivatives (slopes):

r(1) =
〈nG〉′
〈nF 〉′

. (24)

The same is true for the ratio of curvatures (or second
derivatives):

r(2) =
〈nG〉′′
〈nF 〉′′

. (25)

The QCD predictions for them,

r < r(1) < r(2) < 2.25, (26)

were recently confirmed by experiments (see Figs. 3,
4 from [13]).

Interpretation. The next question I would like to
raise concerns an as-yet-unclear physical interpre-
tation of oscillations of cumulant moments in QCD.
Usually exploited phenomenological distributions of
probability theory do not involve oscillations. For ex-
ample, all cumulant moments of the Poisson dis-
tribution are identically zero. One interprets this as
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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Fig. 4. Ratio of the curvatures of the energy dependences
of the mean multiplicities in gluon and quark jets ac-
cording to experimental data and some theoretical calcu-
lations. As in Fig. 3, the mean experimental values are
shown within the frame corresponding to the experimen-
tal error bars.

the absence of genuine correlations not reducible to
lower rank correlations. For the negative binomial
distribution, one easily obtains

Hq =
Kq

Fq
=

2
q(q + 1)

> 0. (27)

Since Fq are always positive by definition, this in-
equality implies positive values ofKq .
In the LO approximation, the gluodynamics equa-

tion for the generating function,

[lnG(y)]′′ = γ2
0(G(y) − 1), (28)

leads to the relation

q2Kq = Fq orHq =
1
q2
. (29)

However,Hq moments become negative, with a min-

imum at the rank of qmin ≈
24

11γ0
+ 0.5 ≈ 5, even in

the NLO approximation [14]. This minimum is rather
stable. It slowly moves to higher ranks with increas-
ing energy and disappears in the asymptotic region,
as is required according to formula (29). In higher
orders of the perturbative expansion, the oscillations
of higher rank cumulant moments show up [15]. They
are confirmed by experiments [16, 17] (see Fig. 5).
It should be emphasized here that the plots of

Dq = q2Hq would be even more instructive than that
of Hq for revealing the oscillations. In this case, they
can easily be compared with the LO prediction, ac-
cording to which DLOq = 1. Also, a comparison with
the results of the negative binomial distribution would
become simplified. The plot of the results for the neg-
ative binomial distribution (NBD) shows amonotonic
increase inDNBDq from 1 at q = 1 to 2 for q → ∞, and
this differs significantly from QCD oscillations.
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Apart from the changing character of genuine cor-
relations, the laws of energy–momentum conserva-
tion can also contribute to the emergence of these
oscillations. If the former factor is more important,
this would imply that attraction (clustering) gives
way to repulsion (and vice versa) in particle systems
at specific values of the number of particles. It would
be interesting to find other examples of such behavior
in hadronic systems.

Generalization. Finally, there exists the problem
of whether it is possible to generalize the equations
for the generating functions. On one hand, we un-
derstand that, even if treated as kinetic equations,
these equations are of limited applicability because
of the disregard of nonperturbative effects, a simpli-
fied treatment of conservation laws, etc. Some phe-
nomenological attempts at removing these limita-
tions were made from the very beginning [18–20].
In [18], it was proposed to treat the hadronization of
partons at the final stage of jet evolution by analogy
with ionization in electromagnetic cascades, where it
leads to their saturation and to a finite length of the
shower. Three different stages of the cascade were
considered in the modified kinetic equations proposed
in [19, 20]. However, no quantitative results were
obtained.
The most successful modification of above equa-

tions was proposed in [21] by using the dipole
approach to QCD with more accurate kinematical
bounds. It was shown that the ratio r can be obtained
in good agreement with experimental data. Never-
theless, a further study of higher rank moments of
the multiplicity distribution predicted by the modified
equations revealed their extremely high sensitivity to
higher orders of the perturbative expansion [22]. This
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Fig. 6.MomentsHq in the modified dipole approach [21,
22]. They strongly diverge in higher orders of modified
perturbation theory for large ranks q and change sign
in subsequent orders. The calculations were performed
at the Z0 energy. The order of the perturbative approxi-
mation for the corresponding calculation is shown in the
right upper corner and on each line.

is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the moments diverge
in high orders and where the change in the signs
of high-rank moments in subsequent orders of the
perturbative expansion is the only trace of oscillations
to be noticed. Such results give no way to draw defini-
tive conclusions. Thus, no successful generalization
is at work nowadays. In view of this, the general
theoretical trend at present is to calculate directly
nonperturbative effects in some jet characteristics
(see, for example, [23, 24]).

On the other hand, the success of numerical so-
lutions to the existing equations [9, 10] raises the
questions of whether a generalization will give any
other noticeable contribution and whether our failure
to describe more precisely the ratio r is due to some
defects of a purely perturbative expansion at available
energies. A more rigorous treatment of the numerical
solutions to the equations in question is therefore
required. Moreover, it was stated in [25] that the
renormalization-group improvement of perturbative
results provides a good description of experimental
data.

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize once
again that, although some fundamental questions
concerning the calculation of the properties of quark–
gluon jets and the validity of the QCD equations for
the generating functions in higher orders have not yet
been resolved, the accuracy of pQCD calculations is
sufficiently high in practice, especially if one considers
that the expansion parameter is rather large.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Abstract—Within an operator-product expansion, the problem of the quark-mass dependence of the
heavy-flavor contribution to the structure function F2 in the current-fragmentation region is considered
at high values of the momentum transfer squared Q2. A linear combination of the structure functions F c

2

and F2 is found that possesses a specific scaling property for Q2 → ∞ at small fixed values of the Bjorken
variable x. A lower bound on the ratio F c

2 /F2 is calculated and is comparedwith data obtained at the HERA
collider. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTERACTION

Data from the HERA collider on open-charm pro-
duction in deep-inelastic processes indicate [1, 2] that
the charm contribution to the structure function F c2
amounts to 40% at the measured values of x and
Q2 and that, with decreasing x, it grows faster than
the structure function F2. Recent measurements of
processes involving open-beauty production revealed
that the contribution of b quarks to the total structure
function F b2 is 2 to 3% [3].

It is often assumed that, as the energy of collid-
ing particles, W , and the square of the momentum
transfer, Q2, increase, mass effects become negligi-
ble. However, arguments were adduced in [4, 5] that
the difference of the structure functions for deep-
inelastic processes involving open heavy-quark pro-
duction in the current-fragmentation region and the
structure functions for processes where heavy quarks
do not appear explicitly under similar conditions is a
scale-invariant quantity at high values of Q2; that is,
it depends only on the Bjorken variable x and on the
heavy-quark mass mQ. This result makes it possible
to obtain, for F c2 , a model-independent lower bound
(more specifically, that which is independent of the
choice of gluon distribution in a nucleon) that is in
good agreement with experimental data on F c2 [4, 5].

In this study, we explore the problem of the mass-
scale effect on the behavior of observables within an
operator-product expansion [6].

For a further analysis, it is convenient to consider,
instead of the observables FQ2 (Q = c, b), the quanti-
ties

FQQ̄2 = FQ2 /e
2
Q. (1)
1063-7788/02/6510-1900$22.00 c©
For the light quarks q = u, d, s, which are taken to be
massless in the following, we define

F qq̄2 = F q2 /e
2
q , (2)

where eQ(q) are the electric charges of the quarks.
Let us write the operator-product expansion for

FQQ̄2 as
1
x
FQQ̄2 (x,Q2,m2

Q) (3)

= Cg

(
Q2

µ2
,
m2
Q

µ2
, αs(µ2)

)
⊗ fg(µ2)[x]

+ CQ

(
Q2

µ2
,
m2
Q

µ2
, αs(µ2)

)
⊗ fQ(µ2)[x]

+ Cq

(
Q2

µ2
,
m2
Q

µ2
, αs(µ2)

)
⊗ fq(µ2)[x],

where Ci are coefficient functions, while fi are
quantities that are defined as single-nucleon matrix
elements of the corresponding composite operators
and which can be identified with the distributions
of quarks and gluons in a nucleon. Finally, µ is the
renormalization point for the composite operators.
The symbol ⊗ denotes convolution with respect to
the variable x; that is,

a⊗ b[x] =

1∫
x

dz

z
a(z)b

(x
z

)
. (4)

In (3), we have omitted the contributions of higher
twists. In order to avoid encumbering the presenta-
tion, we will not henceforth indicate explicitly αs in
the arguments of the coefficient functions.

It is well known that Ci and fi depend individually
on the renormalization scheme used. In calculating
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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coefficient functions, preference is usually given to
the modified minimal-subtruction (MS) renormaliza-
tion scheme since calculations within other schemes
(for example, within the MOM scheme) are more
involved.

However, the MOM scheme has some advan-
tages, including the universality of the algorithm for
calculating coefficient functions for all orders in the
coupling constant αs. Advantages of using a sub-
traction scheme to remove divergences in diagrams
involving heavy quarks were indicated by Collins [7],
who proposed a mixed renormalization scheme com-
monly known as the Collins–Wiczek–Zee (CWZ)
scheme.

The objective of this study is to show that effects
associated with the heavy-quark mass mQ survive in
the limit of high values of Q2. A linear combination
of the structure functions F2 and F c2 that possesses
scale-invariant properties will be found, and it will be
shown that this scaling occurs in various renormal-
ization schemes. In addition, a lower bound on the
ratio F c2/F2 will be calculated as a function of x at
fixed values of Q2. The results will be compared with
experimental data.

2. ASYMPTOTIC RELATIONS BETWEEN
STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS

We will be interested in the behavior of F c2 at
high values of Q2 and low values of x. We assume
that, in this region, heavy quarks are predominantly
produced on gluons, but that they are not involved in
the evolution of light quarks and gluons.

We can then write

1
x
FQQ̄2 (x,Q2,m2

Q) = Cg

(
Q2

µ2
,
m2
Q

µ2

)
⊗ fg(µ2)[x]

+ CQ

(
Q2

µ2
,
m2
Q

µ2

)
⊗ fQ(µ2)[x]. (5)

Setting µ2 = µ2
0, where Λ2

QCD � µ2
0 � Q2, and ne-

glecting intrinsic charm (beauty) in a nucleon (that
is, assuming that there exists a scale µ2

0 at which the
heavy-quark distribution function is small in relation
to the gluon distribution function), we can find from
(5) that the following relation holds:

1
x
FQQ̄2 (x,Q2,m2

Q) =Cg

(
Q2

µ2
0

,
m2
Q

µ2
0

)
⊗ fg(µ2

0)[x].

(6)

Let us define the quantity

∆F2 = F qq̄2 (x,Q2) − FQQ̄2 (x,Q2,m2
Q). (7)
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Assuming that, at low values of x, the main con-
tribution to the structure function for deep-inelastic
processes not involving heavy-flavor production is
determined in terms of the gluon distribution [that is,
by a formula that is similar to (6)], we obtain

1
x

∆F2 = ∆Cg ⊗ fg(µ2
0)[x], (8)

where

∆Cg = Cg

(
y,
Q2

µ2
0

, 0
)
− Cg

(
y,
Q2

µ2
0

,
m2
Q

µ2
0

)
(9)

with y � Q2/2kq (see Appendix А).
In Appendix А, we will calculate the gluon co-

efficient function in the first order in αs within the
MOM scheme. Using the expression obtained there
and Eq. (9), we arrive at

∆Cg � ∆C(1)
g

(
y,
m2
Q

µ2
0

)
(10)

=
αs
8π

{
(y2 + (1 − y)2) ln

[
1 +

m2
Q

µ2
0y(1 − y)

]

−
m2
Q(1 + 2y(1 − y))

m2
Q + µ2

0y(1 − y)

}
.

Thus, we can see that, at high values of Q2, ∆F2

tends to the finite limit ∆F2(x,m2
Q), which depends

only on x and on the heavy-quark mass. It is shown
in Appendix A that this result is not an artifact of the
MOM scheme, although the expression for the quan-
tity ∆Ñg of course depends on the renormalization
scheme used.

On the basis of the explicit expression (10) for
∆Cg, one can straightforwardly demonstrate that, for
y ≤ 0.1 (it is precisely the region of low values of y
that is of importance in investigating the behavior of
the structure function for x � 1), we have

∆Cg > 0. (11)

In Appendix B, an exact expression for the coefficient
function Cg(y,Q2/µ2) in the massless case is derived
within the MOM scheme in the first order in αs at
arbitrary values of Q2 and µ2. From the expressions
obtained there, it follows, in particular, that

Cg

(
y,
Q2

µ2
0

)∣∣∣∣
Q2=m2

Q

> ∆Cg

(
y,
m2
Q

µ2
0

)
. (12)

On the basis of expressions (8), (11), and (12), we
then arrive at the following conclusion:

F qq̄2 (x,Q2)
∣∣
Q2=m2

Q
> ∆F2(x,m2

Q) > 0. (13)
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Fig. 1. Difference Σ = F2 − 2.75F c
2 as a function of Q2

for two fixed values of x. The solid curves represent a fit to
data on F c

2 from [2, 8]. The displayed experimental points
are characterized by x values that are the closest to the
values of 0.01 and 0.001.

In the following, we will use inequalities (13) to
obtain a lower bound on F c2/F2, which is the ratio of
two observables.

3. ESTIMATING THE CHARM
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STRUCTURE

FUNCTION
In the preceding section, it was shown that [see

Eqs. (8) and (10)] the difference of the light- and
heavy-flavor contributions to the structure functions
for deep-inelastic processes possesses the scale-
invariant property in the limitQ2 → ∞.

By using this result, we can easily show that the
quantity

Σα(x,Q2) ≡ F2(x,Q2) + αF c2 (x,Q2,m2
c) (14)

− (4α + 11)F b2 (x,Q2,m2
b)

(here, α is an arbitrary constant), which is a linear
combination of observables [5], has a scaling behav-
ior.

In order to eliminate the b-quark contribution
from (14), we set α = −2.75. We then obtain the
prediction that, in the limit Q2 → ∞, the linear
combination

Σ = F2 − 2.75F c2 (15)
PH
must tend to some function that depends only on the
Bjorken variable x and on the heavy-quark mass.

For ∆Cg, we now use the explicit expression that
we have obtained in the first order in αs. In this
way, we find that, in the region m2

Q � Q2, the above
difference tends to its scaling limit as

1
x

Σ =
1
9

[
7∆C(1)

g

(
m2
c

µ2
0

)
−∆C(1)

g

(
m2
b

µ2
0

)]
⊗fg(µ2

0)[x]

(16)

+
m2
b − 7m2

c

Q2
ln
(
Q2

µ2
0

)
h⊗ fg(µ2

0)[x],

where

h(y) =
1
9
y(1 − y)[(2 − 3y)2 + 3y2]. (17)

Sincem2
b − 7m2

c > 0, we conclude that the correction
in expression (16) for Σ(x,Q2) must tend to an upper
bound that is independent on Q2.

In order perform a comparison with available
experimental data, we have chosen, for F c2 , the
parametrization that is consistent with expres-
sion (16) for Σ(x,Q2,m2

Q) and have constructed a
fit to HERA data from [2]. (The details are given in
Appendix C.)

Figure 1 shows the Q2 dependence of the quan-
tity Σ at x = 0.01 and 0.001. These two values were
chosen for the variable x because there exists a set
of experimental points for various values of Q2 and
values of x that are close to the chosen ones. As can
be seen, the experimental data are in good agreement
with our conclusion that the above linear combination
of the structure functions tends to the scaling limit.

As was shown in [5], the inequalities in (13) make
it possible to obtain the following constraint on the
ratio of the measured structure functions:

F c2 (x,Q2)
F2(x,Q2)

> 0.4
(

1 − F2(x,m2
c)

F2(x,Q2)

)
. (18)

It is important to emphasize that, in order to obtain
this constraint, we have not used any parametrization
for F c2 and that it is independent of the behavior of the
gluon distribution in a nucleon.

In Fig. 2, we present the results of the calculations
by formula (18) for two values of the c-quark mass
(curves) along with data of the ZEUS collaboration
from [2]. Although our curves represent lower bounds
on the ratio F c2/F2, they are close to the experimental
points, approaching them from below.

Our estimates demonstrate that the displayed the-
oretical curves are also in good agreement with new
preliminary data of the ZEUS collaboration [8], this
being so for the maximal value of Q2 = 565 GeV2

measured by this collaboration inclusive.
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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Fig. 3. First-order diagrams in αs that contribute to the
matrix element of the composite operatorA(1)

Qg.

4. CONCLUSION
The operator-product-expansionmethod has been

used here to analyze quark-mass effects in deep-
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
inelastic processes. By means of calculations per-
formed in the first order in the coupling constant
within various renormalization schemes, a new scal-
ing property has been found in deep-inelastic pro-
cesses. Namely, a particular linear combination of the
structure function for a deep-inelastic process and
the structure function for a deep-inelastic process
involving open-charm production is a scale-invariant
quantity in the limit of high values of the momentum
transfer squared Q2.

It has been shown that this specific scaling prop-
erty is in accord with experimental data obtained at
the HERA collider for F c2 and F2. Obviously, the
inclusion of higher orders could change the theoret-
ical conclusion on the above scaling property. With
an eye to a further investigation of this question, we
treat here our result of the calculations in the lowest
02
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order as an indication of an interesting physical phe-
nomenon.

For the ratio F c2/F2 as a function of the variable
x at fixed values of Q2, we have also calculated a
lower bound that is independent of the form of gluon
distribution in a nucleon. It has been compared with
data of the ZEUS collaboration.
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APPENDIX А

In this appendix, we calculate the gluon coefficient
function Cg under the condition m2

Q/Q
2 � 1 in the

first order in αs.
For this purpose, we take a gluon of fixed virtuality

k2 (assuming that −k2 < 0 and −k2/Q2 � 1) as a
target for a deep-inelastic process.We denote byFQQ̄2,g

the heavy-flavor contribution to the structure func-
tion for this process. By analogy with (5), we write

the operator-product expansion for FQQ̄2,g in the order
under consideration as

1
x
FQQ̄2,g = C(1)

g ⊗A(0)
gg + C

(0)
Q ⊗A

(1)
Qg, (A.1)

where Agg (AQg) is the matrix element of the cor-
responding composite operator between one-gluon
states.

Let us first consider the MOM scheme. Within
this scheme, the matrix elements of the composite
operators are normalized as follows:

AQg|k2=−µ2 = 0, Agg(z)|k2=−µ2 = −2δ(1 − z).
(A.2)

In order to determine FQQ̄2,g , we make use of the
results presented in [4], where an exact expression for

FQQ̄2,g was obtained in the first order in αs. We have

1
y
FQQ̄2,g = −gαβFαβ , (A.3)

where

Fαβ =
αs
8π

([
F

(a)
1 + F

(b)
1

]
Aαβ +

[
F

(a)
2 + F

(b)
2

]
Bαβ

)
,

(A.4)

Aαβ = gαβ −
kαkβ
k2

, (A.5)

Bαβ =
(
qα − kα

qk

k2

)(
qβ − kβ

qk

k2

)
k2

(qk)2
, (A.6)
PH
From Eq. (A.3), it follows that

1
y
FQQ̄2,g = −αs

8π
(3F1 − F2), (A.7)

where

F1(2) = F
(a)
1(2) + F

(b)
1(2).

The expressions for F1(2) are given by [4]

F1 = F
(a)
1 + F

(b)
1 = (y2 + (1 − y)2) (A.8)

× ln

[
Q2(1 − y)

y(m2
Q − k2y(1 − y))

]
+

m2
Q

m2
Q − k2y(1 − y)

− 2 + 6y(1 − y),

F2 = F
(a)
2 + F

(b)
2 = (y2 + (1 − y)2) (A.9)

× ln

[
Q2(1 − y)

y(m2
Q − k2y(1 − y))

]
+

m2
Q(1 − 2y)2

m2
Q − k2y(1 − y)

− 2 + 6y(1 − y),

where k and q are, respectively, the gluon and the
virtual-photonmomentum; q2 =−Q2; y �Q2/2kq �
Q2/(W + Q2); and W = (q + k)2. With the aid of
expressions (A.7)–(A.9), we obtain

1
y
FQQ̄2,g = −αs

4π

{
(y2 + (1 − y)2) (A.10)

× ln

[
Q2(1 − y)

y(m2
Q − k2y(1 − y))

]
− 2

+
m2
Q(1 + 2y(1 − y))

m2
Q − k2y(1 − y)

+ 6y(1 − y)

}
.

In order to determine C(1)
g from relation (A.1), it is

also necessary to calculate the matrix element of the

quark composite operator A(1)
Qg in the same order. The

corresponding diagrams are depicted in Fig. 3.

Choosing the axial gauge

dµν(k, n) = −gµν +
kµnν + kνnµ

kn
, (A.11)

where n2 = 0, we obtain

A
(1),J
Qg =−i2παs

∫
d4r

(2π)4
dµν(k, n)

( rn
kn

)J−1
(A.12)

× 1
4kn

tr
[
γµ(r̂+ mQ)n̂(r̂+mQ)γν(r̂− k̂+ mQ)

]

×
δ+((r − k)2 −m2

Q)

(r2 −m2
Q)2

.
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Taking into account the equalities∫
d4rf(r2)δ+((r − k)2 −m2

Q)rµ =
∫
d4rf(l2)y′kµ,

(A.13)∫
d4rf(r2)δ+((r − k)2 −m2

Q)rµrν (A.14)

=
∫
d4rf(l2)

{
1
2
gµν(m2

Q − (1 − y′)l2

− y′(1 − y′)k2) + y′2kµkν

}
,

we arrive at
1

4kn
tr
[
γµ(r̂ +mQ)n̂(r̂ + mQ)γν(r̂ − k̂ + mQ)

]
(A.15)

= gµν(l2 + y′k2) + 4y′rµrν − 2y′(kµrν + kνrµ)

= gµν(2y′m2
Q + (l2 + y′k2)((1 − y′)2 + y′2))

− 4y′2(1 − y′)kµkν ,

where y′ = rn/kn and l2 = m2
Q − r2. As a result, the

equality in (A.12) takes the form

A
(1),J
Qg = −i2παs (A.16)

×
∫

d4r

(2π)4
y′J−1 · δ+(k2 − l2 − 2kr)

l4

× (l2((1 − y′)2 + y′2) + y′(k2 + 2m2
Q))

= −αs
8π

1∫
0

y′J−1dy′

µ2y′+m2
Q/(1−y′)∫

−k2y′+m2
Q/(1−y′)

dl2

l4

×
(
l2((1 − y′)2 + y′2) + y′

(
m2
Q

y′(1 − y′)
+ 2m2

Q

))
.

Going over to y space, we arrive at

A
(1)
Qg(y,m

2
Q, k

2, µ2) =−αs
8π

{
((1− y)2+ y2) (A.17)

× ln

[
m2
Q + µ2y(1 − y)

m2
Q − k2y(1 − y)

]
+ m2

Q(1 + 2y(1 − y))

×
(

1
m2
Q − k2y(1 − y)

− 1
m2
Q + µ2y(1 − y)

)}
.

By using Eqs. (A.1), (A.10), and (A.17) and the

fact that −A(0)
gg (z) = C

(0)
Q (z) = 2δ(1 − z), we finally

obtain the sought expression for C
(1)
g within the

MOM scheme; that is,

C(1),MOM
g (y,Q2,m2

Q, µ
2) (A.18)
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=
αs
8π

{
(y2 + (1 − y)2) ln

[
Q2(1 − y)

y(m2
Q + µ2y(1 − y))

]

− 2 + 6y(1 − y) +
m2
Q(1 + 2y(1 − y))

m2
Q + µ2y(1 − y)

}
.

In the limitmQ → 0, we find from (A.18) that

C(1),MOM
g (y,Q2, 0, µ2) (A.19)

=
αs
8π

{
(y2 + (1− y)2) ln

[
Q2

µ2y2

]
− 2 + 6y(1− y)

}
.

Expression (10) in the main body of the text for∆C
(1)
g

now follows from (A.18) and (A.19). The quantity

∆C
(1),MOM
g possesses the following property:

∆C(1),MOM
g (y,Q2,m2

Q = 0, µ2) = 0. (A.20)

We note that, in the MOM scheme, the coefficient
function C

(1)
g can be found without calculating the

composite operator A(1)
Qg if an analytic expression for

FQQ̄2,g is known (as in our case). From formulas (A.1)
and (A.2), it follows that, in all orders in αs, we have
the relation

CMOM
g (y,m2, Q2, µ2) (A.21)

= − 1
2y
FQQ̄2,g (y,m2

Q, Q
2, k2)

∣∣∣∣
k2=−µ2

,

where µ is the renormalization point for the composite
operators. Indeed, we can again obtain formula (A.18)

by using the explicit expression for FQQ̄2,g from [4].
For the case of heavy flavors, Collins [7] proposed

themixed CWZ renormalization scheme based on the
idea put forth in [9]. It coincides with the MS scheme
in the case where all partons are considered to be
massless and ensures the suppression of the heavy-
quark contributions in the case where the heavy-
quark masses exceed considerably the external-
momentum scale. In order to perform a regularization
within this scheme, use is made of the subtraction
scheme at zero momenta for diagrams involving
heavy quarks and of the MS scheme for the remaining
diagrams. In the case being considered, we have

C(1),CWZ
g (y,Q2,m2

Q) =
αs
8π

(A.22)

×
{

(y2 + (1− y)2) ln

[
Q2(1− y)
m2
Qy

]
− 1+ 8y(1− y)

}
.

For the massless case, the result coincides with
the known expression within the MS scheme (see, for
example, [10]); that is,

C(1),CWZ
g (y,Q2) =

αs
8π

(A.23)
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Table 1. Values of the parameters in expression (A.31) for F2

a b c d e f g h, GeV2

3.1 0.76 0.124 −0.188 −2.91 −0.043 3.69 1.4
×
{

(y2 + (1− y)2) ln
[
Q2(1− y)

µ2y

]
− 1+ 8y(1− y)

}
.

From (A.22), it can be seen that

C
(1),CWZ
g (y,Q2,m2

Q) does not have a finite limit for
mQ → 0. This is because the heavy-quark mass
regularizes the divergences here. However, we can
sidestep this problem by performing subtractions
within the CWZ scheme at the point−µ2 rather than
at zero momentum values. By calculating the gluon
coefficient function within the CWZ scheme modified
in this way, we arrive at expression (A.18), which was
obtained above within the MOM scheme, and at the
expression for ∆C

(1),CWZ
g (y,Q2,m2

Q, µ
2) in the form

∆C(1),CWZ
g (y,Q2,m2

Q, µ
2) (A.24)

=
αs
8π

{
(y2 + (1 − y)2) ln

[
y(1 − y) +

m2
Q

µ2

]

+
µ2y(1 − y)(1 + 2y(1 − y))

m2
Q + µ2y(1 − y)

}
.

We note that, in contrast to
∆C

(1),MOM
g (y,Q2,m2

Q, µ
2) given by (A.20), the quan-

tity ∆C
(1),CWZ
g (y,Q2,m2

Q, µ
2) does not vanish at

mQ = 0. This is associated with the use of the differ-
ent renormalization procedures for massless and for
massive quarks. For this reason, we give preference
to the MOM scheme.

APPENDIX B

Below, we present the results of the calculations
for the gluon coefficient function Cg in the first non-
PH
trivial order in αs at mQ = 0. These calculations are
based on formula (A.21) and on the expression for

FQQ̄2,g (y,m2
Q, Q

2, k2) from [4]. The result is

C(1)
g (y,Q2, 0, µ2) (A.25)

=
αs

16π

[
3(F (a)

1 + F
(b)
1 ) − (F (a)

2 + F
(b)
2 )
]∣∣∣
k2=−µ2

,

where the expressions for F (a)
1(2) and F

(b)
1(2) are the

following:

F
(a)
1 = L

[
1 +

1
4

((1 − t2)2 − 1)
(

1 +
1
U2

)]
(A.26)

− ((1 − t2)2 − 1)
2U2

− 2,

F
(a)
2 = L

[
1 +

1
4

((1 − t2)2 − 1)
(
−1+

3
U2

)]
(A.27)

− 3((1 − t2)2 − 1)
2U2

− 2,

F
(b)
1 =−3

2

{
L

1
4

(
1 − 1

U2

)[
((1 − t2)2−1) (A.28)

+
1
U2

(3((1 − t2)2 − 1) + 2(2 + t1)(2 − t2))
]

+
(1 − U2)

(
(4 − t2)2 − 4

)
+ 2

(
(1 − t2)2 − 1

)
2U4

}
,

F
(b)
2 = −3

2

{
L

1
4

(
1 − 1

U2

)[
−((1 − t2)2 − 1) +

3
U2

(3((1 − t2)2 − 1) + 2(2 + t1)(2 − t2))
]

(A.29)

+
3(1 − U2)((4 − t2)2 − 4) + 2(3 − 2U2)((1 − t2)2 − 1)

2U4

}
.

In formulas (A.26)–(A.29), we have introduced the
notation

t1 =
−k2Q2

(kq)2
= 4y2(1 − y)2

−k2

Q2
, (A.30)
t2 =
Q2

kq
+

−k2

kq
= 2y(1 − y)

(
1 +

−k2

Q2

)
,

U =
√

1 − t1,
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Table 2. Values of the parameters in expression (A.32)
for F c

2

ā b̄ c̄ ḡ h̄, GeV2

0.28 0.15 −0.08 5.00 1.86

L =
1
U

ln
[

1 + U

1 − U

]
.

It should be emphasized that, in the calcula-
tions, we did not assume that µ2/Q2 � 1 or that
−k2/Q2 � 1. In other words, the expressions ob-
tained here for the massless quark are exact in the
first order in the coupling constant.

APPENDIX C

Here, we present the parametrizations that we
choose forF2 and F c2 . ForF2, we use the parametriza-
tion of the H1 collaboration [1]; that is,

F2(x,Q2) =
[
axb + cxd(1 + e

√
x) (A.31)

×
(

lnQ2 + f ln2 Q2 +
h

Q2

)]
(1 − x)g,

with the parameter values being given in Table 1.
For F c2 , we use an expression that is qualitatively

consistent with the asymptotic behavior of the quan-
tity Σ = F2 − 2.75F c2 with respect to the variable Q2

[see (16)]; that is,

F c2 (x,Q2) =
1

2.75
F2(x,Q2) (A.32)
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
− āxb̄(1 − x)ḡ
[
1 + xc̄

h̄

Q2
lnQ2

]
,

where F2 is given by (A.31). A fit to HERA da-
ta from [2] that correspond to values in the range
6.5 ≤ Q2 ≤ 130 GeV2 yields the parameter values
presented in Table 2 at χ2/NDF = 34.6/36 = 0.96.
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Abstract—The photon production arising due to time variation of a medium has been considered. The
Hamilton formalism for photons in a time-variable medium (plasma) has been developed with application
to inclusive photon production. The results have been used for calculation of the photon production in the
course of the transition from a quark–gluon phase to a hadronic phase in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
The relative strength of the effect and the specific two-photon correlations have been evaluated. It is
demonstrated that the opposite-side two-photon correlations are indicative of a sharp transition from the
quark–gluon phase to hadrons. c© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The formation of a quark–gluon plasma (QGP)
in relativistic heavy-ion collisions with subsequent
transition to hadrons has been under discussion for
many years. Numerous measurable signals from the
QGP phase (such as J/ψ suppression) have been
suggested. At the same time, the observation of en-
hanced antibaryon production [1] together with lat-
tice calculations [2], which predict low temperature
of the transition, is indicative of a fast QGP–hadron
transition [3] without formation of a mixed phase. In
this paper, we consider a new specific mechanism of
photon production which is effective in the case of the
sharp transition from QGP to hadrons (see [4]).

The phenomenon under consideration is the pho-
ton production in the course of evolution of strongly
interacting matter. Let us consider photons in a
medium at the initial moment t0 having momentum
k and energy ωin. Let the properties of the medium
(dielectric permittivity) change within a time inter-
val δτ so that the final photon energy is ωfin. As
a result of the energy change, the production of
extra photons with momenta ±k takes place, these
photons exhibiting specific two-photon correlations.
Moreover, the photons with opposite momenta and
opposite helicities are produced even in the absence
of the initial photons. Such kind of processes was first
considered a few years ago [5, 6], elaborated for pions
[7, 8], and applied to the pion production in high-
energy heavy-ion collisions [9]. The conditions for a
strong effect are the following: first, the ratio of the
energies ωin/ωfin must not be too close to unity, and
second, the transition should be fast enough.

∗This article was submitted by the author in English.
1063-7788/02/6510-1908$22.00 c©
The calculation of the effect requires consideration
of the Hamilton equations of motion. In Section 2, we
present in short the corresponding formalism which is
extended in Section 3 to the case of a time-dependent
medium. A simple method of calculation of the pho-
ton correlations is presented in Section 4 with sub-
sequent estimation in Section 5 of the polarization
operator and the evolution parameter determining the
strength of the transition effect. In Section 6, we
calculate the transition effects in heavy-ion collisions
and present the results of the work.

2. BASIC FORMULATIONS
We are interested in time evolution of the pho-

ton creation and annihilation operators a†i (k, t) and
ai(k, t) in a medium. In this section, the medium
is considered in its rest frame. The properties of the
medium (plasma) will be described by the transverse
polarization operator Π(ω,k, T, µ,m) which depends
on energy ω, momentum k, temperature T = 1/β,
chemical potential µ, and the mass m of the charged
particles of the plasma. To determine the evolution
law of a†i (k, t) and ai(k, t), we will use the Hamilton
formalism.

The Lagrangian of the electromagnetic field in the
medium is taken in the form

L =
1
2

∫
d3x

(
E(x, t)ε̂E(x, t)− H2(x, t)

)
, (1)

where the dielectric permittivity ε̂ acts as the factor
ε(ω,k) in the momentum space (otherwise it acts as
an operator). The object of quantization is the real-
valued vector potential A(x, t). In the case under
consideration, we can use the gauge conditions

A0(x, t) = 0, divA(x, t) = 0, (2)
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”



TWO-PHOTON CORRELATIONS 1909
so that

E(x, t) = −Ȧ(x, t), H(x, t) = curlA(x, t). (3)

The second equation (2) means that the vector po-
tential is transverse (k · A = 0), having two compo-
nents Ai (usual linear polarizations). The transverse
dielectric permittivity ε̂ is connected with the photon
transverse polarization operator Π̂ through equation

ε(ω, k) = 1−Π(ω, k)/ω2, (4)

where Π(ω, k) will be considered as a real-valued and
even function of ω and k (see Section 5). Turning to
the momentum representation

A(x, t) =
∫

d4k

(2π)2
e−ik0t+ik·xA(k, k0) (5)

and using Eqs. (1)–(5), the action of the system can
be written in the form

S =
1
2

∫
d4kAi(−k,−k0) (6)

×
[
k2
0 − k2 −Π(k, k0)

]
Ai(k, k0).

Variation of the action provides the equation[
k2
0 − k2 −Π(k, k0)

]
Ai(k, k0) = 0, i = 1, 2, (7)

and the energy ω of the photon in the medium is given
by the usual dispersion equation

ω2 − k2 −Π(ω,k) = 0. (8)

Let us note in advance that Π(ω, k) will be a positive
and slowly varying function of k playing essentially
the role of the effective photon mass squared.

Introducing the time- and momentum-dependent
field coordinates q(k, t),

A(x, t) =
∫

d3k

(2π)3/2
eik·xq(k, t), (9)

q(−k, t) = q†(k, t),

and coming one step back in (6), we get the La-
grangian in the form

L =
1
2

∫
d3k [q̇i(−k, t)q̇i(k, t) (10)

− k2qi(−k, t)qi(k, t)− qi(−k, t)Π̂(k)qi(k, t)
]
,

where the polarization operator Π̂(k) in (k, t) repre-
sentation acts either to the left or to the right, giving
equivalent results. In this form, the polarization term
is related to the potential energy (unlike q̇ terms)
ensuring the physically sensible form of the Hamil-
tonian in the case under consideration. The Lagrange
equations, given by variation of (10), evidently have
the oscillator form

q̈i(k) + ω2qi(k) = 0, (11)
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
with ω being determined by Eq. (8). Note that

Π̂(k)qi(k) = Π(ω,k)qi(k) (12)

for plane-wave solutions of the equations of motion.
Turning to the Hamilton formalism for quantum

fields, we introduce the canonically conjugated mo-
mentum

pi(k, t) =
δL

δq̇i(k, t)
= q̇i(−k, t), i = 1, 2 (13)

and postulate the canonical equal-time commutation
relations

[qi(k1, t), pj(k2, t)] = iδijδ(k1 − k2), (14)

with all other commutators being zero. Let us note
that the presence of the opposite sign of k on the
right-hand side of (13) is necessary for compatibil-
ity of (14) with commutation relations in coordinate
space[

Ai(x1, t), Ȧj(x2, t)
]
= iδijδ(x1 − x2). (15)

Below, this opposite sign of the momentum k will
result in important physical consequences describing
production of photon pairs with opposite directions of
momenta of the photons.

The Hamiltonian is introduced in the usual way:

H =
∫

d3kpi(k)q̇i(k)− L (16)

=
1
2

∫
d3k(pi(−k)pi(k) + k2qi(−k)qi(k)

+ qi(−k)Π̂(k)qi(k)),

and the Hamilton equations for Heisenberg operators

q̇i(k) = i [H, qi(k)] = pi(−k), (17)

ṗi(−k) = i [H, pi(−k)] = −ω2qi(k)

connect qi(k) with pi(−k), being consistent with
Eqs. (11) and (12).

Let us at last introduce the photon creation and
annihilation operators a†(k) and a(k) through de-
composition

Ai(x, t) =
∫

d3k

(2π)3/2
1

(2ω)1/2
(18)

×
(
ai(k, t)eik·x + a†i (k, t)e

−ik·x
)
.

These operators are defined here for a stationary
medium in the initial and final states with constant
ω and are connected with the canonical coordinates
and momenta by equations

qi(k) =
1√
2ω

(
ai(k) + a†i (−k)

)
, (19)
02



1910 ANDREEV
pi(−k) = i

√
ω

2

(
a†i (−k)− ai(k)

)
,

as can be seen from the comparison of representations
(9) and (18) and the corresponding time derivatives.
The creation and annihilation operators exhibit a sim-
ple time dependence

a(t) ∼ e−iωt, a†(t) ∼ eiωt (20)

corresponding to running waves (photons) and satisfy
the commutation relations[

ai(k1), a
†
j(k2)

]
= δijδ(k1 − k2), (21)

which follow from canonical commutation rela-
tions (14).

3. PHOTON EVOLUTION
IN TIME-DEPENDENT MEDIUM

Let the polarization operator be a time-dependent
function of parameters. In this case, the Hamilton
equations (17) (as well as the Lagrange equation (11)
which is their consequence) remain valid with time-
dependent energy ω(t). This is confirmed by the fact
that their solution represents the time-dependent
canonical transformation conserving commutator (14).
Indeed, the solution to (17) can be written in the form
(cf. [10])

qi(k, t) = s1(t)qi(k, 0) + s2(t)pi(−k, 0), (22)

q̇i(k, t) = pi(−k, t) = ṡ1(t)qi(k, 0)
+ ṡ2(t)pi(−k, 0),

where s1(t) and s2(t) are two linearly independent
real-valued solutions of the classical equation (11)
with time-dependent energy ω and the initial condi-
tions

s1(0) = 1, ṡ1(0) = 0, (23)

s2(0) = 0, ṡ2(0) = 1.

One can see from (22) that the canonical commutator
transforms in the following way:

[qi(k, t), pi(k, t)] (24)

= W (s1, s2) [qi(k, 0), pi(k, 0)] ,

where

W (s1, s2) = s1(t)ṡ2(t)− s2(t)ṡ1(t) (25)

is the Wronskian determinant of (11), which does not
depend on time for this equation (due to absence of a
term with a first-order derivative in the equation), this
constant determinant being equal to 1 due to initial
conditions (23).

Let us consider evolution of the photons from the
initial state with energy ω1 to the asymptotic final
PH
state with energy ω2. The final-state annihilation and
creation operators are given by

ai(k, t) =
1√
2ω2

(ω2qi(k, t) + ipi(−k, t)) , (26)

a†i (k, t) =
1√
2ω2

(ω2qi(−k, t)− ipi(k, t)) ,

as follows from (19). We substitute solutions (22)
for qi(k, t), pi(k, t) and introduce two linearly in-
dependent complex-valued classical solutions ξ(t),
ξ∗(t) instead of s1(t), s2(t):

ξ(t) = s1(t) + iω1s2(t), (27)

ξ∗(t) = s1(t)− iω1s2(t)

with the initial conditions

ξ(0) = ξ∗(0) = 1, ξ̇(0) = iω1, ξ̇∗(0) = −iω1.
(28)

Then, using (19) for the initial state, we obtain the
Bogolyubov transformation [11] connecting the cre-
ation and annihilation operators in the initial and final
states (let us recall that these operators were defined
only for asymptotic states having constant energy ω):

ai(k, t) = u(k, t)ai(k, 0) + v(k, t)a†i (−k, 0), (29)

a†i (k, t) = v∗(k, t)ai(−k, 0) + u∗(k, t)a†i (k, 0)

with

u(k, t) =
1
2

√
ω2

ω1

[
ξ∗(t) +

i

ω2
ξ̇∗(t)

]
,

v(k, t) =
1
2

√
ω2

ω1

[
ξ(t) +

i

ω2
ξ̇(t)

]
. (30)

It follows from (30) that

u∗(t)u(t)− v∗(t)v(t) =
i

2ω1
W (ξ, ξ∗), (31)

where

W (ξ, ξ∗) = ξ(t)ξ̇∗(t)− ξ̇(t)ξ∗(t) (32)

is again the time-independent Wronskian determi-
nant. Thus,

u∗u− v∗v = 1 (33)

due to initial conditions (28). In turn, as follows from
(29), condition (33) ensures conservation of the com-
mutator[

ai(k, t), a
†
i (k, t)

]
=
[
ai(k, 0), a

†
i (k, 0)

]
(34)

(the latter commutator is equal to V/(2π)3 for a sys-
tem having the volume V ). In view of condition (33),
the Bogolyubov coefficients u and v can be presented
in the form

u = cosh r(k)eiα1 , v = sinh r(k)eiα2 , (35)
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002



TWO-PHOTON CORRELATIONS 1911
where r(k) is the main parameter which determines
the photon production, while the phases α1 and α2 do
not play an important role and will not be considered
below.

To find the coefficients u and v (for fixed momen-
tum k), one must turn to the classical equations for an
oscillator of variable frequency (energy). Let us seek a
solution to the equation

ξ̈ + ω2(t)ξ = 0. (36)

In the initial state, where the energy ω1 is constant,
we take a single wave

ξ(t) = eiω1t, t < tin = 0. (37)

At large enough time, t > tfin, when the energy ω2

becomes constant again, the general solution has the
form

ξ(t) = C1e
iω2t + C2e

−iω2t, t > tfin. (38)

Substituting (37) and (38) into (30), we determine the
corresponding Bogolyubov coefficients

u =
√

ω2

ω1
C∗

1e
−iω2t, (39)

v =
√

ω2

ω1
C2e

−iω2t, t > tfin,

where constants C1 and C2 satisfy the relationship

| C1 |2 − | C2 |2= ω1

ω2
(40)

due to condition (33).

To find the final expressions for coefficients u and
v, one must know the full solution of (36) connecting
the asymptotic expressions (37) and (38). Here, one
can use an analogy between the above problem and
the problem of a wave propagating through (above)
one-dimensional potential barrier. In the latter case,
Eq. (38) (after substitution of x for t) represents the
incoming and reflected waves and Eq. (37) represents
the outgoing wave. The reflection coefficient

| C2/C1 |2=| v/u |2= tanh2 r (41)

gives the desired ratio of the Bogolyubov coefficients
(to within phases). Therefore, one can use the well-
known quantum-mechanical results. Shifting the ini-
tial time tin to a large negative value, we use a refer-
ence model of the energy variation:

ω2(t) =
ω2

2 + ω2
1

2
+

ω2
2 − ω2

1

2
tanh

(
2t
δτ

)
. (42)

The problem with such form of the potential barrier
can be found in textbooks [12]. It contains the impor-
tant parameter δτ giving the characteristic time of the
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energy variation. The evolution parameter r is given
now by

r = tanh−1 |v/u| = 1
2
ln
(
tanh(πω2δτ/4)
tanh(πω1δτ/4)

)
. (43)

For a sharp transition (ωiδτ 	 1), formula (43) yields

r =
1
2
ln
(
ω2

ω1

)
, (44)

∣∣∣v
u

∣∣∣2 =
(
ω2 − ω1

ω2 + ω1

)2

, ωiδτ 	 1.

This is the case of the most intensive pair production.
For a large transition time δτ , the process becomes
adiabatic and the evolution parameter falls exponen-
tially:

r =
∣∣∣e−πω2δτ/2 − e−πω1δτ/2

∣∣∣ , ωiδτ 
 1. (45)

Note that the above results (44) for a sharp tran-
sition can be obtained immediately from Hamilton
equations (17). Suggesting that the canonical coor-
dinate q and momentum p are finite, we see from these
equations that q̇ and ṗ are finite as well, so that q and
p are continuous functions of time at the transition
point,

q(−δt) = q(δt), (46)

p(−δt) = p(δt), δt → 0,

coinciding on both sides of the sharp boundary be-
tween the media with different photon energies ω1

and ω2. Being expressed according to (19) through
the creation and annihilation operators a†, a on both
sides of the boundary, equations (46) lead to the Bo-
golyubov transformation (29) between pairs of oper-
ators a†, a on the opposite sides of the boundary with
the coefficients

|u| = ω2 + ω1

2
√
ω1ω2

, |v| =
∣∣∣∣ω2 − ω1

2
√
ω1ω2

∣∣∣∣ . (47)

The latter equations correspond to (44).

4. INCLUSIVE PHOTON PRODUCTION
IN A SIMPLE MODEL

Below, we will be interested in inclusive photon
production in heavy-ion collisions. We restrict the
consideration to a symmetric case when the photons
with opposite momenta ±k are produced in an
equivalent way (central collisions of identical nuclei).
For simplicity, the Bogolyubov coefficients u(k), v(k)
[and therefore the evolution parameter r(k)—see
(35)] are assumed to be real-valued and to depend
on k = |k|. In order to reveal the main features of
the photon production and photon correlations (and
for further references and comparison), we formulate
002
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in this section a simple model: fast simultaneous
transition of a large homogeneous system at rest
(the movement of the system will be considered in
Section 6).

For physical interpretation of the evolution effect,
it is helpful to introduce the complex-valued vectors
of the photon circular polarization

e± = (e1±ie2)/
√
2, k · e± = 0 (48)

and the corresponding components of operators a(k)
and a†(k)

a± = (a1 ± ia2)/
√
2, a†± = (a†1 ∓ ia†2)/

√
2, (49)

so that
a(k) = e+a−(k) + e−a+(k), a± = e± · a. (50)

The components a±, a
†
± satisfy the standard com-

mutation relations in the form (21) with i = ± and
represent the creation and annihilation operators of
the photons with definite spin projection ±1 on the
direction of the photon momentum (the helicity).

In what follows, we will denote the creation and
annihilation operators in the final state as b†, b, leav-
ing the notation a†, and a for the operators in the ini-
tial state. In terms of the components b±, the helicity
operator is

Sb3 = i(b†1b2 − b†2b1) (51)

= b†+b+ − b†−b− = Nb+ −Nb−

for any momentum k, the photon number operator is

Nb = b†+b+ + b†−b− = Nb+ +Nb−, (52)

and the Bogolyubov transformation takes the form

b±(k) = ua±(k) + va†±(−k), (53)

b†±(k) = u∗a†±(k) + v∗a±(−k),

where subscripts ± indicate helicities related to the
corresponding momenta k or −k.

The resulting average number of photons and their
correlations depends on the initial state. We suggest
that the initial state is a statistical (Gaussian) mix-
ture of the coherent states [5, 13] of the photons of
each polarization. Then, using Eqs. (33) and (53),
we obtain the photon momentum distribution (rela-
tive single-photon inclusive cross section including
averaging over the initial state):(

dN

d3k

)
±
≡
(
1
σ

dσ

d3k

)
±
= 〈Nb±(k)〉 (54)

= 〈b†±(k)b±(k)〉 =
(
1 + |v|2

)
〈Na±(k)〉

+ |v|2〈Na±(−k)〉+ |v|2 V

(2π)3
.

PH
As one can see from (54), the photons are created
in pairs having opposite directions of their momenta
and opposite spin directions (the same helicities).
If both kinds of polarizations are equally represented
in the initial state for every momentum k, then the
same property is valid for the final state,

〈Sb3(k)〉 = 0, (55)

and the photons produced with opposite momenta
possess equal helicities. The intensity of the transition
production is given by the Bogolyubov coefficient |v|2
and the last term on the right-hand side of (54) rep-
resents the result of the ground state rearrangement
(the initial ground state is not the ground state for
operators b which operate in a different medium in
the final state). We suggest that k → −k symmetry
takes place. Then, the resulting photon momentum
distribution can be written in the form

dN

d3k
= 〈b†λ(k)bλ(k)〉 (56)

=
2V

(2π)3
[
n(k) + (2n(k) + 1) sinh2 r

]
(the sum taken over helicities λ), where n(k) is the
average level occupation number of the single mode
in the initial state and we used the parametrization
(35). The photon production in the course of the
transition, given by the second term on the right-hand
side of (56), is weak for a small evolution parameter
r(k), being of the order of r2.

The evolution effect is better seen in photon cor-
relations. The two-photon inclusive cross section is
given by

1
σ

d2σ

d3k1d3k2
= 〈b†λ(k1)b†µ(k2)bλ(k1)bµ(k2)〉 (57)

= 〈b†λ(k1)bλ(k1)〉〈b†µ(k2)bµ(k2)〉
+ 〈b†λ(k1)bµ(k2)〉〈b†µ(k2)bλ(k1)〉
+ 〈b†λ(k1)b†µ(k2)〉〈bλ(k1)bµ(k2)〉.

The first term on the right-hand side of (57) is the
product of single-photon distributions, the second
term gives the Hanbury–Brown–Twiss effect (HBT,
called also the Bose–Einstein correlations), and the
third term is essential if the time evolution effect takes
place giving opposite side photon correlations.

The production of photons with opposite direc-
tions of their momenta was already pointed out after
(54). However, it was implicitly suggested there that
the volume of the system is arbitrarily large, V → ∞.
In a real situation, we deal with large but finite size
of the colliding nuclei. The finite size of the photon
source will smooth out the effect. The same is valid
for the HBT effect responsible for the same side cor-
relations. The special technique was elaborated in a
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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number of papers to describe the source size effect
for the HBT correlations, including use of the Wigner
phase space density [14] and the method of equivalent
classical currents [15] which can be used here. In-
stead, we directly modify the creation and annihilation
operators [5] in such a way that they are nonzero only
inside some region in the coordinate space which is
described by the function f(x):

b̃λ(x) = bλ(x)f(x), b̃†λ(x) = b†λ(x)f(x). (58)

Then, the modified (smoothed out) operators in the
momentum space are

b̃†λ(k1) =
∫

d3kf(k1 − k)b†λ(k), (59)

b̃λ(k2) =
∫

d3kf(k − k2)bλ(k),

where the Fourier transform f(ki − k) is sharply
peaked around the point k = ki (smoothed δ func-
tion).

The introduced operators satisfy modified commu-
tation relations [

b̃λ(k1), b̃†ν(k2)
]
−

(60)

= δλν

∫
d3kf(k1 − k)f(k− k2)

= δλν

∫
d3x

(2π)3
f2(x)ei(k1−k2·x = δλνF (k1 − k2).

Here, F (k1 − k2) is the form factor of the photon
source (Fourier transform of the source density) and
it also represents the smoothed δ function which has
a width of the order of the inverse size of the source.
In particular,

F (0) = V/(2π)3, (61)

where V is the effective volume of the source at
the stage of the transition in the medium. Let us
note that above we in fact already used (61) sub-
stituted for δ3(0) in the contribution of the ground
state rearrangement to the evolution effect in (54).
This factor also appears when one makes use of the
level occupation function n(k) [see (56)], having its
origin in the correspondence of discrete and contin-
uous Fourier decompositions. Using operators mod-
ified in the three-dimensional coordinate space, we
suggest that the volume V changes insignificantly in
the course of the time transition.

Now one can apply the Bogolyubov transforma-
tion (53) to estimate the correlators of the modified
operators:

〈b̃†±(k1)b̃±(k2)〉 =
∫

d3k
[
u2(k)n(k) (62)

+ v2(k)(n(k) + 1)
]
f(k1 − k)f(k− k2)
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=
V

(2π)3
[
n(k) + (2n(k) + 1) sinh2 r

]
G(k1 − k2)

and, in a similar way,

〈b̃±(k1)b̃±(k2)〉 = 〈b̃†±(k1)b̃
†
±(k2)〉 (63)

=
V

(2π)3
(2n(k) + 1) sinh r(k) cosh r(k)G(k1 + k2),

with other correlators vanishing in the course of
statistical averaging in the case of a sharply peaked
form factor. In the above equations, G(k1 ± k2)
is the normalized form factor (G(0) = 1) and we
took into account that the functions f(k1 − k) and
f(k− k2), as well as the form factor G(k1 ± k2),
are sharply peaked functions of their arguments (at
zero momentum) having a characteristic scale of the
order of the inverse size of the source, this scale being
much smaller than the characteristic scales of the
distribution n(k) and the evolution parameter r(k).
Thus, the last two functions can be evaluated for
any of momenta k1,k2 ≈ ±k (we suggest that the
process is k → −k symmetric). Equations (62) and
(63), together with (57), show that the correlations
arising due to the identity of photons (the HBT effect)
are the same-side momentum correlations of photons
having the same helicities, whereas photons arising
due to the transition effect have the opposite-side
momentum correlations and approximately opposite
spin directions (the same helicities again).

Returning to the two-photon correlations given
by (57) (sum over helicities), we obtain the relative
correlation function which is measured in experiment:

C(k1,k2) = 1 +
1
2
G2(k1 − k2) (64)

+
1
2
R2

0(k)G
2(k1 + k2)

with

R0(k) =
(2n(k) + 1) sinh r(k) cosh r(k)
n(k) + (2n(k) + 1) sinh2 r(k)

, (65)

according to Eqs. (62) and (63). As can be seen
from expressions (64) and (65), the transition effect
depends strongly on the evolution parameter r(k), see
Eqs. (43)–(45). Below, after necessary modifications,
we apply the above considerations to photon transi-
tion radiation in heavy-ion collisions.

5. THE EVOLUTION PARAMETER
FOR PHOTONS IN PLASMA

To find the evolution parameter r(k), one must
know the photon energy in plasma. The spectrum of
photons in plasma is given by dispersion equation

ω2
k = k2 +Π(ωk, k, T, µ,m) (66)
02
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with k =| k |. Here, Π is the polarization operator for
transverse photons, which depends on the tempera-
ture T = β−1, the chemical potential µ, and the mass
m of charged particles. Below, we use an approximate
form of Π extracted from original expression [16]:

Π(ω, k) (67)

= ω2
a

[
1− ω2 − k2

k2

(
ln
(
ω + vk

ω − vk

)
− 1
)]

with

ω2
a =

4gα
πβ2

∞∫
mβ

dx
(
x2 −m2β2

)1/2
nF(x, µβ), (68)

where α = 1/137, v2 is the average squared velocity
of charged particles in the plasma, the factor g takes
into account the number of types of particles and their
electric charges (g = 5/3 for u, d quarks), and nfin is
the occupation number of the charged particles:

nF(βω) =
(
eβω−βµ + 1

)−1
+
(
eβω+βµ + 1

)−1

(69)

(the Fermi distribution). The polarization operator for
scalar charged particles is approximately half that for
fermions, with the Bose distribution substituted for
the Fermi distribution. In the case under considera-
tion, the imaginary part of the polarization is small
(no Landau damping) and it was neglected in the
calculations.

For small masses of charged particles, βm 	 1,
the asymptotic expression for the polarization oper-
ator takes the known simple form

ω2
a =

2πgα
3

(
T 2 +

3
π2

µ2

)
. (70)

This form can be used for a quark–gluon phase. For
large masses of fermions (constituent quarks and nu-
cleons) such as βm > 1(m > µ), it is convenient to
use the expansion

ω2
a(F) =

8gαm
πβ

∞∑
n=1

(−1)n−1

n
cosh(nβµ)K1(nβm),

(71)

where K1(x) is the exponentially decreasing modi-
fied Bessel function and the main contribution comes
from the first few terms of the series. An analogous
expansion was also used for bosons (pions) having no
chemical potential:

ω2
a(B) =

4αm
πβ

∞∑
n=1

1
n
K1(nβm). (72)

We considered the polarization operator and pho-
ton spectrum for three possible kinds of plasma:
PH
QGP with u, d light quarks; constituent quark (m =
350 MeV)—pion plasma; and hadronic (pions and
nucleons) plasma. The chemical potential (bary-
onic one) was taken to be equal to 100 MeV per
quark corresponding to a typical value for CERN-
SPS energies (say, 160 GeV per nucleon in Pb–
Pb collisions). The temperature Tc of the transition
was taken equal to a rather small value of 140 MeV
characteristic of the final hadrons [17] (Tc = 200 MeV
was also tested, giving close results). Under the above
conditions, the asymptotic values ωa in (70)–(72) are
equal to 24, 11.7, 11.2, and 2.5 MeV for light quarks,
constituent quarks, pions, and nucleons, respectively.

Let us note that the approximation (67), where we
use the average squared velocity v2 = 〈v2〉, suggests
that higher moments of the velocity distribution do
not differ significantly from corresponding powers of
v2. So we calculated the ratio 〈v4〉/〈v2〉2 and verified
that it differs from unity inessentially, being 1 for QGP,
1.11 for constituent quarks (valons), 1.06 for pions,
and reaching 1.25 for nucleons, whose contribution is
small by itself. The corresponding values of v2 used in
our estimations are 1, 0.545, 0.731, and 0.300.

Evidently, the polarization operator in (66) plays
the role of (momentum-dependent) photon mass
squared (m2

γ). The thermal mass squared at zero
photon momentum k is equal to

ω2
0 = ω2

a

(
1− v2

3

)
, (73)

and it approaches ω2
a for large momenta. The slope of

the dispersion curve at the origin is

dω2
k

dk2

∣∣∣∣
k=0

=
(
1− 1

5
v2

)/(
1− 1

3
v2

)
= 1 + c,

(74)

varying from 1 at v = 0 to 1.2 at v = 1. In a rough
approximation, the polarization operator taken at the
dispersion curve can be represented by the simple
expression

Π(ωk, k) = m2
γ(k) = ω2

0 +
cω2

0k
2

ω2
0 + dk2

, (75)

d = 1− 2
5
v2,

reproducing the position of the point ω0, asymp-
totic value ωa, and the slope (74). In the presence of
charged particles of two different types (say pions and
nucleons), expression (75) should be modified in an
appropriate way to take into account the presence of
two contributions and to ensure the new correct slope
dω2/dk2. The simple approximation (75) appears to
be rather close to polarization operator (67) taken at
the dispersion curve (66) (the two expressions also
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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have a common point at some finite k), and it will
be used below for estimation of the evolution parame-
ter r(k). The zero-momentum photon masses mγ(0)
were found to be 19.5, 14.4, and 10.0 MeV for QGP,
valon–pion, and nucleon–pion plasma, respectively.

The evolution parameter r(k), which gives the
strength of the transition radiation, was determined
in (43)–(45) for the reference model (42). This quan-
tity depends strongly on the transition time δτ . We
suggest that this time interval is not large, being
of the order of 1 fm/c. Then, for small momenta k
(ω(k)δτ 	 1), the parameter r(k) is universal and it
can be well approximated by the expression which
follows from (44):

r(k) =
m2
γ1(k)−m2

γ2(k)
4(〈m2

γ(k)〉+ k2)
=

δm2
γ(k)

4〈ω2(k)〉 , (76)

ω(k)δτ 	 1,

where m2
γi are the photon thermal masses squared on

both sides of the transition and 〈m2
γ〉 is their average.

The zero-momentum evolution parameter r(0) is
equal to 0.324, 0.154, and 0.178 for QGP–hadron,
QGP–valon, and valon–hadron transitions, respec-
tively. Higher momentum behavior of r(k) is model-
dependent. Below, this value will be taken in the form

r(k) =
δm2

γ

4k2
exp

(
−π

2
kδτ
)
. (77)

Equation (77) is a simple version of the asymptotic
form of (45), and it can be well sewed together with
(76) giving a monotonically decreasing function of the
momentum. Let us note that, on general grounds, one
expects that r(k) falls exponentially at large kδτ if the
time dependence of the energy ω(k, t) in the course of
the transition has no singularities (nonanalyticity) at
the real time axis. Below, Eqs. (76) and (77) will be
used for estimation of the transition effect in heavy-
ion collisions. Only the QGP–hadron transition will
be considered. In view of the fact that the evolution
parameter r(k) appears to be small for all momenta
k, all expressions will be estimated in the lowest order
in r(k).

6. TRANSITION EFFECT IN HEAVY-ION
COLLISIONS

Let us apply the above considerations to the pho-
ton production in heavy-ion collisions. We suggest
that the QGP is formed at the initial stage of the
ion collision. Then, the plasma expands and cools.
The expansion is taken to be longitudinal and boost-
invariant [18]. The lattice calculations [2] show a
rather low critical temperature of the deconfinement
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
and chiral phase transition, Tc ≈ 150MeV. These cal-
culations also predict a sharp drop of the pressure to a
very small value when the temperature approaches Tc,
thus provoking instability in the presence of overcool-
ing. So we do not expect a long-living mixed phase
and consider a fast transition from quark to hadron
matter with the characteristic transition proper time
duration δτ of the order of 1 fm/c.

To calculate the transition effect, one must shift
to the rest frame of each moving element of the sys-
tem and integrate over proper times τ and spacetime
rapidities η of the elements of the system. Then, the
invariant single-photon distribution over transverse
momentum kT and rapidity y in the central rapidity
region y = 0 reads

dN

d2kTdy

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= IQGP + I
(1)
tr (78)

=
∫

τdτ

∫
dη

∫
d2xT

(
p
dRγ

d3p

)

+
∫

dη

∫
d2xT

2pτc
(2π)3

r2(p)

with p = kT cosh η.
The first term on the right-hand side of (78) de-

scribes the photon production from hot QGP. Here,
Rγ is the QGP production rate per unit four-volume
in the rest frame of the matter [19]:

p
dRγ

d3p
=

5ααs
18π2

T 2 exp(−p/T ) ln(1 +
κp

T
), (79)

with α = 1/137, αs = 0.4, and κ = 0.58. This expres-
sion can also be used for a hadron gas as its uncer-
tainty is larger than the difference between the first-
order QGP and hadron-gas production rates [20].
Contributions from hadronic resonances are not con-
sidered here. The second term on the right-hand
side of (78) describes photon production due to the
transition from QGP to hadrons in the vicinity of
proper time τc [cf. (56)]. The time of the transition
is taken to be small in this term in comparison with
total duration of the photon production process. The
evolution parameter r(p) is given here by formulas
(76) and (77).

As the last step, one must specify the temperature
evolution in (78). We suggest that the temperature
depends on proper time of the volume element with
a powerlike dependence:

(T/T0) = (τ/τ0)−1/b, (80)

where τ0 and T0 are the initial proper time and initial
temperature, respectively. For final estimation, we
use b = 3, typical of the hydrodynamic picture, and
choose a low transition temperature Tc = β−1

c =
140 MeV. After the transition, photons live for some
02
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Fig. 1. The relative strength of the transition radiation for
the transition from QGP to hadrons.

time in the hadronic medium, and we suggest a ther-
mal momentum distribution of the hadrons (modified
by the expansion of the system). We neglect thermal
photon production below Tc and do not introduce a
special freeze-out temperature. An alternative way
is to introduce the final temperature Tfin < Tc. Not
pretending to achieve high accuracy, we shall not
distinguish between Tc and Tfin below.

Using expressions (79) and (80), the photon pro-
duction rate in the QGP phase in (78) can be inte-
grated over spacetime rapidities η:

IQGP =
5ααs
9π2

(2π)1/2b
(kT τc)2

(kTβc)2b−2

∫
d2xTJQGP

(81)

with

JQGP
∼=
∫ kTβc

kT β0

dx
x2b−3e−x

(4x+ 1)1/2
(82)

× ln
(
1 + κx+

κx

4x+ 1

)
.

The remaining integral (82) over the temperature
can be easily evaluated in various subregions of the
photon momentum kT . Below, we will be interested
in rather low photon momenta kT (up to 500 MeV)
where the transition effect is expected to be more
pronounced. In this momentum region, the integral
(82) depends mainly on the final temperature Tc (at
asymptotically large momenta kT , it depends on the
initial temperature T0). The final proper time τc in (81)
depends on the initial conditions in general. How-
ever, for two main variants of the initial conditions
used in the literature [21], τ0T0 = 1, T0/Tc = 3/2
(τ0 = 1 fm/c) and τ0T0 = 1/3, T0/Tc = 5/2 (τ0 =
0.2 fm/c), the proper time τc changes insignificantly,
being 3.125 and 3.375 fm/c, respectively (for b = 3).
Below, we will use for τc an average value τc =
3.25 fm/c.
PH
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Fig. 2. The relative strength of the opposite side two-
photon correlations for the transition times δτ = 0, 0.5,
and 1 fm/c (top to bottom)—see Eqs. (87) and (88).

Let us note that the photon production rate in
(78) can be expressed through the photon occupation
number n(k):

p
dRγ

d3p
=

2kT
(2π)3

dn(kT cosh η)
dτ

(83)

(with two polarizations included). In particular, tak-
ing (83) into account, one can see that, if the ve-
locities of the volume elements, as well as proper
time interval, in the first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (78) are small, then (78) is reduced to (56),
as it should be. The estimation of (79) shows that
the photon occupation number n(k) in Eq. (83) is
numerically small:

n(k) 	 1.

This means, in particular, that the transition radia-
tion is dominated by the ground state rearrangement
rather than by the photon amplification.

The transition contribution I
(1)
tr in (78) appears

essential only at small momenta kT . So, dealing with
single-photon distributions, one can use formula (76)
for the evolution parameter r(k). The resulting rela-
tive strength of the transition radiation

R1(kT ) = I
(1)
tr /IQGP (84)

is large only in the momentum region kT ≤ 20–
30 MeV independently of the transition duration (see
Fig. 1).

The transition effect is more pronounced in photon
correlations [cf. Eqs. (64) and (65)] where it is a first-
order effect with respect to r(k). Let us note that the
HBT effect for photons now has a more complicated
form than that in (64) because of finite duration [15] of
the process of photon emission from QGP and it will
not be exposed here. We consider only the transition
effect [the third term in Eqs. (57) and (64), which
gives opposite side correlations], estimating its con-
tribution to the two-photon correlation function in the
YSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 2002
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central rapidity region. Suggesting fast transition, we
can evaluate the contribution in the vicinity of a fixed
proper time τc. For this purpose, one only has to shift
to the rest frame of each element of the expanding
volume and perform integration with respect to η.
Then, the extension of the invariant correlator in (63)
to the case of expanding volume takes the form

2k〈b̃±(k1)b̃±(k2)〉 = G(k1T + k2T )I
(2)
tr (85)

with

I
(2)
tr =

∫
d2xT

∫
dη

2τckT cosh η

(2π)3
r(kT cosh η),

(86)

where we neglected n(k) in comparison with unity
(see above). Therefore, the normalized two-photon
correlation function is given by [cf. Eqs. (64) and (65)]

C(k1T ,k2T )
∣∣∣
y1=y2=0

= 1 + CHBT (87)

+
1
2
R2

2(kT )G
2(k1T + k2T )

with

R2(kT ) =
I
(2)
≈�

IQGP + I
(1)
tr

, (88)

where CHBT is the contribution due to the HBT effect.
We calculated the ratio R2(kT ) for various tran-

sition times δτ = 0, 0.5, and 1 fm/c up to kT =
500 MeV. The results are shown in Fig. 2. In the re-
gion of kT < 100 MeV, the ratio R2(kT ) is large for all
these δτ , being equal to 4.94 at kT = 0, reaching the
maximum value R2 ∼ 6 at kT ∼ 20 MeV, and falling
to R2 = 1.78 for δτ = 0, R2 = 0.95 for δτ = 0.5 fm/c,
and R2 = 0.55 for δτ = 1 fm/c at kT = 100 MeV. At
larger transverse momenta, behavior of the ratio R2

depends strongly on the transition time δτ : in the
kT interval from 200 to 500 MeV, the ratio R2(kT )
increases for δτ = 0, remains approximately constant
for δτ = 0.5 fm/c, and decreases for δτ = 1 fm/c.
The asymptotic behavior of the ratio R2(kT ) at large
photon momenta kT depends on the relationship
between the temperature-dependent single-particle
production rate (decreasing as exp(−βk)) and the
δτ-dependent evolution parameter (decreasing as
exp(−πkδτ/2) in our reference model). In any case,
one can hope to see the effect of the transition in the
region kT ≤ 100 MeV, where the peak of the ratio
R2(kT ) is always present.

7. CONCLUSION
Estimation of photon emission accompanying the

transition between quark–gluon and hadron states of
matter in heavy-ion collisions shows that opposite-
side photon correlations can serve as a sign of the
transition if transition time is not large.
PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 65 No. 10 20
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During the last two to three years, color supercon-
ductivity has become one of the QCD focal points—
see review papers [1–3]. To a large extent (but not
completely), the basic ideas of the subject are traced
back to the BCS theory of superconductivity and
its later development. It is known that the discovery
of high-temperature superconductors (HTSCs) gave
rise to new ideas and approaches and revealed interest
in the problem of the transition from the BCS regime
to the Bose–Einstein (BE) condensation. The BCS–
BE crossover is important for the physics of HTSCs
since the underlying distinction of HTSCs from or-
dinary superconductors is that they are characterized
by a much smaller value of the dimensionless parame-
ter ξn1/3, where ξ is the coherence length and n is the
carrier density. In the BCS, or weak coupling regime,
ξ3n ∼ (108–1010), while in the opposite strong cou-
pling case, ξ3n � 1 and we deal with compact pairs of
composite bosons, which may undergo BE conden-
sation. It has been suggested (see, e.g., [4]) that the
description of HTSCs might require an intermediate
approach between the BCS and BE limits. The evo-
lution from weak to strong coupling was theoretically
investigated [5] before the discovery of HTSCs. It
was shown that the transition proceeds via a smooth
crossover though the two limits are physically quite
different (see also [6]).

Having reminded these well-known facts, we may
formulate the question which forms the core of the
present article. As model calculations show [7], the
onset of the color superconducting phase in a two-
flavor QCD (the so-called 2SC phase) occurs at
rather low quark densities n, namely, at n only three
times larger than the quark density in normal nuclear
matter, or even at lower ones [8].

Thus, it is natural to ask in which region regarding
the BCS–BE crossover does it happen?

According to [7], in a QCD with two massless
flavors, transition to the superconducting 2SC phase
occurs at n1/3 � 0.2 GeV (the dimension of n is
1/fm3 or GeV3). As for the corresponding value of ξ,

∗This article was submitted by the author in English.
1063-7788/02/6510-1918$22.00 c©
we may only rely on some estimates since accurate
calculations are lacking. One should also keep in
mind a possible distinction between the correlation
length and the pair size. The two quantities coincide
in the BCS regime [9], while in the BE region the
pair size is smaller than the coherence length [6, 10].
With these reservations being made, we quote the
value ξ � 0.8 fm from [11]. A rather close result,
namely, ξ � 0.6 fm, follows from the BCS estimate
ξ � 1/π∆ [12], where ∆ � 0.1 GeV [1, 7]. Thus,
the diquark pair in the “newly born” color super-
conducting phase is rather compact. This is easy to
understand from simple physical considerations. In
the color antitriplet 3 state, the one-gluon exchange
leads to a quark–quark potential which is only by
a factor of two weaker than the quark–antiquark
one. Instanton or Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL) mod-
els also result in a rather strong q–q attraction. Con-
sider the NJL “weak coupling” solution [1, 3] ∆ =
2ωD exp(−1/ρNJL), where ωD is the Debye frequency,
ρNJL = 8g2µ2/π2, g2 � 2 GeV2 is the NJL coupling
constant, and µ � 0.4 GeV is the chemical poten-
tial corresponding to the onset of the 2SC phase.
We immediately see that ρNJL � 0.3 > ρBCS; i.e., the
quark–quark interaction is stronger than phonon-
mediated electron–electron interaction and in this
sense the newly born color superconducting phase
does not correspond to the standard BCS weak-
coupling limit.

We conclude that the onset of the color supercon-
ducting phase corresponds to ξn1/3 ∼
(1 fm)(0.2 GeV) ∼ 1, ξµ ∼ (fm)(0.4 GeV) ∼ 2.

These values are at least two orders of magnitude
smaller than those corresponding to the BCS regime.
In order to understand to which region of the BCS–
BE “phase diagram” they correspond, one has to
resort to model calculations performed for the sys-
tem of electrons. Most results have been obtained for
the system in two dimensions [6]. Crossover in three
dimensions has been studied in [13]. Transition be-
tween the two regimes occurs in a narrow range of the
parameter ξn1/3, and for electron systems with simple
model potentials (finite range, separable, Gaussian),
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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the value ξn1/3 � 1 corresponds to the lower limit of
a BCS-like region. Needless to say, the extrapolation
of this result to the system of massless quarks may be
considered only as an educated guess and the problem
deserves a dedicated study.

The importance of the BCS–BE crossover for the
color superconductivity problem was first outlined
in [3] and [14, 15]. In [14] the low-density regime
was investigated by extrapolating the single-gluon-
exchange model, which is an adequate tool at asymp-
totically high densities. A smooth transition from
ξn1/3 � 1 to ξn1/3 = 10 at µ = 0.8 GeV was ob-
served.

Let us indicate how the crossover problem in
color superconductivity theory should be approached.
The starting point is the thermodynamic potential
Ω(∆, µ, T ), where the diquark condensate ∆ is of
the form ∆ ∝ 〈q0̂q〉, 0̂ = εαβ3εijCγ5; α, β are the
color indices; i, j, flavor indices; and C, the charge-
conjugation operator [1]. The dependence of Ω on
the chiral condensate ϕ ∝ 〈q̄R̂q〉, R = εαβεij in the
region where the two condensates ∆ and ϕ possibly
coexist [7] may be dropped due to the color supercon-
ductivity version of the Anderson theorem [16]. For
a wide class of models with four-quark interaction,
the thermodynamic potential Ω was first analytically
calculated in [7]. With Ω at hand, one can write a self-
constituent set of mean-field equations to determine
the gap ∆ and the chemical potential µ:

∂Ω
∂∆

= 0, −∂Ω
∂µ

= n. (1)

Up to now, only the first of equations (1) has been
used in color superconductivity theory, while the
chemical potential has been considered as an inde-
pendent variable. To display the crossover from the
BCS to the low-density BE regime, one also needs
the second equation [6]. It enables one to consider the
region of µ < 0 values characteristic for a dilute gas
of tightly bound diquarks (µ = −εB/2 in the limit of
dilute composite bosons with binding energy εB).

In order to find the quantities ∆ and µ vs. the
dimensionless physical parameter ξn1/3, Eqs. (1)
should be complemented by the equation which
determines the parameter ξ:

ξ2 =
∫
drφ(r)r2∫
drφ(r)

, (2)

where φ(r) = 〈q(r)0̂q(0)〉. Analytic expressions for
∆ and µ as functions of ξn1/3 have been obtained
for electron systems with simple model interaction
[13]. The necessity of implementing a similar program
for color superconductivity directly follows from our
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conclusion that the suggested onset of this phase
occurs within the BCS–BE crossover region.

Another question is what are the physical con-
sequences of the fact that the formation of the color
superconducting gap is at least partly due to the ex-
istence of preformed Bose pairs of quarks. At present
we can again rely only on the corresponding studies
of the electron systems [5, 17]. The key point here is
that the physical origin of the critical temperature Tc
is absolutely different in the limits of weak and strong
coupling [5]. In the BCS region, Tc corresponds to
the breaking of Cooper pairs, while in the BE limit,
Tc corresponds to the center-of-mass motion of the
pairs and to the population of zero-momenta state.
Transition from weak to strong coupling regimes re-
sults in a decrease in Tc compared to the mean-field
value. Formally, this should also follow from Eqs. (1)
and (2).

Finally, we note that calculations of the parame-
ters µ and T at which the transition into the color
superconducting phase occurs have been performed
neglecting the gluon condensate. General arguments
presented in [18] show that the color-magnetic field
“frozen” into the quark system in the form of the
gluon condensate shifts the transition toward higher
densities (see also [19]). Therefore, Eqs. (1) for the
BCS–BE crossover should be embedded into the
background gluon field.
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FUTURE PUBLICATION
Probabilistic Scission of a Fissile Nucleus into Fragments
G. D. Adeev and P. N. Nadtochy

A probabilistic criterion is proposed for the scission of a fissile nucleus into fragments. The probability that a
nucleus undergoes disintegration into fragments is estimated by considering the scission of the neck between
two would-be fragments as a fluctuation. The energy of the prescission configuration and the energy of the
separated-fragment configuration are computed on the basis of a macroscopic model that takes into account a
finite range of nuclear interaction and the diffuseness of the nuclear surface. The effect of probabilistic scission
on fission-process observables, such as the first and second moments of the mass and the energy distribution
of fragments, the mean multiplicities of prescission neutrons, and mean fission times, is demonstrated within
Langevin dynamics. It is shown that the Strutinsky criterion, according to which nuclear scission occurs at
a finite neck thickness of 0.3R0, is a good approximation to the probabilistic scission criterion in dynamical
calculations employing the one-body nuclear-viscosity mechanism modified in such a way that the wall-
formula contribution is reduced, the reduction factor satisfying the condition ks < 0.5.

Fluctuations of Charged-Particle Multiplicities in Narrow Intervals of Rapidity
in π−A− Interactions at a Primary Momentum of 40 GeV/с

K.G. Akhobadze, T. S. Grigalashvili, E. Sh. Ioramashvili, E. S. Mailyan, M. I. Nikoladze, and L. V. Shalamberidze

Maximum fluctuations of charged-particle multiplicities in narrow intervals of rapidity in π−A (A = H, D,
C, Cu, Pb) interactions at a primary momentum of 40 GeV/с are investigated for P⊥ processes. The observed
fluctuations are studied by the method of factorial moments. The results reveal that the dependence of the
factorial moments on rapidity gaps obeys a power law. This suggests that fluctuations of a dynamical character
exist in the aforementioned processes. Experimental results are compared with the predictions of the model of
quark–gluon strings in the form of the FRITIOF-7.02 code.

Production of the f0f0f0(980) Resonance in the Reaction π−ppp →→→ π0π0nnn

N. N. Achasov and G. N. Shestakov

The predictions of the model that relies on the mechanism of one-pion exchange and which describes well
GAMSdata on the rearrangement of theS-wavemass spectrum of the π0π0 system in the region of the f0(980)
resonance with increasing −t in the reaction π−p → π0π0n are compared with detailed data recently obtained
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) for the m and t distributions of π−p → π0π0n events. Our
analysis revealed that these predictions are not consistent with those BNL data. On this basis, it is expected
that some other mechanism—most probably, this is the mechanism of a1 exchange—is responsible for the
phenomenon discovered in the BNL experiments under discussion.

Energy Dependence of an Effective Nucleon–Nucleon Interaction and Position
of the Nucleon-Drip Line

M. Baldo, U. Lombardo, E. E. Saperstein, and M. V. Zverev

A semimicroscopic version of the self-consistent theory of finite Fermi systems is proposed. In this
approach, the standard theory of finite Fermi systems is supplemented with relations that the microscopic
theory makes it possible to obtain for the outer values of the invariant components of the Landau–Migdal
amplitude. The Landau–Migdal amplitude at the nuclear surface is expressed in terms of the off-shell T matrix
for free nucleon–nucleon scattering at the energy E equal to the doubled chemical potential of the nucleus
being considered. A strong energy dependence of the free T matrix at small E changes the properties of nuclei
near the nucleon-drip line. It is shown that, upon taking into account the energy dependence of the effective
interaction, the position of the neutron-drip line is shifted considerably toward greater values of the neutron
excess. This effect is illustrated for the example of the tin-isotope chain.
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Anomalous Magnetic Moment of the Muon in the Left–Right Models
G. G. Boyarkina, O. M. Boyarkin, and V. V. Makhnach

The effect of Higgs bosons on the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon is considered within the
model that is based on the SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L gauge group and which involves a bidoublet
and two triplets of Higgs fields (left–right model). For the Yukawa coupling constants and the masses
of Higgs bosons, the regions are found where the model leads to agreement with experimental results
obtained at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) for the anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon. In order to explore corollaries from the constraints obtained for the parameters of the Higgs
sector, the processes e+e− → µ+µ−, τ+τ− and µ+µ− → µ+µ−, τ+τ− are considered both within the
left–right model and within the model involving two Higgs doublets (two-Higgs-doublet model, or
2HDM). It is shown that, if the mass of the lightest neutral Higgs boson does indeed lie in the range
3.1–10 GeV, as is inferred from the condition requiring the consistency of the 2HDM with the data
of the BNL experiment, this Higgs boson may be observed as a resonance peak at currently operat-
ing e+e− colliders (VEPP-4M, CESR, KEKB, PEP-II, SLC). In order to implement this program,
however, it is necessary to reduce considerably the scatter of energy in the e+ and e− beams used,
since the decay width of the lightest neutral Higgs boson is extremely small at such mass values. It is
demonstrated that, in the case of the left–right model, for which the mass of the lightest neutral Higgs
boson is not less than 115 GeV, the resonance peak associated with it may be detected at a muon
collider.

Refraction Effects in the Reaction 13C(3He, ttt)13N at an Energy of 60 MeV
N. Burtebaev, A. Duisebaev, and S. B. Sakuta

In the angular range 10◦–120◦, the angular distributions of tritons from the reaction 13C(3He, t)13N
induced by incident 3He nuclei of energy 60MeV are measured for transitions to the ground (Jπ = 1/2−) state
of the 13Nnucleus and to its excited states atEx = 2.365MeV (1/2+) andEx = 3.51MeV (3/2−) + 3.55MeV
(5/2+). A theoretical analysis is performed within the distorted-wave method under the assumption of the one-
step charge-exchange mechanism, a microscopic form factor that includes central and tensor components of
the nucleon–nucleon interaction being used in this analysis. It is shown that an acceptable description of the
experimental data in question is achieved with potentials whose volume integrals do not exceed 300 MeV fm3.

Total Cross Section for γNNN Interaction in the Energy Range
√

sss = 40–250 GeV
G. M. Vereshkov, O. D. Lalakulich, Yu. F. Novosel’tsev, and R. V. Novosel’tseva

The results are presented that were obtained by directly measuring the total cross section for γN interaction
by recording photoproduction processes at the Baksan underground scintillation telescope of the Institute
for Nuclear Research (Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow). It is confirmed that, in the energy range√
s = 40–130 GeV, the photon–hadron cross sections grow faster than hadron–hadron cross sections. It is
shown that the growth of the number of additive quarks in photon-hadronization products may be one of the
reasons behind this effect. Experimental data on the cross sections for γN and γγ interactions are compared,
and the status of the results obtained from direct and indirect cross-section measurements in the high-energy
region is discussed.

Background of External Gamma Radiation in the Proportional Chambers of the SAGE
Experiment

V. N. Gavrin and V. V. Gorbachev

The effect of external gamma radiation on the counting of 71Ge decays in the proportional counters of the
SAGE experiment, which is aimed at measuring the neutrino flux from the Sun, is considered. The systematic
error of the SAGE result due to radon decay in the air surrounding the counters and the background counting
rate in the counters due to the gamma radiation of the surrounding shielding are determined.
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Contribution of the Hadron Component of a Virtual Photon to the Structure Function
for Charm Leptoproduction at High xxx andQQQ2

D. Yu. Golubkov and Yu. A. Golubkov
The contribution of the hadron component of a virtual photon to the structure function for charm lepto-

production is calculated. This contribution is due to the scattering of c quarks from the virtual photon on the
quarks and gluons of the proton. A comparison of the results of our calculations with the charmed structure
function measured by the Еuropean muon collaboration (EМС) in µ+p scattering reveals that such processes
may explain the observed excess of the charmed structure function over the predictions of themodel of photon–
gluon fusion at high momentum transfers. In order to describe the ЕМС results, it is therefore unnecessary to
invoke the hypothesis that the proton wave function involves a nonperturbative admixture of charmed quarks
(intrinsic-charm hypothesis).

On the Diffractive Disintegration of Deuterons and of Exotic Nuclei 6He and 19C
M. V. Evlanov, A. M. Sokolov and V. K. Tartakovsky

A theory of the diffractive disintegration of loosely bound two-cluster nuclei in the nuclear and Coulomb
fields of nuclei having a diffuse boundary is developed. The energy spectra of charged products originating
from the disintegration of 2H, 6He, and 19C nuclei are calculated within the proposed approach; the results
are found to be rather sensitive to the nuclear structure. For some angles of neutron and proton emission
from the reaction 12C(d, np)12C, the resulting cross sections are in satisfactory agreement with data of recent
kinematically complete experiments that studied the disintegration of intermediate-energy deuterons.

Survivability of Excited Superheavy Nuclei
A. S. Zubov, G. G. Adamian, N. V. Antonenko, S. P. Ivanova, and W. Scheid

The survivability of even–even and odd superheavy nuclei is analyzed on the basis of a statistical model
and with the aid of nuclear properties predicted by various theoretical models. In this analysis, use is made
of various methods for computing level densities. For Z < 114 nuclei, calculations on the basis of all models
predicting nuclear properties lead to close values for the ratio of the width with respect to the neutron channel
to the width with respect to the fission channel. For Z ≥ 114 nuclei, different values are obtained for this ratio.
The dependence of the results on model parameters is discussed. The collective-enhancement factor is taken
into account in the calculation.

Scattering of π±Mesons on a 9Be Nucleus in the Region of the∆33 Resonance
E. T. Ibraeva

Within the Glauber diffraction theory of multiple scattering, the differential cross sections for the elastic
and inelastic scattering of π± mesons are calculated for energies ranging between 130 and 260 MeV. This
is a region around the broad resonance ∆33 in the π±N system, its maximum occurring approximately at
165 MeV. The wave function for the 9Be nucleus was constructed on the basis of the 2αN multicluster
model. The sensitivity of the differential cross sections in question to the wave functions of the target
nucleus that are computed with different intercluster interaction potentials, to the contribution of wave-
function components, and to the contribution of different scattering multiplicities in the Glauber operator
Ω is investigated. A comparison with experimental data and with the results of calculations performed by
other authors is performed, and conclusions on the quality of wave functions and on the advantages of the
computational method used are drawn from this comparison.

Effect of Nuclear-Surface Diffuseness on the Energy and Width of a Giant Dipole
Resonance

B. S. Ishkhanov and V. N. Orlin
The effect of nuclear-surface diffuseness on the position of a giant dipole resonance on the energy scale

and on the width of this resonance is investigated. Approximating formulas that make it possible to describe
experimental systematics in the mass range 16 < A < 240 are obtained for these quantities.
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Deuteron photodisintegration in the Bethe–Salpeter Formalism: Effects of
Negative-Energy Components
K. Yu. Kazakov and D. V. Shul’ga

Relativistic covariance requires that analysis of the reaction γd → pnwithin a field-theoretical model of the
nucleon–nucleon interaction include negative-energy states. Relativistic effects and contributions of negative-
energy states in the Bethe–Salpeter amplitude to the differential cross section, to the asymmetry of linearly
polarized photons, and to the tensor asymmetries of the target deuteron are estimated within the Bethe–
Salpeter formalism for describing the interaction of an electromagnetic field with a two-nucleon system. It
is found that the contribution of these states becomes significant with increasing photon energy, but it does
not change the qualitative behavior of observables as functions of scattering angles.

Measurement of the Total and Differential Cross Sections for the Reaction π−ppp →→→ ηnnn
with the Aid of the CRYSTAL BALL Detector

N. G. Kozlenko, V. V. Abaev, V. S. Bekrenev, S. P. Kruglov, A. A. Koulbardis, I. V. Lopatin, A. B. Starostin,
B. Draper, S. Hayden, D. Huddleston, D. Isenhower, C. Robinson, M. Sadler, K. Algower, R. Cadman,

H. Spinka, J. Comfort, K. Craig, A. Ramirez, T. Kycia, M. Clajus, A. Marusic, S. McDonald, B. M. K. Nefkens,
N. Phaisangittisacul, S. Prakhov, J. Price, W. B. Tippens, D. Peterson, W. J. Briscoe, A. Shafi, I. I. Strakovsky,
G. Staudenmaier, D. M. Manley, D. Olmstead, D. Peaslee, N. Knecht, G. Lolos, Z. Papandreou, I. Supek,

I. Slaus, A. Gibson, D. Grosnic, D. Koetke, R. Manweiler, and Sh. Stanislaus

The first results of the Crystal Ball collaboration that were obtained in 1998 by measuring the total and
differential cross sections for the reaction π−p → ηn are presented. These new experimental results on the
total cross sections are compared with the predictions of the K-matrix model of pion–nucleon scattering.
The angular distribution near the reaction threshold (685 MeV/с) is determined by the contribution of the
S wave, but, from the momentum of 720 MeV/с, the angular distributions exhibit the contribution of the
P wave.

Process γγ→→→ νν in a Strong Magnetic Field
A. V. Kuznetsov, N. V. Mikheev, and D. A. Rumyantsev

A general analysis of the three-vertex loop amplitude in a strong magnetic field is performed, the asymptotic
form of the electron propagator in a field being used in this analysis. Vertex combinations of the scalar–vector–
vector (SV V ), the pseudoscalar–vector–vector (PV V ), the vector–vector–vector (V V V ), and the axial–
vector–vector (AV V ) form are considered with the aim of exploring the photon–neutrino process γγ → νν.
It is shown that only the SV V amplitude grows linearly with increasing strength of the magnetic field, the
remaining amplitudes, those of the PV V , the V V V , or the AV V type, featuring no contributions that exhibit
a linear growth. The process γγ → νν is investigated within the model that is obtained by extending the
Standard Model for electroweak interactions via the inclusion of left–right symmetry and which admits the
existence of an effective scalar ννee coupling. The possible astrophysical manifestations of the process being
considered are discussed.

dtdtdt, ddd3He, and pppα Scattering in the Regions of the 5He∗ and 5Li∗ Resonances
A. V. Kulik and V. D. Mur

It is shown that the simplest strong-interaction models employing the Breit boundary condition or a delta-
function potential and involving only three free parameters describe adequately the properties of the dt and
d3He systems in the regions of the 5He∗(3/2+) and 5Li∗(3/2+) resonances—that is, for energies of E � 3EC

and E � 2EC, where EC is the corresponding Coulomb energy. For these systems, the complex scattering
length, the effective range, and the shape parameters are extracted from experimental data on the reaction
cross sections and on proton polarization in pα scattering (in the case of the d3He system). The astrophysical
function is extrapolated to the low-energy region 0 ≤ E < 0.1EC, which is of importance for thermonuclear
investigations, but which is hardly accessible to direct measurements.
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Temperature Generalization of the Quasiparticle Random-Phase Approximation
with Allowance for a Continuum

E. V. Litvinova, S. P. Kamerdzhiev, and V. I. Tselyaev

The method developed previously by the present authors on the basis of the quasiparticle random-phase
approximation with allowance for a single-particle continuum is generalized to the case of finite temperatures
and is implemented numerically for the isovector E1 resonance in the odd nuclei of tin isotopes—specifically,
in the stable nucleus 120Sn and in the unstable nucleus 104Sn. The temperature dependence of the integrated
features of the resonance and the temperature dependence of its envelope are discussed.

On the MicroscopicMechanism of Collisions between Extremely Light Nuclei
J. V. Mebonia, P. J. Saralidze, K. I. Sulakadze, and G. E. Skhirtladze

The method previously proposed by the present authors for studying three-body problems is generalized
with the aim of exploring more complicated nuclear processes. The idea underlying the method consists in
preserving the unitarity property for the scattering amplitude determined approximately. A specific analysis
is performed for elastic collisions of 3He nuclei and for quasielastic deuteron–triton collisions. Theoretical
results obtained by our method are compared with experimental data, and the agreement is found to be quite
satisfactory.

Familon Energy–Momentum Losses by a Magnetized Plasma
N. V. Mikheev and E. N. Narynskaya

Familon emission from a dense magnetized plasma via the processes e− → e−φ and e− → µ−φ is inves-
tigated. The contribution of these processes to the energy losses by a supernova remnant is calculated. It is
shown that, at a late stage of the cooling of such a remnant, the energy losses of a plasma through familon
emission may be commensurate with the energy losses by neutrino emission. It is found that the asymmetry of
familon emission in the process e− → µ−φ induces a force acting on the plasma.

What New Information about the Microscopic Quark Structure of Meson–Baryon Degrees
of Freedom in Nucleons Can Be Deduced from Data on Quasielastic Pion Knockout

I. T. Obukhovsky, V. G. Neudatchin, L. L. Sviridova, and N. P. Yudin

The emergence of B + π virtual subsystems, which manifest themselves in quasielastic-knockout pro-
cesses of theN(e, e′π)B type, where B is the final-state baryon in various excited states, is considered within
the microscopic quark model of a 3P0 localized scalar fluctuation of the QCD vacuum. The relevant technique
for taking into account the rearrangement of quark degrees of freedom is demonstrated. The model provides
a good description of known momentum distributions for B = N channels. The momentum distributions
are predicted for N → π + B channels, where B = ∆, N∗(1535), or N∗∗(1440). It would be of interest to
study these channels in exclusive coincidence experiments at accelerators producing electron beams of energy
ranging between 5 and 10 GeV.

Photoproduction as a Limiting Case of Inelastic Scattering
A. A. Petrukhin and D. A. Timashkov

Formulas that make it possible to describe, within a unified conceptual framework, both the photoproduc-
tion cross section and nucleon structure functions determining the cross section for inelastic lepton interaction
at lowQ2 are obtained on the basis of the generalized vector-dominance model and Regge theory.

Exact Solutions to the Three-Body Problem for the Case of SSS-Wave Interactions
of the Centrifugal Type

V. V. Pupyshev

The simplest exact solutions to the three-body Schrödinger and Faddeev equations for S-wave pair
interactions inversely proportional to the distances squared are constructed and investigated for the case of
zero total angular momentum of three particles.
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Measurement of the Energy of Medium-Mass and Heavy Cosmic-Ray Nuclei on the Basis
of the Specific Energy Deposition at the Maximum of Hadron Cascades in a Dense Medium

I. D. Rapoport, A. N. Turundaevsky, and V. Ya. Shestoperov

The possibility of measuring the energy of cosmic-ray nuclei in the region above 1 TeV by recording
the greatest specific energy deposition in hadron cascades initiated in a dense medium is investigated.
The method being discussed makes it possible to improve the accuracy of measurements that use a thin
ionization calorimeter in studying high-energy cosmic rays at high altitudes. Attainable accuracies of energy
measurements are considered for the cases of light and heavy nuclei. The results obtained by simulating such
measurements are compared with the results of the Kosmos-1713 satellite-borne experiment.

On the Binding of Atoms with Antiatoms
T. K. Rebane and N. D. Markovsky

The dissociation stability of X+Y +X−Y − Coulomb molecules consisting of X+Y − atoms and X−Y +

antiatoms is investigated. On the basis of multiparameter variational calculations, it is found that such
molecules are stable to dissociation into X+Y − and Y +Y − atoms if the mass ratio for theX and Y particles
lies in the range 0.4710 < mX/mY < 2.1231. This condition is satisfied for the e+e+e−e−, π+µ+π−µ−,
t+d+t−d−, p+K+p−K−, and d+p+d−p− molecules.

Comment on the Use of Chiral Anomaly in Measuring the Number of Colors
R. N. Rogalyov

The dependence of vertices of the PPPγ type, where P is a pseudoscalar meson, on the number Nc of
colors is analyzed with allowance for the Nc dependence of the quark charges. It is shown that processes that
are best suited for measuring Nc include, in addition to the decay η → π+π−γ, the reactions Kγ → Kπ and
π±γ → π±η. The results of the measurement of the cross section σ(π−γ → π−η) at the VES facility (Institute
for High Energy Physics, Protvino) are consistent with the value ofNc = 3.

Hadronization as Valon Confinement in the Course of the Cooling of Nuclear Matter
I. I. Roizen and O. D. Chernavskaya

A modified three-phase model of the evolution of nuclear matter in the course of its cooling—from quark–
gluon plasma through an intermediate phase that is saturated with massive constituent quarks Q (valons),
pions, and kaons (QπK) to hadronic matter (H)—is used to calculate the relative multiplicities of various sorts
of hadrons produced in the central pseudorapidity region in collisions of ultrarelativistic heavy ions. The inter-
mediateQπK phase is considered in detail; it is proven that the perfect-gas approximation is indeed applicable
here. This phase must exist until the mean spacing between valons reaches the confinement radius (at a tem-
perature of TH � 110 ± 5MeV), in which case valons are quickly bound, forming final hadrons. For the yields
of various hadrons, the results are presented that were computed by means of a thermodynamic description of
theQπK phase and a simple combinatorial mechanism of the hadronization process, and it is shown that these
results are in good agreement with experimental data obtained at the AGS, SPS, and RHIC accelerators. The
approach under consideration represents an alternative view on the nature of the observed yields of hadrons.
To a considerable extent, this approach is free from obvious problems plaguing commonly known models that
assume the possibility of an early (high-temperature) freezing of the chemical composition of hadronic matter
(there, a medium whose density is higher than the density of hadronic matter is unjustifiably considered in the
approximation of a perfect hadron gas). Many predictions for the expected yields of hadrons are made both for
the aforementioned facilities and for the LHC accelerator, which is being now constructed at CERN.

Photoproduction of JJJ/ψMesons at High Energies in the Parton Model and
in the kTkTkT -Factorization Approximation

V. A. Saleev

Within the parton model and in the kT -factorization approximation, the photoproduction of J/ψ mesons
on protons at high energies is considered in the leading order in αs. It is shown that, for a specific choice of
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the charmed-quark mass and of the value for the J/ψ-meson wave function at the origin, the predictions given
by the two approaches for the total cross sections describing the production of J/ψ mesons and for their z
spectra are nearly coincident and are consistent with experimental data obtained at the HERA ep collider. At
the same time, the parton model and the theory of semihard processes predict sharply different shapes of the
transverse-momentum spectrum for J/ψ mesons and sharply different transverse-momentum dependences of
the ratio of the cross sections for the production of longitudinally and transversely polarized J/ψ mesons. An
experimental verification of this phenomenon may clearly demonstrate nontrivial effects of small-x physics.

Physics of Charmed Hadrons: An Experimental Survey
S. V. Semenov

Basic experimental results in charmed-particle physics that have been obtained over the past few years are
surveyed. Prospects for studying the properties of charmed particles within the near future are discussed.

Results of a Numerical Integration of an Integral Equation for a Two-Fermion System

N. B. Skachkov and T. M. Solov’eva
A two-particle system is described by integral equations whose kernels are dependent on the total energy

of the system. Such equations can be reduced to an eigenvalue problem featuring an eigenvalue-dependent
operator. This nonlinear eigenvalue problem is solved by means of an iterative procedure developed by the
present authors. The energy spectra of a two-fermion system formed by particles of identical masses are
obtained for two cases, that where the total spin of the system is equal to zero and that where the total spin of the
system is equal to unity. The splitting of the ground-state levels of positronium and dimuonium, the frequency
of the transition from the ground state of orthopositronium to its first excited state, and the probabilities of
parapositronium and paradimuonium decays are computed. The results obtained in this way are found to be in
good agreement with experimental data.

Investigation of the Nucleon Spin in Neutrino Processes
S. I. Timoshin

The possibilities for deducing new information about the spin properties of nucleons from observables of the
neutral-weak-current-induced deep-inelastic scattering of neutrinos and antineutrinos on polarized nucleons
are discussed.

Relativistic Treatment of the Hard-Bremsstrahlung Process pp → ppγ and Possibility
of Discriminating between Different Types of Nucleon–Nucleon Interaction

N. A. Khokhlov, V. G. Neudatchin and V. A. Knyr
Previous results of the present authors, who showed that observables of the hard-bremsstrahlung process

pp → ppγ at beam energies ranging between 350 and 500 MeV are highly sensitive to the type of nucleon–
nucleon potential (meson-exchange potentials versus the Moscow potential), are generalized by means of
a relativistic analysis, which includes, above all, a modified current operator. As a result, the relevant cross
sections decrease, while their angular dependence changes. However, the above high sensitivity to the type of
potential survives and is observed even at the lowest beam energy of 280 MeV considered here, for which there
are experimental data. They seem to favor one of the versions of the Moscow potential.

ADependence of Fast-Particle Spectra in π+,KKK+, and ppp Interactions with Al and Au
Targets at 250 GeV/ccc

N. M. Agababyan, M. R. Atayan, E. A. De Wolf, K. Dziunikowska, A. M. F. Endler, Z. Sh. Garutchava,
G. R. Gulkanyan, R. Sh. Hakobyan, D. Kisielewska, W. Kittel, S. S. Mehrabyan, Z. V. Metreveli, K. Olkiewicz,
F. K. Rizatdinova, N. A. Sotnikova, L. N. Smirnova, L. G. Sveshnikova, M. D. Tabidze, L. A. Tikhonova,

A. V. Tkabladze, A. G. Tomaradze, F. Verbeure, Sh. M. Yandarbiev, and S. A. Zotkin

EHS/NA22 Collaboration

The A dependence of charged-particle spectra in π+, K+, and p interactions with Al and Au targets at
250 GeV/c is presented and compared with the predictions of the model of quark–gluon strings (QGS). It is
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shown that the A dependence of the invariant inclusive charged-particle spectra with respect to the Feynman
variable x is very weak between Al and Au targets. The QGS model leads a larger difference between fast-
particle spectra for different beam particles both for Al and for Au targets. The prediction of the QGSmodel for
the leading-particle spectrum over an energy range between 250 GeV and 10 TeV in pAu(Pb) reactions is in
reasonable agreement with NA22 data and with the results of a cosmic-ray experiment.

Study of Single Muons with the Large-Volume Detector at the Gran Sasso Laboratory
M. Aglietta, E. D. Alyea, P. Antonioli, G. Badino, G. Bari, M. Basile, V. S. Berezinsky, F. Bersani, M. Bertaina,
R. Bertoni, G. Bruni, G. Cara Romeo, C. Castagnoli, A. Castellina, A. Chiavassa, J. A. Chinellato, L. Cifarelli,
F. Cindolo, A. Contin, V. L. Dadykin, L. G. Dos Santos, R. I. Enikeev, W. Fulgione, P. Galeotti, P. Ghia, P. Giusti,

F. Gomez, R. Granella, F. Grianti, V. I. Gurentsov, G. Iacobucci, N. Inoue, E. Kemp, F. F. Khalchukov,
E. V. Korolkova, P. V. Korchaguin, V. B. Korchaguin, V. A. Kudryavtsev, M. Luvisetto, A. S. Malguin, T. Massam,
N. Mengotti Silva, C. Morello, R. Nania, G. Navarra, L. Periale, A. Pesci, P. Picchi, I. A. Pless, O. G. Ryazhskaya,

O. Saavedra, K. Saitoh, G. Sartorelli, M. Selvi, N. Taborgna, V. P. Talochkin, G. C. Trinchero, S. Tsuji,
A. Turtelli, P. Vallania, S. Vernetto, C. Vigorito, L. Votano, T. Wada, R. Weinstein, M. Widgoff, V. F. Yakushev,

I. Yamamoto, G. T. Zatsepin, and A. Zichichi

The LVD Collaboration

The present study is based on a sample of 2.9 × 106 single muons observed by the large-volume detector
(LVD) at the underground Gran Sasso Laboratory throughout 36 500 live hours from June 1992 to February
1998. We measured the muon intensity at slant depths from 3 to 20 km w.e. The majority of the events were
induced by high-energy downward muons produced by meson decays in the atmosphere. The analysis of these
muons revealed that the power-law index γ of the π and K spectrum is γ = 2.76 ± 0.05. The remainder are
horizontal muons produced by neutrino interactions in the rock surrounding the LVD. The value of this flux
near 90◦ is (6.1 ± 2.7) × 10−13 cm−2 s−1 sr−1. The results are compared with Monte Carlo simulations and
with world-averaged data.

Three-Body Dispersion-RelationN/DN/DN/D Equations for the Coupled Decay Channels
p̄̄p̄pppp (JPC = 0−+JPC = 0−+JPC = 0−+)→ π0π0π0, ηπ0π0, ηηπ0, K̄̄K̄KKKKπ0

A.V. Anisovich

For a few years, the data of the Crystal Barrel collaboration on various p̄p(JPC = 0−+) → three mesons
channels have been successfully analyzed by extracting the leading amplitude singularities (pole singularities)
with the aim of obtaining information about two-meson resonances. But these analyses did not take into
account three-body final-state interactions in an explicitly correct way. This problem is considered in the
present study. Here, it is demonstrated how the coupled three-body equations may be written for the π0π0π0,
ηπ0π0, ηηπ0, and K̄Kπ0 channels in p̄p annihilation at rest by using the three-body dispersion-relation N/D
method.

Analytic Estimates of the Product Yields for Nuclear Reactions at Ultralow Energies
V. M. Bystritsky and F. M. Pen’kov

Simple analytic expressions for estimating product yields from reactions between light nuclei at ultralow
collision energies are given. It is shown that, even in the case of total-absorption targets and of a large spread of
incident-beam energies, these expressions can be factorized and naturally define the effective target thickness
and the range of particle collision energies in the entrance channel that defines the yield of reaction products.

Neutron Scattering in Argon and ne Interaction
T. L. Enik, V. A. Ermakov, R. V. Kharjuzov, L. V. Mitsyna, V. G. Nikolenko, S. S. Parzhitski, A. B. Popov,

G. S. Samosvat, and V. A. Vtjurin

As a preparation for a new experiment to measure the ne scattering length ane, the total neutron cross
section for gaseous argon was determined by the time-of-flight method at the Dubna booster IBR-30 in the
energy range from about 5 eV to about 30 keV. A combined one-level analysis of the newly obtained and other
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known data on the cross sections for Ar and 36Ar made it possible to refine some neutron parameters and to
calculate the scattering cross section σs and the scattering length a separately for 36Ar and 40Ar at any energy.

ndndnd Scattering at Low Energies in a Two-Body Potential Model
Yu. V. Orlov and Yu. P. Orevkov

The S-wave phase shift δ(E) for the spin-doublet nd scattering at a low energy E is calculated within
a two-body approach. The effective-range-theory formula k cot δ = (1 + k2/κ2

0)−1(−1/a + C2k
2 + C4k

4) is
used to obtain approximate analytic results with various potentials. The corresponding coefficients C2 and C4

are obtained from our previous calculations of the asymptotic normalization parameter functionC2
T (aκ), where

κ is the triton wave number and a is the doublet nd scattering length. The model describes δ(E) reasonably
well, the results being quite sensitive to the choice of effective nd potential.

Spacetime Symplectic Extension
Yu. F. Pirogov

It is conjectured that, at the origin of spacetime, there lies a symplectic rather than metric structure.
The complex symplectic symmetry Sp(2l, C), l ≥ 1, instead of the pseudoorthogonal one SO(1, d − 1),
d ≥ 4, is proposed as the spacetime group of local structure. A discrete sequence of metric spacetimes of
fixed dimensionalities d = (2l)2 and signatures, with l(2l − 1) timelike and l(2l + 1) spacelike directions,
defined over a set of Hermitian rank-2 spin-tensors, is considered as an alternative to pseudo-Euclidean
extra-dimensional spacetimes. The basic concepts of the symplectic framework are developed in general,
and the ordinary and next-to-ordinary spacetime cases with l = 1 and 2, respectively, are elaborated in more
detail. In particular, the scheme provides the rationale for the four dimensions and 1 + 3 signature of ordinary
spacetime.

Leading-Particle Effects in the Spectra ofΛc andΛc Baryons Produced inΣ−ppp, pppppp, and π−ppp
Interactions
O. I. Piskounova

The spectra of leading and nonleading charmed baryons (Λc and Λc) and the asymmetries between
these spectra measured in Σ−A, π−A, and pA collisions at pL = 600 GeV/c in the E781 experiment are
simultaneously described within the model of quark–gluon strings (QGS model or QGSM). It is shown
that the charmed-baryon spectra can be fitted by QGSM curves calculated with the diquark-fragmentation
parameter of aΛc

f = 0.006. It was found in that experiment that the asymmetry between the spectra of Λc
and Λc in π−A collisions is of nonzero value. It may be described in our model only under the assumption
that the string junction is transferred from a target proton to the kinematical region of projectile-pion
fragmentation.

Nonperturbative Quark Dynamics in a Baryon
Yu. A. Simonov

The method of field correlation functions is used to calculate the nonperturbative dynamics of quarks in a
baryon. A general expression for the 3qGreen’s function is obtained by using the Fock–Feynman–Schwinger
(world-line) path-integral formalism, where dynamics is entirely contained in the 3q Wilson loop with spin-
field insertions. Using the lowest cumulant contribution for the Wilson loop, one obtains a Y -shaped string
with a deep hole at the string-junction position. Using the einbein formalism for the quark kinetic terms, one
automatically obtains constituent quarkmasses calculable in terms of the string tension.The resulting effective
action for 3q plus Y -shaped strings is quantized in the path-integral formalism to produce two versions of
Hamiltonian, one in the c.m. and the other in the light-cone system. The hyperspherical formalism is used to
calculate masses and wave functions. Simple estimates in the lowest approximation yield baryon masses in
good agreement with experimental data without fitting parameters.
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Generation of the Angular Momentum of Fission Fragments in the Cluster Model
T. M. Shneidman, G. G. Adamian, N. V. Antonenko, S. P. Ivanova, R. V. Jolos, and W. Scheid

The role of bending vibrations in generating the angular momentum of primary fission fragments is investi-
gated on the basis of the dinuclear-system concept. For the spontaneous fission of 252Cf, the angular momenta
of fragments are calculated versus the neutron multiplicity and are compared with available experimental data.
Various cluster compositions of the 252Cf fission modes at the scission point are considered.

Search for Solar pp Neutrinos on the Basis of an Upgrade of the CTF Detector
O. Yu. Smirnov, O. A. Zaimidoroga, and A. V. Derbin

The possibility of using an ultrapure liquid organic scintillator as a low-energy solar-neutrino detector is
discussed. The detector having an active volume of 10 tons and a 4π coverage will count 1.8 pp neutrinos
and 5.4 7Be neutrinos per day with an energy threshold of 170 keV for recoil electrons. The evaluation of the
detector sensitivity and backgrounds is based on the results obtained by the Borexino collaboration with the
counting test facility (CTF). A detector can be built at the LNGS underground laboratory as an upgrade of
the CTF detector by using already developed technologies. The investigation was performed at the Laboratory
of Particle Physics at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna) and the Petersburg Nuclear
Physics Institute (PNPI, Gatchina).
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